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SUB..lECT:	 SUMMARY REPORT - 475th MEETING OF THE ADVISORY 
COMMIITEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 
1,2000 AND OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMIITEE 

Dear Chairman Meserve: 

During its 475th meeting, August 29-September 1, 2000, the Advisory Committee on 
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) discussed several matters and completed the reports and 
letters listed below and authorized Dr. Larkins, Executive Director of the ACRS, to 
transmit the memoranda noted below: 

• REPORTS 

•	 Assessment of the Quality of Probabilistic Risk Assessments (Report to Richard 
A. Meserve, Chairman, NRC, from Dana A. Powers, Chairman, ACRS, dated 
September 7,2000) 

•	 Causes and Significance of Design Basis Issues at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants 
(Report to Richard A. Meserve, Chairman, NRC, from Dana A. Powers, 
Chairman, ACRS, dated September 8,2000) 

•	 Proposed Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for Combustible 
Gas Control System in Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors" (Report to Richard 
A. Meserve, Chairman, NRC, from Dana A. Powers, Chairman, ACRS, dated 
September 13, 2000) 

•	 Pre-Application Review of the AP1000 Standard Plant Design-Phase 1 (Report 
to Richard A. Meserve, Chairman, NRC, from Dana A. Powers, Chairman, 
ACRS, dated September 14,2000) 

•
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LETTERS 

•	 Proposed High-Level Guidelines for Performance-Based Activities (Letter to 
William D. Travers, Executive Director for Operations, NRC, from Dana A. 
Powers, Chairman, ACRS, dated September 8, 2000) 

•	 Proposed Final Regulatory Guide DG-1093. "Guidance and Examples for 
Identifying 10 CFR 50.2 Design Bases" (Letter to William D. Travers, Executive 
Director for Operations, NRC, from Dana A. Powers, Chairman, ACRS, dated 
September 12, 2000) 

MEMORANDA 

•	 Final Regulatory Guide 1.18x on 10 CFR 50.59. "Changes. Tests. and 
Experiments" (Memorandum to William D. Travers, Executive Director for 
Operations, NRC, from John T. Larkins, Executive Director, ACRS, dated 
September 5, 2000) 

•
 
• Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1075, "Emergency Planning and Preparedness for
 

Nuclear Power Reactors" (Proposed Revision 4 to Regulatory Guide 1.101)
 
(Memorandum to William D. Travers, Executive Director for Operations, NRC,
 
from John T. Larkins, Executive Director, ACRS, dated September 7,2000)
 

HIGHLIGHTS OF KEY ISSUES CONSIDERED BY THE COMMITrEE 

1.	 Proposed Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50 

The Committee heard presentations by and held discussions with 
representatives of the NRC staff, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), and 
Performance Technology, Inc., concerning proposed risk-informed revisions to 
10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for Combustible Gas Control System in Light-Water
Cooled Power Reactors," and related matters. The Committee discussed the 
staffs recommendations for revising 10 CFR 50.44, including the staffs 
proposed approach for resolving the petition for rulemaking submitted by 
Performance Technology, Inc. The Committee discussed the staffs draft 
framework document (Option 3) for risk-informed revisions to the technical 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50. The Committee also discussed the staffs 
proposed resolution of public comments on the Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking for 10 CFR 50.69 and Appendix T (Option 2). These documents 
pertain to special treatment requirements for structures, systems, and 
components (SSCs). 

• 
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The Committee considered NEI's views on the staff's proposed approaches to 
Option 3 policy and implementation issues (definition of defense in depth, use of 
safety goals, selective implementation, and backfit considerations) and Option 2 
regulatory treatment of RISC-3 category SSCs (safety-related, low risk 
significant). The Committee also considered NEl's views on the proposed 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers document, "Standard for PRA for 
Nuclear Power Plant Applications," and the industry certification process 
described in the document NEI 00-02, "Industry PRA Peer Review Process 
Guidelines." 

Conclusion 

The Committee provided a report dated September 13, 2000, to Chairman 
Meserve on this matter. The Committee also decided to schedule a briefing 
during the October 5-7,2000, ACRS meeting, to review NEI 00-02. 

2. Causes and Significance of Design Basis Issues at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants 

The Committee heard presentations by and held discussions with 

• 
representatives of the NRC staff concerning the causes and significance of 
Design Basis Issues (OBIs). The presentations summarized a systematic and 
comprehensive study of design basis issue trends and patterns. The study 
provides insights into reported DBls- their causes, significant patterns both in 
the power reactor industry and in particular power reactor systems, frequency 
trends, safety consequences, and risk significance. The insights from this study 
are intended to assist NRC and the industry in their ongoing efforts to make 
NRC's regulatory framework and oversight process more risk informed and 
performance-based and to reduce unnecessary regulatory burden. 

The study was based on information gathered from 1985 through 1997. It 
showed that the most common causes of OBis were original design error, 
procedure deficiency, and human error and that three safety-related systems 
accounted for a most of the potentially risk-significant OBis. It also showed that 
older plants generally reported more OBis than newer plants and that, from 1990 
to 1997, the percent of LERs on OBis with accident sequence precursor events 
steadily decreased while the number of OBis increased. 

Conclusion 

Although this was an information briefing, the Committee decided to send a letter 

• 
to Chairman Meserve expressing the Committee's satisfaction with this ongoing 
analysis of experiential data. 
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3.	 Proposed Final Regulatory Guide (DG-1093) Endorsing NEI 97-04 Document on 
Design Basis 

The Committee heard presentations by and held discussions with 
representatives of the NRC staff and NEI concerning a regulatory guide 
endorsing NEI's design basis guidelines. The term "design basis" is used in 
several regulations in 10 CFR Part 50. It is also useful for evaluating degraded 
and nonconforming conditions. 

The objective of NEI 97-04 was to clarify the definition of design basis 
information as defined in 10 CFR 50.2. 

The NEI guidance was developed as a result of system-specific engineering 
inspections. The inspections showed that some licensees were not maintaining 
design basis information as required by NRC regulations and that the staff and 
the industry disagreed on what the 10 CFR 50.2 definition meant. In response to 
the problems, licensees initiated design basis reconstitution programs. These 
programs sought to identify and selectively regenerate missing documentation. 
During the documentation effort, it became clear that definitions of what 

• 
constituted design basis information differed from licensee to licensee. The 
lessons learned from events at Millstone and Maine Yankee showed that the 
definition of design basis should be clarified. NEI began developing guidance in 
response to this finding. After several years and many meetings between NRC 
staff and NEI representatives, a regulatory guide to endorse the NEI guidance 
was developed. 

The proposed final regulatory guide endorses the NEI guidance without 
exception because NRC staff and NEI representatives were able to resolve 
differences that had previously existed. 

Conclusion 

The Committee sent a report dated September 12,2000, to the Executive 
Director for Operations on this matter. 

4.	 AP1000 Standard Plant Design 

The Committee heard a presentation by and held discussions with the staff 
regarding the results of the staff's pre-application (Phase 1) review of 
Westinghouse Electric Company's proposed AP1 000 Standard Plant Design. 

• 
Westinghouse plans to seek certification of a 1000 MWe nuclear plant similar to 
the certified AP600 design, and seeks NRC feedback on the scope and cost of 
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reviewing and certifying the AP1000 design. Westinghouse proposed five 
"assumptions" for Phase II review: 

•	 The AP1 000 design certification application (DCA) will reference sections 
of the AP600 Design Control Document that do not change for the 
AP1000. 

•	 The AP1 000 DCA will not require the applicant to do additional tests. 

•	 The AP1000 DCA can use the AP600 analysis codes with limited 
modifications. 

•	 The AP1 000 DCA can use the AP600 PRA, supplemented with a 
sensitivity study, to meet the requirements for a plant-specific PRA. 

•	 The AP1000 DCA can defer selected design activities to the combined 
license applicant. 

The Committee discussed the staff's position on Westinghouse's assumptions. 

• Conclusion 

The Committee sent a report, dated September 14, 2000, to Chairman Meserve 
on this matter. 

5.	 Performance-Based Regulatory Initiatives 

The Committee heard presentations by and held discussions with the NRC staff 
regarding a proposed Commission paper on proposed high-level guidelines for 
performance-based activities. The staff presented two case studies 
demonstrating that the guidelines are useful in evaluating the viability of a 
performance-based approach within the regulatory framework. The Committee 
and the staff discussed setting capability and performance parameters at the 
highest possible level of the event tree and providing explicit guidance for 
selecting the appropriate number of redundant or overlapping parameters. 

Conclusion 

The Committee sent a letter, dated September 8, 2000, to the Executive Director 
for Operations on this matter. 

•
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6. License Renewal Guidance Documents 

With respect to license renewal, the Committee heard presentations by and held 
discussions with the NRC staff on the content of the proposed Standard Review 
Plan, the Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) report, the regulatory guide, 
and the industry implementation. The staff summarized the contents of these 
documents. The Committee and the staff discussed the differences between the 
various drafts of these documents, the status of disposition of the concerns 
identified in the Union of Concerned Scientists' reports, the details in the 
guidance documents on the scoping and screening processes, and the 
disposition of license renewal generic issues. 

Conclusion 

This briefing was for information only. No Committee action was required. 

7. Operating Events at Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2 

• Reactor Trip with Complications 

• 
• Steam Generator Tube Failure 

The Committee heard presentations by and held discussions with represen
tatives of the NRC staff on two operating events at Indian Point Unit 2 (IP2). The 
first event was an August 31, 1999, reactor trip with complications. The second 
event, a steam generator tUbe failure, occurred on February 15, 2000. The 
purpose of the presentations was to hear the findings and conclusions of the 
Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) about the events at IP2. 

Reactor Trip with Complications 

On August 31, 1999, the IP2 reactor automatically tripped from 99% power 
because of a spurious trip signal. The offsite power breakers also tripped 
unexpectedly and the diesels (EDGs) started. A short time later, the EDG output 
breaker tripped, leaving a vital bus deenergized. This resulted in a loss of power 
to vital equipment including a battery charger. The battery subsequently 
discharged, causing a loss of power, which eventually required the declaration of 
an Unusual Event. Although there was no immediate threat to public health and 
safety, the event was risk significant. There was no radiological release from the 
event. 

• 
The AIT determined that the event was preventable and was caused primarily by 
problems in plant configuration control. Contributing to these problems were 
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weaknesses in the corrective action and technical support areas. In addition, 
weaknesses in management oversight during the event contributed to the delay 
in restoring normal electrical power supplies. 

Some of the discussion concerned the load tap changer being outside of design 
basis and the licensee's looking at the secondary side of the amp current instead 
of the primary side. There was also discussion of the revised oversight process 
and whether it would have identified these problems. It was concluded that 
some of the problems at IP2 were corrective action problems. The latter part of 
the discussion focused on the risk significance of the event. The NRC estimate 
of the conditional core damage probability for this event was about 2E-4. The 
licensee's estimate was about 1.88E-04. The IP2 baseline core damage 
frequency is 3.3E-05 for internal events. 

Steam Generator Tube Failure 

• 
On February 15, 2000, IP2 experienced a steam generator tube failure, leading 
to a manual reactor trip and the declaration of an Alert. The steam generator 
(SG) that was the source of the leak was identified and isolated. The high
pressure steam dump valves were opened, causing an excessive plant cooldown 
rate and a rapid reduction in the pressurizer level, which then required the 
initiation of safety injection (SI). The SI was reset, reactor coolant system 
pressure was reduced, and plant cooldown was resumed. The residual heat 
removal system was placed in service and plant pressure was reduced below the 
SG pressure to stop the SG tube leakage. The plant entered cold shutdown and 
the Alert was exited. The event had moderate risk significance. It resulted in a 
minor radiological release that was well within regulatory limits. No radioactivity 
above normal background levels was measured offsite, and the event did not 
impact upon public health and safety. 

Problems were identified in several areas, including procedure quality, 
equipment performance, technical support, and emergency response. These 
problems challenged the operators, complicated the event response, and 
delayed the plant cooldown. 

A short film was shown of the crack and much of the ensuing discussion focused 
on the event and the location of the failure. 

Conclusion 

This was an information briefing and no action was required . 

• 
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8. Siemens S-RELAP-5 Appendix K Small-Break LOCA Code 

The Committee received a report on the results of the August 8-9, 2000, 
meeting of the Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena Subcommittee. The 
Subcommittee met to begin a review of the Siemens Power Corporation (SPC) 
S-RELAP5 code for application to modeling of Appendix K (evaluation model) 
small-break LOCAs. SPC had recently submitted this version of its code to the 
NRC staff for review. Discussions during the Subcommittee meeting centered 
on the details of the code's models and correlations with the small-break LOCA 
evaluation model version. The Subcommittee identified concerns relative to 
code documentation and the limitations of specific code models. The staff has a 
copy of the code and will investigate issues identified by the staff and the 
Subcommittee. Committee review of this matter will follow issuance of the staff 
safety evaluation, scheduled for late this year. 

9. Annual Report to the Commission on the NRC Safety Research Program 

The Committee continued its discussion of the NRC Safety Research Program 
and the format and content of the ACRS 2001 report. The Committee indicated 

• 
that the focus of its report will be on the long-term research needed to facilitate 
the execution of the NRC's mission in the future. In addition, the report should 
help the Commission determine when a research effort has yielded enough 
information to support regulatory decisionmaking. The Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research will help the Committee with aspects of the report. 

Conclusion 

The Committee will continue its discussion and preparation of the ACRS 2001 
report to the Commission on the NRC research programs during future ACRS 
meetings. A Subcommittee meeting on the report has been scheduled for 
November 1, 2000. 

10.	 Union of Concerned Scientists Report. "Nuclear Plant Risk Studies: Failing the 
Grade" 

The Committee held an unplanned, unscheduled discussion with a 
representative of the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) on the UCS August 
2000 report entitled "Nuclear Plant Risk Studies: Failing the Grade." The 
Committee discussed the UCS concern over the industry's use or misuse of risk 
information for burden reduction. The Committee also discussed the UCS 

• 
concern over the number of risk-informed license amendment requests being 
processed by the NRC staff without the benefit of a detailed licensee risk 
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analysis. UCS contends that the staff has limited ability to detect poor risk 
analysis because licensees normally only submit their conclusions, omitting the 
applicable portions of the PRA or supplemental analyses. 

Conclusion 

The Committee decided to continue its review of this UCS report during the 
October 5-7,2000 ACRS meeting. 

RECONCILIATION OF ACRS COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the Executive Director for 
Operations (EDO) dated July 25, 2000, to ACRS comments and 
recommendations included in its letter dated June 20,2000, concerning the 
proposed final Regulatory Guide and Standard Review Plan Section associated 
with the Alternative Source Term Rule. 

The Committee decided that it was satisfied with the EDO's response. 

• 
• The Committee discussed the response from the EDO dated July 27,2000, to 

the ACRS comments and recommendations included in the ACRS report dated 
June 22, 2000, concerning the staff's draft report, "Regulatory Effectiveness of 
the Station Blackout Rule." 

The Committee decided that it was satisfied with the EDO's response. 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the EDO dated August 30,2000, to 
the ACRS comments and recommendations included in the ACRS report dated 
July 20, 2000, concerning the Nuclear Energy Institute letter dated January 19, 
2000, addressing NRC plans for risk-informing the technical requirements in 10 
CFR Part 50. 

The Committee decided that it was satisfied with the EDO's response. 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the EDO, dated July 14, 2000, to 
ACRS comments and recommendations included in the ACRS/ACNW joint 
report dated May 25, 2000, concerning use of defense in depth for risk-informing 
the activities of the Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards. 

The Committee decided that it was satisfied with the EDO's response but 
recommended that the ACRS/ACNW Joint Subcommittee follow-up during future 

• 
meetings on selected issues such as defense in depth versus safety margins, 
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risk acceptance criteria and safety goals, and options to achieve balance 
between compensatory measures and reduction in risk concerning the high-level 
waste repository. 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the EDO, dated July 20,2000, to 
the ACRS comments and recommendations included in the ACRS report dated 
June 20,2000, concerning the proposed resolution of Generic Safety Issue
173A, "Spent Fuel Storage Pool for Operating Facilities." 

The Committee decided it was satisfied with the EDO's response, but it will 
continue to follow-up on this issue as work progresses. 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the EDO, dated July 17,2000, to 
the ACRS comments and recommendations included in the ACRS/ACNW report 
(NUREG-1635, Vol. 3) dated March 2000, concerning the review and evaluation 
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission safety research program. 

The Committee decided it was satisfied with the EDO's response, but it will 
continue to follow-up and discuss this matter with the NRC staff as work 
progresses. 

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMITIEE 

During the period from July 12 through August 28, 2000, the following Subcommittee 
meetings were held: 

•	 Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena - August 8-9,2000 

The Subcommittee discussed the Siemens Power Corporation's S-RELAP5 
thermal-hydraulic systems code. Most of the meeting was closed to public 
attendance to discuss proprietary information per 5 U.S.C. 552b(c)(4) pertinent 
to Siemens Power Corporation. 

•	 Planning and Procedures - August 28, 2000 

The Planning and Procedures Subcommittee discussed proposed ACRS 
activities, practices, and procedures for conducting Committee business and 
organizational and personnel matters relating to ACRS and its staff. 

I 
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•	 Assessment of the Quality of Probabilistic Risk Assessments (Report to 
Richard A. Meserve, Chairman, NRC, from Dana A. Powers, Chairman, 
ACRS, dated September 7, 2000) 

•	 Cases and Significance of Design Basis Issues at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants 
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Experiments" (Memorandum to William D. Travers, Executive Director for 
Operations, NRC, from John T. Larkins, Executive Director, ACRS, dated 
September 5, 2000) 
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•	 Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1075. "Emergency Planning and Preparedness 
for Nuclear Power Reactors" (Proposed Revision 4 to Regulatory Guide 
1.101) (Memorandum to William D. Travers, Executive Director for 
Opergtions, NRC, from John T. Larkins, Executive Director, ACRS, dated. 
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CERTIFIED 
• 475th ACRS Meeting
 

August 29-September 1, 2000
 

MINUTES OF THE 475TH MEETING OF THE
 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 

AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 1,2000
 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
 

The 475th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) was held 
in Conference Room 2B3, Two White Flint North Building, Rockville, Maryland, on 
August 29-September 1,2000. Notice of this meeting was published in the Federal 
Register on August 18, 2000 (65 FR50576) (Appendix I). The purpose of this meeting 
was to discuss and take appropriate action on the items listed in the meeting schedule 
and outline (Appendix II). The meeting was open to public attendance. There were no 
written statements or requests for time to make oral statements from members of the 
public. 

A transcript of selected portions of the meeting was kept and is available in the NRC 
Public Document Room at the One White Flint North Building, Mail Stop 1F-15, 
Rockville, MD, 20852-2738. [Copies of the transcript are available for purchase from 
Ann Riley & Associates, Ltd., 1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1014, Washington, 

• DC 20036, and on the ACRS/ACNW Web page at (www.NRC.gov/ACRS/ACNW).] 

ATTENDEES 

ACRS Members: Dr. Dana A. Powers (Chairman), Dr. George Apostolakis (Vice 
Chairman), Dr. Mario V. Bonaca, Dr. Thomas S. Kress, Mr. Graham M. Leitch, 
Dr. William J. Shack, Dr. Robert L. Seale, Mr. John D. Sieber, Dr. Robert E. Uhrig, 
and Dr. Graham B. Wallis. For a list of other attendees, see Appendix III. 

I. Chairman's Report (Open) 

[Note: Dr. John T. Larkins was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of 
the meeting.] 

Dr. Dana A. Powers, Committee Chairman, convened the meeting at 8:30 a.m. 
and reviewed the schedule for the meeting. He summarized the agenda topics 
for this meeting and discussed the administrative items for consideration by the 
full Committee. The Chairman introduced Mr. Graham M. Leitch, a new ACRS 
member. 

• -1
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II.	 Proposed Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50 (Open) 

[Note: Mr. Michael T. Markley was the Designated Federal Official for this 
portion of the meeting.] 

Dr. William Shack, the cognizant ACRS member for this issue, introduced the 
topic.	 He stated that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss proposed risk
informed revisions to 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for combustible gas control in 
light-water cooled power reactors," and related matters. He noted that the ACRS 
Subcommittee on Reliability and Probabilistic Risk Assessment met on June 29 
and July 11, 2000. 

NRC Staff Presentations 

Mr. Timothy Reed, NRR, gave a brief presentation on proposed risk-informed 
revisions to the special treatment requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 (Option 2). 
Ms. Cynthia Carpenter and Mr. Joe Williams, NRR, provided supporting 
discussion. The staff summarized the proposed reconciliation of public 
comments on the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) for 10 CFR 

• 50.69 and Appendix T. They also discussed selective implementation, the need 
for prior NRC review, PRA quality, and the need for changes to other regulations 
(e.g., 10 CFR Part 21 for reporting of defects and noncompliance). Significant 
points made during the presentation include the following: 

•	 Public comments were in general agreement with the approach proposed 
in the ANPR, particularly with respect to the staff's plans for a phased 
approach. Some public comments suggested that the approach be 
optional and not mandatory, allow for performance-based methods to 
meet the requirements, and allow for selective implementation. Some 
public comments also suggested that the Backfit Rule be applied if any 
new requirements are proposed. 

•	 Other public comments were that Appendix T is too detailed, prescriptive, 
and burdensome that the NRC should not endorse consensus standards 
as the "only" method for meeting PRA quality expectations, and that the 
NEI peer review certHication process described in NEI 00-02 should also 
be considered as a means of meeting NRC criteria for risk-informed 
decision making. 

•	 In general, the industry and staff are in close agreement on the 
categorization of structures, systems, and components (SSCs). However, 

•	 -2
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the staff and industry differ in their views on the regulatory treatment of 
SSCs, particularly with regard to RSIC-2 (safety-related, not risk 
significant). 

•	 The staff's review of the South Texas Project exemption request is 
continuing. The staff expects to complete its draft safety evaluation report 
in early November 2000. 

Mr. Thomas King and Ms. Mary Drouin, RES, briefed the Committee on 
proposed risk-informed revisions to the technical requirements of 10 CFR 50.44 
and related matters (Option 3). Significant points made during the presentation 
include the following: 

•	 Fuel damage associated with a core melt accident can potentially produce 
combustible gases (Le., hydrogen and carbon monoxide) from reactions 
of the fuel cladding and core with concrete. 

• 
• Hydrogen is not a significant challenge to containment within the first 24 

hours of core damage. Unmitigated, long-term hydrogen buildup can 
reach into explosive concentrations. Core damage, combined with a 
breach of containment, could result in an offsite release and have an 
adverse impact on public safety and the environment. 

•	 Based on its technical evaluation of the hazards and in response to the 
petition for rulemaking submitted by Performance Technology, Inc. the 
staff proposes to modify the following regulatory provisions in 10 CFR 
50.44 as follows: 

enhance the analytical requirements associated with the hydrogen 
source term, 
eliminate the requirement to measure hydrogen concentration, 
the requirement to ensure containment atmosphere mixing, 
eliminate the requirement for post-accident hydrogen recombiners, 
enhance the requirements for hydrogen igniters in BWR Mark III 
and PWR ice condenser containments, and 
allow for risk-informed and performance-based methods. 

•	 The staff will retain the following requirements to: 

for high-point reactor vessel vents, and 
inerting BWR Mark I and II containments. 

•	 -3
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The staff should take action on the proposed rulemaking 10 CFR 50.44 
independently of the Option 3 initiative. The NEI Task Zero initiative 
demonstrated that removal of combustible gas control systems is a risk
positive change. 

New regulatory requirements and safety enhancements should be 
required to pass the Backfit Rule. 

With respect to Option 2 of the ANPR, Dr. Apostolakis asked what the staff 
expected to review in terms of categorization and special treatment. The staff 
stated that it would be desirable for the revised rule and associated guidance to 
enable licensees to make certain changes without NRC review of both the 
categorization and the special treatment. Dr. Apostolakis asked whether the 
staff would review the PRA and/or risk analysis supporting the proposed change. 
He also suggested that it would be worthwhile to know how the expert panel 
made decisions. The staff stated that verification of allowed changes would 
likely be considered in the post-implementation phase but acknowledged that 
there may be some difficulty with the PRA. 

Dr. Seale asked what success criterion would be used for risk-informed changes 
under Option 2. Dr. Apostolakis stated that the impact on core damage 
frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF) might not be known 
because the system might be insensitive to the change. Dr. Powers suggested 
that CDF and LERF may not be the right measures. Dr. Wallis suggested that 
the criterion might be that sufficient safety margins are maintained. The staff 
stated that it hoped to develop a better understanding of how the expert panels 
treat risk information and safety margin during the pilot applications. Dr. 
Apostolakis stated that the approach relies heavily on importance measures and 
noted that the Committee previously expressed concern over the need for 
training expert panels on the proper use of importance measures. 

Dr. Apostolakis stated that there is some merit in the industry's suggestion that· 
the proposed Appendix T might be more effective as a regulatory guide. He 
noted that a regulatory guide may provide more flexibility in the use of alternative 
risk analysis techniques, e.g., the Top Event Prevention (TEP) methodology 
used by Consumers Power Company. The staff agreed that there might be 
some merit to using a regulatory guide, which might endorse some form of 
industry guidance, and noted that a decision had not yet been made on the 
proposed use of Appendix T. 
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Dr. Powers asked about the types of accidents being considered in the 24-hour 
cutoff for 10 CFR 50.44. In particular, he asked about events in which the 
containment atmosphere would become stratified. The staff said that a station 
blackout event represents a substantial hazard for certain containment designs 
because of the loss of containment mixing and the need for emergency power to 
igniters. 

Conclusion 

The Committee sent a report dated September 12, 2000, to Chairman Meserve 
on this matter. The Committee also decided to schedule a briefing during the 
October 5-7,2000, ACRS meeting, to review NEI 00-02. 

III.	 Causes and Significance of Design Basis Issues at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants 
(Open) 

[Mrs. Maggalean W. Weston was the Designated Federal Official for this portion 
of the meeting.] 

Dr. Robert L. Seale, the cognizant member, introduced this topic. He mentioned 
the Committee's previous concern regarding the loss of independence as a 
result of a reorganization in which AEOD became a part of RES and NRR. 
Additionally, he emphasized the importance of the information being presented 
because of the movement toward risk-informed regulation and the opportunity for 
comparison. 

NRC Staff Presentations 

Mr. Ronald Lloyd, RES, gave a presentation on the causes and significance of 
design basis issues (OBis). He stated that the study report documents results of 
a systematic and comprehensive study of design basis issue trends and 
patterns. The study provides insights from reported design basis issues with 
respect to (1) their causes, significant patterns within both the power reactor 
industry and power reactor systems, frequency trends, safety consequences, 
and risk significance; (2) the lessons that may be useful in assessing regulatory 
effectiveness of NRC's evolving inspection and plant performance assessment 
processes and the definition of plant design basis; and, (3) regulatory burden 
implications related to NRC licensee event reporting requirements for design 
basis issues. The insights from this study are intended to assist NRC and the 
industry with ongoing efforts to make NRC's regulatory framework and oversight 
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process more risk informed and performance based and to reduce unnecessary 
regulatory burden. 

The information for the report was compiled from data gathered from 1985 
th rough 1997. The report showed that (1) there were more than 3100 licensing 
event reports (LERs) with OBis during the reporting period and more than 500 in 
1997 which was the focus year, (2) the number of reported events increased 
during t\lRC initiatives, (3) only a small percentage of OBis were classified as 
accident sequence precursor events. The most common causes of OBis were 
original design error, procedure deficiency, and human error. Three safety
related systems accounted for a majority of the potentially risk significant OBis, 
older plants generally reported more OBis than newer plants, and from 1990 to 
1997, the percent of LERs with OBis with accident sequence precursor events 
steadily decreased while the number of OBIs increased. The Committee 
discussed the risk assessment tools for fire and again concluded that we do not 
have a good risk model. 

Conclusion 

A letter dated September 8, 2000, was sent to Chairman Meserve expressing 
satisfaction with the agency efforts to continue analyses of experiential data. 

IV.	 Proposed Final Regulatory Guide (DG-1093) Endorsing NEI 97-04 Document on 
Design Basis 

[Mrs. Maggalean W. Weston was the Designated Federal Official for this portion 
of the meeting.] 

Dr. Robert L. Seale, the cognizant member, introduced this topic. It was noted 
earlier that this and the previous topics were related in that they both dealt with 
design bases. The term "design basis" is used in several regulations in 10 CFR 
Part 50. It is also useful for evaluating degraded and nonconforming conditions. 

NRC Staff Presentations 

The presentation on the regulatory guide endorsing t\lEI 97-04, Appendix B, 
"Design Basis Program Guidelines," was made by Mr. Steward Magruder, NRR, 
and Mr. Russ Bell, NEI. Mr. Magruder stated that the purpose of this part of the 
meeting was to present the proposed final regulatory guide and obtain 
Committee approval for issuance. The regulatory guide endorses NEI 97-04 and 
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the objective was to develop guidance that provides a clearer understanding of 
what constitutes design basis information as defined in 10 CFR 50.2. 

The NEI guidance was developed as a result of system-specific engineering 
inspections that showed that some licensees were not maintaining design basis 
information as required by NRC regulations. In response to the problems 
identified during these inspections and other problems identified by the 
licensees, most nuclear power plant licensees initiated design basis 
reconstitution programs. These programs sought to identify and selectively 
regenerate missing documentation. During the documentation effort, it became 
clear that the definitions of what constituted design basis information differed 
from licensee to licensee. The lessons learned from events at Millstone and 
Maine Yankee showed that the definition of design basis should be clarified. A 
Senior Requirements Memorandum (SRM) dated August 7, 1998, requested that 
the guidance be developed. 

The proposed final regulatory guide endorses the NEI guidance without 
exception because the NRC staff and NEI representatives were able to resolve 
differences that had previously existed. 

The general guidance defines design basis functions as those performed by 
systems, structures, and components that are (1) required, or otherwise 
necessary, to comply with regulations, license conditions, orders, or technical 
specifications, or (2) credited in licensee safety analyses to meet NRC 
requirements. 

The guidance defines design bases values as values or ranges of values of 
controlling parameters established as reference bounds for design to meet 
design basis functional requirements. These values may be (1) established by 
NRC requirement, (2) derived from or confirmed by safety analyses, or (3) 
chosen by the licensee from an applicable code, standard, or guidance 
document. 

Conclusion 

The Committee voted to support staff endorsement of the t\lEI guidance. Dana 
A. Powers sent a letter dated September 12, 2000, to the Executive Director of 
Operations (EDO) recommending issuance of DG-1093 and endorsing NEI 97
04, Appendix B. 

v. AP1000 Standard Plant Design (Open) 
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[Mr. Sam Duraiswamy was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of the 
meeting.] 

The Committee heard a presentation by and held discussions with the staff 
regarding the results of the staff's preapplication (Phase 1) review of the 
Westinghouse Electric Company's proposed AP1 000 standard plant design. 
Westinghouse plans to seek certification of a 1000 Mwe nuclear plant design 
similar to the certified AP600 design and seeks NRC feedback on the scope and 
cost to reviewing and certifying the AP1 000 design. 

The NRC and Westinghouse have agreed to a three-phase review approach 
noted below: 

Phase I 

•	 Identify the review assumptions and issues that need to be evaluated in 
Phase I!. 

• 
• Identify the information that the NRC will need to evaluate these 

assumptions and issues. 

•	 Estimate the schedule and resources needed to perform the Phase II 
review.
 

Phase II
 

•	 Determine the scope of the AP1 000 design certification review. 

•	 Estimate the schedule and resources needed to perform the Phase III 
review. 

• Request Commission approval of Phase II evaluation. 

Phase III 

•	 Perform design certification review. 

Preapplication Review Items Proposed by Westinghouse and the NRC Staff's 
Response to the Westinghouse Proposal 
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In a letter dated May 31,2000, Westinghouse identified five fundamental 
assumptions, noted below, for evaluation by the staff during the Phase II 
preapplication review of the AP1 000 design. In a letter dated July 27, 2000, the 
NRC staff provided the results of its assessment of the Westinghouse proposal. 
Staff responses to the Westinghouse proposal are also included under each 
item. 

The AP1 000 Design Certification Application will reference sections of the 
AP600 Design Control Document (DCD) that do not change for AP1 000. 

Westinghouse will submit a table of contents of the DCD for the AP1 000 
design for review by the NRC. At the conclusion of the Phase II review, 
Westinghouse expects to reach an agreement with the NRC on the table 
of contents for the DCD, including a determination of the sections that can 
be retained from the AP600 DCD that will not be subject to re-review. 

The staff states that in order to determine which sections of AP600 DCD 
will not require re-review for AP1 000, Westinghouse should provide a 
description of its proposed design changes, with a level of detail 
comparable to that provided in Section 1.2 of the AP600 DCD and a 
rationale for why changes are not needed in certain sections of the AP600 
OCD. 

The AP1 000 design certification will not require additional tests to be 
performed by the applicant. 

Westinghouse will submit an AP1 000 analysis plan and scaling 
assessment of the AP600 test program. The NRC should determine 
whether the AP600 test program meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 
52 for the AP1 000 design. 

The AP1 000 design certification can utilize the AP600 analysis codes with 
limited modifications. Westinghouse will submit the AP1 000 analysis plan 
and the scaling assessment of AP600 test program and the AP1 000 
passive core cooling system design margins assessment. Westinghouse 
will provide an assessment of the applicability of each code and will 
identify code changes to address the most significant comments 
documented in NUREG-1512, "Final Safety Evaluation Report Related to 
Certification of AP600 Standard Design." The NRC should determine 
whether the AP600 analysis codes, including the proposed changes are 
adequate for analyzing the AP1 000 design. 
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For items 2 and 3, the staff states that in order to determine whether the 
AP600 test program (including test matrices) and code validation are 
sufficient for AP1 000, Westinghouse must develop a phenomena 
identification and ranking table (PIRT) for AP1 000, identify key thermal
hydraulic phenomena and parameter ranges, and identify any new 
phenomena or differences 'from the AP600 PIRTs for large- and small
break LOCAs and non-LOCA transients. In addition, the staff requests 
Westinghouse to provide necessary information on various thermal
hydraulic tests and codes for use by the staff to determine whether 
additional tests and code changes are needed for AP1 000. For example: 

•	 Westinghouse must demonstrate that the existing separate effects 
tests on the passive residual heat removal system heat exchanger, 
automatic depressurization system, and core makeup tank 
sufficiently cover the range of key thermal-hydraulic phenomena 
and parameters or acquire additional test data. 

•	 Westinghouse must submit a scaling report for the integral system 
tests, such as OSU/APEX and SPES-2 (high pressure, full vertical 
scale) for AP1 000 and demonstrate that the test matrices of 
OSU/APEX and SPES-2 provided adequate coverage of the break 
sizes and locations to address important system-related 
phenomena identified in the AP1 000 design. It is possible that 
additional integral system tests may be required, especially for 
validation of the NOTRUMP code for small-break LOCA analysis 
and the WCOBRWrRAC code for long-term cooling analysis. 

•	 Westinghouse will have to (a) provide justification on the 
acceptability of the WRB-2 CHF correlation to the new fuel design 
by demonstrating that sufficient test data exist to cover the 
geometrical and thermal-hydraulic conditions of the new fuel 
design, (b) acquire additional critical heat flux data to cover the new 
fuel design and thermal-hydraulic conditions and demonstrate that 
the WRB-2 correlation adequately predicts new data, or (c) develop 
a new CHF correlation (including WRB-2 modification). 

•	 Westinghouse needs to explain how the LOFTRAN code has been 
or will be changed to model AP1 000 and why these changes are 
appropriate. 
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•	 The limitations and restrictions, identified in NUREG-1512, on 
using the WGOTHIC code model for the AP600 evaluation need to 
be justified or modified accordingly for AP1 000. 

The AP1 000 design certification application can utilize the AP600 PRA 
supplemented with a sensitivity study to meet the requirements for a 
plant-specific PRA. 

Westinghouse will submit the table of contents for the AP1 000 PRA 
sensitivity study and AP1 000 Level 1 PRA LOCA success sequences 
analysis report. The NRC should determine whether the AP600 PRA 
supplemented with a suitable sensitivity study meets the requirements for 
the AP1 000 plant-specific PRA. 

The staff states that Westinghouse should provide the following Level 1 PRA 
information. 

•	 A detailed description of the approach that will be followed to confirm the 
validity of the success criteria for both systems and operator actions. In 
the AP600 PRA, the success criteria were determined by a risk-based 
margin approach that used conservative assumptions for key thermal
hydraulic parameters, such as decay heat. This process resulted in 

. success criteria that are sequence dependent and take into account 
thermal-hydraulic uncertainties. Westinghouse should discuss how the 
proposed design changes will affect the implementation of the margins 
approach for AP1 000. If it is proposed that some portion of the AP600 
margins approach implementation be retained, Westinghouse should 
provide documentation showing that this action will not compromise the 
robustness of the success criteria (for both systems and human actions) 
used in the AP1000 PRA models. 

•	 A list of changes is in the AP600 design with an explanation of why such 
changes would not introduce additional hardware failure mechanisms or 
increased hardware failure rates. Both power operation and shutdown 
operation need to be addressed. 

The AP1 000 design certification application can defer selected design 
activities to the combined license (COL) applicant. 

Westinghouse proposes to include less design detail in the AP1 000 design 
certification application than was included in the AP600 application. The general 
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arrangement, structural configuration, equipment and piping layout are 
substantially the same. However, qualification analyses will be deferred to the 
COL applicantion. Westinghouse requests that the NRC provide feedback on 
the level of design detail to be included in the AP1 000 application. 

The NRC staff states that Westinghouse should provide information necessary 
for the staff to determine whether Westinghouse can use design acceptance 
criteria (DAC) instead of detailed design information for the AP1 000 seismic 
analysis, structural design, and piping design. Also, Westinghouse should 
demonstrate several things: 

•	 the dynamic stability of the nuclear island (sliding and overturning) 

•	 the adequacy of the 6-foot thick foundation mat (in the balance of plant 
area) under the increased design loads (dead loads and seismic loads). 

•	 the design adequacy of the subcompartment walls to withstand higher 
pressures resulting from the increased size of nuclear steam supply 
system (NSSS) components 

• • that AP1 000 steel containment will continue to meet the containment 
performance requirement for severe accidents (withstand the internal 
pressure at 24 hours after the start of an accident at ASME Service Level 
C limits) 

The members provided the following comments: 

•	 Supplementing the AP600 PRA with a sensitivity analysis may not be 
sufficient. The AP1 000 PRA should include uncertainty distributions on 
core damage frequency, conditional containment failure probability, and 
large early release frequency. 

•	 The seismic analysis should not be left solely to the COL applicant and 
should be included in the AP1 000 PRA using a representative site. 

•	 The staff obtained copies of the NOTRUMP, WCOBRAfTRAC, 
LOFTRAN, and WGOTHIC codes and performed an independent 
evaluation of these codes to determine their applicability to assess the 
adequacy of the AP1 000 design. . 
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•	 An uncertainty analysis should be performed to assess the uncertainties 
associated with the results of the NOTRUMP, WCOBRAfTRAC, 
LOFTRAN, and WGOTHIC codes. 

VI.	 Performance-Based Regulatory Initiatives (Open) 

[Note: Mr. Noel F. DUdley was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of 
the meeting.] 

Mr. John Sieber, Acting Chairman of the Reliability and Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment Subcommittee, provided background information regarding the 
development of the proposed Commission paper concerning high-level 
guidelines for performance-based activities. He summarized the Committee's 
previous review activities related to the proposed paper. 

Mr. Prasad Kadambi, RES, provided an overview of the development of the 
proposed guidelines. Mr. Robert Youngblood, ISL, Inc., presented a case study 
that applied the proposed guidelines to the present requirements for combustible 
gas control in certain types of containment. He concluded that some aspects of 
capability and performance parameters are not amenable to performance-based 
treatment and that the guidelines are useful in evaluating the viability of a 
performance-based approach within the regulatory framework. 

The members and representatives of the staff discussed how the uncertainties 
associated with the selected parameters are addressed. They also discussed 
setting capability and performance parameters at the highest possible level of 
the event tree, and providing explicit guidance for selecting the appropriate 
number of redundant or overlapping parameters. 

Mr. Christopher Smith, ISL, Inc., presented a case study that applied the 
proposed guidelines to a recently revised rule associated with respiratory 
protection requirements. He concluded that the results of applying the 
performance-based guidelines were consistent with the changes made to rule. 

Mr. Kadambi explained the interrelationships among regulatory initiatives and the 
staff's plans for applying the guidelines to future regulatory activities. He 
concluded that the staff had demonstrated the usefulness of the guidelines and 
that it expected to improve the guidelines as experience dictated. 

The members and the staff discussed the differences between the probability of 
risk related to radiation and chemicals, why the viability guidelines were tested, 
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and the need for other kinds of acceptance criteria besides core damage 
frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF). 

Conclusion 

The Committee sent a letter dated September 8,2000 to the EDO on this matter. 

VII. License Renewal Guidance Documents (Open) 

[Note: Mr. Noel F. Dudley was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of 
the meeting.] 

Dr. Bonaca, Chairman of the Plant License Renewal Subcommittee, noted that 
the staff and industry were developing a set of license renewal guidance 
documents, which would be released for public comment. He explained that the 
Subcommittee planned to review these documents during the October 19-20, 
2000, ACRS Subcommittee meeting. Dr. Bonaca noted that the purpose of the 
staff presentation was to explain the status of the documents. 

• 
Mr. Christopher Grimes, NRR, informed the Committee that the documents 
would be distributed to the public over tile next several days. Mr. Samson Lee, 
NRR, provided background related to the development of the guidance 
documents and an overview of how the documents are intended to work 
together. He also presented the schedule for review and approval of the 
documents. Mr. Lee summarized the contents of the standard review plan 
section, the Generic Aging Lessons Learned Report, the Regulatory Guide, and 
Revision 2 to NEI 95-10. 

The members and the staff discussed differences between the various drafts of 
the documents, the disposition of the concerns identified in the Union of 
Concerned Scientists' report, the extent of guidance regarding the scoping and 
screening processes, and the disposition of license renewal generic issues. 

Conclusion 

This briefing was for information only. No Committee action is required. 

VIII. Operating Events at Indian Power Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2 (Open) 

[Mrs. Maggalean W. Weston was the Designated Federal Official for this portion 
of the meeting.] 
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Dr. Robert L. Seale, cognizant member, introduced this topic. He said that there 
would be presentations on two events at Indian Point Unit 2 (IP2). The first 
event was a reactor trip with complications that occurred on August 31, 1999. 
The second event, a steam generator tUbe failure, occurred on February 15, 
2000. 

NRC Staff Presentations 

The presentations on operating events at IP2 focused on two events. After 
introductory remarks by Mr. Ledyard Marsh, NRR, presentation of the reactor trip 
with complications was given by Mr. Jimi Yerokum, Region I. The steam 
generator tube failure presentation was given by Mr. Raymond Lorson, Region I. 
Mr. James Trapp, Region I, participated in both presentations discussing the risk 
signi'ficance of the events. Mr. Brian Holian, Region I, provided comments 
throughout the presentations and did a summary at the conclusion of both 
presentations. The purpose of the presentations was to hear findings and 
conclusions of the augmented inspection team (AIT) that reviewed the two 
events at IP2. 

Reactor Trip with Complications 

Mr. Yerokum discussed the event and its causes. On August 31, 1999, the IP2 
reactor automatically tripped from 99% power due to a spurious reactor 
protection system (RPS) overtemperature delta-temperature (aT6.T) trip signal. 
The normal offsite power breakers to all four 480 volt (V) vital buses also tripped 
unexpectedly, and all three emergency diesel generators (EDGs) started and 
began to assume loads on their respective 480 V buses. A short time later, the 
23 EDG output breaker tripped, leaving the 6A vital bus deenergized. This 
resulted in a loss of power to one of the two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater 
pumps, battery charger 24, some emergency core cooling components, and 
other equipment. Battery 24 subsequently discharged in about 7 hours, causing 
a loss of power to the direct current (dc) loads on dc panel 24 and the loads on 
118 volt alternating current (ac) instrument bus 24. The deenergization of the 
instrument bus caused a loss of most of the control room annunciators for 
various safety-related systems, which required the declaration of an Unusual 
Event. On September 1, 1999, vital bus 6A was reenergized and normal offsite 
power restored. 

Although there was no immediate threat to public health and safety, the event 
was risk significant. There was no radiological release from the event. 
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The AIT determined that the event was preventable and was caused primarily by 
problems in plant configuration control. Contributing to these problems were 
some notable weaknesses in the corrective action and technical support areas. 
In addition, weaknesses in management oversight during the event contributed 
to the delay in restoring norma.l electrical power supplies. 

A configuration control problems was that the station auxiliary transformer load 
tap changer was left in a position contrary to the licensing basis. This led to a 
loss of offsite power to the vital buses following the plant trip. Poor control of 
emergency diesel generator output breaker short time overcurrent trip settings, 
compounded by a deficiency in the timing of the sequencing relays for some 
safety-related loads, caused the loss of emergency power to one of the vital 
buses. 

Management did not promptly recognize the significance of the degrading 
conditions associated with the event. Managers appeared to focus primarily on 
developing shutdown work plans and schedules instead of establishing and 
prioritizing activities to restore plant equipment and to limit further risk. As a 
result of these weaknesses, station personnel provided poorly coordinated and 
untimely support to plant operators in restoring normal electrical power. 
Likewise, the post-trip response organization did not provide support to 
operations in the review o'f plant conditions related to the emergency plan. As a 
result, station personnel did not recognize that they should have declared an 
Unusual Event when offsite power was lost to all 480 volt vital buses. 

Some of the discussion centered around the circumstances of the event, the 
load tap changer was outside of design basis, and personnel looked at the 
secondary side of the amp CUl'fent instead of the priority side. There was also 
discussion regarding the revised oversight process and whether or not some of 
these problems would have been identified with the process. The Committee 
concluded that some of the problems at IP2 were corrective action problems. 
The latter part of the discussion focused on the risk significance of the event. 
The NRC estimate of the conditional core damage probability for this event was 
estimated to be about 2E-4. The licensee's estimate was about 1.88E-04. The 
IP2 baseline core damage frequency is 3.3E-05 for internal events. 

Steam Generator Tube Failure 

Mr. Lorson discussed this event as follows. On February 15, 2000, the IP2 
nuclear plant experienced a steam generator tube failure (SGTF) that required 
the declaration of an Alert and a manual reactor trip. The #24 steam generator 
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(SG) was determined to be the source of the leak and was isolated. The high
pressure steam dump valves were opened causing an excessive primary plant 
cooldown rate which caused a rapid reduction in the pressurizer level, which 
required the initiation of safety injection (Sl). The SI was reset, reactor coolant 
system (RCS) pressure was reduced, and plant cooldown was recommenced. 
The residual heat removal (RHR) system was placed in service and primary plant 
pressure was reduced below the #24 SG pressure to terminate the SG tube 
leakage. The plant entered cold shutdown and the Alert was exited. 

The event had moderate risk significance. It resulted in a minor radiological 
release well within regulatory limits. No radioactivity was measured offsite above 
normal background levels, and the event did not impact the public health and 
safety. 

Problems were identified in several areas, including operator performance, 
procedure quality, equipment performance, technical support, and emergency 
response. These problems challenged the operators, complicated the event 
response, and delayed the plant cooldown. 

A short film was shown of the crack and much of the ensuing discussion focused 
on the event and the location of the failure. 

Conclusion 

This was an information briefing and no action was taken. 

IX. Siemens SRELAP-5 Appendix K Small-Break LOCA Code (Open) 

Dr. G. Wallis, Chairman, Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena (T/H-P) Subcommittee, 
reported on the results of the T/H-P Subcommittee meeting of August 8-9, 2000 
which was held to begin review of the Siemens Power Corporation (SPC) 
S-RELAP5 code. Specifically, SPC has submitted for NRC staff review and 
approval an Appendix K small-break (SB) LOCA version of the code. The 
subcommittee discussions centered on two topics: the details of the code models 
and correlations, and the specifics of the Appendix K SB LOCA code version. 

Dr. Wallis made the following points: 

Perusal of the models and correlations documentation showed numerous 
instances of missing or incomplete/poor documentation. A number of 
typos were also found. In some instances the modeling methods used 
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were not explained. Dr. Wallis has a list of these concerns; he will send it 
to the NRC staff. 

The detailed presentation by Mr. J. Kelly, SPC, on the models and 
correlations provided substantial information on the code not found in the 
documentation. The Subcommittee members agreed that Mr. Kelly's 
presentation made the code appear more robust. 

The code exhibits problems with regard to modeling momentum. 
However, for the case at hand (the SBLOCA evaluation model), the 
impact of momentum is small. The Subcommittee believes that SPC 
should provide a quantitative argument to this effect. 

NRR needs to consider what acceptance criteria it will apply to the 
uncertainty in the code outputs. Mr. Caruso, !\IRR, said that this issue is 
addressed in a regulatory guide addressing use of "best estimate" ECCS 
codes (Regulatory Guide 1.157). 

For the SBLOCA code, the SPC assessment process appeared weak. 
Dr. Powers said that SPC agreed that a more logical and disciplined 
approach is needed here. 

Problems were seen in the modeling of void distribution in the core and 
the liquid level model for the loop seal clearing. For the latter, SPC biased 
the model to ensure consistent results, as the code cannot model two
phase instability. 

Mr. Landry, NRR, said that the SPC SBLOCA code will only be applicable 
to three-and four-loop Westinghouse PWR plants. He also said that the 
staff will impose conditions on the use of this code version. In a related 
matter, !\IRR said that the draft regulatory guide and the SRP section 
pertaining to submittal and review of codes are scheduled to be issued for 
public comment in September 2000. 

In closing, Dr. Wallis said that the Subcommittee does not plan further 
review of this matter until the staff has issued its safety evaluation, 
scheduled for the December or January. 

x. Annual Report to the Commission on the !\IRC Safety Research Program (Open) 
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The Committee continued its discussion of the NRC Safety Research Program 
and the format and content of the ACRS 2001 report. The Committee indicated 
that the focus of its report will be on the long-term research needed to facilitate 
the execution of the NRC's mission in the future. In addition, the report should 
be helpful to the Commission in determining when a research effort has yielded 
enough information for regulatory decision making. The Office of Nuclear 
Regulatory Research will cooperate with ACRS on this report. 

Conclusion 

The Committee will continue its discussion and preparation of the ACRS 2001 
report to the Commission on the NRC research programs at future ACRS 
meetings and at a Subcommittee meeting scheduled for November 1, 2000. 

XI.	 Union of Concerned Scientists Report. "1\Juclear Plant Risk Studies: Failing the 
Grade" (Open) (Unscheduled Agenda Item) 

[Note: Dr. John T. Larkins was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of 
the meeting.] 

The Committee held an unplanned, unscheduled discussion with Mr. David 
Lochbaum of the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) concerning the UCS 
report August 2000 report entitled "Nuclear Plant Risk Studies: Failing the 
Grade." The Committee discussed the UCS concern regarding the industry's 
use or misuse of risk information for burden reduction. The Committee also 
discussed the UCS concern over the number of risk-informed license 
amendment requests being processed by the NRC staff without the benefit of 
licensee's detailed risk analysis. UCS contends that the staff has limited ability 
to detect poor risk analysis because licensees normally only submit their 
conclusions, omitting the applicable portions of the PRA or supplemental 
analysis. 

Dr. Apostolakis asked about the apparent omission of PRA contributions to the 
development of regulations such as the Station Blackout (SBO) Rule, the 
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Rule, and the requirement for 
automatic actuation of auxiliary feedwater. Mr. Lochbaum stated that these 
regulations were promulgated in response to operating plant events and not 
PRA. 

Dr. Apostolakis asked about the UCS recommendation that no risk decisions be 
made until industrial standards (e.g., ASME, ANS, NFPA, etc.) are approved or 
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endorsed by the NRC. Mr. Lochbaum stated that he had a discussion with 
representatives of the NRC Office of the Inspector General about this 
recommendation. He stated that the UCS believes that no risk-informed 
decision should be made by the NRC without reviewing the licensee's risk 
analysis. 

Conclusion 

The Committee decided to continue its review of the UCS report during the 
October 5-7,2000 ACRS meeting. 

XII.	 Executive Session (Open) 

[Note: Dr. John T. Larkins was the Designated Federal Official for this portion of 
the meeting.] 

A.	 Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations 

• 
[Note: Mr. Sam Duraiswamy was the Designated Federal Official for this portion 
of the meeting.] 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the Executive Director for 
Operations (EDO) dated July 25, 2000, to ACRS comments and 
recommendations included in its letter dated June 20, 2000, concerning 
the proposed final Regulatory Guide and Standard Review Plan Section 
associated with the Alternative Source Term Rule. 

The Committee decided that it was satis'fied with the EDO's response. 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the EDO dated July 27, 
2000, to the ACRS comments and recommendations included in the 
ACRS report dated June 22, 2000, concerning the staff's draft report, 
"Regulatory Effectiveness of the Station Blackout Rule." 

The Committee decided that it was satisfied with the EDO's response. 

•	 The Committee discussed the response from the EDO dated August 30, 
2000, to the ACRS comments and recommendations included in the 
ACRS report dated July 20, 2000, concerning the Nuclear Energy Institute 
letter dated January 19, 2000, addressing NRC plans for risk-informing 
the technical requirements in 10 CFR Part 50. 
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Review of the Member Assignments and Priorities for ACRS Reports and 
Letters for the 

Member assignments and priorities for ACRSreports and letters for the 
September ACRS were discussed. Reports and letters that would benefit 
from additional consideration at a future ACRS meeting were discussed. 

Anticipated Workload for ACRS Members 

The anticipated workload of the ACRS members through November 2000 
was discussed. The objectives were: 

•	 Review the reasons for the scheduling of each activity and the 
expected work product and to make changes, as appropriate 

•	 Manage the members' workload for these meetings 
•	 Plan and schedule items for ACRS discussion of topical and 

emerging issues 

During this session, the Subcommittee discussed and developed 
recommendations on the items that require a Committee decision. 

Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) Issues Associated with Steam 
Generator Tube Integrity 

In a memorandum dated July 20, 2000, to the ACRS Executive Director 
from the EDO, it was requested that the ACRS assist in the process of 
reviewing a DPO on steam generator tube integrity issues. Specifically, 
the EDO requested that the ACRS function as the equivalent of an ad hoc 
panel, under the NRC Management Directive 10.159 to review the DPO. 

Subsequent to the EDO memorandum, the DPO author requested a 
meeting with the ACRS Executive Director. On July 24, 2000, Dr. Larkins 
and Mr. Duraiswamy met with the DPO author to discuss the EDO's 
request to the ACRS, previous ACRS comments on Generic Letter 95-05, 
"Voltage-Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam Generator 
Tubes," and other related matters. During that meeting, the DPO author 
stated that he did not have any objection to the ACRS reviewing the DPO 
issues as requested by the EDO and has some concerns that warrant the 
attention of the EDO. In a memorandum dated July 28, 2000, the DPO 
author provided his concerns to the EDO. The EDO responded to the 
DPO author on August 4,2000 stating that: "In selecting the ACRS as the 
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ad hoc panel, I considered its previous involvement in and knowledge of 
the technical issues." Dr. Larkins also sent a memorandum to the OPO 
author on August 14, 2000 documenting the items discussed with the 
OPO author on July 24,2000. The EOO plans to provide consultants (Dr. 
Catton, Thermal-Hydraulic Issues; Dr. Richer, NIST, IGSCC; and Mr. 
Higgins, BNL, Human Performance) to the ACRS to provide technical 
support in reviewing the OPO issues. 

ASLB Decision on Shearon Harris 

The ACRS reports on spent fuel pool fires at decommissioning plants and 
the report on generic safety issue for spent fuel pools for operating plants 
have been referenced in the ASLB petition on Shearon Harris' 
amendment to its operating license to modify its spent fuel pool (pp. 12
32). As a result of interveners referencing the ACRS reports in their case 
to support the need for NRC staff to prepare an environmental impact 
statement, the ACRS members, staff, or consultants could be subject to 
discovery in these proceedings, which may require ACRS members, staff, 
or consultants to provide testimony or written material for these hearings. 

The Board of Commissioners of Orange County (BCOC), North Carolina, 
is seeking admission of four late-filed environmental contentions (ECs) in 
the matter of Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power 
Plant). The Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) on August 7, 
2000, ordered that one contention (EC-6) be admitted for litigation; and 
rejected three contentions (EC-7, EC-8, EC-9) as inadmissible for 
litigation. 

The ASLB in its ruling ordered the parties to conduct discovery beginning 
on August 21, 2000, and ending on October 20, 2000. The ASLB also 
notes that any attempt to obtain discovery materials from the ACRS is 
subject to the exceptional circumstances of 10 CFR 2.720 (h). 

Power Uprate Issues 

Mr. Boehnert summarized the list of issues associated with power uprates 
along with an anticipated schedule for ACRS review of power uprate 
applications. 
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Also, Dr. Cronenberg, ACRS Senior Fellow, developed a list of central 
issues associated with power uprates. This list was distributed to the 
members during the July 2000 ACRS meeting for review and comment. 

Technical Exchange Meeting with RSK 

During the July 2000 ACRS meeting, the Committee selected November 
6-10,2000, for a technical exchange meeting with RSK. The RSK has 
agreed to these dates for this meeting. ACRS members Apostolakis, 
Bonaca, Kress, Sieber, and Wallis plan to attend this meeting. Current 
plans would include travel to Germany and travel to Erlangen for a visit 
and discussion with Siemens and GRS consultants on digitall&C 
systems. Subsequently, we would travel to Munich, Garching, for a 
meeting with members of the RSK and GRS and BMU to discuss I&C 
issues, use of PRA in the regulatory process, future research needs for 
reactor safety, and other generic safety issues of interest to either 
Committee. 

American Nuclear Society 2000 Utility Working Conference 

Mr. Noel Dudley, ACRS staff, attended the ANS 2000 Utility Working 
Conference held at the Amelia Island Plantation, Florida, on August 6-10, 
2000. The primary focus of the conference was on managing the 
business of nuclear power. 

New ACRS/ACNW Compensation Report Form 

The ACRS/ACNW Member Compensation Report has been revised to 
capture data on how much time members spend on the review of 
technical topics (e.g., license renewal, AP 1000, etc.). 

License Renewal White Paper 

The Subcommittee discussed a paper prepared by Dr. Bonaca on 
Potential Synergistic Effects of Industry Initiatives to Extend Plant Life, 
Increase Production, and Reduce Regulatory Burden. 

C. Future Meeting Agenda 

Appendix IV summarizes the proposed items endorsed by the Committee 
for the 476th ACRS Meeting, October 5-7,2000. 
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The 475th ACRS meeting was adjourned at 12:05 p.m. on Friday, September 1,2000. 

•
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UNITED STATES
 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001
 

November 27, 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO: Sherry Meador, Technical Secretary 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

FROM: Dana A. Powers, Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

SUBJECT: CERTIFIED MINUTES OF THE 475th MEETING OF THE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
(ACRS), AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 2000 

• I certify that based on my review of the minutes from the 475th ACRS full 

Committee meeting, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, I have observed no 

substantive errors or omissions in the record of this proceeding subject to the 

comments noted below. 

~~c..&~ 
Dana A. Powers, Chairman 

November 27! 2000 
Date 
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UNITED STATES
 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555·0001
 

November 17, 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO:	 ACRS Members 

FROM:	 Sherry Meador" '\J n l\ • '-~A 

Technical SecretarY II'-"--'~T 

SUBJECT:	 PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE 475th MEETING OF THE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 2000 

Enclosed are the proposed minutes of the 475th meeting of the ACRS. This 

• draft is being provided to give you an opportunity to review the record of this meeting 

and provide comments. Your comments will be incorporated into the final certified set 

of minutes as appropriate. 

Attachment:
 
As stated
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Signed at Washington, D.C.this 10th day , regarding issues identified during inf'ormation'pursuant to 5 U.S.c. -" ... 
of August. 2000., ' " ,., ,~ -API0oo pre-application review (Phase ,552b(c)(4)]. . ~' •., : 

c _II-POleakeY, ,., "'.'-' "I). 1:30 PM.-2:30 PM.: Break and • " . 
'ef, Branch a/Construction Watie ~. 1:45 PM.-3d5 PM.: Break and ,~, Prr1paration ofDraft ACRS Reports
terminations.' . , .' . ' Preparation ofDraft ACRSReports- . ! 

{Open)--Cognizant ACRS members will 
(FR Doc. 00-20771 F'lled8-17-OO; 8:45 ami (Open}-Cognizant ACRS members will prepare draft reports, as needed, for ' 
-.uta CODE 451G-ZZ-II prepare draft reports, as needed, for consideration by the full Committee~ 

Consideration by the full Committee. 2:30 PM.-7:00 PM.: Discussion of . . 

~ 
:"-' 3:15 PM.-7:00 P.M.: Discussion of ' Proposed ACRS Reports (Opfln}-The" '
 

UCLEAR REGULATORY . - . Proposed ACRS Reports (Open}-The Committee will discuss proposed ACRS '
 
MMISSION .' ". '.~ ,: . Committee will discuss proposed ACRS reports. .. .. ,.. ' '
 

. , . . . . reports on matters considered during
 ... ..' ~ 

Revised Meeting Notice; Reactor . this meeting. In addition, the Committee Thursday, August 31, 2000 . . '-. 

safeguard Advisory Committee . will discuss a proposed ACRS report on 8:30 A.M.-8~5 AM..: Opening' . < r .~. 

,In accordance with the purposeS o~ . Assessment of the Quality of PRAs. Remarks by the ACRS Chairman 
Sections 29 and 182b. of the Atomic: Wednesday, August 30, 2000 ' " :~.-: , (Open}-The ACRS Chairman will make 
Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 2039, 2232b), the opening remarks regarding the conduct 

8:30 AM.-B:35 AM.: Opening,' o( the meeting. . ..:.., .' .'
 
Safeguards will hold a meeting on " Remarks by the ACRS Chairman . 8:35 AM.-8:45 AM.: Reconciliation
 
August 29-September I, 2000. in . (Open}-the ACRS Chairman will make ofACRS Comments and
 
Conference Room T-2B3, 11545 opening remarks regaiding the conduct ' Recommendations (Open}-The ,

Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland. . . of the meeting. ' . Committee will discuss the responses'

The date of this meeting was prevIously 8:35 A.M.-9:30 AM.: Performance-' from the NRC Executive Director for .
 
published in the Federal Register on Based Regulatory Initiatives (Open}- Operations (EDO) to comments and
 
Thursday,'October 14, 1999 (64 FR. The Committee will hear presentations " recommendations included in recent
 
55787). ,.: . by and hold discufsthsions with - .
 

d :.A visory Committee on Reactor, 

ACRS reports and letters. The EDO
representatives 0 e NRC staff responses are expected to be made

Tuesday, August 29, 2000 regarding a Commission paper available to the Corilmittee prior to the 
1f:30 A.M,-8:35 A.M.: opening , associated with performance-based meeting.

Remarks by the ACRS Chairman regulatory initiatives.. . 8:45 A.M.-9:45 AM.: Future ACRS
(Open}-The ACRS Chairman will make 9:30 A.M.-10:15 AM.: License Activities/Report of the Planning and
opening remarks regarding the conduct Renewal Guidance Documents (Open} Procedures Subcommittee (Open}-The
of the meeting: " The Committee will hear presentations Committee will discuss the ' 

8:35 A.M.-10:00 AM.: Proposed Risk- by and hold discussions with recommendations of the Planning anel 
'formed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50 .' representatives of the NRC staff Procedures Subcommittee regarding _ en}-The Committee will hear ' regarding the contents of the proposed items proposed for consideratiou by the 

. resentations by and hold discussions Standard Review Plan. Generic Aging full Committee during future'meetings..
with representatives of the NRC staff Lessons Learned Report, and a Also, it will hear a report of the
and the Nuclear Energy Institute(NEI)' Regulatory Guide and associated NEI Planning and Procedures Subcommittee 
regarding proposed NRC framework guidance documents. on matters related to the conduct of
document for risk-informing the 10:30 A.M.-12:00 Noon: Operating ACRS business, and organizational and
technical requirements of 10 CFR Part Events at Indian Point Nuclear Power personnel matters relating to the ACRS.

, 50, proposed revisions to 10 CFR 50.44 Plant Unit 2 (Open}-The Committee .' 9:45 AM.-10:45 A.M.: Annual Reportconcerning combustible gas control will hear presentations by and hold . to the Commission on the NRC Safety system, and advance notice of . discussions with representatives of the Research Program {Open}-The .proposed mlemaking (10 CPR 50.69 and NRC staff and the licensee regarding the Committee will discuss the format and .Appendix T). , ,: '. ' events, noted below, that occurred at the content of the annual ACRS report to .10:15 A.M.-11 :15 AM.: Causes and Indian Point Unit Z. Nuclear Power Plant the Commission on the NRC Safety ,.Significance ofDesigIt Basis Issues and the associated staff findings, Research Program. . (Open}-The Committee will hear .. conclusions, and recommendations 
11:00 AM.-12:OO Noon: presentations by and hold discussions resulting from the evaluations of these .. 

Miscellaneous (Open}-The Committeewith representatives of the NRC staff events: (1) February 15, 2000 steam 
. will discuss matters related to theregarding a studY,of design basis issues generator tube rupture event lind (2) " 

conduct of Committee activities and'and trends.' . August 31, 1999 event involving reactor 
matters and specific issues that were not .11:15 AM.-12:00 Noon: Proposed trip and loss of all off-site power. ~" 
completed during previous meetings. u·Final Regulatory Guide fDG-1093) ,1:00 PM.-1:30 PM.: Siemens'· ,
time and availability of information .:Endorsing NEl97~4 Document on" SRELAP-s Best-Estimate Small-Break . permit. .Design Bases (Open}-The Committee LOCA Code (OpenlClosed}-The . 

will hear presentations by and hold Committee will hear presentatio~lnr .' 1:00 PM.-4:00 PM,: Meeting with the 
discussions with representatives of the . . and hold discussions with· " NRC Commissioners on October 6, 2000 
NRC staff regarding the proposed final representatives of the NRC staff aiid (Open}-The Committee will discuss·· 
version of the Regulatory Guide. ,_. ,. " ', Siemens Corporation regarding theo . ~. and prepare topics for meeting with the 

1:00 PM.-1:45 PM.: AP1000- Siemens SRELAP-5 b6st-estimate code Commissioners schedul~ for; October 6. 
2000.'Standard Plant Design (Open}-1'he, for application to analysis oftransients· 

Committee will hear presentati~nsby .. " and small-break loss of coolant accident 4:00 P.M.-6:OO PM.: Discussion of
 
hold discussions with ",.' . (LOCA). [NOTE: A portion of this ,Proposed ACRS Reports (Open}-The
 

, resentatives of the NRC staff and the ,session may be closed to diSCU88 .•. Committee will continue its discussion
 
• estinghouse Electric Company :. ":'; Siemens Corparation'sproprietary ~, '. of proposed ACRS reportl. . , 
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friday, September I, ZOOO 
8:30 AM.-8:35 AM.: Opening . 

• • Remarks by the ACRS Chairman 
(Open}-The ACRS Chairman will make 
opening remarks regarding the conduct 
of the meeting.. 

8:35 AM.-7:OO PoM.: Discussion of 
Proposed ACRS Reports (Open}-The 
Committee will continue its discussion 
of proposed ACRS reports. . . 

-Procedures for the conduct of and 
participation in ACRS meetings were 
published in the Federal Register on 
September 28, 1999 (64 FR 52353). In . 
accordance with these procedures, oral 

. or written views may be presented by 
members of the public, including 

- representatives of the nuclear industry. 
Electronic recordings will be permitted 
only during the open portions of the 

_meeting and questions may be asked 
only by members of the Committee. its 
consultants, and staff. Persons desiring 
to make oral statements should notify 
Mr. Howard J. Larson. ACRS, five days 
before the meeting. ifpossible. so that 
appropriate arrangements can be made 
to allow necessary time during the 
meeting for such statements. Use of still, 
motion picture, and television cameras 
during the meeting may be limited to 
selected portions of the meeting as 
determined by the Chairman. 
Information regarding the time to be set 
aside for this purpose may be obtained 

y contacting Mr. Howard J. Larson 
•	 prior to the meeting. In view of the 

possibility that the schedule for ACRS 
meetings may be adjusted by the 

. Chairman as necessary to facilitate the 
conduct of the meeting. persons 
planning to attend should check with 
Mr. Howard J. Larson if such 
rescheduling would result in major 
inconvenience. 

. Further information regarding topics 
to be discussed. whether the meeting
has been canceled or rescheduled. the 
Chairman's ruling on requests for the 
opportunity to present oral statements, 
and the time allotted therefor can be 
obtained by contacting Mr. Howard J. 
Larson (telephone 301/415-6805), 
between 7:30 a.m. and-4:15 p.m.; EDT. 

ACRS meeting agenda. meeting 
transcripts, and letter reports are 
available for downloading or viewing on 
the intemet at http://www.me.gov/ 
ACRSACNW. 

Videoteleconferencing service is 
available for observing open sessions of 
ACRS meetings. Those wishing to use 
this service for observing ACRS 
meetings should contact Mr. Theron 
Brown. ACRS Audio Visual Technician 

01-415-8066). between 7:30 a.m. and 
:45 p.m., EDT, at least 10 days before 

• e meeting to ensure the availability of 

rr 

this service. lndividuals or 
organizations requesting this serviCe 
will be responsible for telephone line 
charges and ~or providing the . 
equipment facilities that they use to 
establish the videoteleconferencing link. 
The availability of . 
videoteleconferencing services is not 
guaranteed. 

Dated: August 14, 2000.
 
ADdrew L Bates,
 
AdvisoryCommittee Management Officer. 
(FRDoc. ~21061 Filed 8-11-00; 8:45 am] 
_LUNG CODE ~-f' 

RAILROAD REnREMENT BOARD 

Agency Forms Submitted for OMB
 
Review .
 

SUMMARY: In accordance with the
 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44
 
U.S.C. Chapter 35), the Railroad 
Retirement Board (RRB) has submitted 
the following proposal(s) for the 
collection of information to the Office of 
Management and Budget for review and 
approval. 

Summary ofProposal(s) 

(1) Collection title: Evidence for
 
Application of Overall Minimum.
 

(2) Form(s) submitted: G-319. G-320. 
(3) DMB Number: 3220-083.. 
(4) Expiration date ofcurrent OMB
 

clearance: 10/31/2000.
 
(5) Type ofrequest: Extension of a
 

currently approved collection.
 
(6) Respondents: Individuals or
 

households.
 
(7) Estimated annual number of
 

respondents: 290.
 
(8) Total annual responses: 121. 
(9) Total annual reporting hours: 121. 
(10) Collection description: Under 

section 3(£)(3) of the Railroad . 
Retirement Act, the total monthly 
benefit payments payable to a railroad 
employee and his family are guaranteed 
to be no less than the amount which 
would be payable if the employee's 
railroad service had been covered by the 
Social Security Act. 
AoomONAL INFORMATION OR COMMENTS: 

.Copies of the forms and supporting 
documents can be obtained from Chuck 
Mierzwa. the agency clearance officer 
(312-751-3363). Comments regarding 
the information collection should be 
addressed to Ronald J. Hodapp, Railroad 
Retirement Board. 844 North Rush 
Street, Chicago, illinois, 60611-2092 
and the OMB reviewer, Joe Lackey (202
395-7316). Office of Management and 
Budget. Room 10230, New Executive· 

. Office Building, Washington, D.C. 
20503. 

Chuck Mierzwa, 
Clearance Officer.. 
(FR Doc. ~21068 Filed 8-11-00; 8:45 am]
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RAILROAD REnREMENT aOARD 

Agency Forms Submitted for OMB 
Review 

SUMMARY: In accordance with the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1$95 (44 
U.S.C. Chapter 35), the Railroad 
Retirement Board (RRB) has submitted 
the following proposal(s) for the 
collection of information to the Office of 
Management and Budget for review and 
approval. 

Summary ofProposal(s) 

(1) Collection title: Student
 
Beneficiary Monitoring.
 

(2) Form(s) submitted: G-315. G-315a. 
G-315a.l. 

(3) DMB Number: 3220-0123. 
(4) Expiration date ofcurrent DMB .
 

clearance: 10/31/2000. .
 
(5) Type ofrequest: Extension of a
 

currently approved collection.
 
{6) Respondents: Individuals or
 

households. .
 
(1) Estimated annual number of 

respondents: 1,230. 
(8) Total annual responses: 1,230. 
(9) Total annual reporting hours: 121. 
(10) Collection description: Under the 

Railroad Retirement Act (RRA). a 
student benefit is not payable if the 
student ceases full-time school 
attendance. marries. works in the 
railroad industry. has excessive earnings 
or attains the upper age limit under the 
RRA. The report obtains information to 
be used in determining if benefits 
should cease or be reduced. 
AoomONAL INFORMATION OR COMMENTS: 
Copies of the forms and supporting 
documents can be obtained from Chuck 
Mierzwa. the agency clearance officer 
(312-751-3363). Comments regarding 
the information collection should be 
addressed to Ronald J. Hodapp. Railroad 
Retirement Board. 844 North Rush 
Street, Chicago. lllinois. 60611-2092 
and the OMB reviewer. Joe Lackey (202
395-7316). Office of Management and 
Budget. Room 10230, New Executive 
Office Building. Washington. D.C. 
20503. 

Chuck ~erzwa, 

Clearance Officer. 
(FR Doc. 00-21069 Filed 8-17-00; 8:45 am]
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APPENDIX II 

UNITED STATES REVISED 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ADVISORY COMMITIEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555·0001 

August 9, 2000 

SCHEDULE AND OUTLINE FOR DISCUSSION 
475TH ACRS MEETING 

AUGUST 29 - SEPTEMBER 1, 2000 

TUESDAV, AUGUST 29, 2000, CONFERENCE ROOM 2B3, TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

1) 8:30 - 8:35 A.M.	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) 
1.1 ) Opening statement (DAP/JTUHJL)
 
1.2) Items of current interest (DAP/NFD/HJL)
 
1.3) Priorities for preparation of ACRS reports (DAP/JTUHJL)
 

16:5:;
2) 8:35-~.M.	 Proposed Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50 (Open) 

(WJS/GAlMTM) 
2.1) Opening remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
2.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

• 
staff and the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) regarding 
proposed NRC framework document for risk-informing the 
technical reqUirements of 10 CFR Part 50, proposed revisions 
to 10 CFR 50.44 concerning combustible gas control systems, 
and advance notice of proposed rulemaking (10 CFR 50.69 
and Appendix T). 

ID :55- /I: fO 
~-10:15A.M. ***BREAK*** 
1/: 10 - /:.<: ~S-

3) j.Q;45-. ~A.M. Causes and Significance of Design Basis Issues (Open) (RLS/MWW) 
3.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
3.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding a study of design basis issues and trends. 
1d,:<l,5 

4) ~-NOON Proposed Final Regulatory Guide (DG-1093l Endorsing NEI 97-04 
Document on Design Basis (Open) (RLS/MWW) 
4.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
4.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff and NEI regarding the proposed final version of the 
Regulatory Guide. 

/~:Lf5 - .2:00 
~- ~P.M. ***LUNCH-* 

•
 



'.	 2 

;<: 00	 - cJ. :'-10 
5)	 ~- j..:.45-P.M. AP1000 Standard Plant Design (Open) (TSKlSD) 

5.1)	 Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
5.2)	 Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding issues identified during AP1 000 pre-application 
review (Phase 1). 

Representatives of the nuclear industry will provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

d:'-/O 
6) ~ - 3:15 P.M.	 Break and Preparation of Draft ACRS Reports (Open) 

Cognizant ACRS members will prepare draft reports, as needed, for 
3: J$-3; l-/-S" Breo.ee.nsideration by the full Committee. 

7) .J:.t.S - .'ROO" P.M. Discussion of Proposed ACRS Reports (Open)
 
.3 :tj5 ... b:00 Discussion of proposed ACRS reports on:
 

7.1)	 Proposed NRC Framework Document for Risk-Informing 10 
CFR Part 50 and Associated Revisions to 10 CFR 50.44 
Concerning Combustible Gas Control Systems, and Advance 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (10 CFR 50.69 and Appendix 
T) (WJS/GAlMTM) 

7.2)	 Proposed Final Regulatory Guide (DG-1093) Endorsing NEI 

•
 
97-04 Document on Design Basis (RLS/MWW)
 

7.3) AP1000 Pre-Application Review (TSKlSD)
 
7.4) Assessment of the Quality of PRAs (GAlMTM)
 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30, 2000, CONFERENCE ROOM 2B3, TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

8)	 8:30 - 8:35 A.M. Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (DAP/JTL) 
q:L/-S 

9) 8:35- ~A.M.	 Performance-Based Regulatory Initiatives (Open) (JDS/NFD) 
9.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
9.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding a Commission paper associated with 
performance-based regulatory initiatives. 

-
Representatives of the nuclear industry will provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

q:45·,o;a~ 
10) ~-1-EH5A.M.	 License Renewal Guidance Documents (Open) (MVB/NFD) 

10.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
10.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the contents of the proposed Standard Review 

• 
Plan, Generic Aging Lessons Learned Report, a RegUlatory 
Guide and associated NEI guidance documents. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry will provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

IO:~o"'IO:t.f5
 
.J..O:t5 -~ A,M, ***BREAK***
 



I. 3 
ID:'-I5-1d.:~"6 

11) -1-G:SO - 1-2:00 Noon Operating Events at Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2 (Open) 
(RLS/MWW) 
11.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
11.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff and the licensee regarding the events, noted below, that 
occurred at the Indian Point Unit 2 Nuclear Power Plant and 
the associated staff findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations resulting from the evaluation of these 
events. 
• February 15, 2000 steam generator tube rupture 

event. 
• August 31, 1999 event involving reactor trip and loss 

of off-site power. 
/~:30  1:30 
U:OO  ~.M. ***LUNCH*** 
({3D - of'. 10 

12) ...1;OO--:t-:aO" P.M. 

;<:/::::

• 13) ~ 2:30P.M. 

~:5D 
14) ~ - 7:00 P.M. Discussion of Proposed ACRS Reports (Open) 

Discussion of proposed ACRS reports on: 
3:0°3:/0 14.1) Performance-Based Regulatory Initiatives (JDS/NFD) 
3;tf~-5;'014.2) Proposed NRC Framework Document for Risk-Informing 10 

CFR Part 50 and Associated Revisions to 10 CFR 50.44 
(tCS /eJier Concerning Combustible Gas Control Systems, and Advance 
b:/O-b:SO Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (10 CFR 50.69 and Appendix 

T) (WJS/GAlMTM) 
3~3S;-3:40 14.3) Proposed Final Regulatory Guide (DG-1093) Endorsing NEI 

97-04 Document on Design Basis (RLS/MWW) 
5:;rs-S:Q> 14.4) AP1000 Pre-Application Review (TS.KlSD) 

14.5) Assessment of the Quality of PRAs (GAlMTM) 

THURSDAY. AUGUST 31.2000. CONFERENCE ROOM 283. TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH. 
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 

15) 8:30 - 8:35 A.M. Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (DAP/JTL) 
g:35 - quS bi,scu..ss ,,,tCS leHer tVl is. Loch bo..u..m I lJ.CS 

•
 
16) ..s;.as-- JlA5-A.M. Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations (Open)
 

q~ Is-Q:30	 (DAP, et al./HJL, et al.) 
Discussion of the responses from the NRC Executive Director for 
Operations to comments and recommendations included in recent 
ACRS reports and letters. 



Cj:30 -/D:Ol.O 
17) ~- ~AM.	 Future ACRS Activities/Report of the Planning and Procedures 

Subcommittee (Open) (DAP/JTUHJL) '.	 
4 

17.1)	 Discussion of the recommendations of the Planning and 
Procedures Subcommittee regarding items proposed for 
consideration by the full Committee during future ACRS 
meetings. 

17.2)	 Report of the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee on 
matters related to the conduct of ACRS business, and 
organizational and personnel matters relating to the ACRS. 

IO:,;jO • /0 :30 Broot..
 
...9A5'- to:45"AM. Annual Report to the Commission on the NRC Safety
 
J:30 -d?,'30 Research Program (Open) (DAP/MME) 

Discussion of the format and content of the annual ACRS 
report to the Commission on the NRC Safety Research 
Program. 

10:4&	 11 :99 A.M. ***BREAM:*·· 

• 
19) 11 :00 - 12:00 Noon Miscellaneous (Open) (DAP/~ITL) 

Discussion of matters related to the conduct of Committee 
activities and matters and specific issues that were not 
completed during previous meetings, as time and availability 
of information permit. 

'1:00 
21) .4;.09 - ..&e6 P.M. Discussion of Proposed ACRS Reports (Open) 

/I' OS-I/it..fO Discussion of proposed ACRS reports on: ' 
+- ~ :SS·SII..1/ 21.1) Performance-Based Regulatory Initiatives (~IDS/NFD) rmo..J 

21.2)	 Proposed NRC Framework Document for Risk-
Informing 10 CFR Part 50 and associated Revisions to 
10 CFR 50.44 concerning Combustible Gas Control 
Systems, and Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (10 
CFR 50.69 and Appendix T) (WJS/GAlMTM) FIno. I 

3:1./0-1./ :00 21.3) Proposed Final RegUlatory Guide (DG-1093) Endorsing NEI 
97-04 Document on Design Basis (RLS/Mwvv.> PI n~I 

t../-:ID-t./:SS" 21.4) AP1000 Pre-Application Review (TSKlSD) Flno./ 
II :40-/li9) 21.5) Assessment of the Quality of PRAs (GAlMTM) F1nQI 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2000, CONFERENCE ROOM 2B3, TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

• 22) 8:30 - 8:35 AM. Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (DAP/JTL) 

/d),:oS
23) 8:35 - ~.M.	 Discussion of Proposed ACRS Reports (Open) - The Committee will 

continue its discussion of proposed ACRS reports as noted in item 
22. 



5 

NOTE: 
•	 Presentation time should not exceed 50 percent of the total time allocated for a 

specific item. The remaining 50 percent of the time is reserved for discussion. 

•	 Number of copies of the presentation materials to be provided to the ACRS - 35. 

•
 

•
 



• APPENDIX III: MEETING ATTENDEES 

475TH ACRS MEETING 
AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 1, 2000 

NRC STAFF (August 29,2000) 
A. Levin, OCM/RAM 
A. H. Hsia, OCM/NJD 
J. Beall, OCM/EM 
J. Munday, OCM 
J. Calvo, NRR 
T. Bergman, NRR 
J. Williams, NRR 
T. Reed, NRR 
A. Markley, NRR 
J. Fair, NRR 
E. McKenna, NRR 
S. Magruder, NRR 
G. Imbro, t\lRR 
G. Parry, NRR 
M. Shuarbi, t\lRR 

• 
M. Cheok, NRR 
J. Golla, NRR 
S. West, I\lRR 
C. Carpenter, NRR 
E. Rodrick, NRR 
G. Bagchi, NRR 
K. Heck, NRR 
D. Fischer, NRR 
C. Ader, NRR 
M. Rubin, NRR 
G. Hsi, NRR 
D. Mathews, NRR 
D. Allison, NRR 
C. Berlinger, NRR 
J. Wilson, NRR 
C. Grimes, NRR 
T. Johnson, I\lMSS 
R. Wescott, I\JMSS 
H. VanderMolen, RES 
F. Eltawila, RES 
J. Mitchell, RES 

•
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ATTENDEES FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC (August 29,2000) 
B. Christie, Performance Technology 
C. W. Fleming, Winston & Strawn 
A. Heymer, NEI 
P. Negus, GE 
N. Chapman, SERCH/Bechtel 
R. Huston, Licensing Support Services 
R. Bell, NEI 
M. Knapik, McGraw-Hili 
J. Weil, McGraw-Hili 
C. Brinkman, Westinghouse 
M. Corletti, Westinghouse 

f\lRC STAFF (August 30,2000) 
A. Levin, OCM/RAM 
A. Hsia, OCM/NJD 

• 
F. Eltawila, RES 
N. Kadambi, RES 
J. Muscara, RES 
J. Mitchell, RES 
G. Lanik, RES 
D. Marksberry, RES 
T. Bloomer, NRR 
D. Matthews, NRR 
R. Franovich, NRR 
P. Kuo, NRR 
J. Dozier, NRR 
G. Bagchi, NRR 
L. B. March, NRR 
P. King, NRR 
W. Liu, NRR 
C. Ader, NRR 
S. Lee, NRR 
J. Strisha, NRR 
S. Mithia, f\lRR 
K. Ross, NRR 
O. Tabatabai, f\lRR 
C. Gratton, NRR 

• 
E. Benner, NRR 
F. Gallardo, I\JRR 
I. Jung, NRR 
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S. Long, t\lRR 
R. Benedict, NRR 
R. Schaaf, NRR 
C. Grimes, NRR 
S. Newberry, NRR 
R. Landry, NRR 
R. Caruso, NRR 
S. Mitina, NRR 
R. Lorson, t\lRR 
J. Yerokim, Region I 
B. Holian, Region I 
J. Trapp, Region I 
J. Talieri, Region I 

ATTENDEES FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC 
V. Youngblood, Self 
R. Janaty, PA Dept. 
N. Chapman, SERCH/Bechtel 

• 
R. Huston, Licensing Support Services 
P. Negus, GE 
K. Sutton, Winston & Strawn 
B. Youngblood, ISL, Inc. 
C. Smith, ISL, Inc. 
M. Wetterhahn, Winston & Strawn 
J. Groth, ConEd, NY
 
J.McCann,ConEd,NY
 
J. Weil, McGraw-Hili 

NRC STAFF (August 31 , 2000) 
G. Millman, EDO 
R. Barrett, I\IRR 
J. Mitchell, RES 

ATTENDEES FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC 
D. Lochbaum, UCS 
J. Weil, McGraw-Hili 

•
 



APPENDIX IV 

UNITED STATES
 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

September 13,2000 
urnrs 

SCHEDULE AND OUTLINE FOR DISCUSSION 
476TH ACRS MEETING 

OCTOBER 5-7, 2000 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 2000, CONFERENCE ROOM 2B3, TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

1) 8:30 - 8:45 AM.	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) 
1.1) Opening statement (DAP/JTUHJL) 
1.2) Items of current interest (DAP/NFD/HJL) 
1.3) Priorities for preparation of ACRS reports (DAP/JTUHJL) 

2) 8:45 - 10:00 AM.	 Discussion of Union of Concerned Scientists Report. "Nuclear Plant 
Risk Studies: Failing the Grade" (Open) (GAlMTM) 
Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the Union of 
Concerned Scientists (UCS), the NRC staff, and other interested 
parties concerning the August 2000 UCS report on nuclear plant risk 
studies. 

• 10:00 -10:15 A.M. ***BREAK*** 

3) 10:15 - 11:30 AM.	 NEI 00-02, "Industry PRA Peer Review Process Guidelines" (Open) 
(GAlMTM) 
3.1) Opening remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
3.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the 

Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and the NRC staff regarding 
the proposed industry PRA certification guidelines described 
in the document NEI 00-02. 

Representatives of the nuclear industry will provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

4) 11:30 -12:30 P.M.	 Staff Views on ASME Standard for PRA for Nuclear Power Plant 
Applications (Open) (GAlMTM) 
4.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
4.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the staff's August 14, 2000 response to the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) draft 
Revision 12 ASME Standard for Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications. 

• 
Representatives of the nuclear industry will provide their views, as 
appropriate. 

12:30 - 1:30 P.M. ***LUNCH*** 



5) 1:30 - 3:30 P.M.	 Pressurized Thermal Shock Technical Bases Reevaluation Project 
(Open) (WJS/NFD) '. 

2 

5.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman 
5.2)	 Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC 

staff regarding the pressurized thermal shock technical bases 
reevaluation project. 

6) 3:30 - 4:30 P.M.	 Break and Preparation of Draft ACRS Reports (Open) 
Cognizant ACRS members will prepare draft reports, as needed, for 
consideration by the full Committee. 

7) 4:30 - 6:00 P.M.	 Discussion of Proposed ACRS Reports (Open) 
Preparation of proposed ACRS reports on: 
7.1) Union of Concerned Scientists Report on Nuclear Plant Risk 

Studies (GNMTM) 
7.2)	 NEI 00-02, "Industry PRA Peer Review Process Guidelines" 

(GNMTM) 
7.3)	 Pressurized Thermal Shock Technical Bases Reevaluation 

Project (WJS/NFD) 

•
 
8) 6:00 - 7:00 P.M. Discussion of Topics for Meeting with the NRC Commissioners
 

(Open) (DAP, et al./JTL, et al.)
 
Discussion of topics and preparation for meeting with the NRC
 
Commissioners scheduled for 9:30 a.m. - 12:00 Noon, Friday,
 
October 6 concerning:
 
8.1) Risk Informing 10 CFR 50 (WJS/MTM)
 

- NEI Letter of January 19, 2000 
- Proposed Revision to 10 CFR 50.44 Concerning 

Combustible Gas Control System and Advance Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking (10 CFR 50.69 and Appendix T) 

8.2)	 Quality of PRAs (GNMWN) 
- Assessment of the Quality of PRAs 
- ASME Standard on PRAs 

8.3) Spent Fuel Pool Fire Safety Study (TSKIMME) 
8.4) More Realistic (Best Estimate) Thermal-Hydraulic Codes 

(GW/PAB) 
8.5) Status of ACRS Activities on License Renewals (MVB/NFD) 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6, 2000, CONFERENCE ROOM 283, TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

9) 8:30 - 8:35 A.M.	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (DAP/JTL) 

10) 8:35 - 9:15 A.M.	 Discussion of Topics for Meeting with the NRC Commissioners 
(Open) (DAP, et al./JTL, et al.) 

•	 
Discussion of topics listed under Item 8. 

9:15 -	 9:30 A.M. ***8REAK*** 



9:30 - 12:00 Noon •• 11 ) 

12:00 - 1:30 P.M. 

12) 1:30 - 3:00 P.M. 

3:00·	 3:15 P.M. 

13)	 3:15 - 4:45 P.M. 

14)	 4:45 - 5:30 P.M. 

• 15) 5:30 - 5:50 P.M. 

16)	 5:50 - 6:00 P.M. 

17)	 6:00 - 6:30 P.M. 

18)	 6:30 - 7:30 P.M. 

• 

3 

Meeting with the NRC Commissioners (Open) (DAP, et aLl..lTL. et al.)
 
Meeting with the NRC Commissioners, Commissioners' Conference
 
Room, One White Flint North, to discuss topics listed under Item 9
 
and other items of mutual interest.
 

***LUNCH***
 

Discussion of Industry Issues (Open) (DAP/RPS)
 
Presentation by R. Beedle, Senior Vice President, NEI, on issues of
 
mutual interest.
 

***BREAK***
 

GSI-168. Equipment Qualification (Open) (REUlAS)
 
14.1) Remarks by the Subcommittee Chairman
 
14.2) Briefing by and discussions with representatives of the NRC
 

staff regarding the GSI-168, Equipment Qualification. 

ACRS Review of Generic Guidance Documents Associated with 
License Renewal (Open) (MVB/NFD) 
The Committee members will discuss concerns identified during 
their initial review of the draft guidance documents. 

Future ACRS Activities/Report of the Planning and Procedures 
Subcommittee (Open) (DAP/JTUHJL) 
15.1) Discussion of the recommendations of the Planning and 

Procedures Subcommittee regarding items proposed for 
consideration by the full Committee during future ACRS 
meetings. 

15.2)	 Report of the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee on 
matters related to the conduct of ACRS business, and 
organizational and personnel matters relating to the ACRS. 

Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations (Open)
 
(DAP, et aLlHJL, et al.)
 
Discussion of the responses from the NRC Executive Director for
 
Operations to comments and recommendations included in recent
 
ACRS reports and letters.
 

Break and Preparation of Draft ACRS Reports
 
Cognizant ACRS members will prepare draft reports for consideration
 
by the full Committee.
 

Discussion of Proposed ACRS Reports (Open)
 
Preparation of proposed ACRS reports on:
 
19.1) GSI-168, Equipment Qualification (REUlAS)
 
19.2) Union of Concerned Scientists Report on Nuclear Plant Risk
 

Studies (GAlMTM) 
19.3) NEI 00-02, "Industry PRA Peer Review Process Guidelines" 

(GAlMTM) 
19.4) Pressurized Thermal Shock Technical Bases Reevaluation 

Project (WJS/NFD) 



SATURDAY. OCTOBER 7.2000. CONFERENCE ROOM 2B3. TWO WHITE FLINT NORTH, 
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND '.	 
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19) 8:30 - 8:35 A.M.	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman (Open) (DAP/JTL) 

20) 8:35 - 12:30 P.M.	 Discussion of Proposed ACRS Reports (Open) - The Committee will 
continue its discussion of proposed ACRS reports as noted in Item 
19. 

21) 12:30 - 1:00 P.M.	 Annual Report to the Commission on the NRC Safety Research 
Program (Open) (DAP/MME) 
Discussion of the current status of the review by the members of the 
topical areas previously assigned. 

22) 1:00 - 1:30 P.M.	 Miscellaneous (Open) (DAP/JTL) 
Discussion of matters related to the conduct of Committee 
activities and matters and specific issues that were not 
completed during previous meetings, as time and availability 
of information permit. 

NOTE: 

• 
• Presentation time should not exceed 50 percent of the total time allocated for a 

specific item. The remaining 50 percent of the time is reserved for discussion. 

• Number of copies of the presentation materials to be provided to the ACRS • 35. 

•
 



•
 APPENDIX V
 
LIST OF DOCUMENTS PROVIDED TO THE COMMITTEE
 

475th ACRS MEETING
 
AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 1,2000 

[Note: Some documents listed below may have been provided or prepared for Committee 
use only. These documents must be reviewed prior to release to the public.] 

MEETING HANDOUTS 

AGENDA DOCUMENTS
 
ITEM NO.
 

1	 Opening Remarks by the ACRS Chairman 
1. Items .of Interest, dated August 29-September 1, 2000 

2	 Proposed Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50 
2.	 Risk-Informed Part 50 Option 2 presentation by T. Reed, NRR [Viewgraphs] 
3.	 Risk-Informed 10 CFR 50.44 "Standard for Combustible Gas Control System 

in Light-Water-Cooled Power Reactors" presentation by RES [Viewgraphs] 

• 
4. Risk-Informing NRC Regulations presentation by A. Heymar, NEI 

[Viewgraphs] 
5.	 ACRS Combustible Gas Control presentation by B. Christie, Performance 

Technology [Viewgraphs] 
6.	 Proceedings of PSAM-3 Meeting, Crete Greece (1997) "An Assessment of 

the Risk-Impact of Reactor Power Upgrade for a BWR-6 MARK-III Plant 
[Handout] 

3	 Causes and Significance of Design Basis Issues 
7.	 Draft Report: "Causes and Significance of Design-Basis Issues at U.S. 

Nuclear Power Plants" presentation by R. Lloyd, RES [Viewgraphs] 

4	 Proposed Final Regulatory Guide (DG-1093) Endorsing NEI 97-04 Document on 
Design Basis 
8.	 Clarifying the Definition of Design Bases presentation by S. Magruder, NRR, 

and R. Bell, NEI [Viewgraphs] 

5 AP1000 Standard Plant Design 
9.	 Briefing on AP1 000 Standard Plant Design presentation by J. Wilson, NRR 

[Viewgraphs] 
10.	 Letter from Westinghouse dated 8/28/00 Subject: AP1 000 Phase 2 Review 

Performance-Based Regulatory Initiatives 9 

• 
11. High-Level Guidelines for Performance-Based Activities presentation by RES 

and ISL, Inc. [Viewgraphs] 
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12.	 High-Level Guidelines for Performance-Based Activities (Predecisional) Draft 
received by the ACRS on 8/25/00 from RES to the EDO Subject: High-Level 
Guidelines for Performance-Based Activities [Handout 9.1] 

10	 License Renewal Guidance Documents 
13.	 Memorandum to ACRS Members from N. Dudley, dated 8/29/2000, Subject: 

ACRS Review Plans for License Renewal Guidance Documents [Handout] 
14.	 License Renewal Generic Activities presentation by S. Lee, NRR 

[Viewgraphs] 

11	 Operating Events at Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2 
15.	 Unit 2 Electrical Distribution System [diagram] 
16.	 Event 1: Reactor Trip and Partial Loss of Vital Power, 8/31/99; Event 2: 

Steam Generator Tube Failure, 2/15/00 [Viewgraphs] 

16	 Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations 
17.	 Reconciliation of ACRS Comments and Recommendations [Handout #16.1] 

• 
17 Report of the Planning and Procedures Subcommittee 

18.	 Futu re Activities, October 5-7, 2000 [Handout 17.2 
19.	 Final Draft Minutes of Planning and Procedures Subcommittee Meeting 

August 28, 2000 [Handout #17.1] . 

18	 Discussion of SGTR DPO SIC and F/C. Members with Topic & Reviewer 
20.	 DPO Plan [Viewgraph] 

19	 Annual Report to the Commission on the NRC Safety Research Program 
21.	 Ground Rules presentation by D. Powers, Chairman, ACRS [Viewgraphs] 

•
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MEETING NOTEBOOK CONTENTS 

TAB	 DOCUMENTS 

2	 Activities Associated with Risk-Informing 10 CFR Part 50 
1.	 Table of Contents 
2.	 Proposed Schedule 
3.	 Status Report, dated August 29, 2000 
4.	 Draft Commission paper on risk-informing 10 CFR Part 50 (Option 3) 
5.	 SRM dated January 31,2000 
6.	 SRM dated February 3, 2000 
7.	 SRM dated April 5, 2000 
8.	 Letter dated April 18, 2000 from Steven D. Floyd, NEI, to Thomas L. King, 

RES, Subject: Industry Comments on SECY-00-0086 and draft NRC report 
on risk-informing 10 CFR 50.44 

• 
9. Report dated October 12, 1999, from Dana A. Powers, Chairman, ACRS, to 

Greta Joy Dicus, Chairman, NRC, Subject: Proposed Plans for Risk
Informing 10 CFR Part 50 

3	 Causes and Significance of Design-Basis Issues at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants 
11 .	 Table of Contents 
12.	 Proposed Schedule 
13.	 Status Report 
14.	 Draft Report, "Causes and Significance of Design-Basis Issues at U.S. 

Nuclear Power Plants," dated May 2000 

4	 Proposed Final Regulatory Guide (DG-1093) Endorsing NEI 97-04 Document on 
Design Basis 
15.	 Table of Contents 
16.	 Proposed Schedule 
17.	 Status Report 
18.	 Memorandum to J. Larkins, ACRS, from D. Mathews, NRR, Subject: Final 

Regulatory Guide 1.xxx (DG-1 093), "Guidance and Examples for Identifying 
10 CFR 50.2 Design Bases," dated August 7,2000 

19.	 Memorandum to C. Carpenter, NRR, from S. Magruder, NRR, Subject: 
Summary of July 27,2000 Meeting with NElon Revision to NE197-04 on the 
Definition of 10 CFR 50.2 Design Bases," dated July 31, 2000 

Pre-Application (Phase 1) Review of the AP1 000 Design 5 

• 
20. Proposed Schedule 
21 .	 Status Report 
22.	 Memorandum dated May 31, 2000, from M. Corietti, Westinghouse, to 
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Document Control Desk (Attention J. Wilson), NRR, Subject: AP1 000 Pre
Application Review Items 

23.	 Memorandum dated July 27,2000, from S. Collins, NRR, to W. Cummins, 
Westinghouse, Subject: AP1 000 Pre-Application Review - Phase One 

24.	 Memorandum dated June 21,2000, from J. Larkins, ACRS, to W. Travers, 
EDO, Subject: AP1 000 Pre-Application Review 

9	 Performance-Based Regulatory Initiatives 
25.	 Table of Contents 
26.	 Proposed Schedule 
27.	 Status Report 
28.	 Draft Letter dated June 9, 2000, from D. Powers, ACRS, to W. Travers, 

EDO, Subject: Proposed High-Level Guidelines for Performance-Based 
Activities [Predecisional] 

29.	 Memorandum dated June 8,2000, from G. Apostolakis, ACRS, to J. Sieber, 
ACRS, Subject: Performance-Based Activities 

30.	 US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Draft Commission Paper, "High Level 
Guidelines for Performance-Based Activities" received 8/9/2000 

• 10 License Renewal Guidance Documents 
31 .	 Table of Contents 
32.	 Proposed Schedule 
33.	 Status Report 
34.	 US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Draft Standard Review Plan for the 

Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants, 
4/21/2000, Table of Contents and Introduction 

35.	 US l\Juclear Regulatory Commission, Draft Generic Aging Lessons Learned 
(GALL) Report, 12/6/99, Table of Contents and Introduction 

36.	 t\lEI 95-10 [Revision 2], "Industry Guideline for Implementing the 
Requirements of 10 CFR Part 54 - The License Renewal Rule," August 2000 

37.	 G u ida n c e Doc u men t son L ice n s eRe new a I 
www.nrc.gov/NRC/REACTOR/LR/guidance.html. 5/10/2000 

11	 Operating Events at Indian Point 2 
38.	 Table of Contents 
39.	 Proposed Schedule 
40.	 Status Report 
41 .	 List of Related Documents 
42.	 Attachments (selected pages included in file) 

Reactor Trip with Complications. pages 10-56 

•	 
LER 247/99-15, dated 9/30/99, regarding Reactor Trip, ESF 
Actuation, Entry into TS 3.0.1, and Notification of an Unusual Event 
Letter, NRC to ConEd. Dated 10/19/99, transmitting AIT Inspection 
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Report (IR) 247/99-08, Reactor Trip with Complications. Enclosures 
include the AIT Charter and the Briefing Slides for the 9/27/99 Exit 
Meeting 
Letter, NRC to ConEd, dated 12/21/99, transmitting IR 247/99013 
Results from the Follow Up Inspection to the AIT 
Letter, NRC to ConEd, dated 1/5/00, transmitting IR 05000247/99014
Results of the Enforcement Followup Inspection to the AIT 

• 

Steam Generator Tube Failure. Pages 57-127 
LER 247/001-01, dated 3/17/00, regarding Manual Reactor Trip 
Following Steam Generator Tube Rupture 
Letter, NRC to ConEd, dated 4/28/00, transmitting IR 247/2000-002, 
NRC Augmented Inspection Team - Steam Generator Tube Failure. 
Enclosures include AIT Charter and Briefing Slides for the 3/29/00 
Letter, NRC to ConEd, dated 5/23/00, IP2 Agency Focus Plant Status 
!\IRC Information Notice 2000-09, Steam Generator Tube Failure at 
IP2, dated 6/28/00 
Letter, NRC to ConEd, dated 7/10/00, transmitting IR 247/2000-07
NRC Augmented Inspection Team Follow-up, Steam GeneratorTube 
Failure 
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Good Morning. Thank you very much for the opportunity to speak to you today. Given the dynamic state of 
the electric industry in the U.S., I can't think of a more appropriate focus for this conference than "Managing 
the Business of Nuclear Power". As I have said on many occasions, today, the outlook for nuclear power is 
arguably the brightest its been since the Three Mile Island accident. Competitive market forces have led to 
a resurgence of nuclear power by forcing dramatic improvements in the manner in which nuclear plants are 
managed and operated. Ucensees have improved operator training, made significant process 
improvements, developed sound maintenance and corrective action programs, shortened refueling 
outages, and as a result, significantly,increased both the safety and generation of power in the nuclear 
fleet. Plants are operating better than ever before, with forced outage rates at an all time low and capacitye ctors at an all time high. By almost any measure, most of our licensees are doing an excellent job of 

anaging the business of nuclear power in a safe manner. 

Managing the business of nuclein regulation is my business and that of the Commission. The dynamic 
state of the electric industry is also creating many challenges for the NRC. The consolidation of nuclear 
utilities through mergers, plant sales and the formation of multi-plant operating companies has resulted in 
an influx of license transfers. Industry interest in license renewal has never been greater and projections 
indicate that the NRC will face a daunting number of license renewal applications in the coming years. 
Also, the competition inherent with electric industry deregulation is increasing the nuclear industry's focus 
on reducing the cost of regUlation. This has challenged the NRC on two fronts. First, given that essentially 
100% of the NRC's budget is recovered from our licensees, we are being challenged to reduce our costs 
and make significant strides in the areas of financial responsibility and accountability. Second, we are 
being challenged to reduce unnecessary regulatory burden on licensees and to risk-inform our regulations. 
We are being asked to meet these challenges at the same time we are challenging ourselves to become 
more responsive to our stakeholders and to enhance public confidence. I believe we are up to these 
challenges. I feel very good about the NRC's ongoing reform efforts and believe that most of our 
stakeholders recognize that the NRC is doing a much better job managing the business of nuclear 
regulation• 
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The nuclear industry, the NRC staff, and our many stakeholders deserve credit for the significant 
.•improvements that have been made in the way in which licensees manage the business of nuclear power 

d the way in which the NRC manages the business of nuclear regulation. However, this is certainly no 
e for any of us to celebrate. Dynamic environments demand dynamic performance expectations. If we 

are going to be top-performing organizations in the dynamic environment we undoubtably will face, we must 
ensure that the accomplishments we celebrate today only serve to raise our expectations for tomorrow. If 
the history of the nuclear industry has taught us anything, it is that those content with the. status quo quickly 
become faint images in the rear view mirrors of those that recognize that success must be redefined every 
time we think we have achieved it. 

In light of the fact that the NRC recently celebrated its 25" anniversary, I'd like to discuss managing the 
businesses of nuclear power and nuclear regulation in a historical context. I recently read "A Short History 
of Nuclear Regulation, 1946-1999- by Sam Walker, the NRC's historian. It is an informative account of the 
evolution of the commercial nuclear power industry and the regUlation of that industry. As a history buff, I 
found that Mr. Walker's account reinforced the notion that history has a tendency of repeating itself. I 
encourage you to read this account as I think you will be amazed that many of the challenges and . 
opportunities facing the nuclear industry and the NRC today, are the same challenges and opportunities 
that faced industry pioneers in the 50s and 60s. I'U draw from Mr. Walker's historical account to make my 
point. . 

Licensing Bottlenecks 

I will refer to the first such challenge as licensing bottlenecks. During the late 1960s, the nation's utilities 
rapidly increased their orders for nuclear power stations, participating in what Philip Sporn, past president of 
American Electric Power Service Corporation, described in 1967 as the "great bandwagon market.- The 
sudden arrival of commercially competitive nuclear power placed unprecedented demands on the Atomic 

~ergy Commission's (AEC) regulatory staff. The flood of applications inevitably caused licensing delays 
~use the staff simply lacked the resources to get the job done. The growing backlog drew bitter 

complaints from utilities applying to build plants. Many in the industry openly criticized the AEC's licensing 
process and believed that if the delays continued, the bright future once predicted for nuclear power would 
be lost. One utility executive quoted in Mr. Walker's historical account called the licensing process "a 
modern day Spanish Inquisition- carried out by "AEC engineers, scientists, and consultants who have no 
serious economic discipline-. The AEC attempted to streamline its licensing procedures but found it 
impossible to reduce review time or to satisfy the licensing demands of the Industry. 

The NRC faces a similarly ominous licensing challenge in 2000. About 10% of the existing U.S. nuclear 
plant licenses will expire by the end of 2010, and more than 40% will expire by 2015. While the economics 
associated with new plant construction remain uncertain, nuclear power's favor~ble environmental and 
economic position relative to fossil plants, and a much more stable and disciplined regUlatory environment, 
have fueled remarkable interest in license renewal. Earlier this year, the NRC renewed the Calvert Cliffs 
and Oconee licenses for another 20 years. We currently have the renewal applications for Southem 
Company's Hatch plant, and Entergy's Arkansas Nuclear One plant under review. We expect to receive 
more than 20 applications for license renewal over the next 5 years. Based on my discussions with industry 
executives, I am hard-pressed to identify more than a handful of currently operating plants that may not 
seek to renew their licenses• 
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The NRC can be very proud of the fact that we met or beat every milestone we set for the Calvert Cliffs and 
Oconee license renewals. However. as I stated earlier, we must ensure that the accomplishments we 
celebrate today only serve to raise our expectations for tomorrow. For the agency to successfully meet the 

. «precedented demands represented by the new 8 great bandwagon market" associated with license 
newal. our review process must become more efficient and more timely. I believe there are 2 ways to 

et there. First, we must ~ the lessons learned from the first two applications. Second, it Is imperative 
that we promptly build a regulatory infrastructure· and what I mean by infrastructure are things like the 
Generic Aging Lessons ,Learned (GALL) report and Standard Review Plan· to support thorough. 
consistent. disciplined, and timely reviews in the future. Sacrificing our regulatory infrastructure for the sake 
of saving resources or shaving a few weeks off of our ongoing reviews would be shortsighted. For me, the 
bottom line is quite simple. We must carefully plan and bUdget our resources so that we don't fall victim to 
our own success in the area of license renewal. We must dedicate the resources necessary to build a 
robust and predictable regulatory Infrastructure while at the same time providing the resources necessary to 
perform ongoing reviews In a thorough and even more timely manner. It would simply be irresponsible for 
the NRC to allow itself to repeat the problems that plagued our licensing process during the 60s and 70s. 

Economies of Scale 

The second such challenge facing the NRC and our licensees involves the aggressive pursuit of economies 
of scale. During the 1960s. there were several important considerations that convinced a grOWing number 
of utilities to buy nuclear plants. One was the spread of power pooling arrangements among utilities, which 
encouraged the construction of larger generating stations by easing fears of excess capacity and over
expansion. A utility with extra or reserve power could sell it to other companies through interconnections. 
Utility executives believed that large nt.~clear plants would produce economies of scale that would cut capital 
costs per unit of power and improve efficiency. This helped to overcome a major disadvantage of nuclear 
power relative to fossil fuel - the heavy capital requirements for bUilding nuclear plants. This quest for 
economies of scale resulted in the output of plants leap-frogging from the 100 to 500 to 800 to the 1000 

a'ectrical megawatt range. 

.oday, the economic realities of a deregulated electric industry are driving industry leaders to once again 
place a high priority on economies of scale. However, today's economies of scale look quite different than 
those of the 60s. While licensees continue to achieve economies through power uprates, the primary focus 
of the industry has clearly changed from larger plants to larger nuclear fleets achieved through license 
transfers. The PECOlUnicom merger, the acquisitions by Amergen and Enteigy. and the Nuclear 
Management Company formed by several midwest licensees, all reflect the financial Importance being 
placed on large nuclear fleets by our licensees. It is my hope that these transfers will provide a tremendous 
opportunity to further improve the operational performance of the plants. . 

License transfers represent a significant licensing challenge for the NRC. From my perspective, the NRC's 
primary responsibility in this area is to ensure that the economies of scale never come at the expense of 
pUblic health and safety. However. I strongly believe that we owe it to the American people to carry out this 
responsibility in a manner that does not unnecessarily impede market forces. We simply must provide the 
resources and the management oversight necessary to ensure that our staff reviews license transfers in a 
thorough, timely, and disciplined manner. 

To our licensees I say, in your quest to get more value from your generating assets. don't jeopardize their 
future. Proceed responsibly - ensure that your technical and financial analyses are sound, your staff 
remains focused on operational performance and safety, and your business decisions are not undermined 
by false economics. 
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. As consolidation in the ownership of nuclear plants continues, the few large companies operating these 
ts must not become insular. They must continue to recognize the value of looking outside of their 

~nlzation for solutions, and of sharing information outside of their organization for the common good of 
elndustry. As I said at the RegUlatory Information Conference in March, for those who are so bold as to 

believe that ill of the nuclear industry's solutions, .I!! of its best practices, .I!! of its operating experience, lie 
within your organization, I ask you this: "Are you bold enough to stake your assets on it? I hope the answer 
is no. 

Unnecessary Regulatory Burden 

Eliminating unnecessary regUlatory burden is another challenge and another opportunity faced by both the 
early pioneers of the nuclear Industry as well as today's i~dustry leaders. 

The AEC's fundamental objective in drafting regulations was to ensure that public health and safety were 
protected without imposing overly burdensome requirements that would impede industrial growth. 
Commissioner Willard Ubby articulated an opinion common among AEC officials when he remarked in 
1955, '"Our great hazard is that this great benefit to mankind will be killed aborning by unnecessary 
regulation.· Other proponents of nuclear development shared those views. They realized that safety was 
indispensable to progress, as an accident could destroy the fledgling industry or at least ,set it back many 
years. At the same time, they worried that regulations that were too restrictive or inflexible would 
discourage private participation and investment in nuclear technology. The inherent difficulty the AEC 
faced was distinguishing between essential and excessive regulations. 

As we enter the new millennium, eliminating unnecessary regulatory burden remains a major challenge for 
the NRC and the nuclear industry. This challenge is closely linked to another regulatory challenge we refer 

s risk-informing our regulations. Some of our critics refer to our efforts in these areas as "regulatory 
. _ eat". In fact, at a recent Commission meeting, Jim Riccio from Public Citizen referred to our efforts as 

e deregulation of nuclear safety standards". Now, while I respect Mr. Riccio for voicing his opinions, I 
strongly disagree with both assertions. I believe our initiatives in these areas in no way reflect less of a 
commitment to safety, but instead reflect a more informed commitment to safety. The NRC is simply 
capitalizing on a wealth of operating experience, extensive research, and well-developed risk insights to 
bring greater realism to our regulatory framework. Our initiatives should allow both licensees and the NRC 
to focus more attention on the truly risk-significant aspects of the plants and spend less time on regulatory 
burdens that contribute little or nothing to safety. They will also allow the NRC to utilize our limited 
resources more effectively and efficiently. . 

I and the other Commissioners remain committed to reducing unnecessary regulatory burden and to risk
informing our regulations. However, as we proceed along that course, neither the NRC staff nor our 
licensees should lose sight of the following 4 points: 

1.	 First, the key word in the term "unnecessary regulatory burden- is ·unnecessary". Regulation is by 
its very nature burdensome. RegUlation that carries with it no burden, likely also carries with it no 
value. In order to achieve its mission, the NRC will impose the appropriate level of regulation it 
believes is necessary to protect public health and safety and the environment, irrespective of its 
popularity. Nonetheless, both the NRC and our licensees have a responsibility to the American 
people to understand where the line between necessary and unnecessary regulation is, and to 
respect it. 
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2. Second, our licensees must accept that risk-informed regulation is a double-edged sword. While 

our move toward risk-informing our regulations will likely provide many opportunities to reduce 
unnecessary regulatory burden, it would be foolish to think that risk-insights won't also identify areas 
where more regulation is.needed. As long as the industry responsibiy accepts the sharp edge of the 
sword representing additional regulatory bUrden, the NRC v.111 continue down the path of risk
informing our regulations. Should that edge become dulled by irresponsible industry opposition, the 
integrity of risk-informed regUlation will be compromised, and NRC progress will come to a 
screeching halt. 

3.	 Third, risk-informed regulation should bring with it the promise of greater regUlatory stability. 
Reactionary regUlation is bad regUlation. The beauty of a truly sound risk-Informed regulatory 
framework is that it should be immune to the regulatory pendulum swings that have marred this 
industry's past. From my perspective, an unstable regulatory environment is in and of Itself 
unnecessarily burdensome and is not in the best interests of the pUblic, our licensees, or our staff. 

~.	 Finally, as I stated at the RegUlatory Information Conference, we must move forward deliberately, 
yet cautiously, in the area of risk-informed regulation. While I am optimistic that we can use risk 
insights to improve many aspects of Part 50, I am not yet convinced that there is sufficient 
stakeholder support to justify the cost of making a wholesale change to Part 50. Although I am 
willing to provide the resources necessary to take the important initial steps, I will not support 
additional resources if there is not sufficient interest in using these alternative regUlations. 

In summary, I agree with AEC Commissioner Willard Libby's position that the commercial nuclear power 
industry should not be killed by unnecessary regUlation. I am committed to ensuring that this does not 
happen. I am equally committed to ensuring that the commercial nuclear power industry is not killed by the 
equally lethal hazards associated with insufficient regulation or a less than credible regulator• 

•	 lgh-LeVel Waste 

History is also repeating itself in the area of high-level waste. 

An issue that undermined confidence in the AEC and the nuclear industry in the early 1970s was the AEC's 
approach to high-level radioactive waste disposal. -rhe growth of the nuclear power industry made the safe 
disposal of spent fuel rods and other waste materials an increasingly urgent matter. The AEC had 
Investigated means of dealing with reactor wastes for years, but had not found a solution to the problem. 
As early as 1957, a scientific consensus had concluded that deep underground salt beds were the best 
repositories. In 1970, in response to increasing expressions of concern about the lack of a policy for high
level waste disposal from scientific authorities, members of Congress, and the press, the AEC announced 
that it would develop a permanent repository for nuclear waste in an abandoned salt mine near Lyons, 
Kansas. However, the AEC had not conducted thorough geologic and hydrologic investigations, and the 
suitability of the site was soon challenged. The uncertainties about the site generated a bitter dispute 
between the AEC and Congress. It ended in 1972 in great embarrassment for the AEC when the 
reservations of those who opposed the Lyons location proved to be well-founded. 

The disposal of high-level radioactive waste remains a major challenge facing the nuclear industry. As you 
know, in April, President Clinton vetoed high-level waste legislation sent to him by Congress. Given that 
we are in an election year, I certainly do not expect any other waste legislation to move forward during this 
session of Congress. While it would be inappropriate for me to comment on the merits of that decision, I 
doubt that many would dispute that the nuclear industry is bearing the burden for the federal govemmenfs 
faHure to provide a repository for high-level radioactive waste• 
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The NRC is responsible for licensing the repository after determining whether DOE's proposed repository
 
site and design comply with EPA's environmental standards and with the NRC's implementing regulations
 

. found in 10 CFR Part 60. Currently, DOE is scheduled to issue its final Environmental Impact Statement for
 

~ 
ucca Mountain site in early FY 2001 and its license application in early 2002. I am proud to say that 
RC has met all of its commitmtitn"ts to date and stands ready to fulfill its role associated with Yucca 

ountain. 

There is a continuing debate between ourselves and the EPA regarding appropriate environmental 
standards for protection of human health at Y~cca Mountain. Although Congress gave EPA the 
responsibility for setting these standards, I and the other Commissioners have been very active in 
expressing our views about this matter to Congress. While the NRC believes that a 25 millirem all 
pathways standard is appropriate, the EPA disagrees stating that it should be 15.mlllirem with a separate 
standard for groundwater. Although logical people can disagree on these issues, the EPA is the only 

, regulatory agency in the world that believes there should be a separate groundwater standard. I think that 
fact speaks volumes. I cannot overstate the national and intemational implications of this matter or the 
Importance the Commission places on them. 

Finally, I appreciate the fact that discussions about long-term milestones associated with Yucca Mountain 
are of little consolation to those of you facing the imminent loss of spent fuel pool storage capacity and the 
significant costs associated with dry cask storage. I assure you the Commission has a clear understanding 
of the spent fuel situation in the United States and is committed to ensuring that safe, technically- sound 
casks are certified in a prompt and thorough manner. While we have been successful in improving the 
timeliness and predictability of our cask certification process, we need to achieve further process 
efficiencies and resolve the generic technical issues like credit for high bumup fuel. Simply put, this is a 
regulatory responsibility in which we must not fail. 

Public Confidence 

a Walker's historical perspective clearly illustrated the swings in public perception and public confidence 
~have occurred throughout the history of the commercial nuclear power industry. In the early days of 

nuclear power development, public attitudes toward commercial use of the technology were highly 
favorable. Press coverage of nuclear power was also overwhelmingly positive. For example, an article in 
National Geographic in 1958, concluded that "abundant energy released from the hearts of atoms promises 
a vastly different and better tomorrow for all mankind.- In the early 60s, the public became more alert to 
and anxious about the hazards of radiation, largely as a result of a major controversy over radioactive 
fallout from nuclear weapons testing. For the most part, however, during the 60s and to some extent the 
early 70s, America's support of nuclear power grew as the public viewed nuclear power as a potential 
solution to environmental concerns and the energy crisis. Since that time, America's confidence in nuclear 
power has been shaken by events like the Browns Ferry fire of 1975, the Three Mile Island accident of 
1979, the Chemobyl accident of 1986, the plant licensing debacles of the 80s and early 90s, and finally the 
Millstone saga of the 90s. Despite these events, recent polls show that the nation's confidence in the 
safety of nuclear power is again on an upswing. 

In his book entitied "Containing The Atom", Sam Walker quotes former AEC Chairman James Schlesinger 
as stating that although it ·should be difficult to be other than bullish- about the long-term prospects for 
nuclear power, the pace of development would depend on two variables: "irst, the provision of a safe, 
reliable product; second, achievement of public confidence in that product.- While Mr. Schlesinger's 
comments were made in 1971, there is no question in my mind that they hold true today. ' 

From my perspective, while the growing environmental concerns associated with fossil energy sources may 
have brought nuclear power back into the energy debate in the U.S. t the resurgence in public confidence 

t nuclear power is enjoying would not have been possible were it not for the industry's improved safety 
ormance over the last few years. Public confidence must be earned, and the Improved overall
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performance within the fleet has contributed to a demonstrable increase in public confidence. 
Nonetheless, let's face it, this confidence is fragile and thus the industry must always be vigilant in 
protecting it. The best way to do that is by operating plants safely, responsibly, and efficiently. The 

• _dustry cannot tolerate performance lapses like those that have occurred at Indian Point 2 over the last 
ar. Performance lapses like these not only undermine public, Congressional, and to some extent, 

egulatory confidence in Indian Point 2, but they also have the spillover effect of eroding confidence in each 
of the other 102 reactors operating throughout the U.S. 

In its quest to improve public confidence, the nuclear industry must not lose sight of the clear nexus 
between a strong industry and a strong regulator. The industry should not underestimate the value of 
having a regulator that is tough, competent, and independent. I know that there are some in the industry 
who continue to call for further reductions in our staff, and others who call for us to dramatically reduce the 
scope ofour regulations. I caution those individuals to be careful about what you ask for. The American 
public will simply not support or even tolerate a nuclear industry that it views is not overseen by a strong, 
credible r~gulator. 

I believe the NRC and the nuclear industry have also underestimated the importance of communicating 
effectively with the public. From my perspective, many in the industry have done a poor job communicating 
with the public and as a result, public confidence has suffered. They have been reactive in their approach 
to communications, and have not taken the time to educate the public about nuclear power or to keep them 
informed about activities at the plants. The industry only has to look at examples such as Carolina Power 
& Light's Brunswick plant to understand the economic, social, and political benefits associated with effective 
public communications. During a recent visit to Brunswick, I met with a large group of local government 
and business leaders and was surprised by the amount of pUblic support that the plant enjoys. It was clear 
to me that CP&L's efforts to reach out to the neighboring community and its leaders have resulted in 
significant tangible and intangible benefits associated with a high level of public confidence and trust. It is 
in the industry's best interests to learn from examples such as this and recognize that maintaining a 
continuing dialogue with the public makes good business sense. 

•	 Poor communication by the NRC has also served to erode public confidence in the agency and the nuclear 
industry. In the past, the NRC approached pUblic confidence in much the same way the Maytag repairman 
approaches his job. We were passive in our communications with the public. We allowed our critics to 
define what our agency was, what its actions meant, and how these actions should be perceived. As a 
result, the agency frequently found itself in the difficult position of playing catch-up. This approach had Its 
roots with the old AEC. The AEC's organizational philosophy simply did not recognize a role for the agency 
in enhancing public confidence. The agency paid a very heavy price for this passive approach. 

I believe the NRC must become more p.roactive and forthright in its communications. We must be the first 
to communicate with the public about important regUlatory decisions and must clearly articulate the 
reasoning behind them. We should change our organizational philosophy so that we no longer allow 
inaccurate or misleading assertions in the public arena to go unaddressed. When spent fuel casks are 
referred to as mobile Chemobyl's, I think we should clearly present the true basis for why we feel our 
regulations will assure that dry cask storage is safe. When opponents of the new oversight process or our 
decision on N+1 label them as regulatqry retreat, we must accurately and promptly respond so that the 
public is not left with a mistaken understanding of our programs. How will the NRC ever enhance public 
confidence if we remain passive in the public arena? We simply won't. I sincerely believe that if we have a 
true and defendable story to tell, it is irresponsible for us not to tell it - a disservice to our licensees, our 
staff, and, most importantly, the American people• 
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Conclusion 

• tlconClusion, managing the businesses of nuclear power and nuclear regulation brings with It many 
lIenges and opportunities. In order for the nuclear industry and the NRC to successfully meet these 

allenges and seize these opportunities, our visions of the future must benefit from the lessons of the past. 

George Bemard Shaw once said, -If history repeats itself, and the unexpected always happens, how 
incapable must man be of learning from experience.- The nuclear industry and the NRC must learn from 
history so that we do not fall victim to the unexpected. To do otherwise would be irresponsible. As the 
industry reaps the benefits associated with improved performance, and as the NRC and the industry pursue 
greater efficiencies and regulatory reform, we must learn from the lessons of the past and be careful not to 
role back the safety improvements made over the last 20 years. We must ensure that the lessons of the 
past do not get -reformed our or "'budgeted out" of our programs. We cannot allow ourselves to lose sight 
of the fact that the performance and safety improvements that both the industry and the NRC are enjoying 
today came at a very high price - a price that we cannot afford to repeat. 

I want to thank you for giving me this opportunity to share some of my thoughts this morning. At this time, 
I'd be pleased to address any questions you may have. 

• 

• 
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Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 3011415-8200
 
Washington, DC 20555-001 E-mail: opa@nrc.gov
 

Web Site: http://www.nrc.gov/OPA
 

No. 00-120 August 4, 2000 

NRC APPROVES TRANSFER OF OPERATING LICENSES FOR 20 NUCLEAR PLANTS 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has approved the transfer of operating licenses for 20 commercial 
nuclear power plants from Commonwealth Edison and PECO Energy Company to Exelon Generation 
Company. 

Exelon is being formed in connection with the proposed merger of Unicorn Corporation (Unicorn), the 
parent of Commonwealth Edison, and PECO. 

The 13 Commonwealth Edison units affected are all located in Illinois. They are Braidwood 1 and 2, 
near Joliet; Byron 1 and 2, near Rockford; Dresden 1 (permanently shut down) and Units 2 and 3, near 
Morris; LaSalle 1 and 2, near Ottawa; Quad Cities 1 and 2, near Moline; and the permanently shut 
down Zion 1 and 2, in Zion. 

The PECO units affected are Peach Bottom 1 (permanently shut down) and Units 2 and 3, near 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania; Limerick 1 and 2, in Limerick, Pa. Also affected are Salem 1 and 2, in 
Hancocks Bridge, New Jersey, which are partially owned by PECO but operated by Public Service 
Electric & Gas Co. 

Last December PECO and Commonwealth Edison submitted applications to the NRC requesting 
approval for the license transfers. The key issues considered by the NRC's technical staff included 
decommissioning funding, insurance and Exelon's technical and financial qualifications. 

Notices of the requests for approval and for an opportunity for a hearing were published in the Federal 
Register on March 9. The Commission received no comments or hearing requests. The technical staffs 
approval becomes effective immediately. 

##### 
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NRC NEWS 
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, REGION I 

475 Allendale Road, King of Prussia, Pa. 19406 

No. 1-00-58	 July 27, 2000 
CONTACT:	 Diane Screnci (610)337-5330/ e-mail: dps(iV~c.gOV
 

Neil A. Sheehan (61O)337-5331/e-mail: nas nrc.gov
 

NOTE TO EDITORS: 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission staffhas issued a letter to Consolidated Edison Company ofNew 
York detailing the preliminary findings ofa special inspection to review the cause of the February 15 
steam generator tube failure at Con Ed's Indian Point 2 nuclear power plant in Buchanan, N.Y. The letter 
is attached. . 

Separately, the NRC today issued an amendment to the Indian Point 2 technical specifications. The 
amendment allows Con Ed, among other things, to operate with the containment recirculation filters and 
charcoal adsorbers removed. The request for the amendment - submitted by ConEd in November 1999 
was intended to take advantage of updated research findings on estimated public radiation doses from 
reactor accidents. Copies ofthis amendment are available from the NRC's electronic reading room at 

• accession number ML003727500. Copies are also available from the NRC's Office ofPublic Affairs. 

# 

July 27,2000 

Mr. A. Alan Blind 
Vice President - Nuclear Power Consolidated Edison Company ofNew York, Inc. 
Indian Point 2 Station 
Broadway and Bleakley Avenue 
Buchanan, NY 10511 

SUBJECT: PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF NRC SPECIAL INSPECTION 50-247/2000010- STEAM 
GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE 

Dear Mr. Blind: 

This letter transmits the preliminary results ofa special inspection conducted to review the cause of the 
February 15,2000, steam generator tube failure at your Indian Point 2 reactor facility. We are providing 
these preliminary results in advance of the full inspection report since the results have the potential to 
influence ongoing assessments of the most recent steam generator inspections and root cause analyses. 

• 
These results are subject to NRC management final review. The overall significance detennination for 
these findings remains under evaluation. . 
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The NRC team members included personnel from the Office ofNuclear Reactor Regulation and Region 
I, as well as NRC-contracted specialists in steam generator eddy current testing. On July 20, 2000, the 

. tearn leader discussed the preliminary results with you, Messrs. J. Groth and J. Baumstark, and other 
•	 members of the Con Edison staff. 

The team concluded that the overall technical direction and execution of the 1997 steam generator 
inspection program were deficient in several respects. Con Edison did not recognize and take appropriate 
corrective actions for significant conditions adverse to quality that affected eddy current data 
collection/analysis. This increased the likelihood that detectable flaws in low row V-bend tubes were not 
identified. 

More specifically, Con Edison did not: 

1. take appropriate corrective actions following identification ofa new and significant tube degradation 
mechanism, Le., inside diameter (10) primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) at the apex ofa 
low row V-bend tube. Operating experience indicates that apex cracking is more likely to result in tube 
failure than other V-bend cracks. The 1997 stearn generator inspection program did not fully assess the 
implications of this new degradation mechanism and adjust, as appropriate, the inspection methods and 
analyses. 

2. recognize the significance of, and fully evaluate, the flaw masking effects of the high noise 
encountered in the eddy current signal. In the case of the steam generator tube that failed, the magnitude 
of the noise was a problem that negatively impacted the probability of detection. The data analysis 
techniques were not adjusted to compensate for the noise to improve the identification ofa flaw signal 
and ensure the appropriate probability ofdetection, particularly when conditions which increased 
susceptibility to tube degradation existed. 

3. appropriately establish procedures and implement practices to address the potential for hour-glassing 
in the upper support plate flow slots. Hour-glassing in this location is indicative of increased stresses on 
the steam generator tubes, which increase the likelihood of tube cracks. Further, the potential existence 

•	 and impact of upper support plate hour-glassing were not assessed following the identification in 1997
 
ofeddy current probe restrictions at the upper support plate and the identification ofa PWSCC
 
indication at the apex of a steam generator tube.
 

4. ensure the use of properly qualified eddy current techniques. The V-bend plus-point eddy current 
probe was not set-up properly for use. Specifically, you did not use the proper calibration standard and 
phase rotation specified by the EPRI technique qualification standard. While this issue had a small effect 
on the probability ofdetection of low row U-bend indications, it was another example that reflected the 
deficiencies in the overall technical direction and execution of the 1997 steam generator program. 

The team also concluded that Con Edison's root cause analysis for the tube failure, dated April 14, 2000, 
did not sufficiently address the above described deficiencies. While the root cause analysis attributed the 
tube failure to a flaw that was obscured by eddy current signal noise, it did not identify, nor address, 
deficiencies in the processes and practices that were implemented for the 1997 steam generator 
inspection. 

At the exit meeting, Con Edison disagreed with the tearn's preliminary findings. Specifically, it is our 
understanding that Con Edison's position is that: 1) all 1997 steam generator inspection requirements 
were met; 2) the team had not identified any specific requirements, standards or guidelines that were not 
met; 3) no specific noise criteria existed relative to the probability of detection of flaws using eddy 
current examination; 4) the PWSCC indication was expected and no additional assessment was 
warranted after this discovery; 5) the root cause submitted was complete and accurate; and, 6) the NRC 
team's preliminary findings are not in agreement with NRC Inspection Report 50-247/97007, dated July 
16, 1997. Many of these viewpoints had been discussed during the inspection. The NRC will continue to 
consider these points as part of our established regulatory process, which includes the significance 
determination process and inspection report finalization. 

• 
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules ofPractice," a copy of this letter will be available 
electronically for public inspection in the NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available 
Records (PARS) component ofNRC's document system (ADAMS). ADAMS is accessible from the 

.•NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.govINRC/ADAMS/index.html (the Public Electronic Reading Room). 
Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Mr. David C. Lew at 610'-337-5120. 

Sincerely, 

/RAJ 

Wayne D. Lanning, Director
 
Division of Reactor Safety
 

Docket No. 05000247
 

License No. DPR-26
 

cc w/encl:
 

J. Groth, Senior Vice President - Nuclear Operations 

J. Baumstark, Vice President, Nuclear Power Engineering 

J. McCann, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Licensing 

B. Brandenburg, Assistant General Counsel 

C. Faison, Director, Nuclear Licensing, NYPA 

• J. Ferrick, Operations Manager 

C. Donaldson, Esquire, Assistant Attorney General, New York Department ofLaw 

P. Eddy, Electric Division, Department ofPublic Service, State ofNew York 

T. Rose, NFSC Secretary 

F. William Valentino, President, New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 

J. Spath, Program Director, New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
 

County Clerk, West Chester County Legislature
 

Westchester County Executive
 

Putnam County Executive
 

Rockland County Executive
 

Orange County Executive
 

T. Judson, Central NY Citizens Awareness Network 

M. Elie, Citizens Awareness Network 

•
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Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200 
Washington, DC 20555-001 E-mail: opa@nrc.gov 

Web Site: http://www.nrc.gov/OPA 

No. 00-112 July 14, 2000 

NRC INVITES PUBLIC TO SUBMIT NOMINATIONS FOR ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
 
REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is seeking qualified candidates for appointment to two 
vacancies on its Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). 

The ACRS was established by Congress to provide the NRC with independent expert advice on matters 
related to licensing and the safety of existing and proposed nuclear power plants. The Committee's work 
currently emphasizes safety issues associated with the operation of 103 commercial nuclear power plants 
in the United States; the pursuit ofa risk-informed, and performance-based regulatory approach; review 
of license renewal applications; digital instrumentation and control systems; and technical issues related 
to standard plant designs. 

The ACRS membership is drawn from a variety ofengineering and scientific disciplines needed to 
conduct the broadly based review for these facilities, as well as proposed standards and criteria and 
related research activities. At this time, the Commission is specifically seeking to fill two vacancies with 
expertise in structural mechanics/materials engineering and metallurgy applicable to nuclear power 
systems, and the application of risk methods related to nuclear safety issues. Candidates are selected to 
provide a balanced technical base consistent with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee 
Act. 

Because conflict-of-interest regulations restrict the participation of members actively involved in the 
regulated aspects of the nuclear industry, the degree and nature of any such involvement will be 
weighed. Each qualified candidate's financial interests must be reconciled with applicable Federal and 
NRC rules and regulations prior to final appointment. This might require divestiture of securities issued 
by nuclear industry entities, or discontinuance of industry-funded research contracts or grants. 

A resume describing the educational and professional background of the candidate, including any special 
accomplishments, professional references, current address and telephone number should be provided. 
Criteria used to evaluate candidates include education and experience, demonstrated skills in nuclear 
safety matters, and the ability to solve problems. Candidates must be citizens of the United States. All 
candidates will receive careful consideration. An indication of the candidate's ability and willingness to 
devote the time required (approximately 60-100 days per year) should also be provided. Applications 
will be accepted until September 29,2000. 

. 
Copies of resumes of nominees should be sent to the Office of Human Resources, AT1N: Robin Avent, 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., 20555-0001. 

##### 
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When'It Comes''!o RiSK, Let"
 
'Facts Rule-Not Fears" 4 

RISK. From B1 

An this. even though the chemical (a 8Ol
vent used in a nearby plant) was present at 
levels of under 10 parts per billion-weB 
within safetYlimits--fmd the most aN
tious public health experts, hired by the 
parents, said that putting a fan in the win
dow was aD that was needed to make the 
air in the school safe. 

We could make decisions that are more 
rational and informed. In many areas, sci
ence can identify the physical hazards, tell 
us how many people are likely to be affect· 
ed by each one, what Vclrious mitigations 

. will cost and how effective we can expect 
them to be. We can rank risks and reme
dies and put things in perspective. But we 
don't. Instead, we make policy based more 
on fear than fact. 

• 

Let's be blunt. This irrational response 
kills people. Ina world of finite resources. 
we can only protect ourselves from so 
many things. Ifwe overspend on risks such 
as pesticides or asbestos, which are real 
but of relatively low magnitude, we have 
less to spend on greater threats such as 
bacterial food poisoning or fossil fuel emis
sions. As a result, thousands of the people 
exposed to those higher risks will die. 

The usual suspects blamed for bad pol
icy are politics, greed, the media. even the 
open, manipulable nature of democracy it· 
self. 1h1e, these are all factors in a proceSs 
that often becomes a battle between com
peting private agendas rather than an in
fonned search for policies that will serve 
the greatest common good But the princi
pal underlying cause of wasteful choices 
that seek protection from the wrong 
bogeymen is fear. 

By definition, fear is more emotional 
than rational. We fear before we .think. 
Cognitive scientist Joseph leDoux ofNew 

"York University identified neural pathways 
that send information about possible haz. 
8rds to the amygdala, the fear response 
center in the ancient core of the brain, IJe: 
fore the same information is sent to the 
cortex, the newer, thinking, rational part of 
the brain, Ahiker who comes upon a shape 
on the ground that could be either a snake 
or a stiCk jumps out of the way immedi· 
ately--even while another part of his' or 
her brain is trying to think rationally about 
which one it is. 

But society, with limited resources. 
must be more rational than that. 

, When individual fears become group 
fears, and when those groups, organized or 

• 
, . 
i I	 not, become big enough or visible enough
I'	 to put pressure on the government to pro

vide protection from less dangerous 
threats, we can end up with policies that 
leave a lot of people in the way of harm 
from higher risks that we're doing less 

It turns out there are some universal 
perceptionfactors, identified by social psy
chologist Paul Slavic and others, that make 
many of us afraid of the same things and 
thus tend to turn individual fearS into 
group fears that then foster irrational goy
ernment policy, Among them are: . . 

CONTROl. ¥S.IO CONTIOl You normaI1y 
feel in control when you drive. Not 80 
'When you are an airplane passenger ~ 
ing through turbulence at 30,000 feet. 
When you feel you have control, you are 
less afraid 

IMMEDIATt/CATASTROPHIC vs.CHROfIC 
We tend tobe more afraid ofwhat can kill a 
lotofus suddenlyand violently, like a plane 
crash, than, say, lung cancer, which causes 
hundreds of thousands more deaths, but 
one at a time, over time. 

NATURAL vs. HUMAN-MADE We're leas 
afraid of radiation from the sun than of the 
radiation from power lines and cell phone 
towers. The risk from the sun is immensely 
greater, but no matter. Those power lines 
and cell phones are human-made. This one 
helps explain widespread fear of new tech
nology and chemicals. . 

RISK Vs. BENErn Medicines often have 
dangerous side effects, but the more we 
perceive a benefit from the drug. the less 
we fear its risks. 

IMPOSED vs. VOLUNTARY Nonsmokers 
- are often fearful of tobacco smoke. Smok

ers usually aren't. 
TRUST VS. DISTRUST Experts in the field 

say this is often the most· important risk 
perception factor, the fulcrum on which 

. thewhole seesaw of risk perception rests. 
Ifwe trust the people informing us abOut a 
risk, and if we accept and trust that risk 

. policies are determined in an open and rea
sonable process, our fears subside. Ifwe 
don't trust the information or 

. the process, our fears rise, 
as the Pentagon has 

. discovered in the 
suspicious reo 

' sponse of a few 
service mem
hers" to its an
thrax vaccina· 
tion program. 

So bow do 
we make poJi
cymaking more 
rational? With a 
governmental 
process poisoned 
by selfish partisan
ship, often hostage to 
the influence of money 
and special interests, and 
spineless in the face of the latest me
dia-fed fear frenzy, how can we get political 
leaders and government agencies to make 
wiser choices and protect us better? There .. 
is a model. 

a~t.! j" . ~eyearSago, the Environmental Pr0

fS
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dentbut IDOI'e daDgerouab 
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It"·	 , Supreme Court JUll
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tection Agen
cy and the au

..	 tomobile 
industry de
dared some
thing of a 

'truce in their 
war OYer the sci
ence of automo

. bDeemisSions. ln
, stead, of each side 

spending millions on 
eeJf-funded research the 
other side wouldn't, accept, 
they each put in 50 percent of the mon
ey necessary-a total of $6 million-to 
create something called the Health Effects . 
Institute. HEI was not created to make pol
icy, but to give policymakers credible, 
trustworthy scientific information on 
which rational policy coUld be based. It 
was set up to be an impartial scientific re
view board-an agencyofneutral arbiters, 
outside the government, beholden to noth

• 
. in( but the truth. To conduct its evalua

tions, it appoints panels of scientists, re
presenting their various fields somewhat 
IS a jury represents the community in a 
trial, so that no one with an ax to grind can 
Control the process. 

HErs success and influence are grow
ing. All the combatants in the air pollution 
fight, .for example, have looked to HEI for 
"'the" scientific opinion on the seriouSness 
ofparticulate pollution. 

y not create such an indepen

,dent, nongovernmental agency
~let's call it the Risk Analysis In


stitute----to provide us with credible, trust·
 
worthy guidance on risks? The institute
 

, would rank the hazards we face, so we
 
would know which ones are the
 

most likely to occur; classify
 
risks according to which
 

""'" ones have the most seri

ous consequences; and 
conduct cost-benefit 
studies to help .us 
rank mitigation 
choices by cost and 
effectiveness, so we 
would know which 
options will maxi
mize resources to 

protect the most 
people. 

• 
In addition, it would 

identify the range of re
maining uncertainties. 

The institute's analysts would 
also compare the policies of vari

ous agencies, to warn when a policy that 
reduces risk in one arena might increase it 
in another. For example, federal govern
ment standards to increase fuel efficiency 

tice Stephen Breyer 
BUggeSted IIOD1e

thing like this in 
his 1993 hook 
-areakiDg the 
Vicious Circle" 
(written . be
fore his ap
pointment to 
the bigh 
court). He pr0

posed "a sman 
centralized Id

mfuistrative 
group, charged 

with a rationalizing 
mission" within gov

ernment. But bear in mind 
that trust is perhaps the most 

important of all the risk perception fac
tors. An agency of government could not 
establish that trUst. . 

An institute outside government might. 
To that end, it should'have as much free
dom as possible from the influence of poli
tics, real or perceived. Its funding should 
come without strings, ideallyfrom a mix of 
sources with competing agendas but wID
ing to invest in credible, sound science. 
'Funds should also be guaranteed, so no 
contributor can influence outcomes by 
threatening to cut off the cash. And i~ sci
entific work would have to be carried. out 
by professionals who are chosen for their 
education and training, their expertise and 
reputations for integrity, neutrality and 
open-mindedness, not for who their politi
cal friends are. 

Setting up the institute outside the gov
ernment would serve another' important 
goal: Final policymaking decisions would 
still be made by government agencies, pre
serving citizens' ability to voice their c0n

cerns and use the political process to help 
shape the outcome. ' 

That means that lobbyists, politics, the 
media and money would also still havein
tluence. The messy process of policymak
ing would not change dramatically. But a 
Risk Analysis Institute's credIble analyses, 
supporting not a specific policy but ration
al policymaking in -general, would incre
mentally move government decision mak
ing toward wiser, more informed choices. 

Some conservatives have given "rational 
risk policy" and regulatory reform a bad 
name,often invokingasupposed "rational" 
response ostensibly in the public interest 
but actually on behalf of the special in
terests ofcorporate sponsors out to neuter 
the power ofgovernment oversight. Equal
ly inflexIble consumer groups and environ
mentalists resist rationality because the 
more fearful something sounds, the more 
it helps them advance their agenda. 

But injectingrationality into the process 
is nothing more than good sense, in every
one's interest. It's time to create a vehicle 
to produce credible, reliable science to 
help develop policymaking that looks be
yond our fears to what will do the most 

reduce ponution, but, encourage smaller, good.
 
tighter vehicles, which are more fuel-effi- r The longer we wait, the more we risk. rn1
 

,~ 
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Risk-Informed Part 50 • Option 2 

Ov~rview of SECY-00-xxx "Rislc-Informing Special 
. Ti~atme:ht Requirements" 

, 475th ACRSMeeting 
August.29, 2000 

.Timothy A. Reed'
 
Division ofRegulatory Improvement Programs
 

Office'ofNuclear Reactor Regulation
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'Objecti~eof OptIon 2 SECY 

• Provides preliminary.. views of ANPR comments 

• Discusses conceptual approach to implementing 
Option 2 rulemakingplan .. 

• Supports September 29, 2000 Commission brief 
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• ANPR Comments 

• Generally supportive of rulemaking 

• Preliminary views on eight topics presented in 
SECY 

• SECY attachment groups all ANPR comments 
into eight tables w/preliminary responses 

• Final ANPR comment response -~ proposed rule 

• 
ANPR Preliminary Views 

Highlights of Significant Comments 

• Selective Implementation -- identify all RISC-l 
and 2 SSCs 

• Impact on Other Regulations -- believe Part 54 
should be risk-informed 

• Need for Prior NRC Review -- objective 
continues to be little or no·prior review 

• • PRA Quality -- Will consider other methods than 
consensus standards (NEI PRA certification) 



• ANPR Preliminary Views Cont' 

ffighlights of Significant Comments 

• Approach -- believe can do all Option 2 rules in a 
single rulemaking (except §50.36) 

• Part 21 -- may be necessary to modify Part 21 to 
remove RISC-3 SSCs from scope 

• Part 21 should not apply to RISC-2 -- may be 
reporting but would be in §50.69 

• 
Option 2 Rulemaking Approach 

• Consistent with SECY-99-256 

• Robust categorization 

• Licensees maintain functional capability of SSCs 
using existing or new programs 

• RISC-2 SSCs -- control reliability, availability, 
capability per categorization process . 

• 
• RISC-3 SSCs -- maintain design functions 

asdescribed in UFSAR 

'iDescribe in UFSAR how meet requirements 



•	 Ongoing Tasks
 

•	 Review of NEI implementing guidance 
~ Treatment and categorization guideline 
~ PRA peer certification guideline 
~ Industry pilot effort 

• STP exemption review 

• Contractor work -- commercial processes 

• 
• Continued interactions with stakeholders 

~ Meeting with NEI in mid-September 
~ Commission brief --September 29 

Summary OfSECY 

• ANPR comments generally supportive of effort to 
risk-inform special treatment requirements 

• Rulemaking approach is consistent with SECY
99-256 

• Review of STP exemption request continues 

• Will continue interaction with stakeholders 
•	 during development of new rule 



Risk-Informed 10 CFR 50.44


•
 
"Standard for Combustible Gas
 
Control System in Light-Water


Cooled Power Reactors"
 

Presented to 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

Presented by
 
Tom King, Mark Cunningham, Mary Drouin
 

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
 

August 29, 2000 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

OBJECTIVE 
Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50 

• 
• Enhance safety by focusing NRC and licensee resources in 

areas commensurate with their importance to health and 
safety 

• Provide NRC with a framework to use risk information to" 
take action in reactor regulatory matters 

• Allow use of risk information to provide flexibility in plant 
operation and design, which can result in burden reduction 
without compromising safety 

Page2of17-....--------------------

RISK-INFORMED 10 CFR 50.44 

"Standard for Combustible Gas Control System in Light-. 
Water-Cooled Power Reactors" 

• Objective: control combustible gases (as a result of the design 
basis accident) that could challenge containment integrity, 
thereby, potential radionuclide release 

•	 Rule specifies analytical requirements (e.g., accidents of concern, 
sources and amounts of combustible gases) and physical 
requirements to demonstrate analytical requirements are no 
challenge 

• Work performed indicate no safety benefit or risk significance 
associated with parts of the regulation and some risk issues not 
addressed by regulation 

Page 3 of 17•	 ---------------------



50.44 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
 

•
 

•
 

Analytical Requirements Imposed by the Rule 

• The type of accident to be considered 
•	 Loss of coolant accident 
• Degraded core 

• Type of combustible gas 
• Hydrogen 

• Source of hydrogen 
• Fuel-cladding oxidation 
• Radiolytic decomposition of coolant 
• Corrosion of metal 

• Hydrogen source term 
• 5% oxidation reaction over 2 minute period 
•	 75% metal-water oxidation reaction for Mark III and ice condenser 

containments 
Page 4 of 17 

50.44 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Physical Requirements Imposed by the Rule 

• Measure the hydrogen concentration in containment 

• Insure a mixed containment atmosphere 

• Control combustible gas concentration in containment following a
 
LOCA (recombiners)
 

• Install high point vents on all reactors 

• Inert atmosphere in Mark I and II containments 

• Provide hydrogen control system (igniters) in Mark III and Ice
 
Condenser containments
 Page 5 of 17 

RISK SIGNIFICANCE OF
 
COMBUSTIBLE GASES
 

• Core damage/melt accident can potentially produce combustible gases 
(both hydrogen and carbon monoxide) from both fuel cladding oxidation 
and core-concrete interaction 

• Control of post-LOCA hydrogen via a vent-purge methods can 
unnecessarily lead to radionuclide release to the atmosphere 

• Depending on containment type and accident type, conditional large early 
release probability range from 0.1 to 1.0 

• Hydrogen combustion not a significant challenge to containment integrity in 
the short term (-24 hours) 
• Large dry altd subatmosphere due to large volume 
• Mark I and II due to inert atmosphere 
• Mark III and Ice Condenser due to igniters (except for station blackout) 

• Combustible gas concentration may be sufficient to challenge containment 

•	 
integrity in long term 
• From core-concrete interaction for large dr/. subatmosphere. Ice condenser and Mark iii 
• Oxygen generation from radiolysis can lead to de-inerted atl110sphere In Mark i and II 

Page 6 of 17 



50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE
 

• 1. Concern 

2. Strategy 

3, Importance 

Combustion of gases poses challenge to 
containment integrity 

Relates to mitigative strategy of limiting 
radionuclide releases 

Risk studies indicate conditional large early 
release probability for certain containment 
and accidents >0.1 . 

,~ not a candidate rule for elimination 

Page 7 of 17 

50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

Analytical Requirementsc~' Enhance 

• Specify hydrogen source term based on realistic calculations 

• 
• Source term based on more likely severe accidents including both 

in-vessel and ex-vessel combustible gas generation 

• Combustible gases include hydrogen and carbon monoxide 

• Combustible gas control after 24 hours after onset of core damage 
be covered by Severe Accident Management Guidelines 

• Similar to Mr. Christie's petition except that he requests a source 
term based on realistic calculations for accident with a high 
probability of causing severe reactor core damage 

Page 8 of 17 

50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

Measure hydrogen concentration "4> Eliminate requirement 

• Hydrogen monitoring not needed to initiate or activate 
the hydrogen control systems for each of the 
containment types 

• Hydrogen monitors have limited signifiance in 
mitigating threat to containment in early stages of a 
core melt accident 

• 
• Mr. Christie's petition also request elimination of this 

requirement 
Page 9 of 17 



50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

•	 Insure mixed atmosphere "4> Retain requirement 

• Needed to maintain defense-in-depth 

• Needed to meet intent of GOC 50 

• GOC 50 -- the containment and its compartments shall 
accomodate, with sufficient margin, the effects of potential 
energy sources including those from metal-water and other 
chemical reactions 

• Current features that promote atmospheric mixing will not be 
degraded by any future plant modifications 

• Mr. Christie's petition did not address this requirement 
PagB 10 of 17 

50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

Control H2 for postulated LOCA4> Eliminate requirement 

• Type of accident not risk significant 

• 
• Means to control concentration (e.g., recombiners) do not 

provide any benefit 

• Vent-purge method can result in unnecessary 
radionuclide releases to atmosphere 

.1VIr. Christie's petition included eliminating this 
requirement 

Page11or17 

50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

Inert Mark 1111 containments~' Retain requirement 

•	 Removal would result in integrity of Mark I 
and" containment being highly vulnerable to 
hydrogen combustion 

•	 Mr. Christie's petition included retaining this 
requirement

•	 Page12of17 



50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

•	 Install high point vents =4' Retain requirement 

•	 Combustible gases in RCS can inhibit flow of 
coolant to the core 

•	 Capability to vent the RCS provides a safety 
benefit 

•	 Mr. Christie's petition included retaining this 
requirement 

Paga130f17 

50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

H2 control system (igniters) for Mark III and Ice Condensers 
..~ Enhance requirement 

• Modify to control hydrogen during risk significant core melt accidents 

• Control system uses igniters which are AC dependent 

• Under SSO conditions, igniters not available and containment • vulnerable to hydrogen combustion 

• SBO shown to be large contributor for some plants 

• Mr. Christie's petition only proposes that the hydrogen control 
system be capable of meeting a specified performance level. 
Vulnerability under SSO conditions would still exist. 

Page 14 of 17 

50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNAriVE 
(continued) 

=#>	 Alternative (performance-based) requirement 

•	 Alternative that would allow licensee to use risk information 

•	 Demonstrate plant meets specified performance criteria 
• e.g" maintain containment intergrity for at least 24 hours 

for all risk-significant events 

•	 Attractive for future plants 

•	 Mr, Christie's petition included a requirement that for 
facilities with other types of containments "must demonstrate 

•	 
that the reactor containment., .. can withstand, without any 
hydrogen control system, a hydrogen burn for accidents with 
a high probability of causing severe core damage." Believe 
staff recommendation is equivalent.	 Page 150f17 



50.44 RISK-INFORMED ALTERNATIVE 
(continued) 

•� Alternative -=#> "Long-term" recommendation 

•� Long term control (greater than 24 hours after onset of 
core damage) be included as part of licensee's Severe 
Accident Managment Guidelines 

•� Combustible gases still pose challenge to containment 
integrity in the long term with the possibility of a large 
late radionuclide release 

•� Mr.Christie's petition did not address the concern of 
long-term combustible gas control 

Page 16 of 17 

PHASE II 
Upon Commission Approval 

• Proceed with rulemaking 

• 
Page 17 of17 
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Regulations� 
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Option 2 

• Risk-informed regulatory regime 
•� Focus on SSCs and activities that are safety

significant 

•� Significant interaction and requirements being 
imposed on RISC-3 SSCs 

•� ASME Standard & PRA certification 
•� Peer review -- an acceptable methodology to 

assess PRA suitability for Option 2 

•� Further interactions to resolve NRC comments 

'1;j1 

'I� " -� • 
2 

• 



•� 
Option 3 -- Implementation 

•� Regulations (mandatory or optional) 
should not place unnecessary resource 
burden on licensees or NRC staff 

•� NRC decision on including new regulatory 
elements should be based on: 
• Up-to-date technical analyses and information 

• Estimates of licensee/NRC benefits & burden 

~I  

3� 



Option 3 -- Implementation 

• NRC Framework -- document being revised� 

• §50.44 -- Must be sound technical basis for 
including or excluding optional requirements 

• Estimate of additional burden? 

• §50.46 -- Redefinition of Large-Break LOCA� 
• NEI interacting with NSSS Owners' Groups to 

develop a common approach 

• Follow-on activities 

4 
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Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

Full Committee 

Combustible Gas Control 

• 
August 29, 2000 

Two White Flint, Rockville, 1v.fD 

Bob Christie 

Performance Technology Technology 
P. O. Box 51663
 

Knoxville, TN 37950-1663
 
(865) 588-1444
 

FAX (865) 584-3043
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• SUM:MARY 
Change Hydrogen Control Regulations as of 8/28/00 

10CFRSO.12 Petition for Rulemaking SECY-98-300 SECY-98-300 
Exemption Requests Option 3 Option 3 

Framework 10CFRSO.44 

Submitted: Recent action: Recent action: Agreement: 

San Onofre 2&3 - ACRS 6/29/00 ACRS 6/29/00 Delete post LOCA 
9/10/98 hydrogen requirements 
Approved 9/3/99 
Oconee - 7/26/00 Letter - Christie to Mike ACRS 7/11/00 Containment air mixing 

Snodderly (NRC), 7/3/00	 unchanged 
ACRS 7/12/00	 Letter - Christie to Reactor Coolant System 

Ashok Thadani high point vents 
(NRC),7/19/00 unchanged 

• Letter - Christie to Sam Letter - Christie to Mark 1's and Mark II's 
Collins (NRC), 7/14/00 Ashok Thadani inerted unchanged 

(NRC), 8/24/00 
Letter - Christie to Disagreement: 
Cynthia Carpenter 
(NRC), 7/20/00 

NRC staff wants to add 
long term requirements 
for hydrogen monitors 
NRC wants igniters 
operable during Station 
Blackout for Mark ills 
and ice condensers 

Future action: Future action: Future action: Future action: 

Other submittals in ACRS 8/29/00 ACRS 8/29/00 ACRS 8/29/00 
preparation 

Recommendation by Recommendation by 
,NRC staff to NRC NRC staff to NRC· 

Commissioners at end of Commissioners at end of 
August 2000 August 2000 

•	 Mike Snodderly (NRC) 
working on open purge 
valve - severe accident 
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Duke Power ~Dulce
Oconee Nuclear Sire rlPower. 
7800 Rochester Highw:ay

A 0-.&..rIc-,.., 
Scnca. SC 296n 
(864) 885-3107 OFFICE\v. R. McCoUum, Jr. 
(864) 885-3564 FAXVier PmiJnrt 

July 26, 2000 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Subject:	 Duke Energy Corporation 
Oconee Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3 
Docket Numbers 50-269, 50-270 and 50-287 
Request for Exemption to 10CFR50.44, 10CFR50, Appendix A, General 
Design Criterion 41, and 10CFR50, Appendix E, Section VI. 
Proposed Technical Specification Change Concerning 
Hydrogen Control System (TSCR 2000-05) 

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 50.12, " Specific exemptions," Duke Energy Corporation. 
(Duke) is requesting an exemption to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for 
combustible gas control system in Iight-water-cooled power reactors," 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, 
General Design Criterion 41, "Containment atmosphere cleanup," and 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, 
Section VI, "Emergency Response Data System." The purpose of this exemption request is to 
remove requirements for hydrogen control systems (Le., containment post-accident hydrogen 
monitors and recombiners) from the Oconee, Units 1, 2, and 3 (ONS) design basis. With this 
change, the consideration of hydrogen generation would no longer be included in the design 
basis of ONS. Accordingly, the enclosed Technical Specification (TS) Change Request 2000:
05 would remove the post-accident hydrogen control systems from the ONS TS and provide the 
basis for deletion of a Selected Licensee Commitment concerning hydrogen recombiners. 

Enclosure 1 provides the documentation supporting the exemption request. Enclosure 2 is a 
license amendment request, which consists of five attachments. Attachments A and 8 provide 
mark-up and new pages of the Oconee TS, respectively. The Description of Proposed 
Changes and Technical Justification is provided in Attachment C. Attachments 0 and E provide 
the No Significant Hazards Consideration Evaluation and Environmental Impact Analysis, 
respectively. 

As described in the enclosures, approval of the requested exemption would improve the safety 
focus at Oconee and represent a more effective and efficient method for maintaining adequate 
protection of pUblic health and safety. The requested changes would permit simplification of 
Emergency and Emergency Response Plan Procedures thereby reducing operators' post
accident burden. Such simplification would enable operators to give priority to more important 
safety functions following postulated plant accidents. 

I/l/'
 



• USNRC Document Control Desk Page 2 
July 26, 2000 . 

It is Duke's intention that, upon NRC approval of this request, the description of the hydrogen 
control systems, its bases and other associated discussions would be removed from the 
UFSAR and from the Emergency and Emergency Response Plan Procedures. 

A similar request for an exemption to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.44, and 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 41, 42 and 43 was approved by the NRC for San Onofre 
Nuclear Generation Station, Units 2 and 3, by letter dated September 3, 1999. 

Implementation of this amendment to the Oconee Technical Specifications will impact the 
Oconee UFSAR. Necessary changes will be made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.71 (e). Duke 
requests a 90-day grace period for implementation of this exemption request and the 
associated changes. 

-
The Duke Nuclear Safety Review Board and the Oconee Plant Operations Review Committee 
have reviewed and approved this proposed Technical Specification amendment. 

• 
A copy of this application is being forwarded to the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control for their review and, as appropriate, subsequent consultation with the 
staff. 

Please contact Robert C. Douglas at 864-885-3073 with any questions regarding this submittal. 

Very truly yours, 

W. R. McCollum, Jr.
 
Site Vice Preside
 
Oconee Nuclear Station
 

Enclosures 

•
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Performance Technology 

P.O, Box 51663. Knoxville.Tennessee 37950-1663 Phone: (~ 588-1444. Fox (E60) 584-3043 
performtech@compuserve.com glts 

July 3,2000 

Mr. Mike Snodderly
 
Office ofNuclear Reactor Regulation
 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
11555 Rockville Pike
 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
 

Dear Mr. Snodderly: 

Following our conversations last week, I spent some additional time over the weekend 
considering the approach you might want to use for the evaluation of the Emergency 
Operating Procedures at the nuclear units for hydrogen control during severe accidents. It 
is my belief that your time could be best spent in the following manner. 

I recommend that ifyou want to perform any evaluations, you first evaluate those plants 
that have movable hydrogen thermal recombiners that must be physically installed after 
accidents to control hydrogen from design basis accidents. If the operators at these 
nuclear units contemplate the use ofany system for hydrogen control during severe 
accidents, it will be the hydrogen purge system. Due to the large amounts ofhydrogen 
which would be produced in a short time frame in severe accidents, the operators will 
recognize that the only hydrogen control system they have is the hydrogen purge system. 
Whether they would activate the hydrogen purge system in severe accidents is the 
question. I believe that the -operators would not activate the hydrogen purge system in 
severe accidents but I have not evaluated the situation in detail. As you know, I have a 
concern about this situation because the activation of the hydrogen purge system during 
severe accidents would be very detrimental to public health risk. 

After the evaluation of those nuclear units with movable hydrogen thermal recombiners, 
ifyou still believe you have to continue, I would continue with an evaluation ofthe. 
nuclear units with permanent hydrogen thermal recombiners but that have a hydrogen ,', 
purge system as backup. At these nuclear units, the hydrogen thennal recombiners :will 
be the first system called upon for hydrogen control and the hydrogen purge system will 

,be the backup. Neither system will be effective in severe accidents for controlling . 
hydrogen, but I believe there is less likelihood ofusing the purge system in these nuclear' 
units than in nuclear units with movable hydrogen thermal recombiners but this is only 
my opinion. The operators will still have to evaluate the use of the hydrogen purge 
system during severe accidents at these units. 
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During these evaluations. I am not sure that one could put much weight on lOeFRIOO... 
radiation dose accident calculations to determine whether an operator would or would not 
activate the hydrogen purge systems during severe accidents as you have suggested. As I 
stated in the ACRS Subcommittee on Probabilistic Risk Assessment meeting on June~, /i9'e
2000, I believe that lOCFRIOO radiation dose accident calculations are not appropriate 
for severe accidents. There is also the matter of timing for IOCFRI00 calculations It is 
generally assumed that the 10CFRIOO calculations for the activation of the hydrogen 
thermal recombiners for design basis events would take place days after the design basis 
accident. In severe accidents, large amounts ofhydrogen can be produced in hours, Dot: 
days and I doubt that anyone will have the time to perform lOCFRIOO calculations. We 
should not be perfonning 1OCFRI00 dose calculations after severe accidents. 

I. 

As I have indicated to you in our previous conversations, your evaluation of the 
Emergency Operating Procedures is a matter of concern for the NRC in the immediate 
future. In my opinion, the best that we could hope for from your effort would be some 
"band aid" solutions to possible problems with the Emergency Operating Procedures. 
The permanent solution to the problem is to eliminate the requirements for the hydrogen 
thermal recombiners and the hydrogen purge systems following design basis events from 
the nuclear units. This permanent solution can be quickly achieved either by the approval 
of my petition for rulemaking or by the approval of 10CFRSO.12 exemption requests. 
Personnel at the nuclear plants would like to solve the problem in a permanent fashion 
and I agree with them completely. In my opinion, the optimum solution would be to 
approve the petition for rulemaking in an expedited manner and allow the nuclear units to 
quickly eliminate the requirements for the hydrogen thermal recombiners and the 
hydrogen purge system from the Technical Specifications, Emergency Operating 
Procedures, Final Safety Analysis Reports, and any other place such requirements ~xist. 

Please let me know of your progress on the evaluation of the Emergency Operating 
Procedures. Please contact me ifyou have any questions or desire further assistance. 

cc: Cynthia A. Carpenter 
Anthony W. Markley\.. 
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Performance Technology 

P.O. Box 51663. Knoxville.Tennessee 37950-1663 Phone: ~':2:) 588-1444, Fox (..a-a) 584-3043 
performtech@compuserve.com !l('~ 

July 14,2000 

Mr. Sam Collins
 
Office ofNuclear Reactor Regulation
 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
11555 Rockville Pike
 
Rockville, MD 20872-2738
 

Dear Mr. Collins: 

By my letter dated 10/7/99 to the NRC Commissioners, I raised safety issues regarding 
existing regulations for hydrogen control following postulated accidents. My letter to the 
Commissioners indicated that, based on the San Onofre Task Zero Safety Evaluation 
Report, strict compliance with existing regulations was detrimental to public health and .. 
safety. My letter was sent to you for action. Following discussions with your staff, I sent 
a letter to Mr. Frank Akstulewicz of your staff, dated 11/9/99, and agreed to treat part of 
my letter as a petition for rulemaking concerning 10CFR50,44 and 10CFR50, Appendix 
A, Criterion 41. Your letter to me dated 1/4/00, confirmed your staff was going to 
process my petition for rulemaking using the usual NRC practices. 

As explained to me last year by your staff, I understand the usual NRC practices for 
rulemaking include consideration of "adequate protection" and consideration of 
10CFR50.109, Backfitting. The usual practices also require that the petition for 
rulemaking be noticed for public comment, which occurred January 12; 2000. It was my 
understanding that my petition for rulemaking was to be considered on its own merits per 
these usual procedures. On June 29, 2000, your staff stated in an ACRS meeting that my 
petition was not being considered on its own merits but was being incorporated into 
"Option 3" of SECY-98-300. Later, your staff told me that my petition was not likely to 
be the recommended rulemaking from Option 3. This was the first time I heard of this 
decision by your staff. 

In my 11/9/99 letter, I stated that it would be advantageous to make sure that Dr. Tom 
King and the people responsible for SECY-98-300, "Option 3" were aware of the actions 
ofvour staff in this matter. In your letter to me dated 1/4/99, you indicated that in 
addition to my petition for rulemaking being evaluated on its own merits, my letter had 
been sent to NRC Office ofResearch for consideration as part ofNRC ;Research activities 
concerning "Option 3." I did not take this "addition" as meaning my petition would be 
evaluated by Option 3 standards and I do not believe in your letter that you meant that my 
petition be incorporated into the Option 3 evaluation. 

My recommendation for changes to the regulations applies to all nuclear electric power 
units in the United States. I believe all the nuclear units are subject to the same 

"When you measure performance realistically. it improves: 



: 

• detrimental impact from the existing regulations. My petition for rulemaking is premised 
on the fact that existing hydrogen control regulations make all the nuclear units less safe 
than the units would be if the regulations \vere changed as I proposed. I believe the NRC 
staff Safety Evaluation Report for San Onofre is applicable to all the nuclear units. I 
believe that implementation of the proposed changes at all nuclear electric power units is 
necessary to improve safety. My petition for rulemaking should not be evaluated in 
Option 3 because my petition is not a "voluntary" effort applicable only to those nuclear 
units which "volunteer" for Option 3. The criteria used for evaluation in Option 3 go far 
beyond "adequate protection" and the backfit rule. 

• 

I have informed your staff that I do not believe my petition should be incorporated into 
Option 3 for evaluation and I have also informed the ACRS about this position in their 
meeting on July 12,2000. There is no basis for treating my petition in a manner other 
than "standard practice." Approval of my petition for rulemaking will make the nuclear 
units "safer," therefore meeting the adequate protection criteria. My petition meets the 
requirements of 10CFRSO.I09, Backfitting. My petition has undergone the required 
period of public comment. My petition "risk-informs" the regulations and makes the 
regulations more effective and efficient. I believe it should be possible to make a 
decision on my petition on its own merits in short order. It has already been nine months 
since I brought this matter to the attention of the NRC Commissioners and they referred 
my 10/7/99 letter to you for action. This is nine months in which I believe the plants 
have been less safe. 

To summarize, it is my understanding that your staff is not presently processing any 
approval or disapproval of my petition for rulemaking. Your staff is waiting for 
something to come out of Option 3. Without approval of my petition, the utilities cannot 
implement changes to make the nuclear electric power units "safer" and more economic 
with respect to hydrogen control except by the lOCFRSO.12 exemption request process. 
As your staff is aware, some utilities are pursuing the lOCFR50.12 process following the 
pattern approved in the San Onofre Task Zero. These actions by other utilities are 
believed necessary because there is no visible action on my petition for rulemaking in 
spite ofyour staffs granting the hydrogen control exemptions to San Onofre. 

I would like to meet with you to discuss these issues further. I will contact your office to 
arrange an appointment for such a meeting. In the meantime, please contact me ifyou 
have any questions. 

Bob Christie 

• Cc: Ashok Thadani 
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P.O, Box 51663, Knoxville,Tennessee 37950-1663 Phone: (~) 588-1444, Fax~) 584-3043 
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July 20. 2000 

Ms. Cynthia Carpenter 
Office ofNuclear Reactor Regulation 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738 

Dear Ms. Carpenter: 

I appreciate Tony Markley and you taking the time to talk to me yesterday about my letter 
to Sam Collins, dated 7/14/00. 

My summary of our conversation yesterday is as follows. Sam Collins has now 

•
 
designated you as the individual in NRR that I am to talk to in all matters concerning my
 
petition for rulemaking noticed in the Federal Register on 1/12/00. You indicated Sam.
 
Collins does not want to meet with me to discuss my letter of July 14,2000..
 

In the telephone conversation, you stated that my petition for rulemaking is a "risk
informed" matter. You indicated that, as stated in the ACRS meeting on June 29, 2000, 
the evaluation of my petition has been incorporated into Option 3 ofSECY-98-300. You 
believe that Option 3 people are the appropriate people to judge the technical basis ofmy 
petition for rulemaking and the Option 3 criteria are the appropriate criteria for 
evaluation. You. do not-believe that my petition for I'ulemaking will be the recommended 
approach coming out of Option 3 for hydrogen control and therefore personnei from NRR 
are not evaluating my petition separate from Option 3. When asked what the process 
would be ifOption 3 did not exist, you indicated my petition would have been sent to 
Research for evaluation. . 

You indicated that you are constrained by the rules of the NRC with reSpect to 
rulemaking and have no other option to follow except the path chosen. When asked, you. 
indicated that there is no benefit for a public meeting for me to discuss this issue With you 
since you have my letter to Sam Collins. You indicated that Tony Markley is drafting a 
reply to my letter to Sam Collins and that I will receive this letter after it goes through the 
concurrence process in NRC. You would give me no schedule for when such a letter 

• 
would be issued. 

In the telephone conversation, I explained that I did not believe the NRR position was the 
appropriate position to be taken and reiterated my concerns expressed in my letter to Sam 

II~
 
"When you measure performance realistically, it improves," 
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Collins. My petition for rolemaking is a safety concern first expressed in my letter to the 
NRC Commissioners. dated 1017/99. rasked if you had had any discussions recently 
with Mike Snodderly concerning my safety concerns and you indicated that you had not. 
I reiterated that my petition was sent to NRR for resolution by the Commissioners and 
that I agreed to make my letter a petition for rulemaking on the basis of the existing 
procedures for rulemaking. Again. my petition is not a "voluntary" initiative to be 
considered in Option 3. 

I pointed out the petition for rulemaking was a follow-up to Task Zero at Arkansas 
Nuclear One and Task Zero at San Onofre and the rulemaking was a better alternative 
than the exemption request process. You indicated no concern about the licensees having 
to submit exemption requests under 1OCFRSO.12. similar to the San Onofre submittal, to 
make the plants safer and obtain the same decision that would be gained by the approval 
of the petition for rulemaking. 

All in all. it is clear that months ago NRR personnel determined a course of action for 
evaluation of my petition for rulemaking and that this course of action involved Option 3 
rather than usual practices. It does not appear that there is anything that I can say or do 
for you to change this position. I assume that you are taking this course of action with the 
complete approval of you supervisors. 

As I indicated in the telephone conversation. I am very dissatisfied with the course of 
action taken by NRR. My petition addresses a safety concern that is documented in the 
Task Zero at Arkansas Nuclear One and the Task Zero at San Onofre and in public 
meetings and letters to the NRC. Every day that the NRC delays the approval ofmy 
petition is another day in which I believe the nuclear electric power units are less safe. 
My petition for rulemaking should be evaluated by the usual practices of the NRC for 
rulemaking which is what NRR staff and I agreed to last year. There are much better 
ways to "risk-inform" the regulations than Option 3. One of these better ways is to use 
the usual practices. 

I am now waiting for a reply for my letter to Mike Snodderly, dated 7/3/00, and a reply to 
my letter to Sam Collins, dated 7/14/00.. 

Sincerely, 

[)[ 
V~ 
Bob Christie 

cc: William D. Travers
 
Samuel J. Collins
 
Ashok Thadani
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July 19,2000 

Dr. Ashok Thadani
 
Office of Research
 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
11545 Rockville Pike
 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
 

Dear Dr. Thadani: 

During your staffs presentation on the "Risk-Infonned Part 50 Framework" to the 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards on July 12,2000, your staff identified four 
"issues" that are to be sent to the NRC Commissioners for guidance as part ofyour report 
to the Commissioners due in August, 2000. These are. 

• 1 Should selective implementation within a regulation of the technical requirements
 
be allowed?
 

2. Should safety enhancements be required to pass backfit rule?
 
3. Should there be a reverse backfit test for burden reduction?
 
4. Role of Safety Goals? (not on slides used but added by Dr. King in presentation).
 

I wish to comment on issues #2, #3, and #4 because I believe you should accurately 
describe these issues to the Commissioners. In this vein, I recommend that you read the 
transcript of the discussion I had v.,ith the ACRS Subcommittee on Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment during their meeting on July 11,2000. 

Issue #2 (backfit) and issue #4 (Safety Goals) are to me the same issue and my comments 
on these two issues are contained in Attachment 1. My comments on issue #3 (reverse 
baemt) are contained in Attachment 2. 

The following is a summary ofmy comments. 

With respect to issues #2 (backfit) and #4 (Safety Goals). 

The Part 50 Framework document called Draft, Revision 0, dated Apri12000: 

• a. Ignores the standard of "adequate protection" which is the legal basis for the 
licensing ofexisting plants. 

·When you measure performance realistically, it improves." 
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• b. Ignores the direct instruction from the NRC Commissioners to consider the 
backfit rule in any attempt to change the regulations to implement the Safety 
Goals at existing nuclear units. See Attachment 1, Section A. 

c.	 Uses a partitioned objective to risk-inform the regulations for the e.~sting nuclear 
electric power units that the NRC Commissioners stated was to be used for 
evolutionary design. See Attachment 1, Section B. 

d.	 Uses partitioned objectives to change the regulations that in effect require risk
informed regulations to be written to a level below "how safe is safe enough." 
See Attachment 1, Section C. 

With respect to issue #3, the NRC staff is asking the Commissioners for direction on the 
"issue of reverse backfit' when there is no issue of reverse backfit. See Attachment 2. 

I believe that it would be worth while for me to discuss my comments on this subject 
with you in person before you send your report to the NRC Commissioners in August, 
2000.	 I will be contacting your staff in the near future to arrange such a meeting. 

•
 
Sincerely,
 

Bob Christie 

cc: Sam Collins (Office ofNuclear Reactor Regulation) 
Dana Powers (Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards) 

•
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Attachment 1
 
Letter from Bob Christie to Dr. Ashok Thadani dated 7/19100
 

The use of Safety Goals and Backfitting in enhancing existing regulations
 

All of my following comments are based on the Framework Document that is designated 
Dra.f\ Revision 0, April 2000, with the NRC authors listed as Mary Drouin and Alan 
Kuritzky and a host of people from Sandia National Laboratories and Brookhaven 
National Laboratory. 

The Framework for Risk-Informing the Technical Requirements of 10CFR presently 
being used by the NRC staff indicates that "Established quantitative health objectives 
(QHOs) and related subsidiary quantitative objectives will be used to guide the 
development of risk-informed regulatory requirements." While the NRC staff state that 
these quantitative objectives will not appear in the regulations, the NRC staff states that 
these quantitative objectives will be used to write deterministic regulations that will 
achieve the levels defined by these quantitative objectives. 

As you well know, I have been advocating for a number of years that we make use of the 
Quantitative Health Effects Objectives (QHOs) from the 1986 NRC Policy Statement on 
"Safety Goals for the Operation ofNuclear Power Plants" to make the regulations more 
effective and efficient in providing "reasonable assurance of adequate protection ofpublic 
health and safety." My effort has become known as the "Whole Plant Study." On the 
surface, the NRC staff Framework Document appears to have the same objectives that I 
have been advocating. However, as always, "the devil is in the details." The details of 
the Framework Document are incompatible v.,ith my program and also incompatible with 
the direction specified by the NRC Commissioners in the use of the Safety Goals to 
enhance regulations. 

The Framework for Risk-Informing the Technical Requirements of 10CFR50 claims to 
be following a "top down" approach to enhance the regulations but in reality the 
Framework Documents is a "bottom up" approach based on partitioned objectives that are 
not related to either "adequate protection" or "how safe is safe enough." The NRC staff 
claims that the partitioned objectives they want to use are based on the Quantitative 
Health Effects Objectives and the directions the staff received from the NRC 
Commissioners in the Staff Requirements Memorandum dated June 15, 1990. As I 
pointed out to the ACRS Subcommittee on Probabilistic Risk Assessment on July 11, 
2000, these claims of the NRC staffare not accurate. 
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• A. The NRC staff ilZTlores the issue of "adequate protection" and the backfit rule. 

In the Framework Document. in Section 2.1, the NRC staff states that the Atomic Energy 
Act requires the NRC to ensure that nuclear power plant operation provides adequate 
protection to the health and safety of the public. The staff notes that this requirement is 

. called the "adequate protection" standard or the " no undue risk" standard. What Section 
2.1 fails to note is that the NRC can enhance the standard of "adequate protection" by the 
use of 10CFR50.109, Backfitting. After this description in Section 2.1. defining what is 
required by the Atomic Energy Act. you find that the NRC staff no longer use the term 
"adequate protection ofpublic health and safety" but rather the term "protecting public 
health and safety." The NRC staff in the rest of the Framework Document effectively 
ignores the concept of "adequate protection" and the backfit rule. 

This deliberate action is taken by the NRC staff involved in the writing of the Framework. 
Document in spite of the direct instructions by the NRC Commissioners in the Staff 
Requirements Memorandum of June 15, 1990, covering implementation of the Safety 
Goals. 

• 
"...6) In order to enhance our regulatory process for the curr~nt 

generation of plants, the Conunission believes the staff should strive for a 
risk level consistent with the safety goals in developing or revising 
regulations. In developing and applying such new requirements to 
existing plants, the Backfit Rule should apply." 

"... 11) The Commission agrees that it must not depart from or be 
seen as obscuring the arguments made in court defending the Backfit Ru1e. 

These arguments clearly established that there is a level of safety that is 
referred to as ,.-adequate protection." This is the level that must be assured 
without reg~d to cost and, thus, without invoking the procedures required. 
by the Backfit Rule. 11 Beyond adequate protection, ifthe NRC decides 
to consider enhancements to safety, costs must be considered, and the 
cost·benefit analysis required by the Backfit Rule must be performed. The 
Safety Goals, on the other hand, are silent on the issue ofcost but do 
provide a definition of "how safe is safe enough" that should be seen as 
guidance on how far to go when proposing safety enhancements, including 
those to be considered under the Backfit Rule. 

•
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B.	 The application of quantitative objectives for evolutionarv design to existing 
nuclear units. 

The Framework Document uses a value of less than or equal 0.1 for the Conditional 
Probability of Early Containment Failure. The NRC Commissioners directed in the June 
15, 1990, Staff Requirements Memor::mdwn that this value apply to evolutionary designs, 
not existing designs. 

4) ... "The Commission has no objection to the use ofa 0.1 Conditional 
Containment Failure Probability objective for the evolutionary desi~ as 
applied in the manner described above. 

c.	 Partitioned Objectives. 

It has been demonstrated through analysis (Probabilistic Risk Assessment) of each
 
nuclear unit in the United States that the public health risk of each nuclear unit is unique
 
to each unit. Each nuclear unit has a unique public health risk profile that is impacted by
 
each unit's personnel, equipment, procedures, maintenance, operation, site location,
 
meteorology, population density, etc. Each unit, through its Probabilistic Risk
 
Assessment, knows a lot about its risk profile but it is very difficult to generalize such
 
knowledge to all the nuclear units. Because of this unique profile of each nuclear unit, it
 
is very difficult to partition any overall standards. Each nuclear unit has a unique way of
 
meeting the standard of adequate protection or meeting the standard ofhow safe is safe
 
enough.
 

The NRC Commissioners were very aware of the unique characteristic ofpublic health 
risk from nuclear power plants both when they published the 1986 Policy Statement on 
Safety Goals and when they issued the June 15, 1990 Staff Requirements Memorandum. 

In the 1986 Policy Statement, the NRC Commissioners deliberately defined only two 
Quantitative Health Effects Objectives. The Commissioners deliberately did not set any 
performance guideline for core damage frequency or containment conditional failure 
probability. In the 1986 Policy Statement the Commissioners directed the Staffto 
investigate the possibility of setting a perfonnance guideline such that the overall mean . 
frequency of a large release of radioactive material to the environment from a reactor 
accident should be less than 1 in 1,000,000 per year ofreactor operation. The NRC staff 
later determined that this performance guideline was not compatible with the Quantitative 
Health Effects Objectives. 

Goal allocation ofhigher tier objectives to lower tier objectives is very difficult. Goal 
allocation can be successful if the lower level objectives are derived directly from the 
higher tier objectives and do not create a new higher tier level objective. Ifdone 



• correctly. these lower tier objectives can simplify the process and still lead to the comet 
decisions. [f done incorrectly, these lower tier objectives lead to logical inconsistencies 
which complicate the decision process and lead to incorrect decisions. 

In the June 15, 1990, Staff Requirements memorandwn, the NRC Commissionea gave 
some direction for the use of "partitioned" objectives. 

"Implementation of the safety goal may require development and use of 
'partitioned' objectives. In general, the additional objectives should not 
introduce additional conservatisms. The staff should bring its 
recommendations on the use of each such subsidiary objective to the 
Commission in the context of the specific issue for which it would be 
useful and appropriate, and explain its compatibility with the safety goals. 
Based upon the NRC's review of a sample of plant PRAs, it appears that 
these plants not only meet the quantitative health effects objectives but 
exceed them. This mayor may not reflect excessive conservatism in 
regulations. While there have been improvements in PRA techniques, 
uncertainties in the summary results are still such that quantitative PRA 
objectives should not be used as licensing standards or requirements. 

• The Commission believes that the safety goal objectives should be applied 
to all designs, independent of the size of containment or character of a 
particular design approach to the release mitigation function. 
Accordingly, for the purpose of implementation, the staff may establish 
subsidiary quantitative core damage frequency and containment 
performance objectives through partitioning of the Large Release 
Guideline. These subsidiary objectives should anchor, or provide 
guidance on 'minimum' acceptance criteria for prevention (e. g. core 
damage frequency) and mitigation (e.g. containment or confinement 
performance) and thus assure an appropriate multi-barrier defense-in-depth 
balance in design. Such subsidiary objectives should be consistent with 
the large release guideline, and not introduce additional conservatism so as 
to create a de facto new Large R:eiease Guideline. 

A core damage probability ofless than 1 in 10,000 per year of reactor 
operation appears to be a very useful subsidiary benchmark in making 
judgments about that portion of our regulations which are directed toward 
accident prevention. 

...The Commission has no objection to the use ofa 0.1 Containment 
Conditional Failure Probability for the evolutionary design, as applied in 

• 
the manner described above. 

...These partitioned objectives are not to be imposed as requirements 
themselves but may be useful as a basis for regulatory guidance." 
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In Section 3.3 of the Framework Documen4 it is stated. "...The quantitative he:l1th 
objectives are the highest-level quantitative goals. The QHOs were originally set as a 
me:lSure of 'safe enough.' Given this position of the Commission. there <lIe no risk 
arguments for setting subsidiary quantitative objectives more stringent than the QHOs." 

However, the Framework Document uses three partitioned quantitative objectives for 
guidelines for writing new regulations for the existing nuclear units. 

1. Core damage frequency less than or equal 1.0 E-4. 
2. Conditional Probability of Early Containment Failure of less than or equal 0.1. 
3. Large Early Release Frequency ofless than or equal 1.0 E-S. 

All of the existing nuclear electric power units in the United States have been licensed to 
the standard of "reasonable assurance of adequate protection of public health and safety." 
All existing nuclear electric power units meet this standard. As stated in the June 15, 
1990 Staff Requirements Memorandum issued by the NRC Commissioners, it is believed 
that all of the existing nuclear electric power units in the United States are lower on a risk 
scale than the Quantitative Health Effects Objectives though no one knows this for sure. 
What is known, is that many of the existing nuclear electric power units in the United 
States do not meet one or more of the three quantitative objectives being used in the 
Framework Document. It is clear that using these partitioned quantitative objectives for 
guidelines for writing new regulations would be requiring nuclear units to go below "how 
safe is safe enough" 

For example: as stated in the ACRS letter from R. 1. Seale to Shirley Ann Jackson, May 
11, 1998, "Elevation of CDF to a Fundamental Safety Goal, and Possible Revision of the 
Commission's Safety Goal Policy Statement." 

" ...Observation 2. Results of analyses indicate that a CDF of 1.0E-4 per reactor 
year, if applied to all plants with their current level of containment performance, 
in many cases would be more conservative than the QHOs. This would, therefore, 
be a new de facto fundamental safety goal." 

I believe that the same statement could be made of the other two partitioned quantitative 
objectives. The Framework Document states the proper use of the QHOs in Section 3.3 
and then violates the statement with the choices for the partitioned objectives. 



• Atuchment2 
Letter from Bob Christie to Dr. Ashok Thadani dated 7/19/00 

"Reverse Backfitting" 

In the discussion with the NRC Commissioners on June 20,2000, Mr. James P. Riccio 
stated that "if the staff of the NRC tries to impose new requirements, they have to go 
through a costfbenefit analysis commensurate with the backfit rule. To deregulate, you 
don't have to do that." Mr. Riccio indicates that this is a disparity. Mr. Riccio states 
"...when the regulator sees something that is important to safety, that1hey should be able 
to act upon it without having to go through the machinations (I assume he means the 
backfit rule), especially if you're going to allow them (I assume he means the licensees) to 
deregulate. I (1v1r. Riccio) believe in equal treatment. Ifyou are going to allow the 
deregulation to occur without any safety analysis - sorry, costlbenefit analysis, then the 
same should be said for imposing new regulations under this rubric." 

• 
Some of the staffof the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have started to call this position 
"Reverse Backfitting." I call it "Avoiding Backfit Analysis." 

I also believe in equal treatment. Any change to the NRC regulations that is imposed on 
licensees, started by anyone, should go through a detailed safety evaluation. Any change 
to the NRC regulations that is imposed on licensee, started by anyone, should go through 
a detailed costlbenefit evaluation. 

What Mr. Riccio sometimes sees and complains about is a 10CFRSO.I09, Backfitting 
analysis for changes to the regulations that the NRC staff initiates. This backfit 
regulation exists because all the NRC regulations are predicated on "reasonable assurance 
of adequate protection ofpublic health and safety" and the use of 10CFRSO.I09 if the 
NRC staffwishes to go beyond adequate protection. The NRC regulations are not 
predicated on zero risk. The courts in the United States have made this clear. 

The NRC staffhas never liked the backfit rule and has always tried to avoid backfit 
analysis. See the "Report on Backfitting and Licensing Practices at the U. S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission," by James R. Tourtelotte, Chairman, Regulatory Reform Task 
Force, U. S. NRC, March 11, 1985. A sample from the Report on Backfitting: "The 
primary purpose of the backfit rule when it was passed on March 31, 1970, was to 
improve the stability of the licensing process by minimizing the alterations of~ 

systems or components of a nuclear power plant after the construction permit bas been 

• 
issued. The rule has been selectively ignored by the staff for nearly 15 years. There is a 
substantial amount ofevidence suggesting that the staffs backfitting practices which have 
cost consumers billions of dollars have made nuclear plants more difficult to operate and 

_____________---&oil.,::c,!I...... _ 
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maintain. have injected uncertainty and paralyzing delay into the :ldministrn.tive process, 
and in some instances may have.reduced rather than enhanced public health and safety." 

After the backfit rule was strengthened in 1988, the impact was not that the staff 
performed backfit evaluations for changes that the NRC staff initiated. Rather, the 
impact was that the staff proposed fewer direct changes to the regulations. Over the years 
since 1988, the NRC learned to avoid the strengthened backfit rule by claiming the 
change initiated by the NRC staffwas necessary to meet "adequate protection," or by 
getting the licensee to "voluntarily" commit to the change, or by issuing a Regulatory 
Guide. A regulatory guide is a NRC staffdocwnent that is "voluntary." Of course, the 
fine print in the "voluntary" regulatory guide says that this guide is an acceptable method 
and other methods are also acceptable to meet NRC staff requirements but any other 
method must meet at least the requirements of the NRC regulatory guide. 

In my opinion, the attempt by the NRC staff to avoid having to perform a backfit analysis 
when the NRC staffproposes additional requirements to the regulations in Option 3 
(voluntary), in spite of the direct NRC Commissioner direction to perform such an 
analysis (See Attachment 1), is a clear example ofhow the NRC tries to get around the 
backfit rule. 

When a licensee suggests a change to the regulations, there is a detailed and protracted 
process of safety evaluations done under either rulemaking or IOCFRSO.12,· Specific 
exemptions. I wish it were as easy as Mr. Riccio appears to believe for a licensee to 
make a change to the regulations. I know about these processes because I have spent the 
last three years performing these safety evaluations. The process of safety evaluation is a 
very rigorous and expensive process. 

What Mr. Riccio doesn't see is the costlbenefit analysis done by the utilities ifa licensee 
suggests changes to the regulations. From my own experience over the last three years, I 
can tell you personally that the costs to the licensees of changing the regulations, even 
when everyone (licensee and NRC staff) agrees that the change will result in a safer 
nuclear unit, are substantial. Every step of the way through the "Whole Plant Study" has 
had some cost to the licensees. The meetings with the NRC staff, the analyses performed, 
the reviews performed, the paperwork submitted, the responses to NRC questions, and all 
the other actions required to satisfy the staff of the NRC are real costs which are borne by 
the licensees. !fnot directly, then indirectly, all NRC staff review of the requested 
change is paid for by the licensees. For all this expenditure, the licensee has no assurance 
of success. 

From the licensee's perspective, the benefits expected if the change is approved bas to be 
more than all the costs of obtaining NRC approval. In past licensee attempts to "risk
inform" NRC requirements (not even the regulations), the benefits of changes made to the 
requirements sometimes did not outweigh the costs which is why not many licensees 
propose risk-informed changes to the regulations. 
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• Some exampies concerning unsuccessful licensee attempts to change the regulations are 
as follows. At Arkansas Nuclear One, there were two submittals with two negative NRC 
safety evaluation reports written for changing the time for hydrogen monitoring before 
the NRC approval letter of September, 28, 1998, for Task Zero at ANO. Before 
personnel from San Onofre were successful in the San Onofre Task Zero exemption 
request from hydrogen control requirements, personnel from Waterford 3 tried to obtain 
the same change and were turned down by the staffof the NRC. 

Another example: it has been over seven months since my petition for rolemaking to 
change lOCFR50.44, was started. This petition for rolemaking is an e."<trapolation based. 
on the Arkansas Nuclear One Task Zero and-the San Onofre Task Zero of the Whole 
Plant Study both ofwhich were approved by the NRC staff. The latest word from the 
NRC staff is that my petition will not be the recommended course of action coming out of 
the Option 3 effort and therefore the NRC staff is not processing my petition for either 
approval or disapproval. In the meantime, licensees cannot implement changes to make 
the nuclear electric power units "safer" and more economic with respect to hydrogen 
control except through the lOCFRSO.12 Specific exemption process. 

• 
Mr. Riccio has it backward. Even if the regulations didn't require a lOCFR50.109 
Baclditting analysis,. equal treatment would require that the staff ofthe NRC perform a 
detailed bacldit costlbenefit analysis for any change in the regulations initiated by the 
NRC staff, even "voluntary" changes. 

•
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• P.O. Box 51663. Knoxville. Tennessee 37950-1663 Phone: (865) 588-1444. Fax (865) 584-3043 
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August 24» 2000 

Dr. Ashok Thadani
 
Office ofResearch
 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
11545 Rockville Pike
 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
 

Dear Dr. Thadani: 

• 

I appreciate the time that you and other NRC personnel took to talk to me on August 18, 
2000, about Option 3 ofSECY 98-300 in response to my letter to you dated July 19, 
2000. The meeting was very valuable to me because it allowed me to recognize the 
differences between what the nuclear industry has been proposing in the Whole Plant 
Study and what the NRC staff is now proposing in Option 3. Clearly, there are major 
differences between the respective approaches. My summary of the respective positions 
and differences as discussed in the meeting is as follows. 

The objective of Option 3 is for NRC personnel to write a set of deterministic regulations 
for existing nuclear electric power units in a manner that will assure that the public health 
risk to individuals and society from these nuclear units is below (more restrictive), on a 
risk graph, the risk level defined by the Quantitative Health Effects Objectives (tthow
safe-is-safe-enough") of the 1986 NRC Policy Statement on Safety Goals for Operating 
NU9lear Power Plants. The key principles are "defense-in-depth," "safety goals," and 
"uncertainty.ll The implementation of the Option 3 objective is accomplished by writing 
regulations that are based on separate "partition factors" (defense-in-depth) that, when 
taken in the aggregate, guarantee that the public health risk is below the Quantitative 
Health Effects Objectives (safety goals) by a sUbstailtial margin (uncertainty). This 
program is "voluntary" except that ifregulations are added to achieve the Option 3 
objective and the added regulations meet the criteria of 10CFRSO.I09, Backfi:tting; then. 
the added requirements may be mandatory. 

The objective ofthe Whole Plant Study is to use insights from Probabilistic Risk 
Assessments to change the existing regulations for existing nuclear electric power units to" 
achieve "reasonable assurance of adequate protection ofpublic health and safety" in a 
more effective and efficient manner (regulations will address significant risk items by 

• 
cost effective means). The key principles are "adequate protection;" 10CFRSO.I09, 
Backfitting; and the Quantitative Health Effects Objectives ("how-safe-is-safe-enough,,). 
The implementation of the Whole Plant Study objective is accomplished by retaining 

II-v-
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"When you measure performance realisttcally. it improves." 
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• portions ofexisting regulations that are effective and efficient (adequate protection); 
deleting portions ofexisting regulations that are not effective and efficient; and, where 
appropriate, adding regulations that meet the criteria of 1OCFRSO.l09; except that no 
regulations are added below the risk level of"how-safe-is-safe-enough." 

To me it is clear that there are major differences between the two approaches. The 
objectives are different, the key principles are different, and the implementation strategies 
are different. The only common element may be the use of insights from Probabilistic 
Risk Assessments. The Quantitative Health Effects Objectives ofthe 1986 NRC Safety 
Goal Policy Statement and 10CFRSO.109, Baclditting, are used in each program buttheii 
use is drastically different in such a manner that I hesitate to say these items are common 
to each program. In my opinion, the most important difference in the piograms is that 
Option 3 does not accept the concept that substantial compliance with the existing 
regulations provides "reasonable assurance of adequate protection ofpublic health and 
safety" while this concept is the starting point for the work in ~e Whole Plant Study. 
The implementation ofregulations based on the recommended Option 3 "partition 
factors" would represent a "ratcheting" ofthe level ofsafety ofnuclear electric power 
units to a standard more restrictive than that which the Commission has defined as "safe 
enough." 

• 
I believe the discussion we had on August 18,2000, was very beneficial to all concerned. 
Again, thank you for taking the time to discuss this matter with me. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Christie 

cc: Samuel J. Collins, NRR 
Dr. Dana Powers, ACRS 

•
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An Assessment of the Risk-Impact of Reactor
 
Power Upgrade for a BWR-6 MARK-III Plant
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Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate
 

CH·5232 Villigen-HSK., Switzerland
 

and 

M. Khatib-Rahbar, E. G. Cazzoli, and A. Kuritzky
 
Energy Research, Inc.
 

P. O. Box 2034
 
Rockville, Maryland 20847-2034 USA
 

1. Introduction 

The Leibstadt nuclear power plant, a General Electric (GE) Boiling Water 
ReactorlModel 6 (BWR6) with MARK 1Il containment, is located on the Swiss bank 
of the Rhine River, in the canton Aargau. The plant is operated by the Kernkraftwerk 
Leibstadt AG (KKL) utility, and began commercial operation on December 15, 1984, 
at a power rating of3,012 MW(t). The reactor power was later uprated to the current 
level 00,138 MW(t). The utility is planning to upgrade the Leibstadt power by an 
additional 14.7% to 3,600 MW(t). The KKL utility is also in the process ofgradually 
replacing the existing GE8 reactor fuel with the ABB/SVEA96 fuel design. 

An independent regulatory Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA) model,has been developed to 
assess the severe accident risk implications of the proposed 14.7% power upgrade, and the 
current modifications in the fuel design. The objective of this paper is to discuss the 
methodological aspects of the study within the level-2 PSA framework. 

2. Regulatory PSA Model 

The approach to regulatory PSA studies in Switzerland is discussed in [I]. In this approach, 
the utility PSA model is reviewed, and requantified using alternative models, data, and 
procedures. 

The present utility level-I PSA for Leibstadt is being performed by Electrowatt Engineering 
(EWI) Services (UK) Ltd in cooperation with RELCON of Sweden. The study, when 
completed, will include the core damage potential ofvarious internal and external event 
initiators. However, to date, only the level-I PSA results for internal events have been 
independently confirmed, since the utility is in the process ofcompleting the external
events part of the study. 

The starting point for the present regulatory PSA model is the utility supplied study. 

•
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This study was used by the Inspectorate and contractors to develop an independent set 
of system fault trees and event trees, using the SPSA computer code [2]. The various 
independent, common cause, human error, and maintenance unavailability data used 
in the original utility study was compared with generic data and other plant-specific 
studies, to arrive at the basis for quantification of the present regulatory PSA model. 

In addition, an independent level-2 PSA model was developed and used for the present 
regulatory evaluation. 

3. Impact on Core Damage Profile 

The impact of the power upgrade on core damage frequency (i.e., results of the level-I PSA 
study) have not been quantitatively assessed. The main level-I PSA issues that can be 
impacted by the proposed power upgrade include (I) the decay heat removal success criteria, 
(2) the dynamic operator actions, and (3) the reduced design safety margins for the important 
mitigating systems. 

The effect ofpower level and fuel design on decay heat removal "success criteria" is 
minimized by the Inspectorate requirements that the existing decay heat removal 
success criteria be maintained for the planned power upgrade condition at Leibstadt. 

There is expected to be some influence on the success probability of the dynamic human 
actions at the proposed uprate power conditions, because one major factor that affects the 
probability ofoperator errors is the time available to respond to an event. However, a review 
of all important operator actions in all the regulatory PSA level-I results, shows that those 
actions would not be substantiallyaffected by the expected reduction in the available response 
time. 

The system design safety margin for the important mitigating systems, particularly High 
Pressure Core Spray(HPCS) and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) systems, are expected 
to provide sufficient margins that the increased power level would not affect the overall decay 
heat removal capabilities. 

Therefore, no discernable impacts resulting from the power upgrade on the internal 
events mean core damage frequency of 4.4x 10-6 per reactor year is expected. The 
contribution ofvarious initiated events to the mean core damage frequency consists of 
11 % due to ATWS, 17% due to LOCAs, 11 % due to transients with loss ofdecay heat 
removal, 61% to all other transients, and «1% due to ISLOCAs. The calculated 
unc.ertainties in the core damage frequency ranges from about 7x10.8 to about l.5x10" 
per reactor year. 

4. Impact on Progression of Severe Accidents 

The impact ofthe proposed reactor power upgrade and the fuel design modifications 
on the severe accident progression, fission product releases, and containment 
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challenges applicable to the Leibstadt nuclear power plant is described in this section. 
Table I lists the issues that are expected to be impacted by the power upgrade and the 
fuel design changes, including a qualitative ranking of their intrinsic uncertainties. 

Table I Intnnslc uncertamtles fior t e h·Issues Impactedb)y reactor power andfule 

Issues Imoacted Intrinsic Uncertainty 

I. Core Radiolo.ical (Isotooic) I"..,ntorv Medium 

2. Decay Heat Low 

3. Time orCare Uncovery Low 

4. Core and Structural Heat uo RIles Low 

S. Motal O,idarionIHydrooen Genenllion Medium 

6. Fuel Damaee and Melt Relocation Hioh 

7. Time ofRPV Flilu... Hioh 

8. E,tent of MCCI and Non-<:ondensible Gas Generation Medium 

9. In-Vessel Fission Product Relelse Hioh 

10. In-Vessel Retention or Fission Products Hioh 

II. Fission Product Retention in Pressure Suppression Pool Hi¢l 

12. E",- Vessel Fission Product Release Hioh 

13. Fission Product Retention in Drvwell and Wetwell Compartments Medium 

14. Time of Containmenl failure/Containment Filtered Vent Medium 

IS. Early Containmenl Loads Combustion Medium 

Direct Containment Heating High 

b·Vessel Steam E'olosions Hi¢l 

16. Late Containment Loads Combustion Low 

Slow Pressurization Low 

Basemat Penetration Low 

The assignment of low, medium and high ranks to various uncertainty issues is 
intended to guide the degree by which the impact ofthe power upgrade and fuel design 
changes can be characterized and quantitatively assessed. Specifically: 

Low Uncertainties· The intrinsic uncertainties are small relative to the expected 
changes resulting from the reactor power level and fuel design. Therefore, the expected 
impact of the power and fuel modifications on the characterization ofthe issue can be 
quantified with confidence, as guided by relatively good knowledge of the governing 
physical phenomena associated with the issue. 

Medium Uncertainties • The intrinsic uncertainties are not small relative to the 
expected changes resulting from the reactor power level and fuel design. Therefore, 
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only trends associated with the impact of the planned changes can be quantified with 
confidence, as guided by relatively incomplete knowledge of the governing physical 
phenomena associated with the issue. 

High Uncertainties· The intrinsic uncertainties are large relative to the expected 
changes resulting from the reactor power level and the fuel design. Therefore, 
assessment ofthe expected trends ofthe impact ofthe changes on the characterization 
of the uncertain severe accident issue is difficult under all conditions of interest. 

Analysis ofvarious issues listed in Table I has demonstrated (2) that the most significant 
impact of the power uPWde result from the increased radjoactive jnyentoll, and the time 
acceleration ofevents due to the increased decay heat level at the uprated powerconditions, 
The issues ofmedium uncertamty were assessed and It was concludet1 that even though some 
trends could be established in terms ofthe influence ofreactor power and fuel design changes, 
nevertheless, the overaIl impact ofpower and fuel design is not significant. 

• 
On the other hand, given the large degree ofuncertainty associated with some of the severe 
accident issues in Table I exemplified by Figure I, quantitative assessment of the potential 
impact of the relatively smaIl increase in power level (as compared with the large intrinsic 
uncertainties) is very difficult, within the current state of the art. Figure I shows that the 
accident sequence variabilities are greater than the variations resulting from power and fuel 
changes. 

-•	 L.'.. LOCA 
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TOUV/ADI• II·th ""cernll.• 

• TD\JV/llte ACta 

• TQUY/No ADI 
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•
• 
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Figure I	 Calculated impact of power and fuel changes on CsI retention for 
various accident sequences and comparison with uncertainty ranges 
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The influence ofreactor power on the time evolution ofaccidents can be demonstrated through 
a simple analysis of loss of coolant inventory during a transient event not involving ADS 
activation. Assuming that the decay power can be represented by a simple polynomial, it can 
be easily shown that the time to core uncovery follows [2]: 

m h O7't == [3.S tIf 'Ii + t . ]1.43 (I)o 
IIC Q(O) 

where Q(O) is the initial reactor power level in MW(t), to is the time since reactor shutdown 
in seconds, and m'Df and hI'represent the water mass above the top ofactive fuel, and heat. of 
vaporization, respectively. . 

• 

Equation (I) clearly demonstrates that the time to core uncovery is inversely proponional to 
reactor operating power. This inverse relationship is seen to be weakly non-linear. The time 
to core uncovery is shorter by about 20% at the 14.7% power uprate condition (assuming the 
water inventory is the same, even though the reactor water inventory is slightly smaller at the 
uprated power condition due to the increased void formation as compared with the present 
power). Asimilar power-dependence can be shown for containment failure time 'for accidents 
involving slow over-pressurization ofthe containment), and thereby, the time offission product 
release to the environment.. 
The level-2 PSA model includes the quantitative impact ofuprated power on low uncertainty 
issues; while, the model also includes the quantitative impact of the trends associated with 
severe accident progression issues of medium uncertainty in Table I. However, the model 
assumes that the impact ofpower and fuel design changes cannot be quantified for those issues 
that are classified with high relative uncertainties, In addition, the PSA model also 
incorporates the impact oftime evolution ofaccidents on radioactive decay, and transmutation 
in arriving at the risk of activity released to the environment. 

5. Results 

In the present study, risk is defined as a product of the release activiU: and the release class 
fusufincy (i.e., activiiYPer reactor year), mfegrated over all possible release classes. ActivitY 
is de mea as the sum of the fractions of the total core inventory which are released for each 
release class, at the time of release (to account for transmutation and radioactive decay). 
These results may be interpreted as the risk ofactivity of release in the immediate vicinity of 
the plant. 

Table 2 shows the comparison of risk of activity of release (excluding noble gases) for the 
existing power and fuel (3,138 MW, GE8), the uprate power and existing fuel (3,600 MW, 
GE8), and the uprate power and new fuel design (3,600 MW, SVEA96). It should be noted 
that noble gases decay very quickly, and that their contribution to offsite risk is minor (i.e., 
they can contribute only to the inhalation dose). It is seen that the mean risk ofactivity of 
release increases by about 30% due to the 14.7% increase in reactor power. In addition, the 
risk impact ofthe proposed ABB fuel (i.e., SVEA96) is relatively small. The main reason for 
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any impact on risk due to the change in fuel results from an approximately 30% increase in 
Zircaloy surface area for the SVEA96 fuel as compared with GE8; even though, the total 
Zircaloy mass is smaller by 20010 for the SVEA96 fuel viz-a-viz the GE8 fuel (This has a small 
impact on the probability ofearly containment failure due to hydrogen combustion). 

Table 2 Impact 0 frpower and fueI d .	 'keSll!;ll on the estimated mean ns 

Power, Fuel Design	 Risk of ~Ieased activity Change in risk ~Iative to 3,138 
(Bq/yr) MW and GE8 Fuel 

3,138 MW(t), GE8	 6.27 x 10" NA 

3,600 MW(t), GE8	 8.02 x 10" 28% 

3,600 MW(t), SVEA96	 8.14 x 10" 30% 

Figure 2 shows the effect of uncertainties on the risk of activity of release (excluding noble 
gases) at the existing power and fuel versus the proposed power upgarde (including the new 
fuel). 
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Figure 2 Impact of power uprate and fuel design on the risk of released activity 

The uncertainties for the released activity range from three decades at high frequencies to 
nearly a decade at very low frequencies. On the other hand, the uncertainties in frequency of 
releases is seen to range from about a factor of5 for low releases, extending to several decades 
at very high releases. 
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Reporting Trends for OBis from 1985 Through 1997 

1.	 Over 3100 Total LERs with OBis 

2.	 Increases in the Number of Reported OBis Coincided with NRC 
Initiatives 

3.	 Over 500 LERs with OBis in 1997 (Focus Area) 

4.	 Small Percentage of OBis Classified as Accident Sequence Precursor 
(ASP) Events 

5.	 Over 80 Percent of OBis Reported as "Unanalyzed Conditions" 
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OBI Risk-Informed, Deterministic Significance Framework 

LERs Were Assessed in Four Different Areas 

1.	 OBI Risk Category 
- Potential 
- Minimal 
- None 

2.	 Safety Demand Present 
- Yes 
- No 

3.	 Effect Type 
- Actual Event 
- Potential Event 

4.	 Effect Extent 
- Failed System 
- Degraded System 
- Degraded or Failed Train 
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OBI Risk-informed, Deterministic Significance Framework
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OBI OBI DETERMINISTIC SIGNIFICANCE CLASSIFICATION 

RISK CATEGORY 
GROUP OBI Safety Effect Type Effect Extent 

SAFETY Demand 
SIGNIFICANCE 

CATEGORY Potential Minimal None Yes No Actual Potential Failed Degraded Degraded 
System System or Failed 

Train 

a x x x x
 
1 b x x x x
 

c x x x 
a x x x x
 

x
 

2 b x x x x

I
 

c x x x x
 
a x x x x
 

3 b x x x x
 
c X 'X X X
 

a x x x x
 
4 b x x x x
 

c x x x x
 

5 b x x x x
 
a x x x x
 

c x x x x

II
 

a x x x x
 
6 b x x x x
 

c x x x X
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The Most Common Causes1 of OBis Were: 

• Original Design Error 72 ok 

• Procedure Deficiency 28% 

• Human Error 22% 

1More than one cause was generally listed for each OBI 
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There Was a Significant Variation Among Plants 
in the Number of Reported OBis 

1997 Data 

Range 

• OBis Reported 0- 37 

• Engineering Inspection Hours 90 - 3700 

• Engineering Inspection Hours per OBI 15 - 630 
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A Few Safety-related Systems Accounted for about Half of the OBis 

System 

Emergency Core Cooling 

Emergency ac/dc Power 

Containment and Containment 
Isolation 

Primary Reactor 

Group I and Group I OBis 
Group 2 OBis Only 

13% 34% 

11% 18% 

7% 12% 

7% 2% 

Auxiliary/Emergency Feedwater 

Emergency Service Water 

6% 

6% 

3% 

4% 

• 

• 

Group 1: Potentially Risk Significant (19°k) 

Group 2: Minimal or no Risk Significance (81 Ok) 
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Older Plants Generally Reported More OBis Than Newer Plants 

• Group A: Licensed Between 1964 and 1974 (44 Units) 5.6 OBis/Unit 

• Group B: Licensed Between 1975 and 1984 (35 Units) 4.7 OBis/Unit 

• Group C: Licensed Between 1985 and 1997 (31 Units) 3.1 OBis/Unit 

10 
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Group I OBis Were More Likely at Multi-Unit Sites 

than Single-Unit Sites 
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The Percent of LERs with OBis That Were ASP Events Steadily 
Decreased, While the Number of OBis Increased 

During 1990-1997: 

•	 The Percent of OBis Classified as ASP Events Decreased 
From Approximately 8°k to less than 1% 

•	 The Total Number of ASP-OBI Events Decreased from 13 to 3 

•	 The Total Number of ASP Events from All Causes Decreased 
From 28 to 5 

12 
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Important accident sequence precursor events (1992-1997) 

Plant Event Description Involved BWRI CCDP 
Date DBI PWR 

Ft. Calhoun 07/03/92 Reactor Trip Due to Invertor Malfunction and Subsequent Pressurizer Safety Valve Leak No PWR 2.5 x 10" 

Robinson 2 08/22192 Unusual Event Due to Loss of Off-Site Power and Reactor Trip No PWR 2.1 X 10-4 

Turkey PI. 3, 4 08/24192 Loss of Offsite Power Due to Hurricane Andrew No PWR 1.6 x 10" 

Oconee 2 10/19192 Loss of Off-site Power and Unit Trip Due to Management Deficiencies, Less than No PWR 2.1 x 10" 
Adequate Corrective Action Program 

Sequoyah 1, 2 12/31/92 Reactor Trip as a Result of a Switchyard Power Circuit Breaker Fault and a Unit 2 Entry No PWR 1.8 x 10" 
Into Limiting Condition for Operation [LCO] 3.0.3 when Both Centrifugal Charging Pumps 
were Removed from Service 

Catawba 1, 2 02125193 Technical Specification 3.0.3 Entered Due to Inoperable Pump Discharge Valves Yes PWR 1.5x10" 

Perry 04/19/93 Excessive Strainer Differential Pressure Across the residual heat removal (RHR) Suction No BWR 1.2 x 10" 
Strainer Could Have Compromised Long Term Cooling During Post-LOCA Operation 

LaSalle 1 09/14193 Unit 1 Scram and Loss of Off-Site Power Due to Bus Duct Water Intrusion No BWR 1.3x10" 

Haddam Neck 02/16194 Automatic 480 Volt Bus Transfer Failure Due to Circuit Breaker Malfunction No PWR 1.4x10" 

WolfCreek 09/17194 Reactor Coolant System Blows Down to Refueling Water Storage Tank During Hot No PWR 3.0 x 10-3 

Shutdown 

St. Lucie 1 08/02195 Failed PORVs, Reactor Coolant Pump, Seal Failure, Relief Valve and Subsequent Yes PWR 1.1 x 10" 
Shutdown Cooling System Unavailability, Plus Other Problems 

WolfCreek 01/30/96 Loss of Circulating Water Due to Icing on Traveling Screens Causes Reactor Trip No PWR 2.1 x 10" 

Catawba 2 02/06196 Loss of Off-Site Power Due to Electrical Component Failures No PWR 2.1 x 10-3 

Haddam Neck 08/01/96 Potential for Inadequate RHR Pump Net Positive Suction Head During Sump Yes PWR 1.1 x 10" 
Recirculation 

13 
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Group I OBis Varied by NRC Region
 

Percent of Plants with Group I OBis
 

Region I 52% 

Region II 36% 

Region III 59% 

Region IV 19% 
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For 1995-1997, 
DBls Appeared to Correlate with NRC Engineering Inspection Effort 

•	 An Increase in the Number of Inspection Hours Generally Resulted in an 
Increase in the Number of Reported OBis 

15 
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Plants with the largest total number of OBis (1990-1997) 

Plant Name Number of OBis Number of ASP-OSIs
 

Crystal River 3 93 0
 

Millstone 1 85 0
 

Indian Point 3 59 0
 

Millstone 3 55 0
 

Palisades 55 0
 

Fort Calhoun 45 2
 

Millstone 2 43 1
 

Maine Yankee 41 1
 

Dresden 2 41 0
 

Haddam Neck 36 3
 

Salem 1 36 1
 

I I I I
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The Importance and Applicability of OBis Discussed in NRC
 
Generic Communications Occasionally Takes Several Years
 

for Licensees to Recognize and Address
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Generic communications on pressurized-water reactor containment sump
 

strainer and boiling-water reactor emergency core cooling system strainer clogging
 

Date Information Notice/ 
Issued· Bulletin Number 

05/88 IN 88-28 

11/89 IN 89-77 

01/90 IN 90-07 

09/92 IN 92-71 

04/93 IN 93-34 

05/93 IEB 93-02 

10/95 IEB 95-02 

10/95 IN 95-47 

05/96 IEB 96-03 

10/96 IN 96-059 

05/97 IN 97-027 

Title 

Potential for Loss of Post-LOCA Recirculation Capability Due to Insulation Debris Blockage 

Debris in Containment Emergency Sumps and Incorrect Screen Configurations 

New Information Regarding Insulation Materials Performance and Debris Blockage of PWR 
Containment Sumps 

Partial Plugging of Suppression Pool Strainers at a Foreign BWR 

Potential for Loss of Emergency Cooling Function Due to a Combination of Operational and 
Post-LOCA Debris in Containment 

Debris Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers 

Unexpected Clogging of a RHR Pump Strainer While Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling 
Mode 

Unexpected Opening of a Safety/Relief Valve and Complications Involving Suppression Pool 
Cooling Strainer Blockage 

Potential Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers by Debris in Boiling-Water 
Reactors 

Potential Degradation of Post Loss-of-Coolant Recirculation Capability as a Result of Debris 

Effect of Incorrect Strainer Pressure Drop on Available Net Positive Suction Head 

18 
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OBJECTIVE 

• Develop guidance that provides a clearer 
understanding of what constitutes design bases 
information as defined in 10 CFR 50.2 
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10 CFR 50.2 DEFINITION
 

Design Bases means that information which identifies the specific 
functions to be performed by a structure, system, or component of 
a facility, and the specific values or ranges of values chosen for 
controlling parameters as reference bounds for design. These 
values may be (1) restraints derived from generally accepted 
"state of the art" practices for achieving functional goals, or (2) 
requirements derived from analysis (based on calculation and/or 
experiments) of the effects of a postulated accident for which a 
structure, system, or component must meet its functional goals. 
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RELEVANCE OF DESIGN BASES
 

• "Design Bases" used in following regulations: 
- 50.34 (FSAR content) 
- 50.59 (Changes - Effective early 2001) 
- 50.72, 50.73 (Reporting - Until early 2001) 
- Appendix A to Part 50 (aDC) 
- Appendix B to Part 50 (QA) 

• Usefulfor evaluating degraded and 
nonconforming conditions 
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BACKGROUND
 

• Engineering team inspections (Late 1980s) 

• Industry guidance (NUMARC 90-12) 

• NUREG-1397 (February 1991) 

• Commission Policy Statement (August 1992) 

• MillstonelMaine Yankee (1996) 

• Nine Mile Point - reporting issue (1997) 

• Revised industry guidance (NEI 97-04) 

• Staff committed to develop regulatory guidance
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Draft Guidance (DG-I093) 

• Endorsed Appendix B of NEI 97-04 with two 
exceptions 

• Briefed ACRS on 10/1/99 and 11/5/99 

• Published for comment 4/12/00 

• 11 comment letters - supportive of effort 
~NEI 
 

~  Utilities (9)
 
~ NRC Region III
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DG-I093 EXCEPTIONS
 

• Defense-in-Depth 
~ Important aspect of principal design criteria 
~ Provides standard for judging design bases 

• Relationship to UFSAR 
~	 Design bases may change as a result of plant 

modifications to ensure compliance with current 
requirements 

~ 	 Supporting design information is required to be 
included in UFSAR 
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PROPOSED FINAL
 

REGULATORY GUIDE
 

• Endorses Appendix B of NEI 97-04 with no 
exceptions 

• NEI modifications addressed staff concerns
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GENERAL GUIDANCE
 

• Design bases functions: Functions performed by systems, 
structures and components that are (1) required, or otherwise 
necessary to comply with, regulations, license conditions, orders 
or technical specifications, or (2) credited in licensee safety 
analyses to meet NRC requirements. 

• Design bases values: Values or ranges of values of controlling 
parameters established as reference bounds for design to meet 
design bases functional requirements. These values may be (1) 
established by NRC requirement, (2) derived from or confirmed 
by safety analyses, or (3) chosen by the licensee from an 
applicable code, standard or guidance document. 
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SUMMARY
 

• Staff and industry have reached a common 
understanding of the term 

• Public comments support guidance document
 

• Request ACRS letter approving publication of 
final Regulatory Guide endorsing industry 
guidance 
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Background
 

•	 NRC certified the AP600 design on January 24,2000 

•	 Westinghouse 
•	 Designing a 1000 Mwe version of the AP600 
• Considering applying for design certification 
•	 Requested a pre-application review to determine the 

scope & cost of a design certification review for the 
AP1000 standard plant design 

2
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AP1000 Design 

• Increase power to reduce costlKW 

• Minimize changes to AP600 design • 

• Increase number & length of fuel assemblies 

• Increase height of reactor vessel 

• Increase capacity of reactor coolant pumps 

• Increase pressurizer volume 

• Increase size of Steam Generators 

• Increase containment volume & design pressure 

• Increase capacity of ADS 

3
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AP1000 Application 

~ Retain - 80% AP600 design control document 

~ Rely on the AP600 test program for AP1 000 

~  Use AP600 analysis codes with minor modifications 

~ Use portion of the AP600 PRA, Level 1 

~ Defer selected design activities to combined license 

~ Use the same (AP600) industry codes & standards 

4
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AP1000 Pre-applicati.on Review 

• Phase one - complete 
~ NRC met with Westinghouse on April 27, 2000 
~ Westinghouse requested start with May 4th letter 
~  Westinghouse identified issues with May 31 st letter 
~  ACRSidentified issues with June 21 st letter 
~  .NRC - issues, information & estimates - July 27th 

• Phase two - requested 
~ Westinghouse requested start in their August 28th letter 

and identified deliverables and schedule 
~ NRR will use PBPM process to determine workload priority 

• Phase three - Design Certification Review? 
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MJanced Plant Development• Westinghouse Box 355 
Electric Company LLC Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15230-0355 

DCP/NRC1465 
Project 711 

August 28, 2000 

Document Control Desk 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
Washington, D.C. 20555
 

Attention: Mr. Samuel J. Collins 

Dear Mr. Collins, 

Thank you for your letter of July 27,2000 that provided the results of the NRC staff's Phase 1 
assessment of the AP1 000 pre-application review. Westinghouse desires to proceed at this time with a 
portion of Phase 2 review as indicated below. The staff estimates exceeded our available budget, and we 
have prioritized the review tasks to remain within our budget limitations. It is possible that additional tasks 
may be added to the review if we can obtain additional financial support. These tasks would be added by 
a separate future letter request and a schedule will be determined at that time. At this point we would like 
the NRC staff to plan to proceed with resolving the following items: 

• • Applicability of AP600 Test Program to AP1000 
• Applicability of AP600 Analysis Codes to AP1000 
• AP1000 Design Acceptance Criteria 
• AP1000 Exemptions 

On the two items that were deferred, the following comments are provided. After considering the staff 
comments on Item 4 - AP1000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment, it is our belief that this item will not meet 
our criteria for Phase 2 work of contributing significantly to the efficiency of the Design Certification 
Review. Therefore, Westinghouse proposes to defer the Probabilistic Risk Assessment to Phase 3. 
Westinghouse remains interested in performing Item 1 - Scope of NRC Review, but will defer this task 
temporarily based upon the funding available. 

Westinghouse desires to initiate the NRC review of the selected items on November 1, 2000 and we plan 
to provide the appropriate deliverables to you prior to that time as requested in your letter. Westinghouse 
has provided in Enclosure 1, the information requested in your letter to assist the staff to prioritize this 
requested pre-application against the four NRC goals. Westinghouse requests that a target schedule be 
established for the pre-review and requests that a target completion be established of February 2001. 
Enclosure 2 provides a description of our deliverables for Phase 2. 

The test reviews are the most important reviews of the Phase 2 program. We renew our request to NRC 
to make every effort to assign the reviewers who performed the test assessment for the AP600 Design 
Certification Review to make NRC activities and decisions as effective, efficient, and realistic as possible. 

•
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Westinghouse has in Enclosure 3, provided comments on the NRC staff "Phase 1 Results" and on the 
ACRS letter on the pre-review. For the most part, the comments are clarifications of whether certain 
items are in the scope of the Phase 2 pre-review. There are also a few technical clarifications or 
comments provided in the interest of efficient work process. Westinghouse is willing to meet to discuss 
any of the comments but does not consider a meeting necessary unless the staff would like to discuss the 
topic further. Westinghouse has in Enclosure 4 provided comments on the ACRS issues related to the 
review of the AP1000 design. 

Very truly yours, 

W. E. Cummins, Director
 
Advanced Plant Development
 

00: J. N. Wilson 

•
 
IEnclosures
 

1) "Westinghouse Assessment of Phase 2 Versus NRC Performance Goals"
 
2) "Descriptions of Westinghouse Submittals for AP1000 Phase 2 Goals for Application Review"
 
3) "Westinghouse Comments on Phase 1 Results"
 
4) "Westinghouse Categorization of ACRS Issues Related to the Review of the AP1000 Design"
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Enclosure 1
 
Westinghouse Assessment of Phase 2 Versus NRC Performance Goals
 

Westinghouse is pleased to provide the following qualitative assessment of the AP1000 pre
application review (Phase 2) effort for the purpose of assisting NRR staff in prioritizing the Phase 
2 review against the NRC's projected FY2001 workload. Phase 2 of the pre-application review 
will provide the NRC staff's evaluation of several key issues that Westinghouse has requested be 
reviewed to determine the optimum process for and the feasibility of a design certification 
application. As requested in the NRC letter of July 27, 2000, Westinghouse's assessment is 
presented in the context of the NRC's four performance goals as amplified in the NRC's Strategic 
Plan [NUREG-1614, Vol.2, Part 2]. Westinghouse believes that the measures that the NRC has 
selected to demonstrate the performance goal achievement are essentially keyed to licensing 
actions related to Operating Reactors and thus do not generally apply directly to this advanced 
reactor review process. Nevertheless, we have identified many aspects of the Phase 2 review 
that fulfill the descriptions of the underlying measures identified in the Strategic Plan. We have 
also provided Westinghouse's assessment (high, medium, low) of the degree to which we believe 
the Phase 2 evaluation meets the intent of each performance goal. 

PERFORMANCE GOAL #1: Maintain safety, protection of the environment, and the 
common defense and security. 

Westinghouse Performance Goal Ranking: High 

This is the preeminent performance goal that takes precedence over all other performance goals. 
To achieve it, NUREG-1614 states that the NRC will give priority to those licensing actions and 
exemptions that provide the greatest safety benefit to the public. Phase 2 is geared to meet this 
expectation in the fullest measure. 

While current operating reactors have proven very safe, the NRC-approved detailed probabilistic 
safety analysis associated with the AP600 ALWR design shows a safety factor improvement of 
two orders of magnitude over typical operating reactors. However, the AP600 was designed and 
certified prior to the deregulation of the US electricity market. In the deregulated market, each 
generator must compete favorably against alternative sources strictly on financial merits. In order 
for new nuclear power plants to be viable in this deregulated market, Westinghouse believes that 
further cost reductions must be achieved. The AP1000 utilizes the passive safety features 
certified on the AP600 but will be constructed at a much lower cost per kilowatt of generating 
capacity. By certifying a cost competitive design, Westinghouse believes that the NRC would be 
providing a very substantial benefit to the public safety and to protecting the environment. While 
the direct application is in the future, the magnitude of the safety benefit, in Westinghouse's 
opinion, compares favorably to the NRC's planned activities of which Westinghouse is aware. 
This benefit, however, will not be achieved without first performing the Phase 2 assessment. 

NUREG-1614 also states that the NRC will encourage applicants, vendors, and others to inform 
the NRC at the earliest opportunity of planned future reactor activities so that the NRC will be 
prepared to respond. Phase 2 also meets the goal of giving the NRC the maximum advanced 
notification of the certification effort, and will give the NRC an excellent assessment of the key 
issues, the effort, and expertise that will be necessary for the certification effort, if Westinghouse 
and the U.S. nuclear industry elect to pursue design certification. 
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• PERFORMANCE GOAL #2: Increase public confidence. 

Westinghouse Performance Goal Ranking: Medium 

10 CFR Part 52 was designed to make public participation more meaningful by affording the 
public the opportunity to interact with the NRC and the applicant at a stage prior to the 
commencement of construction activities. Some of the strategies to increase public confidence 
are clearly implemented in a plant Design Certification Program. The program includes processes 
that recognize public interests and concems. For elements of the pUblic that support a nuclear 
power option in electricity generation, an efficient approach to the safety evaluation of the AP1000 
will enhance the public confidence in the NRC. For elements of the public that do not support the 
nuclear power option, the open and inclusive Design Certification safety evaluation process 
should enhance the perception of the NRC as a strong, fair regulator interested in timely public 
involvement. The dramatic simplification of the passive plant safety systems increases the 
potential for public understanding and involvement in the process. 

It is clear that the public confidence in the NRC was positively impacted by completion of the 
AP600, System 80+ and ABWR design certification efforts. It is expected that similar positive 
impacts would be achieved from a successful AP1000 review. 

PERFORMANCE GOAL #3: Make NRC activities and decisions more effective, efficient. and realistic. 

• Westinghouse Performance Goal Ranking: High 

The proposed AP1 000 Pre-Application Review is an excellent opportunity to demonstrate 
effective, efficient and realistic regulation. Several of the implementation strategies are applicable 
to the review and the measure to complete two key process improvements that increase 
efficiency, effectiveness, and realism could be applied to the AP1000 pre-application review. As 
discussed in the Westinghouse meetings with the staff on the licensing process for the AP1000, 
the entire objective of a phased approach to the review is to increase the efficiency and 
effectiveness of both the applicant (Westinghouse) and the staff review process. Westinghouse 
and the NRC staff agreed upon the multi-stage review process for the express purpose of 
leveraging the value of the AP600 Design Certification effort and increasing the efficiency and 
reducing the required resources for the AP1 000 review by efficiently retaining the appropriate 
portions of the AP600 OeD. In addition, the process of estimating the cost, schedule, and 
resource needs of the pre-review prior to initiating the review is believed to be a significant 
process improvement over the AP600 Design Certification process. This estimating and planning 
phase may potentially be adopted by the NRC staff as a process improvement applicable to other 
tasks. 

Specifically, the following implementing strategies are all achieved with the AP1000 Pre
Application review: 

1. To use risk information to improve effectiveness and efficiency 

• 
The design and licensing of the AP600 extensively used risk information to improve both the 
design, and to improve regulatory efficiency. Westinghouse used risk as a design tool to 
select features of the plant to effectively minimize the risk associated with an AP600. Working 
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• together, the NRC and the AP600 stakeholders used risk information to improve the efficiency 
of the regulatory oversight associated with an AP600 with the Regulatory Treatment of Non
Safety Systems (RTNSS) process. The AP1000 builds on the efficiencies attained by the 
AP600 Design Certification, and an AP1000 Design Certification would employ the same risk 
measures as AP600. The phase 2 pre-application review process is essential for a successful 
AP1000 Design Certification. 

2.	 To make decisions based on technically sound and realistic information 

The Phase 2 submittals will provide the NRC the technical information needed to determine 
whether the approach proposed by Westinghouse is feasible for certifying the AP1000 design. 
The phased approach is likely to identify and address key issues and concerns of the staff and 
the ACRS at the earliest opportunity, resulting in a more efficient process for the complete 
safety assessment of the AP1000. 

3.	 To anticipate challenges posed by the introduction ofnew technologies and changing 
regulatory demands and to take steps to ensure that the agency's regulatory process does not 
impede the use ofnew technology to improve safety, increase productivity, or reduce costs. 

• 

The design certification application for the AP1 000 is in direct response to the economic 
deregulation of the electric power industry for which the agency has proposed to modify its 
regulatory processes in order to keep pace. Phase 2 is a modification of the standard design 
certification process and its timely completion is essential to keep pace with the economic 
deregulation of the industry. The Phase 2 effort provides the NRC with the ability to determine 
very definitively what challenges await the agency during an AP1 000 design certification 
effort. 

4.	 The effectiveness of the NRC will also be enhanced by the continued utilization and honing of 
the staff skills necessary to conduct integrated plant reviews of advanced reactor designs. 

Endeavors such as the AP1000 pre-application review provides challenges to the industry as 
well as the NRC to improve processes and contributes to the long-term viability of the 
industry. 

PERFORMANCE GOAL #4: Reduce unnecessary regulatory burden on stakeholders. 

Westinghouse Performance Goal Ranking: High 

10 CFR Part 52 currently does not contemplate a pre-application review and an applicant would 
normally be required to submit an entire application to obtain an NRC acceptance review. The 
Phase 2 effort will enable Westinghouse to determine whether the design certification effort as 
proposed is technically feasible and will prevent the unnecessary expenditures and resource 
diversion involved with a certification application prior to the resolution of the key issues that 
would need to be addressed for Design Certification. This reduction in regulatory burden could 
potentially save Westinghouse millions of dollars and also provides for optimum utilization of 
NRC staff resources. 

•
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• ADDn·IONAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

Chairman Meserve has expressed his intention that the NRC will be fully positioned to support 
future applications for advanced plants. Over the past decade, both the NRC and the industry 
invested significant effort and resources in attempting to fulfill this objective. However, 
Westinghouse believes that the currently certified ALWR designs will not be able to compete in a 
deregulated market unless the price of natural gas increases substantially or becomes unstable 
and/or the fossil fuel generators are assessed financial penalties for environmental 
considerations. Since those are uncontrollable and unpredictable factors, the AP1000 design 
certification application is necessary to position the nuclear option to compete in the deregulated 
market. Phase 2 is essential to achieving that objective for the nuclear industry and to achieving 
Chairman Meserve's stated intention for the NRC. 

•
 

•
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• 
Enclosure 2 

Description of Westinghouse Submittals for AP1000 Phase 2 Pre-Application Review 

Applicability ofAP600 Test Program to AP1000 

In NUREG-1512, "Final Safety Evaluation Report Related to Certification of the AP600 Standard 
Design," the NRC states that the requirements of 10 CFR Part 52 have been interpreted to 
require that a passive plant vendor must develop and perform design certification test programs 
of a sufficient scope. This includes both separate-effects and integral-systems experiments to 
provide data to assess the computer codes used to analyze plant behavior over the range of 
normal operating conditions, transient conditions. and accident sequences. 

Westinghouse will submit a report titled AP1000 Analysis Plan and Scaling Assessment of 
AP600 Test Program. Its format will be based on WCAP-14141, AP600 Test and Analysis Plan. 
The purpose of the report will be to provide the information necessary for the NRC staff to 
determine whether the AP600 test programs are sufficient to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 
Part 52 for an application for Design Certification of an AP1000. This report will include the 
following: 
•	 Description of the AP 1000 plant focusing on design changes to AP600 that are potentially 

important with respect to the performance of the passive safety systems 
•	 An overview description of the AP600 test programs and their applicability to AP1000 
•	 Discussion of important thermal-hydraulic phenomenon for modeling AP1000 performance 
•	 Scaling assessment of the AP600 tests to the AP1 000 plant 
•	 Justification of the use of validated AP600 analysis codes for AP1000 

• 
• Results of AP1 000 safety performance assessments using AP600 analysis codes 
•	 Description of changes to AP600 analysis codes to be implemented as part of AP1000 

design certification 

This report will address the issues identified in the letter from the NRC as well as the issues 
identified in the letter from the ACRS. An outline of the proposed report is included; The 
resolution of this issue will be a determination by NRC of whether the AP600 test program 
meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 52 for the AP1 000. 

•
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Outline of AP1000 Analysis Plan and Scaling Assessment 
1.0 Introduction
 
2.0 AP1000 Design Description
 

2.1 Overall Plant Description
 
2.2 Reactor Coolant System Design
 

2.2.1 Reactor Design
 
2.2.2 Steam Generator Design
 
2.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pump Design
 
2.2.4 Pressurizer and Loop Arrangement
 

2.3 Passive Core Cooling System Design
 
2.3.1 Passive Core Cooling System Design Margins Assessment
 

2.4 Containment and Passive Containment Cooling System Design
 
2.4.1 Containment and PCS Design Margins Assessment
 

3.0 Important Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomenon for Modeling the AP1000 System Performance
 
4.0 AP600 Test Program
 
5.0 Scaling Assessment of the AP600 Test Program
 

5.1 Passive Core Cooling System
 
5.1.1 Separate Effects Phenomenon
 

5.1.1.1 Automatic Depressurization
 
5.1.1.2 Core Makeup Tank
 
5.1.1.3 Passive Residual Heat Removal
 

5.1.2 Integral System Phenomenon
 
5.1.2.1 LOCA Phenomenon
 

5.1.2.1.1 Automatic Depressurization
 
5.1.2.1.2 Transition to IRWST Injection
 
5.1.2.1.3 Sump Injection
 

5.1.2.2 Integral System Test Matrices
 
5.2 Containment Performance Phenomenon
 
5.3 Departure from Nucleate Boiling Tests
 

6.0 Safety Analysis Results Comparisons
 
6.1 Transient Performance Assessment
 
6.2 Loss of Coolant Accident Performance Assessment
 

6.2.1 Small Break LOCA
 
6.2.1.1 Two-Inch Cold Leg Break
 
6.2.1.2 Direct Vessel Injection Line Break
 
6.2.1.3 Long-Term Cooling
 

6.2.2 Large Break LOCA
 
6.3 Containment Performance Assessment
 

6.3.1 Steam Line Break
 
6.3.2 LBLOCA
 

7.0 Applicability of AP600 Safety Analysis Codes to AP1000
 
7.1 WCOBRAITRAC Code Validation for AP1000
 

7.1.1 LBLOCA
 
7.1.2 SBLOCA
 
7.1 .3 Long-Term Cooling
 

7.2 NOTRUMP Validation for SBLOCA
 
7.3 LOFTRAN_AP Code Validation
 
7.4 WGOTHIC Containment Code
 

8.0 Conclusions
 
9.0 References
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Applicability ofAP600 Analysis Codes to AP1000 

As part of the design certification application for the AP600, Westinghouse performed extensive 
code development and validation activities to develop analysis tools suitable for performing 
Chapter 15 accident analyses for the AP600. The NRC and the Advisory Committee on 
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) have performed extensive reviews of the code development and 
validation programs for the computer codes developed for the AP600. It is recognized that 
certain limitations of the codes were identified in NUREG-1512. In these cases, the 
acceptability of the codes for the AP600 is based, in part, on the large safety margins provided 
by the AP600. Westinghouse will address the limitations identified in NUAEG-1512 for the 
AP600 computer codes used for safety analysis and will demonstrate the appropriateness of 
their use for the AP1000. 

Westinghouse will provide safety analysis assessments of the AP1000 using the AP600 
analysis codes. These assessments will be included in the AP1000 Analysis Plan and Scaling 
Assessment. These assessments will not be a complete set of Chapter 15 accident analyses, 
but will be a representative sampling of analyses demonstrating the performance of the AP1000 
safety systems. 

Based on the conclusions of NUREG-1512 as well as the scaling assessments and analysis, 
Westinghouse will provide an assessment of the applicability of each code to the AP1000, and 
will identify any code changes necessary. This assessment will be provided as part of the 

•
 
AP1000 Analysis Plan and Scaling Assessment Aeport.
 

In addition, Westinghouse will provide an assessment of the AP1 000 passive core cooling 
system design margins with respect to safety injection performance characteristics. The relative 
margin between the performance of the AP600 and the AP1000 passive core cooling system 
features will be assessed during the minimum core inventory time period at the start of IAWST 
injection following a small LOCA. This assessment will address the relative performance 
margins in the IRWST injection paths and the ADS stage 4 vent paths. The line resistances of 
these paths will be used together with consistent boundary conditions to provide a simple 
calculation of the comparative injection and venting flow rates. The purpose of this evaluation is 
to provide a simple estimate of the relative margin of the AP1000 as compared to the AP600. 
The assessment will present the important inputs, boundary conditions and calculated results 
and will discuss the meaning and significance of the results. This assessment is not meant to 
replace any of the Chapter 15 accident analyses that would be provided as part of the AP1000 
Application for Design certification. It is provided for informational purposes to assist the staff 
and ACRS to assess the margin of safety that will be provided by the AP1000 passive safety 
systems for the particular phases of the LOCA events that are most sensitive to the code 
limitations outlined in NUAEG-1512. 

The resolution of this issue will be an evaluation by the NRC of the acceptability of the AP600 
analysis codes, including proposed changes, for performing accident analysis for the AP1 000. 

•
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'. Design Acceptance Criteria 

The AP1 000 Design Certification application is expected to include less design detail than that 
provided in the AP600 Design Certification application. The General Arrangement, structural 
configuration, equipment and piping layout of the AP1000 are substantially the same as the 
AP600. However, qualification analyses will be deferred to the Combined License applicant. 
This affects the design detail available during Design Certification in the following areas: 

Seismic analyses (oCD Sections 2 and 3.7) 
Structural design (DCo Section 3.8) 
Piping design (oCD Section 3.6 and 3.9) 

The objective in phase two for this issue is for Westinghouse and NRC to agree on the level of 
detail to be provided in an application for Design Certification for the AP1 000. In phase two, 
Westinghouse .will provide markups of the above listed sections of the AP600 OeD. These 
markups will show the level of information proposed for the AP1 000 DCD. The AP1 000 DCD 
will retain the methodology and design criteria for the COL applicant that references an AP1000 
plant. Where the AP600 DCD contained results of analyses, the AP1000 DCD will identify 
information to be provided by the Combined License applicant. COL requirements and DAC will 
be proposed similar to those employed in the DCD for other certified standard plant designs (i.e. 
System 80+). 

Analyses and evaluation will be provided in phase two for a hard rock site. The results of these 
analyses are intended in phase two to provide NRC with an understanding of the effect of the 

•
 
AP1000 configuration changes on the seismic results preViously provided for the AP600.
 
Additional review of these analyses should be deferred to the review of the AP1000 Design 
Certification Application. 

In addition, Westinghouse will provide a draft Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC) for the AP1 000 
piping design, seismic design, and structural design. Resolution of this issue will be a 
determination by the NRC that the AP1 000 can utilize Design Acceptance Criteria in the areas 
of piping design, seismic design, and structural design. 

Exemptions 

The purpose of this item is to identify which exemptions granted for the AP600 design 
certification can be retained for the AP1 000 application. Westinghouse will identify the 
exemptions that will be requested for the AP1 000 application and will provide justification for 
these exemptions in accordance with the requirements for 10 CFR 50.12. 

•
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Enclosure 3
 
Westinghouse Comments on Phase 1 Results
 

(Enclosure to NRC letter of July 27, 2000)
 

Item 1 - SCope of NRC Review 

There are no comments on this item at this time. 

Items 2 and 3 - Test Program and Analysis Plan 

• 

The test reviews are the most important reviews of the Phase 2 program. Westinghouse notes 
that the NRC staff estimates for the review of the applicability of the AP600 tests to the AP1000 
assumes that a single staff member with no prior AP600 experience will need lito spend a 
significant amount of time reviewing the AP600 test program to prepare for the Phase 2 
assessment." Westinghouse requests that the NRC make every effort to assign the reviewers 
who performed the test assessment for the AP600 Design Certification Review. Using the 
original reviewers would demonstrate application of NRC performance goal number three, 
"Make NRC activities and decisions more effective, efficient and realistic." The test and analysis 
review effort for the AP600 Design Certification involved a significant cross-section of the NRC 
technical staff and included input from the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. It is 
expected that experienced AP600 reviewers from the staff and research would require 
significantly less hours than would be required for a new reviewer unfamiliar with the AP600. 
We believe that a successful review will result if a group of NRC experts experienced in the 
Design Certification of the AP600 can form a consensus opinion on the test program issues. 

Westinghouse has revised our deliverable for these tasks. The detailed outline of the AP1000 
Analysis Plan and Scaling Assessment of AP600 Test Program shows that results of safety 
analysis assessments will be provided. In addition, the AP1 000 Passive Core Cooling System 
Design Margins Assessment will be provided as section 2.3.1 of the report. 

Separate Effects Tests 

The outline of the report has been revised based on the NRC staff feedback to explicitly address 
the separate effects tests of the PRHR, ADS, and CMT. These components for AP1000 are the 
same (scale, geometry, and configuration) as used in the AP600. Therefore, it is not expected 
that formal scaling assessments are necessary to justify the use of these separate effects tests 
databases. The report will address the basis of the acceptability of these test programs for the 
AP600, and will discuss the basis that these test programs are acceptable for an AP1 000 
application. 

Integral Systems Tests 

The NRC letter proposes that the test matrices for the integral systems test be reviewed to 
demonstrate that the test matrices adequately cover the AP1 000 design. Westinghouse will 
address this issue in section 5.1.2.2 of the report by performing a scaling assessment that 
compares the range of break sizes tested for the AP600 to an equivalent range of break sizes 
for the AP1 000. The results should demonstrate that the size of breaks tested for AP600 
provide a sufficiently large range of equivalent AP1000 break sizes. 

• 
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'. Formal scaling assessments will be performed for the ADS phase, transition to IRWST injection 
phase, and sump injection phase. 

Critical Heat Flux 

This issue will be addressed in section 5.1.4 of the AP1000 Analysis Plan and Scaling 
Assessment Report. Westinghouse will demonstrate the adequacy of the ONB correlations that 
will be used for AP1000. 

WCOBRA-TRAC 

In discussions with the NRC staff reviewer for this item, there are three major issues associated 
with the use of WCOBRA-TRAC that need to be addressed for AP1 000. These three issues 
are: 

1.	 The use of WCOBRA-TRAC for Long-Term Cooling analyses was acceptable based on the 
validation of the code against four specific OSU tests. Westinghouse must demonstrate that 
the scaling of the OSU test facility is sufficient for the AP 1000, and that the tests used to 
validate WCOBRA-TRAC for AP600 are sufficient for the purposes of code validation for 
AP1000 long term cooling. This issue will be addressed in section 5.1.2 of the AP1 000 
Analysis Plan and Scaling Assessment. 

• 
2. The analysis of Long-Term Cooling for AP600 was performed using WCOBRA-TRAC in a 

''windows'' mode. This approach was acceptable for the AP600 design certification and 
Westinghouse must demonstrate that this approach is still valid for the AP1000. This issue 
will be addressed in section 7.1.3 of the report. 

3.	 Westinghouse should consider the performance of the passive safety systems with respect 
to the issue of boron precipitation in the core during long-term core cooling post-LOCA. In 
the AP600, Westinghouse addressed this issue by perlorming calculations that 
demonstrated that boron precipitation in the core would not occur due to the moisture 
carryover of liquid out the 4th stage ADS valves. Results of these calculations demonstrated 
significant margin such that the amount of liquid leaving the core via the 4th stage ADS 
valves would have to be reduced by more than an order of magnitude before boron 
precipitation in the core could occur. Westinghouse agrees that this issue will need to be 
addressed and intends to address it as part of an application for Design Certification of an 
AP1000 (not in current review phase). 

LOFTRAN/LOFTTR2 

Westinghouse will address the issues raised regarding the use of LOFTRAN for AP1000 in 
section 7.3 of the report. 

NOTRUMP 

The issues identified in the letter and the subsequent phone call with the cognizant staff 
reviewer will be addressed in section 7.2 of the report. In addition, the issues raised by the 
ACRS in the letter on AP1000 will be addressed. 

•
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.• WGOTHIC 

Westinghouse will address the issues regarding heat and mass transfer and water coverage 
characteristics raised in the opening paragraphs of the discussion on WGOTHIC in section 5.1.3 
of the report. Scaling of these phenomenon with respect to the test facility will be formally 
assessed. The following refers to the numbered items in the NRC letter. 

1.	 A PIRT evaluation will be provided as section 3 of the report. 
2.	 Evaluations performed by Westinghouse and the NRC for the AP600 utilized a lumped 

parameter nodalization. Justification for the use of a lumped parameter nodalization was 
based on: 
•	 Froude number scaling 
•	 Mixing studies (boundary layers, buoyant plumes) 
•	 Scaled test facilities 
•	 Lumped parameter nodalization studies 

In addition, AP600 containment performance for LBLOCA exhibited a large margin with 
respect to design limits for analysis of accidents using realistic assumptions. Westinghouse 
will perform Froude number scaling for the AP1000 in section 5.2 of the report. 
Westinghouse will provide its rationale as to the applicability of the AP600 mixing studies, 
scaled test facilities, and lumped parameter nodalization studies to the AP1 000 in the 
Analysis Plan and Scaling Assessment report. In addition, the AP1000 containment design 
margin for LBLOCA will be demonstrated such that the lumped parameter nodalization 

•
 
approach could be found to be acceptable by the NRC.
 

3.	 The limitations and restrictions for WGOTHIC will be addressed in section 7.4 of the report. 

Item 4 - AP1 000 Probabilistic Risk Assessment 

As discussed in the cover letter, Westinghouse will defer this activity to Design Certification. 
The issues raised in the NRC letter would be addressed as part of the review of the basis for the 
AP1000 PRA acceptance criteria. 

Item 5 - Defer Selected Design Activities 

The following clarifies our position with regards to the seven issues raised in the NRC letter. 
The issues identified in the NRC letter are issues that will be addressed either as part of the 
AP1000 Design Certification (Phase 3), or by the COL applicant. The impact of these issues on 
the phase 2 scope of work is an assessment by the staff of the acceptability of the draft Design 
Acceptance Criteria (DAC). 

1.	 In Phase 3, Westinghouse will demonstrate dynamic stability for the rock sites. A COL 
applicant information item will be added requiring dynamic stability to be confirmed by each 
COL applicant for sites that are not covered by the rock site demonstration. 

•
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'. 2. In Phase 3, Westinghouse will provide an assessment of the foundation mat acceptability. 
Westinghouse will define interface loads and acceptance criteria in the Design Acceptance 
Criteria (OAC) (a draft of the structural OAC will be provided in Phase 2). The COL 
Applicant will perform a basemat design to complete the structural OAC. 

3.	 In Phase 3, Westinghouse will provide assessments of critical regions of the structural 
design. This will include the modular walls of the in-containment refueling water storage 
tank. The structural design of these critical regions will be performed by the COL applicant 
in completing the structural OAC. 

4.	 In Phase 3, Westinghouse will provide justification for use of any newer editions of the 
design codes (e.g. ASME 1999 Addenda for the containment vessel). 

5.	 In Phase 3, Westinghouse will perform an assessment of the subcompartment 
pressurization analyses. The piping and structural designs will be performed by the COL 
applicant in accordance with the piping and structural DACs. These DACs will be provided 
in phase 2 and will address subcompartment pressurization loads. Westinghouse does not 
expect significant changes to the thermal and pressure loads because there was significant 
margin in these analyses for AP600. 

6.	 In Phase 3, Westinghouse will describe the containment vessel design and its performance 
under severe accident conditions. 

•
 
7. Westinghouse will incorporate these comments in the draft OCD sections.
 

Exemptions 

Westinghouse has no additional comments on this issue. 

Project Management for Phase 2 

Westinghouse requests that project management of Phase 2 enable us to monitor costs on a 
monthly basis. We would envision monthly reports that would identify manpower resources 
expended on the project. In addition, we request that the costs be tracked separately as 
follows: 
•	 Tests and Analysis Review 
•	 Design Acceptance Criteria 
•	 Exemptions I Project Management 

The purpose of this request is to help us better manage our total costs on the project. 

•
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DCP/NRC1465 

Project 711 
August 28, 2000 

Enclosure 4 

Westinghouse Categorization of ACRS Issues Related to the Review 
of the AP1000 Design 

The following table summarizes our categorization of the items raised in the ACRS letter as 
either Phase 2 issues, Design Certification issues, or issues to be addressed by the COL 
applicant. 

Item CateQorization	 Comments 
1. At lolication for Desion Certification 
a Phase 2/ DC	 There are two parts to this item. The scope of the SSAR 

Chapter 15 accident analyses will be addressed at Design 
Certification. The issue of whether the AP600 analysis codes 
need to be revalidated will be addressed in Phase 2. 

b Phase 2 Section 7.2 of the AP1000 Analysis Plan and Scaling 
Assessment 

c Phase 2 Section 5 of the AP1000 Analysis Plan and Scaling 
Assessment 

d DC Based on our current plan, this issue would be addressed 
during Design Certification. 

• 
e DC Evaluation of core performance will be part of Design 

Certification, although some aspects of core performance (DNB 
correlationl will be addressed as part of Phase 2. 

f	 Phase 2 An evaluation of the impact of performance ratings (i.e. design 
pressures and temperatures, system design capacities, etc.) 
will be addressed in Phase 2. 

g DC Detailed seismic analysis of the containment is addressed as 
oart of Desion Certification. 

2. Probabilistic Risk Assessment (will be submitted for Design Certification) 
a DC This will be addressed in the level 2 PRA 
b DC This will be addressed in the level 2 PRA 
c DC This will be addressed in the level 2 PRA 
d DC "rhis will be addressed in the level 1 PRA 
e DC This will be addressed in the level 2 PRA 
f DC This will be mainly addressed in the level 2 PRA. Aspects of 

containment mixing will be addressed in Phase 2. 

•
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• • • 
OVERVIEW 

•	 THE STAFF BRIEFED ACRS ON JUNE 8,2000 AND ACNW ON JULY 25, 2000. 

•	 COMMISSION PAPER PROVIDES FINAL GUIDELINES, RESPONSES TO PUBLIC 
COMMENTS AND CASE STUDIES. 

•	 THE CASE STUDIES ARE DESIGNED TO TEST WHETHER THE GUIDELINES ARE 
USEFUL. 

•	 STAFF CONCLUDES THAT GUIDELINES ARE READY FOR AGENCY-WIDE 
APPLICATION 

•	 MEANWHILE STAFF HAS CONTINUED SUBSTANTIAL EFFORTS ON RISK-INFORMED 
REGULATIONS, E.G., 

o	 UPDATE TO THE RISK-INFORMED REGULATION IMPLEMENTATION PLAN. 

o	 PUBLIC WORKSHOP ON RISK-INFORMED APPROACHES TO NUCLEAR 
MATERIALS REGULATORY APPLICATIONS. 

•	 THE STAFF IS DEVELOPING THE BASIS FOR INTEGRATING THE ACTIVITIES 
PURSUANT TO REGULATORY INITIATIVES. 

3 



• • • 
Case Study 1
 

Combustible Gas Control
 

•	 This case study applies the viability guidelines to a hypothetical regulatory 
framework on combustible gas control in certain containment types 

•	 Risk information can be used to establish what the requirement needs to 
accomplish: 

o	 Safety mission (what is important) 
o	 What the reliability I availability needs to be 
o	 Conditioning on the characteristics of the functional challenge (support availability, 

phenomenology) 

•	 In this case study, risk information has established the following: 
o	 Uncontrolled combustion of gases evolved in accidents can lead to containment 

failure and large radiological release 
o	 Potentially important sequences involve 

•	 Station blackout, affecting availability of power sources 
•	 Core melt phenomenology, affecting operability of systems in containment 
•	 Severe accident loads from phenomena other than combustion, influencing the impact of loads 

from combustion 

•	 High-level statement of requirement: Prevent containment failure from 
uncontrolled combustion of gases in risk-significant scenarios. 

•	 Begin application of guidelines by searching for monitorable parameters 
o	 Capability parameters (flowrates, heat removal rates, ... ) 
o	 Reliability I Availability parameters 

4 
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Establishin~ability  Parameters 

Containment 
Failure 

I I I 
Containment > Containment 

Pressure Capability 

I I I 
Other severe Loads from
 

accident loads Combustion Events
 

I I I I 
Amount of Amount of (Other 

influences)combustible Oxygen 
gas present present 

I / Emphasis of This

1,------ I ~ Case Study
 

Amount of gas, Combustible gas removal by ~ability  

rate generated control system (igniters) Parameters 
I 

I I 

Configurational parameters: Physical parameters: surface
 
number of units, distribution, etc. temperature, etc.
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• • • 
Guideline IA: Measurable (or calculable) parameters to
 

monitor acceptable plant and licensee performance exist or
 
can be developed 

• Capability (of igniters) 
o Surface temperature 

o Distribution and number of units 
• Not related to ongoing performance; fixed property of design 

o Environmental qualification parameters 
• Not amenable to performance monitoring 

• Reliability I Availability: 
o Functional reliability 

o Division reliability 

o Division availability 

o Unit reliability 

o Unit availability 

• Note: support systems need to be considered 
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Guideline 18: Objective criteria to assess performance exist 

or can be developed 

• Capability (of igniters) 
o	 Surface temperature, distribution and number of units 

•	 Parameters are established through model evaluations 

o	 Environmental qualification 
•	 Criteria can be developed from phenomenology 

• Reliability I Availability: 
o	 Functional reliability is determined in light of functional challenge frequency and (e.g.) 

LERF guidelines 

o	 Given the functional reliability, and the design configuration, criteria can be 
established for division and unit level reliability & availability parameters 
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Guideline Ie: Licensee flexibility in meeting the established 

performance criteria exists or can be developed 

•	 Capability (of igniters) 
o	 Within a given technology, some limitations on flexibility would be implicit 

(Needed surface temperature determined by phenomenology, etc.) 
o	 Choice of technology could be allowed 

• Reliability I Availability: 
o	 Flexibility exists in that there are different ways to achieve needed 

functional reliability 
•	 More redundancy in design means more (igniter) unit outages can be tolerated, 

different levels of unit reliability can be tolerated 

•	 Specifying availability averaged over a specified time period is in some ways 
more flexible than specifying an allowed outage time 
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Guideline 10: A framework exists or can be developed such
 

that performance criteria, if not met, will not result in an 
immediate safety concern 

• Capability parameters: For typical testing frequencies, degradation in 
monitored aspects of capability would be detectable within a short 
time 

• Reliability I Availability Parameters: The reliability and availability 
needed in this function at most plants could be confirmed by 
monitoring (testing) 

• The risk accepted when performance criteria are not met depends on 
a the length of time over which they are not met, 

a the likelihood of a functional challenge, and 

a the consequences of functional failure 

• For this function, the combination of analysis, frequency of 
challenges to this function, and the LERF guidelines would be used to 
support acceptable time scales for detecting and addressing 
performance issues 
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• • • 
Case Study 1
 

Summary
 

•	 Capability parameters 
o	 Aspects of capability such as environmental qualification are not amenable to 

performance-based treatment 
•	 Parameters and criteria exist, but it is not practical to confirm performance 

o	 Some capability parameters satisfy guidelines other than flexibility. 
• To achieve licensee flexibility, choice of technology needs to be allowed 

•	 Reliability I Availability parameters satisfy all four viability guidelines 

•	 This regulatory framework could be performance-based to a significant degree 

•	 The guidelines were useful in evaluating the viability of a performance-based 
approach in this regulatory framework 

JO 
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CASE STUDY 2
 

•	 THIS CASE STUDY IS FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE FIRST CASE STUDY 
- THE PURPOSE IS ASSESSMENT RATHER THAN IDENTIFICATION 

•	 PERFORMANCE-BASED GUIDELINES ARE APPLIED TO A RECENTLY REVISED RULE 

•	 ASSESSMENT FOR THIS CASE STUDY IS LIMITED TO THE RULE LEVEL OF THE 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

11
 



• • • 
CASE STUDY 2
 

•	 FOCUS APPLICATION OF THE GUIDELINES ON THE RECENT CHANGES MADE TO 
THE RESPIRATORY PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS (SUBPART H OF 10 CFR 20) 

•	 VIABILITY GUIDELINES WERE THOROUGHLY APPLIED TO THREE (3) SPECIFIC 
CHANGES TO THE SUBPART H REQUIREMENTS 

•	 THE REMAINING GUIDELINES WERE APPLIED TO ALL THE CHANGES TO THE 
SUBPART H REQUIREMENTS 

•	 DO THE GUIDELINES SUPPORT THE CHANGES MADE TO THE REQUIREMENTS? 

12
 



• • • 
CASE STUDY 2
 

APPLICATION OF THE GUIDELINES IS ONLY MADE AT THE RULE LEVEL
 

RULE CHANGE RULE GUIDELINE 
FUNCTIONALITY APPLICATION 

REQUIREMENT TO INCLUDE NON MINIMIZE WORKER VIABLE FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED 
RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY FACTORS RISK DUE TO APPROACH 
IN ALARA ANALYSES AIRBORNE 

HAZARDS INCREASE IN FLEXIBILITY MAKES THE 
INCREASES LICENSEE FLEXIBILITY REVISION MORE AMENABLE TO A 

PERFORMANCE-BASING 

REQUIREMENT TO MEET ENSURE PROPER LIMITED VIABILITY FOR 
QUANTITATIVE FIT TEST CRITERIA EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE-BASED APPROACH 
AND TESTING FREQUENCY FUNCTION 

POTENTIAL FOR AN IMMEDIATE 
ADDS PRESCRIPTIVE SAFETY CONCERN IF PROPER FIT 
REQUIREMENTS TO THE RULE FAILS DURING USE 

PRESCRIPTIVE REQUIREMENTS 
NECESSARY TO ENSURE ACCURATE 
DOSE CALCULATIONS 

REVISED EXPLICIT ENSURE LIMITED VIABILITY FOR 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR SELECTION OF PERFORMANCE-BASED APPROACH 
RESPIRATORY EQUIPMENT PROPER 
SELECTION EQUIPMENT POTENTIAL FOR AN IMMEDIATE 

SAFETY CONCERN IF WRONG 
NEUTRAL IMPACT ON LICENSEE EQUIPMENT SELECTED 
BURDEN 
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• • • 
CASE STUDY 2 

•	 THE REMAINING GUIDELINES WERE APPLIED TO THE CHANGES TO THE 
SUBPART H REQUIREMENTS AND SUPPORT THE CHANGES MADE TO THE 
REQUIREMENTS 

•	 CONCLUSION: THE RESULTS OF APPLYING THE PERFORMANCE-BASED 
GUIDELINES WERE CONSISTENT WITH THE CHANGES MADE TO THE SUBPART H 
REQUIREMENTS 

•	 THIS CASE STUDY DEMONSTRATED THAT PRESCRIPTIVE REQUIREMENTS ARE 
SOMETIMES NECESSARY TO ENSURE THE ACCURACY OF PERFORMANCE 
INFORMATION 

14
 



• • • 
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG REGULATORY tNITtATIVES 

• REGULATORY INITIATIVES ARISE FROM COMMISSION DIRECTION, OPERATING 
EXPERIENCE, STAKEHOLDER INPUT, STAFF INITIATIVES 

• SCREENING PROCESS DETERMINES WHETHER TO PURSUE INITIATIVE, AND IF SO, 
WITH WHAT PRIORITY 

• ELEMENTS OF THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK CONSIDERED FOR CHANGE AS 
PART OF THE INITIATIVE ARE IDENTIFIED 

• REGULATORY APPROACH IS SELECTED - (1) RISK-INFORMED AND PERFORMANCE
BASED, (2) RISK-INFORMED, (3) PERFORMANCE-BASED, AND (4) TRADITIONAL 

o THIS SELECTION RELIES ON GUIDELINES DEVELOPED AS PART OF THIS 
PERFORMANCE-BASED INITIATIVE AND THE RISK-INFORMED INITIATIVE 

o THE REGULATORY APPROACH MAY DIFFER FROM ONE LEVEL OF THE 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK TO ANOTHER 

o BLEND OF APPROACHES WILL BE APPROPRIATE IN MANY AREAS 

• PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO ISSUANCE OF REGULATORY PRODUCTS (BACKFIT 
ANALYSIS, REGULATORY ANALYSIS, RULEMAKING PROCESS) REMAIN 
UNCHANGED 
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• • • 
STAFF'S PLAN 

•	 STAFF WILL APPLY GUIDELINES IN ONGOING AND FUTURE CHANGES TO THE 
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AS APPROPRIATE: 

o	 GUIDELINES WILL BE APPLIED TO OPTION 3 EFFORTS UNDER RISK

INFORMED INITIATIVE
 

o	 GUIDELINES WILL BE APPLIED TO SUITABLE CANDIDATE IDENTIFIED AS 
BEING NOT APPROPRIATE TO BE RISK-INFORMED 

o	 MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVES WILL BE DEVELOPED TO SUPPORT AGENCY-WIDE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF GUIDELINES 

o	 COMMUNICATION PLANS WILL BE DEVELOPED TO ENCOURAGE
 
STAKEHOLDER IMPLEMENTATION OF GUIDELINES
 

•	 STAFF WILL PROVIDE A REPORT TO THE COMMISSION AT THE END OF FY-2001. 

•	 THE PBPM PROCESS WILL TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE RESOURCE IMPACTS OF 
APPLYING THE GUIDELINES FOR EACH CHANGE TO THE REGULATORY 
FRAMEWORK. 

16 



• • • 
CONCLUSIONS
 

• STAFF HAS RESPONDED TO THE ELEMENTS OF THE SRM AND HAS GONE BEYOND 
IT TO DEMONSTRATE USEFULNESS OF THE GUIDELINES. 

• INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER INPUTS HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED IN 
THE FINAL GUIDELINES. 

• ADVISORY COMMITTEES CAN OBSERVE APPLICATION OF THE HIGH-LEVEL 
GUIDELINES FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED ACTIVITIES THROUGH THEIR OVERSIGHT 
OF THE REGULATORY PROCESS. 

• IMPROVEMENTS TO GUIDELINES WILL BE CONSIDERED AS EXPERIENCE 
DICTATES. 

• IMPROVED INTEGRATION AMONG REGULATORY INITIATIVES WILL BE 
ACCOMPLISHED AS MORE EXPERIENCE IS GAINED. 

17
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FOR:	 The Commissioners 

FROM:	 William D. Travers
 
Executive Director for Operations
 

SUBJECT:	 HIGH-LEVEL GUIDELINES FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED ACTIVITIES 

PURPOSE: 

• 
This paper is to inform the Commission of the development ofthe high-level guidelines 
consistent with the direction in the Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM) to SECY-99-176, 
"Plans for Pursuing Performance-Based Initiatives." The gUidelines, their relationship to the 
risk-informed program, and the results of test applications of the guidelines are provided. These 
guidelines can be applied to regulatory activities to identify and assess the use of performance
based regulatory approaches instead of prescriptive criteria to assure safe performance~ and as 
such, should help to increase reliance on performance-based regulatory approaches throughout 
the agency. 

SUMMARY: 

The staff has developed and tested high-level guidelines (Attachment 1) to identify and assess 
the viability of making components of the regulatory framework performance-based. The 
guidelines are intended to promote the use of a performance-based regulatory framework 
throughout the agency. In general, a performance-based regulatory approach focuses on 
results as the primary basis for regulatory decision-making and as such allows licensee 
flexibility in meeting a regulatory requirement. This in tum, can result in a more efficient and 
effective regulatory process. 

Internal and external stakeholders have commented on the guidelines and their comments have 
been addressed in the development of the guidelines. Specifically, the staff has addressed 
concerns among some stakeholders that a performance-based regulatory framework would 
focus only on reductions in regUlatory burden and that public health and safety would lose 

Contact: 
N. Prasad Kadambi, RES 

• 
(301) 415-5896 
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emphasis. The staff notes that a performance-based approach is intended to focus the 
regulatory framework on desired outcomes and would be applied in conjunction with the 
agency's defense-in-depth principles as articulated in the Commission's White Paper, "Risk
Informed and Performance-Based RegUlation," SRM to SECY-98-144 (White Paper). 

Based on feasibility testing of the guidelines, the staff concludes that they can be used to 
effectively focus the regUlatory framework to be more performance-based by: 

(A)	 Identifying the components of the regUlatory framework which can be made more 
performance-based, Note, the regulatory framework consists of the regulation and its 
supporting regulatory guides, standard review plans, technical specifications, NLJREGs, 
and inspection guidance. 

(B)	 Selecting or formulating performance parameters and associated performance criteria 
appropriate to the regUlatory issue being addressed. For example, they facilitate 
identifying the level (i.e., component, train, system) at which performance criteria should 
be set. 

Having established the feasibility of the guidelines, the staff plans to develop implementing 
guidance to incorporate the guidelines into internal NRC procedures, and to apply the 
guidelines to future regUlatory initiatives, including those that are identified through risk-informed 
activities. 

BACKGROUND: 

In the SRM to SECY-99-176, issued on September 13,1999, the Commission directed the staff 
to develop high-level guidelines to identify and assess the viability of candidate performance
based activities. The staff pUblished a set of proposed guidelines in the Federal Register on 
January 24,2000. The Commission was provided with a copy of the guidelines for information 
prior to the Federal Register publication. 

In the SRM to SECY-99-176 the Commission directed that: 

(A)	 The gUidelines should be developed with input from stakeholders and the program offices. 

(B)	 The guidelines should include discussion on how risk information might assist in the 
development of performance-based initiatives. 

(C)	 The gUidelines should be provided to the Commission for information. 

(D)	 The staff should periodically update the Commission on its plans and progress in 
identifying and developing performance-based initiatives. 

DISCUSSION: 

The staff has used definitions from the White Paper for terminology such as "deterministic 
analyses," "risk insights," and "performance-based approach" in developing the guidelines. 
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Consistent with the NRC's Strategic Plan and the White Paper, the guidelines are to be applied 
across the full spectrum of materials, processes, and facilities regulated by the N~C. 

Program Office and Stakeholder Input 

In response to the SRM, the staff solicited the following program office and stakeholder input: 

The staff established a Performance-Based Regulation Working Group (PBRWG) to ensure 
broad NRC program office participation in the development of the guidelines. The PBRWG has 
representation from RES, NRR, NMSS, and Region III. The PBRWG was instrumental in 
developing consensus among the offices on this initiative. Once these gUidelines are 
incorporated into internal NRC procedures, the PBRWG will cease to exist and line 
management will assume responsibility for applying the guidelines. 

A facilitated workshop was held on March 1, 2000 with a number of internal and external 
stakeholders representing the reactor, materials, and waste areas. This workshop solicited 
comments on an initial draft of the proposed guidelines and on a set of specific questions which 
were posed in two Federal Register Notices. Revised guidelines were published on May 9, 
2000, and an on-line workshop was held on June 8, 2000. Comments were received at the 
workshops and in response to the Federal Register Notices, and the guidelines contained 
herein have been modified in response to public comments. The majority of the comments 
were supportive of the guidelines and staff efforts to make NRC regulatory requirements more 
performance-based. The staff's response to all comments appears in Attachment 2. 

In addition, the staff briefed the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) and the 
Advisory Committee on Nucl.ear Waste (ACNW). The Advisory Committee on Medical Uses of 
Isotopes (ACMUI) was provided briefing material. 

Interrelationships Among Regulatory Initiatives 

Initiatives to change the regulatory framework arise from various sources such as Commission 
direction, operating experience, stakeholder suggestions and staff initiatives. These proposed 
initiatives are normally subjected to a screening process that include identification of the specific 
modification of the regulatory framework and an initial prioritization utilizing the NRC's 
performance goals to determine whether the proposed initiative should be pursued and with 
what priority. A determination will then be made as to whether to pursue a "Risk-Informed and 
Performance-Based," "Risk-Informed," "Performance-Based," or "Traditional" approach based 
on guidelines described in this paper and in the Risk-Informed Regulation Implementation Plan 
(RIRIP). The staff would use the guidelines to assess the viability (discussed below) to make 
this determination. When feasible, it is preferable to use a risk-informed and performance
based approach. The staff is coordinating the guidelines in both areas to assure that no 
inconsistencies exist between them. A separate paper on RIRIP will be presented to the 
Commission. Once a decision is made to pursue a performance-based approach, the staff will 
apply the guidelines to assess the change (as described below) to further develop the . 
approach. If the staff finds that a performance-based approach is not feasible, then the staff will 
assess what other methods can be used. 
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OVerview of Guidelines 

The guidelines are structured under three main groupings: 

(i) Guidelines to Assess Viability: These guidelines rely on the four attributes of a performance
based approach as discussed in the White Paper. These are: measurable or calculable 
parameters; objective performance criteria; flexibility; and a performance failure not resulting in 
an immediate safety concern. These guidelines assess whether a more performance-based 
approach is feasible for any given new regUlatory initiative. This assessment would be applied 
on a case-by-case basis and would be based on an integrated consideration of the individual 
guidelines within this grouping. In applying the guidelines, the staff must be cognizant of 
circumstances when implementation of a performance-based approach, in a manner 
inconsistent with the intent or objective, may have a negative or unacceptable effect on safety. 
For example, postponing needed maintenance in order to meet an availability goal would not be 
an acceptable way to use flexil;>i1ity. However, it would be appropriate to revise the availability 
goal, reflecting considerations of safety significance, and expand flexibility if a sound technical 
basis is demonstrated. 

(ii) Guidelines to Assess Change: If a performance-based approach is deemed viable based 
on the guidelines in (i) above, then the regulatory activity would be evaluated against guidelines 
that assess whether a more performance-based approach results in opportunities for regulatory 
improvement (by which is meant a positive contribution to the NRC's performance goals and 
achieving a net societal benefit). The performance goals are: maintain safety; increase public 
confidence; increase effectiveness, efficiency and realism; and reduce unnecessary regUlatory 
burden. Additional guidelines in this group include a net benefit test, the ability of the proposal 
to be incorporated in the regulatory framework, and the ability to accommodate new technology. 
This evaluation is to be based on an integrated assessment of the individual guidelines within 
this grouping. 

(iii) Guidelines to Assure Consistency with Other Regulatory Principles: These guidelines 
assess consistency and coherence with overriding NRC goals and principles (e.g., the defense
in-depth principle). It only needs to be applied if the candidate activity passes the first two sets 
of guidelines. 

Use of Risk Information Relative to Performance-Based Initiatives 

Consistent with the definition of a "risk-informed, performance-based approach" provided in the 
White Paper, risk information will be used to assist in the development of performance-based 
initiatives so that the staff will accomplish the following: 

•	 Focus attention on the most important activities; 

•	 Establish objective criteria for evaluating performance; 

•	 Develop measurable or calculable parameters for monitoring system and licensee 
performance; 
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Provide flexibility to determine how to meet the established performance criteria in a way•• • 
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that will encourage and reward improved outcomes; and 

• Focus on the results as the primary basis for regulatory decision-making. 

The staff has identified risk information to be relevant with respect to performance-based 
initiatives in three ways: 

(1) A Basis for Establishing Appropriate Level of Performance: 

A performance-based approach will assist in ensuring that important systems, functions, and 
other elements of regulated activity provide the requisite level of performance. In effect, the 
high level performance-based guidelines, and specifically the viability guidelines, provide a 
framework to search for the appropriate performance parameter and the level of performance 
necessary to achieve the safety objective. For example, for a given activity, the guidelines can 
help determine if performance goals should be set at the component, system or function level. 

(2) To Provide Metrics. Thresholds and/or Regulatorv Response: 

• 
The staff is using risk considerations to select performance metrics in several contexts. The 
reactor oversight program uses performance indicators which rely on risk information such as 
reliability and availability of certain systems, trains and components. The risk significance of 
performance changes can be evaluated directly where performance indicators are based on risk 
information. Performance thresholds and appropriate regulatory responses could then be 
determined in a straightforward manner. The guidelines are useful to characterize the 
appropriate performance attributes that might be monitored using risk insights. For example, 
risk information can be used to set reliability and availability goals for critical safety eqUipment. 

(3) Unavailability of Quantitative Risk Evaluation Models: 

On February 11, 1999, the Commission issued the SRM to SECY-98-132 in which the staff was 
directed to pursue performance-based initiatives that are not amenable to probabilistic risk 
assessment. Although many regulated activities may not be easily related to a quantitative risk 
model, they should not be precluded from being made more performance-based. Therefore, the 
staff is planning to apply the guidelines to suitable candidates in this category. In these 
instances, risk information of a less quantitative or non-quantitative nature, such as that 
available from an integrated safety assessment, should be relied upon. In some or all of these 
areas, a performance-based approach may present opportunities for regulatory improvements. 

Testing of the High~Level Guidelines 

Application of the guidelines requires that the nature of the regulated activity and the safety 
issues be defined with specificity. To explore how such challenges can be met in practice, the 
staff selected two issues to test the guidelines. For each issue, an NRC panel was formed 
consisting of experts on the specific regulatory issue. The first issue is related to the ongoing 
effort to risk-inform 10 CFR 50.44 (Standards for Combustible Gas Control System in Light
Water-Cooled Power Reactors). Although the hypothetical regulatory change is thought to be 

• 
plausible, it must be considered purely illustrative at this time while the alternatives that will be 
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proposed for revisions to 10 CFR 50.44 are still under consideration. The second issue 
involves a recent change that was made to Subpart H (Respiratory Protection and Controls to 
Restrict Internal Exposure in Restricted Areas) of 10 CFR Part 20. In this case, the guidelines 
were applied retrospectively for illustrative purposes. The results of tests clearly support the 
utility of the high-level guidelines. A detailed description of these tests and the results appears 
in Attachment 3. 

On the basis of the two test cases, the staff identified two issues concerning generic application 
of the guidelines. First, for a given regulatory activity, it appears that, in order to maximize the 
performance-based potential, one must apply the guidelines to the entire regulatory framework 
as it relates to that actiVity. This is because there typically exists a hierarchy of information 
pertaining to a regulated activity which encompass the more general provisions of the rule 
language to the relatively detailed supporting documents. Thus, opportunities to make an 
activity more performance-based could occur anywhere along the hierarchy. Further, an 
assessment that fails to apply the guidelines to the full regulatory framework could result in 
partial or ineffectual results, where, for example, a rule is made more performance-based but 
remains supported by unnecessarily prescriptive regulatory guidance. 

Second, in most instances, performance will not be dependent on a single parameter. Rather, 
the guidelines will have to be applied to a combination of performance parameters each of 
which contributes to attaining the performance goals. For example, the first case stUdy in 
Attachment 3 uses the combination of capability, reliability, and availability to provide the basis 
for setting performance criteria. 

• PLANS FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED INITIATIVE: 

The staff plans to: 

•	 Apply the guidelines in ongoing or future approved rulemakings, as appropriate. 

•	 Apply the guidelines to ongoing regulatory efforts under Option 3 of SECY-98-300, 
"Options for Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50." 

•	 Apply the guidelines to suitable candidates identified as being not appropriate to be risk 
informed pursuant to the "Risk-Informed Regulation Implementation Plan" (SECY-00-0062, 
March 15, 2000). 

•	 Develop a management directive to support agency-wide implementation of the guidelines 
in ongoing or future approved rulemakings and other regulatory activities as appropriate 
(e.g., the inspection process). Supporting guidance at the office level will occur through 
office letters; 

•	 Develop a communications plan to promote broader awareness of performance-based 
approaches on the part of external stakeholders. Wider acceptance of the guidelines 
should lead to efficiencies and an overall increased level of performance-based activities. 

•	 Provide a report to the Commission on the above activities at the end of FY-2001 . 

•
 



rREOECISIONAL 7-. RESOURCES: 

For FY 2001, RES currently has 1 FTE to: (1) apply the gUidelines to acandidate regulation 
identified as not appropriate to be risk-informed; (2) develop a management directive; and 
(3) develop a communication plan. Resources requirements for developing specific 
performance-based changes to the regulatory framework as a result of implementing the high
level guidelines will be addressed as appropriate by the performing office(s). Future 
requirements will be addressed through the Planning, BUdgeting, and Performance 
Management process. 

COORPINATION: 

The Office of the General Counsel has no legal objection to this paper. The Office of the Chief 
Financial Officer has reviewed this Commission Paper for resource implications and has no 
objection. The Office of the Chief Information Officer has reviewed this Commission Paper for 
information technology and information management implications and concurs in it. 

William D. Travers 
Executive Director 

for Operations 

• Attachments: 1. High-Level.Guidelines for Performance-Based Activities 
2. NRC Response to Public Comments 
3. Process and Case Studies Applying High-Level Guidelines 
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High-Level Guidelines for Performance-Based Activities 

The proposed gUidelines to identify and assess performance-based activities are shown below. 
They are substantially the same as those published in the Federal Register on May 9, 2000, 
with modifications based on internal and external stakeholder input. These guidelines are 
based on the four attributes in the Commission's White Paper, "Risk-Informed and 
Performance-Based Regulation," SRM to SECY-98-144. The nature of the regulated activity 
and the safety issues for which regulatory requirements are to be developed need to be defined 
with specificity before the guidelines are applied. Generally, an integrated assessment from a 
set of guidelines will provide the basis for any conclusion. 

I.	 Guidelines to Assess Viability 

The staff will apply the following guidelines to assess whether a more performance-based 
approach is viable for any given new regulatory initiative. This assessment would be applied on 
a case-by-case basis and would be based on an integrated consideration of the individual 
guidelines. Risk information provides the basis for identifying systems, functions or other 
elements of regulated activity which should be targeted for application of these guidelines so 
that the appropriate performance parameters are chosen and the level of performance is set to 
achieve the safety objective. The assessment for viability will ensure that sufficient information 
(data) and analytical methods exist or can be developed. The guidelines are listed below: 

A.	 Measurable (or calculable) parameters to monitor acceptable plant and Iicen~ee 
performance exist or can be developed. 

• 
(1) Directly measured parameter related to safety objective will typically satisfy this 

guideline. 

(2)	 A calculated parameter may also be acceptable if there is a clear relationship to the 
safety objective. 

(3)	 Parameters which licensees can readily access, or are currently accessing, in real time 
will typically satisfy this guideline. Parameters monitored periodically to address 
postulated or design basis conditions may also be acceptable. 

(4)	 Acceptable parameters should be consistent with defense-in-depth and uncertainty 
considerations. 

B.	 Objective criteria to ass~ss performance exist or can be developed. 

(1)	 Objective criteria consistent with the desired outcome are established based on risk 
insights, deterministic analyses and/or performance history. 

C.	 Licensee flexibility in meeting the established performance criteria exists or can be 
developed. 

(1)	 Programs and processes used to achieve the established performance criteria would be 
at the licensee's discretion. 

1-1• 
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(2)	 A consideration in incorporating flexibility to meet established performance criteria will be 
to encourage and reward improved outcomes provided inappropriate incentives can be 
avoided. 

D.	 A framework exists or can be developed such that performance criteria, if not met, will not 
result in an immediate safety concern. 

(1)	 An adequate safety margin exists. 

(2)	 Time is available for taking corrective action to avoid the safety concern. 

(3)	 The licensee is capable of detecting and correcting performance degradation. 

II.	 Guidelines to Assess Performance-Based RegUlatory Change 

If a more performance-based approach is deemed to be viable based on the gUidelines in 
I. Guidelines to Assess Viability above, then the consequences of adopting a more 
performance-based approach would be evaluated based on an integrated consideration of this 
second group of gUidelines. This assessment would compare the start up and implementation 
costs of the regUlatory change relative to the NRC's performance goals and other desirable 
outcomes. The outcom~s would be considered applicable to the public, the applicant or 
licensee, and the NRC staff. The guidelines are listed below: 

A.	 Maintain safety, protect the environment and the common defense and security. 

• (1) Safety considerations playa primary role in assessing any change arising from the use 
of performance-based approaches. 

(2)	 Adequate safety margins are maintained using realistic safety analyses, including 
explicit consideration of uncertainties. 

B.	 Increasepublic confidence. 

(1)	 An emphasis on results and objective criteria (characteristics of a performance-based 
approach) can help NRC to be viewed as an independent, open, efficient, clear, and 
reliable regUlator. 

(2)	 A performance-based approach helps with providing the pUblic clear and accurate 
information about, and a meaningful role in the regulatory programs. 

(3) A performance-based approach helps explain NRC's roles and responsibilities and how 
public concerns are considered. 

C. Increase effectiveness, efficiency and realism of the NRC activities and decision-making. 

(1) An assessment would be made of the level of conservatism existing in the currently 
applicable regulatory requirements considering analysis methodology and the applicable 

•	 
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assumptions. Any proposal to use realistic analysis would take into account uncertainty 
factors and defense-in-depth relative to the scenario under consideration. ' 

(2)	 An assessment would be made of the performance criteria and the level in the 
performance hierarchy where they have been set. In general, performance criteria 
should be set at a level commensurate with the function being performed. In most 
cases, performance criteria would be expected to be set at the system level or higher. 

D.	 Reduce unnecessary regulatory burden. 

(1)	 A performance-based approach enables NRC to impose regulatory burden which is 
commensurate with the safety benefit, and which effectively focuses resources on safety 
issues. 

(2)	 A performance-based approach will enable the costs associated with NRC activities to 
States, the public, applicants and licensees to be focused on areas of highest safety 
priority and avoid burden imposed by overly prescriptive regUlatory reqUirements. 

E.	 The expected result of using a performance-based approach shows an overall net benefit. 

(1)	 A reasonable net benefit test would begin with a qualitative approach to evaluate 
whether there is merit in changing the existing regUlatory framework. When the net 
benefit test is approached from the perspective of existing practices, stakeholder input 
may be sought. 

• 
(2) Unless imposition of a safety improvement or other societal outcome is contemplated, 

expending resources for a change in regUlatory practice wouid be justified in most cases 
only if NRC or licensee operations benefit from such a change. The primary source of 
initial information and feedback regarding potential benefits to licensees would be the 
licensees themselves. 

(3)	 For the limited purpose of screening potential performance-based changes, 
consideration of a specific result (such as net reduction in worker radiation exposure) 
may be sufficient for weighing the immediate implications of a proposed change. 

F. The performance-based approach can be incorporated into the regulatory framework. 

(1)	 The regulatory framework may include the regUlation in the Code of Federal 
Regulations, the associated Regulatory Guide, NUREG, Standard Review Plan, 
Technical Specification, and/or inspection guidance. 

(2)	 A feasible performance-based approach would be one which can be directed specifically 
at changing one, some, or all of these components. 

(3)	 The proponent of the change to the components of the regulatory framework would have 
the responsibility to provide sufficient justification for the proposed change; all 
stakeholders would have the opportunity to prOVide feedback on the proposal, typically in 
a public meeting. 
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(4)	 Inspection and enforcement considerations would be addressed during the formulation 

of regulatory changes rather than afterwards. Such considerations could include 
reduced NRC scrutiny if performance so warrants. 

G.	 The performance-based approach would accommodate new technology. 

(1) The incentive to consider a performance-based approach may arise from development 
of new technologies as well as difficulty stemming from technological changes in finding 
spare components and parts. 

(2)	 Advanced proven technologies may prOVide more economical solutions to a regUlatory 
issue without compromising safety, hence justifying consideration of a performance
based approach. 

III.	 Guidelines to Assure Consistency with Other RegUlatory Principles 

A.	 A proposed change to a more performance-based approach is consistent and coherent with 
other overriding goals, prinCiples and approaches involving the NRC's regUlatory process. 

(1) These principles are prOVided in the Principles of Good RegUlation, the Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment (PRA) Policy Statement, the Regulatory Guide 1.174, "An Approach for 
Using PRA in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing 
Basis," and the NRC's Strategic Plan. 

• 
(2) Consistent with the high-level at which the guidance described above has been 

articulated, specific factors which need to be addressed in each case (such as defense
in-depth and treatment of uncertainties) would depend on the particular regulatory issues 
involved. 

•	 
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NRC Response to Public Comments: 

The Federal Register Notice (FRN), 65 FR 3615 on January 24, 2000, requested comments on 
the proposed high-level guidelines with particular interest in a set of specific questions. 
Comments were provided at the March 1, 2000 workshop and in writing. The workshop was 
conducted as a facilitated discussion among stakeholders representing a wide variety of 
interests, including NRC representatives from various program offices. Revised guidelines were 
published in the Federal Register on May 9, 2000 (65 FR 26772), reflecting comments to that 
point. In addition, an on-line workshop, held on June 8, 2000, provided another opportunity for 
public comment. Limited comments were received as a result of this workshop. 

In the January 24, 2000, FRN, the NRC specifically requested comments on a number of key 
questions concerning the proposed guidelines. The NRC's response to comments has been 
structured within the framework of the questions published in the January FRN. Comments not 
associated directly with any of the questions are shown under the heading "Other Comments." 

The NRC's response to the comments and any indication as to how the guidelines have 
changed in response to the cor:nments follows: 

A. Clarity and Specificity of the Guidelines 

1. Are the proposed guidelines appropriate and clear? 

• 
Comment: Overall, favorable opinions were expressed regarding appropriateness and 
clarity of the guidelines. However, two commenters who were generally opposed to any 
shift to a more performance-based approach provided unfavorable responses. Specifically, 
those clearly opposed to the performance-based regulatory approach are concerned that its 
primary purpose is to reduce regulatory requirements and licensee burden thereby 
compromising the safety standard for overseeing regulated activity. Additionally, there is 
concern that under a perlormance-based approach, one would not be able to prevent 
accidental releases of radioactive material. 

Response: In the NRC's view, the performance-based approach has the potential of making 
the regulatory decisions more effective and efficient by reducing unnecessary regulatory 
burden, and do so without compromising overall safety. Further, the guidelines require that 
in order for an activity to be a viable perlormance-based candidate, failure to meet its 
pertormance criteria will not result in an immediate safety concern. Amplifying guidelines 
specify that a sufficient safety margin exists, time is available to take corrective action, and 
the licensee is capable of detecting and correcting perlormance degradation. Active 
consideration of all these factors can lead to superior safety standards while avoiding 
unnecessary regulatory burden. At the same time, the guidelines focus attention on the 
factors which prevent release of unsafe amounts of radioactive materials. 

2. Are there additional guidelines that would improve clarity and specificity? 

Comment: One comment proposed a guideline to increase safety and another comment 
proposed a guideline to prevent incentives to "perverse" outcomes. 

• 
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Response: As discussed below, a framework and process to increase safety by adding to 
regUlatory requirements (subject to the Backfit Rule) exists and it would not be efficient to 
duplicate this through additional guidelines. No changes were made in the main guidelines 
because safety and beneficial outcomes are generally desirable goals which form parts of 
normal staff considerations. However, the amplifying guidelines under "Maintain Safety" 
have been modified to emphasize that safety considerations will play the primary role in 
NRC's assessments. Since the Commission addressed the matter of encouraging and 
r~warding improved outcomes in the White Paper (SRM to SECY-98-144, "White paper on 
Risk-Informed and Performance-Based Regulation)," an amplifying guideline to this effect 
has been added. This amplifying gUideline under overall net benefit generated a comment 
indicating a misunderstanding that cost would be given a greater emphasis than safety. A 
revision has been made regarding the considerations related to a simplified net benefit test. 

3. How does the "high-level" nature of the guidelines affect the clarity and specificity of the 
guidelines? 

Comment: The comments provided did not indicate any need to change any of the 
guidelines due to this factor. One commenter specifically endorsed the "high-level" 
approach to the guidelines, while also suggesting a graded approach incorporating a 
minimum acceptable risk. 

Response: The NRC interpreted "minimum acceptable risk" to mean a level of risk 
consistent with adequate protection considerations. The NRC agrees that a graded 
approach is appropriate for regUlatory changes above and beyond adequate protection. 
The NRC maintains that the guidelines, as currently formulated, allow for this; thus, no 
changes were made to address this comment. 

• B. Implementation of the Guidelines 

1. What guidelines, if any, are mandatory for an activity to qualify as a performance-based 
initiative? 

Comment: Commenters stated that none of the guidelines should be mandatory. 

Response: The viability guidelines must be satisfied for an activity to qualify as a 
performance-based initiative. In this sense, they may be considered mandatory. For 
example, a sufficient safety margin must exist. Also, the "Guidelines to Assure Consistency 
with Other Regulatory Principles" could be considered mandatory because they cover 
principles which the NRC would not knowingly violate. 

2. What is the best way to implement these guidelines? 

Comment: An issue of considerable interest was whether a performance-based approach 
should be voluntary or not. Certain commenters believed that voluntary changes negatively 
affect the NRC's inspection and enforcement role whereas others maintained that changes 
must be voluntary to ensure flexibility on the part of licensees. 

Response: It is anticipated that voluntary implementation will often be proposed, and where 
mandatory implementation is proposed, such a change would be subject to the Backfit Rule. 
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Additionally, the NRC has decided to implement the guidelines to new initiatives. Initiatives 
proposed by stakeholders, such as in petitions for rulemaking, would thus be considered as 
potential candidates. 

3. How should the Backfit Rule apply to the implementation of performance-based 
approaches? 

Comment: Most commenters indicated that reliance on a performance-based approach 
would have no bearing on whether or not the Backfit Rule applied. One commenter 
expressed the view that the Backfit Rule should apply to reductions in regulatory burden. 

Response: The NRC concurs that increased reliance on a performance-based approach 
poses no unique considerations relative to the Backfit Rule. The NRC fully expects that all 
new reqUirements, inclUding those made performance-based, will be subject to existing _ 
NRC procedures which include backfit considerations as well as formal regulatory analysis 
requirements. This comment goes well beyond the scope of these guidelines as currently 
envisaged. 

4.	 Should these guidelines be applied to all types of actiVity, e.g., should they be applied to 
petitions for rulemaking? 

Comment: To the extent that commenters favored application of the guidelines, they also 
supported application to all activities directed at imprOVing the effectiveness of regulations. 
One commenter acknOWledged that it may not be appropriate for some regulations, such as 
the Fitness for Duty Rule. 

• Response: .The NRC intends to apply the guidelines to all activities including responding to 
and resolving petitions for rulemaking. The commenter who indicated that they were not 
appropriate for all regulations did not provide a rationale for that position. 

5.	 Should these gUidelines only be applied to new regulatory initiatives? 

Comment: A number of commenters from industry preferred wider implementation. For 
example, one suggestion was to use the guidelines as a screen against existing regUlations 
and to propose changes to the rules based on the potential for significant benefit. 

Response: NRC's current plans are to only implement the guidelines for new initiatives 
primarily because of NRC resource constraints. However, it should be noted that other 
mechanisms would continue to exist to identify potential changes to the regUlatory 
framework. 

6.	 Will these guidelines be effective in determining whether we can make a regulatory initiative 
more performance-based? 

Comment: In general, to the extent that any comments were offered in this regard, the 
response was in the affirmative. 

•	 
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•• C.	 Establishment of Objective Performance Criteria 

1.	 In moving to performance-based requirements, should the current level of conservatism be 
maintained or should introduction of more realism be attempted? 

Comments: Commenters expressed the view that the appropriate level of conservatism 
depends on the analysis methodology and the applicable assumptions. Defense-In-depth 
and uncertainty factors also need to be considered. One commenter stated that it should 
not be assumed that the level of defense-in-depth remain the same In a performance-based 
approach. 

Response: The NRC agrees with the commenters and amplifying guidelines have been 
modified or added under main guidelines associated with "Measurable (or calculable) 
parameters to monitor acceptable plant and licensee performance exist or can be 
developed" and "Increase effectiveness, efficiency and realism of the NRC activities and 
decision-making." 

2	 What level of conservatism (safety margin) needs to be built into a performance criterion to 
avoid facing an immediate safety concern if the criterion is not met? 

The comments and response from (C.1) above are also applicablehere. 

• 
3. Recognizing that performance criteria can be set at different levels in a hierarchy (e.g., 

component, train, system, release, dose), on what basis is an appropriate level in the 
hierarchy selected for setting performance-based requirements, and what is the appropriate 
level of conservatism for each tier in the hierarchy? 

Comment: Oral and written comments expressed the view that performance criteria are 
best set at the function or system level. 

Response: Some amplifying guidelines which address this issue have been added under 
the main guideline of "Increase effectiveness, efficiency and realism of the NRC activities 
and decision-making". 

4.	 Who would be responsible for proposing and justifying the acceptance limits and adequacy• of objective criteria? 

Comment: A commenter suggested that the proponent of a change should bear the 
responsibility for justifying the criteria and the adequacy of acceptance limits. 

Response: The NRC agrees with the commenter. Some amplifying guidelines have been 
added under the main guideline of "The performance-based approach can be incorporated 
into the regulatory framework". 

5.	 What are examples of performance-based objectives that are not amenable to risk analyses 
such as PRA or Integrated Safety Assessment? 

Comment: Examples offered were cross-cutting issues, including fitness-for-duty, safety 
conscious work environment and management effectiveness. 
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•• Response: The NRC agrees with the commenter's examples and they are incl~ded in the 
Commission Paper. 

6. In the context of risk-informed regulation, to what extent should performance criteria account 
for potential risk from beyond-design-basis accidents (Le., severe accidents)? 

Comment: A commenter stated that risk-informed regulation reaches beyond design basis 
events by its nature. 

Response: The NRC agrees that risk-informed regulation needs to consider beyond-design
basis accidents. 

D. Identification and use of measurable (or calculable) parameters 

1. How and by whom are performance parameters to be determined? 

Comment: Comments were presented expressing concern that the NRC would be entirely 
dependent on licensees' own reports regarding performance. One commenter has stated 
that information collection at nuclear facilities may require changes to better measure 
performance. Another commenter raised concerns about licensee honesty and full 
disclosure. 

Response: The NRC would be responsible for setting the performance parameters with 
input from stakeholders. Further, the NRC would always maintain vigilance over 
performance observations. I'f information collection reqUirements need to be changed to 

• 
implement a performance-based approach, such proposals will be addressed in the context 
of the specific regulatory reqUirement under consideration. No changes were made in the 
guidelines based on these comments. 

2. How do you decide what a relevant performance parameter is? 

Comment: Some commenters expressed reservations with the use of performance 
parameters such as core damage frequency as a calculable parameter. Other comments 
cautioned against draWing broader conclusions (such as overall level of safety or lack 
thereof) from performance measures than may be justified. 

Response: As these considerations are. context specific, and the merits of specific 
performance parameters are explicitly considered by the guidelines, no changes are 
proposed in the guidelines. However. on the basis of the experience gained from the limited 
testing of the guidelines. the scope of what is meant by "performance parameter" has been 
expanded. It was found that a number of relevant parameters may be required to address 
the guidelines relative to a given regulatory issue. 

3. How much uncertainty can be tolerated in the measurable or calculated parameters? 

Comment: Comments indicate a strong connection between consideration of uncertainty 
and the level of conservatism in establishing the performance parameters and acceptance 
criteria. 
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Response: Changes made in response to (C.1) above are also applicable to this issue. 

E.	 Pilot projects 

1.	 Would undertaking pilot projects in the reactor, materials, and waste arenas provide 
beneficial experience before finalizing the gUidelines? 

Comment: Some commenters stated that pilot projects would be useful, and others stated 
that they were not needed. One commenter suggested that it was important to learn 
appropriate lessons from implementation of the maintenance rule. Another commented that 
Option B of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J has already appropriately demonstrated the favorable 
results from a performance-based regUlation. 

Response: The NRC plans to apply the guidelines to specific regUlations as part of the 
implementation process and does not currently plan to conduct pilot projects. ·Based on 
testing, as reported in Attachment 3, the NRC believes the guidelines are sufficiently 
developed such that pilots are not needed. 

2.	 What should be the relationship between any such pilot projects and those being 
implemented to risk-inform the regUlations? 

Comment: Commenters generally stated that the ongoing pilot projects related to risk
informing the regulations need not be perturbed by including consideration of the guidelines, 
but appropriate coordination should be maintained. Any screening of regulations should be 
done one time as opposed to subjecting each regulation to various screenings at different 
times under different processes. 

• Response: The NRC proposes to integrate the interfaces between performance-based and 
risk-informed activities so as to help ensure a more integrated approach and avoid 
duplication. 

F.	 Other Comments 

1.	 Eliminate all high-level guidelines used to evaluate opportunities for regUlatory 
improvement (II. Guidelines to Assess Performance-Based RegUlatory Change): 

Comment: One commenter at the public workshop suggested that the set of guidelines to 
assess performance-based regUlatory improvement be eliminated. 

Response: The NRC continues to believe that this set of guidelines constitutes an integral 
part of a structure and logic to consider explicitly the values important to any regulatory 
improvement program. No changes were made based on this comment. 

2.	 Inclusion of the Advisory Committee on Medical Uses of Isotopes (ACMUI): 

Comment: One commenter at the public workshop suggested that ACMUI should be 
included among the advisory committees which would have an opportunity to review the 
high-level guidelines. 

•	 
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'. Response: ACMUI has been included with ACRS and ACNW as committees whose 
feedback will be sought before the guidelines are submitted to the Commission.

3. Inclusion of perspective from the NRC regions in the work of the Performance-Based 
Regulations Working Group (PBRWG): 

Comment: One commenter at the pUblic workshop suggested that a representative from the 
NRC regional offices should be included in the PBRWG, which will play an instrumental role 
in developing and applying the guidelines. 

Response: Regional representation has been added to the PBRWG. 

4, Inspection and enforcement considerations: 

Comment: Comments from within and outside the NRC expressed the need for inspection 
and enforcement aspects to be front-end considerations. A commenter also suggested that 
performance above a threshold should result in reduced NRC scrutiny, as long as future 
departures from good performance would be detectable. Similarly, another commenter 
supported the notion that past performance could be used to determine the level of 
flexibility, thereby rewarding or penalizing licensees based on performance history. 

Response: An amplifying gUideline has been added under the guideline "The performance
based approach can be incorporated into the regUlatory framework" to address this 
comment. 

•
 
5. Consideration of asignificantly different regulatory paradigm:
 

Comment: One commenter offered suggestions to significantly modify the regulatory 
framework so that any changes undertaken by the NRC would have as a pre-requisite an 
improvement in the level of safety. 

Response: The NRC notes that current NRC procedures fully allow for identification and 
implementation of safety enhancements subject to the Backfit Rule. The proposals 
presented would have wide ranging impacts, and consideration of performance-based 
initiatives would be only tangentially related to most of them, No specific changes to the 
guidelines were made in consideration of these comments. 
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Process and Case Studies Applying High-Level Guidelines 

The purpose of this attachment is to present case studies in which the high-level guidelines are 
applied to specific regulatory provisions. The guidelines to assess viability are emphasized 
because they represent what is distinctive regarding identifying and assessing performance
based activities. The guidelines were applied to two areas. The first was based on a postulated 
set of regulatory requirements which the staff hypothesized may be identified as performance
based candidates. The second was a retrospective evaluation of a regulation recently 
promulgated to assess whether the changes could be seen as having made the eXisting 
regulation more performance-based. 

Process, Concepts and Definitions 

The high-level guidelines to assess viability center on selection or formulation of performance_ 
parameters and associated performance criteria. Application of these guidelines depend on 
certain definitions, which are developed below. 

Kinds of ·Performance" 

In formulating a concept for performance, the staff has drawn on ideas used in the Revised 
Reactor Oversight Process, in which "performance" refers to those activities in design, 
procurement, construction, maintenance, and operation that support achievement of the 
objectives of the cornerstones of safety in the Reactor Oversight Process. In an analogous 
manner, other applications would entail identification of key aspects of performance and focus 
on activities which are important to safety. 

Risk-significant performance changes generally affect system characteristics such as frequency 
of events and reliability, availability, or capability of systems, structures, and components 
(SSCs). Here, "capability" refers to the physical capacity of the system to accomplish a given 
function, such as "deliver required flow at a given pressure," "successfully bear a given load," or 
"effectively filter air taken into a breathing apparatus." Availability refers to the fraction of time 
that the sse is capable of performing its function. Reliability refers to the probability that a 
given sse will function on demand and during the required mission time, given that it was 
available. 

Many kinds of performance affect the system characteristics including such factors as human 
performance, and the condition in which equipment is left after preventive or corrective 
maintenance (recognizing that the conduct of testing and maintenance itself affects availability). 
Ultimately, licensee corrective action programs also affect reliability and availability. Even spare 
parts management can affect availability. 

Characteristics of Functional Safety Requirements . 

A complete functional safety requirement includes the follOWing: 

(1) A definition of the safety mission to be carried out. 

This entails at least an implicit specification of the physical challenge that needs to be met. 
Meeting the challenge will require a level of performance characterized in terms of one or more 
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physical parameters such as flowrate at a particular pressure, or heat removal rate. -rhe system 
per10rmance specification may be made implicitly, as when a functional outcome iS1l1andated, 
conditional on a specific challenge (such as maximum peak clad temperature following a 
specific LOCA, or Hno containment failure due to hydrogen combustion" following major core 
damage). 

(2)	 An indication of the required degree of assurance (functional reliability) that the mission 
will be carried out successfully. 

Assurance of successful per10rmance has previously been approached using concepts such as 
redundancy (single-failure proof design), special treatment requirements (in procurement, 
installation, and surveillance), and limiting conditions of operation (so that individual trains or 
channels of the system cannot be out of service longer than allowed outage times). 
Surveillance testing or inspection may be mandated at specified intervals so that the probability 
of undetected faults is limited. System reliability can be promoted by requirements on 
redundancy, QA, surveillance testing, and.allowed outage times. 

Implementation Phases of Functional Safety Reguirements 

There are two distinct kinds of activities involved in implementation of functional safety 
requirements involving performance parameters. The first kind of activity is associated with 
design and construction (includes design, procurement, installation and gaining assurance that 
system design is capable of achieving the desired reliability). The second kind of activity is 
operational and aimed at maintaining the required reliability and availability. It includes such 
things as surveillance testing, preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, and corrective 
action programs. In the regulatory sphere the first kind of activity is generally associated with 
licensing. Later plant modifications may also be included. The first kind of activity includes 
formulation, initial achievement, and subsequent modification of a safety case; the second kind 
of activity is aimed at keeping the current safety case valid. 

Hierarchy of RegUlatory Framework 

Current regUlatory requirements are formulated at several distinct levels which are termed as 
the hierarchical structure within the regulatory framework. Rules generally state high-level 
requirements, while lower-level guidance documents provide more specific guidance, including 
examples of acceptable ways to meet requirements. Technical Specifications and other license 
conditions also playa role in imposing requirements on licensees. It is found that assessment 
of the viability of performance-based approaches in a given area is best discussed in light of a 
comprehensive picture of requirements existing at all of these levels. 

Rule Level 

The rule states the mission, including the challenges to be addressed and the definition of 
successful per1ormance. Some existing rules explicitly quantify physical success criteria, such 
as peak clad temperature, or percentage of metal assumed to react with water to prodUce 
hydrogen in certain scenarios. 
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EvaluatiQn Guidance Level 

At this level, which includes bQth regulatQry guides and standard review plans, numerical 
success criteria are given if they were nQt stated as part Qf the rule. These may relate tQ 
capability requirements Qr reliability requirements. Guidance at this level dQes nQt have the 
standing Qf rules, but it may articulate standards that are cQnsidered tQ be a way tQ satisfy the 
intent Qf rules. 

Guidance on acceptable evaluation methods is also provided, including cQnservative analysis 
assumptions that may be required in order tQ assure that conclusiQns based Qn the evaluations 
are rQbust. 

Operational Level (Technical Specifications, Commitments, Qther elements Qf the Licensing 
Basis, etc.) 

At this level, requirements are aimed at assuring that assumptiQns related tQ safety are upheld. 
Requirements may be imposed on surveillance test interval and/or test protocol. Technical 
Specifications may limit the amount Qf time that the plant is allowed to operate with certain 
equipment trains Qut Qf service~ CQnsensus engineering standards cited by rules are also 
effectively operational level guidance. 

Case Study 1: Combustible Gas Control 

This case study applies the viability guidelines to a hypothetical new requirement concerning 
combustible gas control. The purpose Qf this hypothetical requirement is to control the 
probability of containment failure from uncontrolled burns Qf combustible gas which can Qccur 
under certain scenariQs in certain containment designs. If the requirement satisfies the viability 
guidelines cQncerning measurable performance parameters, objective performance criteria, 
licensee fleXibility, and safety margin, this is an indication that the requirement can be made 
performance-based. 

The case study assumes the fQllowing: 

•	 For plants with certain containment designs, some risk-significant scenariQs lead to the 
burning Qf cQmbustible gas at levels that can threaten cQntainment integrity. 

•	 A technical basis exists fQr identifying and quantifying risk-significant scenariQs and their 
elements Qn a plant-specific basis. 

•	 A technical basis exists fQr quantifying the amQunts and rates of generatiQn of combustible 
gases, and mQdeling.the phenomenology of bums (including the resulting IQads). 

•	 A technical basis exists for analysis of containment response to loads caused by 
combustion of gas. 

•	 A technical basis exists for establishing a needed functional reliability. This could be 
derived frQm an argument based on the Quantitative Health Objectives (QHOs), the 
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frequency at which this function is challenged, and the expected radiological 
consequences of functional failure of combustible gas control, given that it is challenged. 

Formulation of a Reguirement on Combustible Gas Control 

For purposes of this illustration, a hypothetical requirement on combustible gas control has 
been formulated that would be applicable to specific classes of plants. This hypothetical 
requirement on combustible gas control is characterized as follows in terms of the concepts 
discussed above. 

The Safety Issue: 

The safety issue is prevention of failure of containment due to loads caused by burning of 
combustible gases in conjunction with other loads (e.g., steam pressurization, HPME) during' 
risk-significant core damage scenarios that produce significant amounts of combustible gas. 
The emphasis on "risk-significant" core damage scenarios means that station blackout 
sequences need to be addressed (including the availability of power for ignition systems) and 
the phenomenology of core damage scenarios needs to be allowed for, including the amounts 
and rates of hydrogen generation and the severity of the environments that result. It is also 
necessary to include methodology for evaluation of containment loads resulting from bums, and 
specification of required margin on containment performance, if this is warranted. 

Physical Definition of Success: 

A possible definition of success is "Prevention of containment failure from burning of 
combustible gas concurrent with other containment loadings, given severe core damage with 
accompanying evolution of gas." 

This is to be assessed using evaluation methods and assumptions mandated in specification of 
the safety issue (above), and depends on technology. For igniters, it will be necessary to 
specify physical ignition capability: surface temperature, number, and distribution. 

Depending on implementation of technology selected, Technical Specifications on capability 
may be warranted (specification of the physical ignition capability required to be confirmed by 
test). 

Specification of Functional Reliability Needed To Meet Reguirement: 

As discussed earlier, the desired functional reliability can be determined from such 
considerations as the CHOs, the consequences of functional failure, and the frequency of 
challenges to this function (the frequency of severe core damage). In the discussion that 
follows, it is assumed that such a determination has been carried out, and that for plants in the 
class subject to this requirement, the overall functional failure probability is to be maintained 
well below 0.1. This probability is conditional on the scenario ingredients called out previously, 
such as station blackout. This assumption bears on licensee flexibility and on the feasibility of 
detecting performance changes within a reasonable time. 

As formulated, this hypothetical requirement specifies evaluation methodologies with respect to 
the challenge and definition of success. These evaluations could be carried out on a plant
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specific basis, or for classes of plants; for purposes of the present case study, it is tacitly 
assumed that each plant carries out the evaluations according to the acceptable methodologies. 
The performance parameters thus derived will take credit for aspects of containment 
performance that are themselves the subject of other requirements, which may be prescriptive. 
The hypothetical requirement does not force a choice of technology. 

Application of the Viability Guidelines 

The following aspects of the overall reqUirement, as hypothesized, warrant consideration as 
areas that could be performance-based: igniter capability, functional reliability, division 
reliability, and division availability. (For this case study, the choice of igniter technology is 
presumed, although this choice might not be made in all cases.) Atmospheric mixing is a 
related area that could be performance-based, but it is not treated here. The following 
discussion applies the four viability guidelines to each potential performance-based area in tum. 

Igniter Capability: 

In order to succeed, the igniter function must provide sufficient physical capability (e.g., enough 
surface area at a sufficiently high temperature). The functional reliability associated is 
discussed separately. 

Guideline IA: Several capability parameters exist: surface temperature, number, and 
distribution. 

Guideline 1B: Criteria for each of these parameters can be developed based on ignition 
phenomenology. 

• Guideline IC: Within igniter technology, relatively little flexibility in achieving these 
parameters may exist, but choice of technology itself may be allowed. 

Guideline 10: Provided that performance is actually monitored periodically, so that the 
failure is detected in test and not in an actual accident scenario, not meeting the criterion 
does not immediately cause a safety concern. This is based on the fact that the frequency 
of severe core damage is itself limited. 

Functional Reliability: 

Here, the phrase "functional reliability" refers to the probability that the ignition function will be 
carried out successfully, given that a need for the function arises. Since the function may be 
performed by a collection of SSCs, which may be designed to allow for some failures, the 
functional reliability depends on lower-level figures of merit such as division-level, train-level, ot 
component-level reliability and availability. 

Guideline IA: This guideline is met. At the functional level, for this case, it would be 
calculated from division and component level performance and availability data. 

Guideline IB: This gUideline is met. Functional reliability criterion is derivable as indicated 
above from aHO arguments, or could be formulated based on other lines of reasoning. 
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Guideline Ie: Choice of technology is one level of flexibility. Within igniter technology, 
there is flexibility in system redundancy and in licensee management of division 
availability. 

Guideline JO: Declining reliability is not an immediate safety concern. This is based on 
the fact that the frequency of severe core damage is itself limited. ' 

Division Reliability: 

Here, the phrase "division reliability" refers to the reliability of a functional subset of the igniter 
function. In fact, divisional redundancy may not be required for this function - it is possible that 
a single division might meet the requirement. The present discussion tacitly assumes that some 
redundancy would be incorporated into the design. Depending on the design, the functional 
reliability requirement would then be decomposed into division reliability requirements and 
division availability requirements. 

Guideline IA: Division reliability would be calculated from component level performance 
data. 

Guideline IB: An objective criterion can be developed based on the functional reliability 
criterion discussed above. 

Guideline IC: There is flexibility in design and in operational practices to meet this 
requirement. 

Guideline 10: Declining reliability is not an immediate safety concern. This is based on 
the fact that the frequency of severe core damage is itself limited. 

Division Availability: 

Here, the phrase "division availability" refers to the availability of a functional subset of the 
igniter function. In fact, divisional redundancy may not be required for this function - it is 
possible that a single division might meet the requirement. The present discussion tacitly 
assumes that some redundancy would be incorporated into the design. 

Guideline IA: Division availability would be evaluated directly from test and maintenance 
records. 

Guideline IB: An objective criterion would be developed, based on system redundancy, 
the functional reliability criterion and the division reliability criterion discussed above. 

Guideline IC: Flexibility exists in licensee management of maintenance. 

Guideline 10: Not meeting the availability criterion would not be an immediate safety 
concern. In addition to factors cited above for other parameters. the availability criterion 
has the property of being relatively easily observable, in that changes in performance are 
not masked by statistical fluctuations. 
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Summary 

For active ignition technology, several capability parameters were identified. These satisfy 
some of the remaining guidelines in that they are measurable, criteria exist, and failure to meet 
performance criteria does not result in an immediate safety concern. However, within igniter 
technology, there may not be very much flexibility in meeting these criteria. Other technologies 
could be considered. Inquiry needed to establish the practicality or necessity of monitoring the 
efficacy of atmospheric mixing was not carried out. 

Reliability parameters satisfy three of the four guidelines and might satisfy the fourth. Criteria 
can be derived, flexibility is afforded, and failure to satisfy reliability requirements is not an 
immediate safety concern. However, whether it is practical to confirm reliability through 
monitoring is a plant-specific evaluation. Viability requires that unacceptable performance 
cause enough failure events within a reasonable monitoring time to manifest the current 
(degraded) performance level. For this system, it is expected that quantitative evaluation would 
lead to a satisfactory finding for this guideline as well. 

Therefore, the viability guidelin~s are substantially satisfied by several key elements of this 
requirement. A substantially performance-based version of this requirement would be viable. 
However, as noted previously, the evaluations carried out for this area will take credit for 
passive containment performance under severe conditions including high temperatures. 
Performance-basing of requirements on these less-testable aspects of containment integrity 
may not be viable. Moreover, this hypothetical requirement mandates evaluation of the 
frequency of this particular functional challenge (Le., the frequency of severe core damage 
events that challenge this function). This frequency itself reflects credit for satisfaction of 

• 
.requirements that maynot be performance-based. Nevertheless, the utility of the guidelines 
has been demonstrated to identify components of the regulatory framework which can be made 
substantially performance-based. 

Case Study 2: Respiratory Protection and Controls to Restrict Internal Exposure in 
Restricted Areas 

This case study applies all three groups of guidelines to examine the recent changes to 
10 CFR 20, SUbpart H, Respiratory Protection and Controls to Restrict Internal Exposures. The 
stated goals of the revision were to revise the requirements to reflect current guidance (ANSI 
and OSHA) and to make the requirements for radiological protection less prescriptive while 
reducing unnecessary regUlatory burden without reducing worker protection. A review of the 
changes made to the requirements indicates three generic types of changes: 

1.	 Administrative changes that clarify the requirements, 

2.	 Regulatory framework changes to the structure of the requirements resulting in a more 
logical order (e.g., moving Appendix A footnotes to the regulatory text), and 

3.	 Regulatory changes that actually change the reqUirements explicitly identified in the 
rule and thus may impact the licensees' regUlatory burden. 
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The purpose of this case study is to apply the three groups of guidelines to specific regulatory 
requirements and determine whether the revised rule can be judged to be more performance
based than the prior version of the rule. Hence. the guidelines are being applied as an 
assessment tool to the changes made to the rule by the recent revision, and not to the rule as a 
whole. The assessment was performed using a sampling approach. To assess the impact of 
the change to SUbpart H. three of the changes to the rule were analyzed. The three changes 
selected were of the third type above. One change reflected an increased regulatory burden, 
one a reduction in regulatory burden, and one an overall neutral impact on the regulatory 
burden. 

Application of the Viability Guidelines 

The sample of three rule changes are examined below:. 

(i) A provision to reduce regUlatory burden was contained in §20.1702(b), which added text to 
permit licensees to consider safety factors other than radiological factors when performing an 
ALARA analysis to determine whether or not respirators should be used. Applying the viability 
gUidelines to assess this change results in the following: 

Guideline I.A.: The parameters should reflect licensee performance of the ALARA 
program as well as consider non-radiological factors that affect worker safety. Under the 
original rule requirements. the non-radiological factors had to be considered, but were 
divorced from the radiological ALARA determination. This could have resulted in reduced 
worker protection from non-radiological factors while licensees sought to meet ALARA 
requirements. Measurable or calculable parameters would be available from performance 
history associated with the non-radiological and ALARA factors. When compared to the 
prior version of the Subpart H requirements, the revised requirement would only require 
identification of parameters associated with non-radiological safety factors, such as 
trending of occupational health and safety incidents. in addition to parameters associated 
with radiological factors. 

Guideline LB.: Objective criteria to assess performance of a licensee's ALARA program 
exist in the form of past performance. Objective criteria on performance·of a licensee's 
ALARA program could be based on trending of worker doses. 

Guideline I.C.: The prior version of the requirement allowed licensee flexibility by the 
definition of ALARA. The revised requirement provides another degree of freedom for the 
ALARA analysis by including non-radiological safety factors. Under the revised 
requirement, it is possible for the ALARA analysis to result in higher doses to workers but 
lower overall risk to the workers once non-radiological safety factors are included. By 
allowing slightly higher worker doses in this scenario. the NRC has provided the licensee 
increased fleXibility. Thus, flexibility is increased with the revised requirement. 

Guideline 1.0.: By definition, the ALARA program operates in a dose regime that does not 
correspond to an immediate safety concern. Generally, the airborne concentrations of 
radioactive material are such that failure of performance criteria will not result in an 
immediate safety concern. By including non-radiological safety factors, the revised 
requirement should result in lower total risk. Thus, the revised requirement should 
generally increase the safety margin. On occasion. hazards may be such that a failure of 
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equipment might result in a relatively small safety margin, These rare cases result in more 
prescriptive requirements for equipment that will be discussed in further detairin the next 
requirement change example. 

Summary - This change expands the scope of the ALARA analysis by including non
radiological safety factors. This introduces greater flexibility by not requiring respirator use in 
some circumstances in which it would previously have been required. The licensee may, 
however, expend some extra effort in justification. The net effect may be to decrease overall 
licensee burden. In summary, this change satisfi.es the viability guidelines, making the revised 
rule more performance based than the prior version. 

(ii) A provision that increased regulatory burden was contained in §20.1703(c)(6) which added 
text to require 'fit testing before first field use of tight-fitting, face sealing respirators and at least 
annual testing thereafter. The quantitative criteria for successful fit testing are also codified. 
The prior version of the rule only included a requirement that the licensee's respiratory 
protection program include written procedures for fitting. The revised rule does not alter these 
requirements,. but includes specific requirements for fit testing frequency and quantitative criteria 
for test fit factors that must be ~chieved during testing in order to use the Appendix A APFs. 
These new specific requirements explicitly provide lower-level (less outcome-oriented) objective 
criteria for assessing fit testing. Both the prior version of the rule and the revised rule included a 
requirement that the licensee include surveys and bioassays, as necessary, to evaluate actual 
intakes in the respiratory protection program. Applying the viability guidelines to assess this 
change results in the following: 

Guideline I.A.: The parameters that measure desired outcomes associated with this 
requirement, dose due to internal exposure, are not affected by this change. The revised 
requirement explicitly mentions lower-level parameters for monitoring performance, but 
these parameters do not measure outcomes and were implicit in the prior version of the 
rule. 

Guideline LB.: Objective criteria to assess performance of a licensee's fit testing exist. 
The revision simply explicitly stated some of the objective criteria for fit testing. 

Guideline I.C.:The prior version of the rule allowed licensee flexibility by only specifying 
that a written procedure for fitting be included in the respiratory protection program. The 
revision adds requirements at a lower level: it increases the specificity of requirements 
imposed by the rule. Thus, application of the third viability guideline would indicate that 
the revised rule may be less performance-based. 

Guideline 1.0.: For performance in the area of respirator eqUipment fitting, sufficient safety 
margin may not exist when performance criteria are not met. As discussed above in the 
analysis of the ALARA program, hazards may be such that a failure of the respirator fitting 
properly may result in a relatively small safety margin. In addition, time is not available for 
taking corrective action due to the nature of the hazards, such as internally deposited 
radioactive material or non-radioactive airborne materials, and the typical frequency of 
surveys and bioassays. These scenarios require prescriptive requirements for fit testing. 
In addition, since proper fit is assumed when making dose calculations for legal records, 
prescriptive requirements are necessary to provide the proper assurance of accuracy. 
This guideline therefore corresponds to the motivation for the rule change. 
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Summary - This revision to the rule does not make the rule more performance-based. 
However, the reason for this is that sufficient safety margin and time for taking corrective action 
do not exist in the event the performance criteria are not met. The viability gUidelines indicate 
that this area of the rule is not suitable for performance-based activities and support the 
motivation for the rule change. 

(iii) A provision considered neutral relative to regulatory burden was included in the rulemaking 
relative to §20.1703(a)(6) [which becomes §20.1703(e) in the revised rule] such that text was 
added to require consideration of low temperature freezing of exhaust valves on negative 
pressure respirators, and removed text that specified protection against skin contamination. 
The only difference between the prior version of the rule and the revised rule for this particular 
change is the list of requirements explicitly mentioned by the rule that need to be considered 
when selecting respiratory protection equipment. Adding the requirement for consideration of 
low temperature work environments increases the analysis effort explicitly reqUired. Removing 
the requirement for consideration of skin contamination requires the licensee to address skin 
contamination using means other than respiratory equipment. Applying the viability gUidelines 
to assess this change results in the following: 

Guideline I.A.: The parameters would be equivalent for the prior version of the rule and 
the revised rule. 

Guideline LB.: The objective criteria may be based on performance history. 

Guideline I.e.: Although the list of requirements explicitly mentioned changes, the net 
affect on licensee flexibility is negligible. The level of specificity of the explicit 
requirements does not change. Since the objective criteria remain equivalent, the 
flexibility is unchanged by the change to the Subpart H requirements. 

Guideline 1.0.: Failure to meet the performance criteria of either the prior version of the 
rule or the revised rule could lead to situations that do not provide sufficient safety margin 
or time for taking corrective actions. For example, failure to consider low temperature 
work environments could result in exhalation valves on negative pressure respirators to 
freeze in the open position due to moisture from exhaled air when temperatures are below 
freezing. This situation would provide a pathway for airborne hazards, such as radioactive 
material, to bypass the respirator filter without the users knowledge. Thus, requirements 
are necessary to provide worker protection while in radioactive areas. This guideline 
therefore corresponds to the motivation for the rule change. . 

Summary - The revised rule is neither more or less performance-based than the prior version of 
the rule. The specific requirements changed in this example are prescriptive due to the fact that 
sufficient safety margin and time for taking corrective action do not exist in the event the 
performance criteria are not met. This example does demonstrate the validity of using the 
viability guidelines to assess performance-based activities and support the motivation for the 
rule change. 

Conclusion: Application of the guidelines to the three selected changes to the rule indicates 
that the changes appear to comport with the guidelines. A premise in the testing of the 
guidelines was that the process of testing may indicate a need to change one or more of the 
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guidelines.. The gUidelines worked well as they are and no changes are proposed as a result of 
the testing. ' 

Application of the Guidelines to Assess Performance-Based Regulatory Change 

For completeness, the changes to the requirements of Subpart H were evaluated against the 
remaining performance-based guidelines to verify that the changes resulted in a net regUlatory 
benefit. For this evaluation, the composite of all the changes must be evaluated to provide the 
integrated consideration required, rather than evaluating each change individually. Thus, the 
results of the sampling approach above are extrapolated to include all changes to the rule when 
necessary. However, this evaluation is based primarily on the existing results contained in the 
staff's Statement of Considerations and the RegUlatory Analysis for the amendment of 
SUbpart H requirements. 

Guideline II.A.: The following factors were noted: 

•	 Allowing the consideration of non-radiological safety factors when performing an ALARA 
analysis results in an overall reduction in the worker's risk from all hazards; 

•	 Explicitly identifying fit test criteria, intended to ensure that sufficient margin of safety 
(specifically, proper fit) is maintained under field and work conditions, increases assurance 
that respiratory equipment will perform as expected during use; 

• 
• Explicitly identifying environmental factors, such as low temperatures, for consideration in 

determining respiratory protection increases assurance that the proper operation of 
respiratory equipment will not be adversely affected during use. 

Guideline II.B.: The following factors were noted: 

•	 Identifying regulatory requirements in the amended rule text and remOVing guidance from 
the rule, such as moving some of the Appendix A footnotes to the regulatory text and 
deleting some that are addressed in the Regulatory Guide, clarifies the requirements and 
reduces confusion; 

•	 Recognizing new devices and new technologies updates the rule to reflect current 
practices by licensees; 

•	 Allowing use of single-use disposable masks when ALARA analysis indicates that 
respiratory protection is not necessary, provides a means for addressing respiratory 
protection equipment when requested by the worker. 

Guideline II.C.: The following factors were noted: 

•	 Including decontamination to reduce resuspension of radioactive material in the work 
place provides an effective and efficient means of controlling internal dose instead of using 
respirators; 

•	 Adopting the existing guidance of ANSI, such as reduced equipment assigned protection 
factors (APFs) provides consistency; 
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•	 Adopting the existing requirements of OSHA, such as fit testing frequency and fit factors 
for positive pressure, continuous flow, and positive-demand devices, provides 
consistency. 

Guideline 11.0: The following was noted: 

•	 Each amendment to the rule was reviewed by the staff to determine the impact on 
licensee burden and the conclusion was that 13 amendments reduced burden, 3 
amendments increased burden, and 36 amendments had no impact on burden; with the 
net result being a reduction in licensee burden. 

Guideline II.E: The following was noted: 

The backfit analysis performed by the staff for the amendments concluded that the 
changes constitute not only a burden reduction, but also a substantial increase in the 
overall protection of public (worker) health and safety. Based on a review of public. 
comments, public confidence is not significantly affected by the rule amendments. 
However, it is assumed that the substantial increase in the overall protection of worker 
health and safety would result in an associated increase in public confidence. The 
Regulatory Analysis estimated a net benefit of $1.5 million per year, including the cost to 
revise licensee procedures. Finally, since this is an amendment to an existing rule, the 
regulatory framework can inherently incorporate the approach into the existing regulatory 
framework. Thus, the existing Regulatory Analysis adequately addresses the regulatory 
improvement guidelines, demonstrating that the amendments to the rule result in a net 
regulatory benefit. 

• Application of the Guidelines to Assure Consistency with Other Regulatory Principles 

The revision is inherently consistent with other regulatory principles. However, use of the 
guideline will support the assertion that the guideline is valid for evaluating future performance
based activities. The revised rule is consistent with 1992 American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) guidance for respiratory protection and respiratory protection regulations published by 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The findings of the environmental 
assessment analysis state that the revised rule is expected to result in a decrease in the use of 
respiratory protection and an increase in engineering and other controls to reduce airbome 
contaminants while maintaining total occupational dose as low as reasonably achievable. Thus, 
subject to the limitations of the sampling approach used, the revision to the rule is consistent 
with other regUlatory principles. 
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UNITED STATES 

• 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

August 29, 2000 
grors 

MEMORANDUM TO: ACRS Me~ber
 
~j) .
 

FROM:	 Noel Dudley, Se or Staff Engineer 

SUBJECT:	 ACRS REVIEW PLANS FOR LICENSE RENEWAL GUIDANCE 
DOCUMENTS 

During the June 7-9 and July 12-14, 2000 ACRS meetings the Committee discussed and 

approved a plan, assignments, and guidance proposed by Dr. Bonaca for reviewing license 

renewal guidance documents. The final plan, assignments, and guidance are attached. I plan 

to provide each member with a copy of the proposed Standard Review Plan, Regulatory Guide, 

and associated NEI 95-10. Since the Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) report is over 

2,000 pages, individual members will receive only those sections of the Report assigned to them 

•
 for review. A complete copy ~f the GALL Report will be prOVided upon request.
 

Attachments: 1. License Renewal: Plan for ReViewing Guidance Documents 
2. ACRS Review Assignments for License Renewal Guidance Documents 
3. License Renewal:	 Guidance for ACRS Review of Guidance Documents 

cc.: J. Larkins 
H. Larson 
S. Duraiswamy
 
ACRS Fellows and Staff
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'. Attachment 1 

LICENSE RENEWAL 
PLAN FOR REVIEWING GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS 

The staff plans to brtef the Plant License Renewal Subcommittee in October 2000 concerning 
drafts of the Standard Review Plan, Generic Aging Lessons Learned II Report, and Regulatory 
Guide related to preparation and review of license renewal applications. The Nuclear Energy 
Institute (NEI) has revised its NEI 95-10 Report, which provides guidance to licensees 
concerning implementation of the requirements for preparing a license renewal application. The 
staff plans to review and endorse NEI 95-10 in a regulatory guide. 

The staff has held meetings with NEI and the industry concerning these documents and plans to 
issue draft documents for public comment in August 2000. The staff plans to hold a public 
workshop in September and brief the Committee at the November 2000 ACRS meeting. 

All ACRS members should participate in the review of these generic guidance documents, since 
they may become members of the Plant License Renewal Subcommittee in the future. To 
ensure the Committee members have sufficient time to conduct a thorough and integrated 
review of these document, the following course of action is recommended: 

•	 assign Members primary responsibilities for reviewing specific portions of the 
documents, 

• • provide pre-draft documents to the members in May 2000, 

•	 discuss Committee approach for reViewing generic documents at the June ACRS 
meeting, 

•	 provide draft public comment generic documents to the members in August 2000, 

•	 schedule a half an hour session at the September ACRS meeting to discuss reviewing 
the documents (NRR will provide an overview), 

•	 members attend the September NRC workshop, 

•	 schedule a half an hour session at the October ACRS meeting to discussed members' 
issues and concerns, 

•	 Plant License Renewal Subcommittee meeting in October to review generic documents. 

•	 review and comment on the documents at the November 2000 ACRS meeting, and 

•	 review proposed final documents at the March 2001 ACRS meeting. 
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Attachment 2 

'. ACRS REVIEW ASSIGNMENTS FOR 
LICENSE RENEWAL GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS 

Updated August 28, 2000 

REVIEW Assigned Standard Review Plan GALL Report NE195-10 
Member Sections Chapters ChaptersITEMS 

Introduction or	 MVB 1.0 I 1.0 
Administrative	 ALL 
Information 

Scoping and MVB 2.1 3.0 
Screening ALL 
Methodology 

Plant	 JOS 2.2 IV 4.0 
OAP 

Reactor Coolant RLS 2.3 3.2 4.2 V 6.0 
System WJS 

• 
Engineered TSK 2.3 3.3 4.2 VII 6.0 
Safety Features GBW 

Auxiliary	 JOS 2.3 3.4 VIII 6.0 
Systems REU 

Steam and ..IDS 2.3 3.5 III 6.0 
Power REU 
Conversion 

Structures	 JDS 2.4 3.6 VI 6.0 
DAP 

Electrical and REU 2.5 3.7 4.4 6.0 
I&C GA 

Time-Limiting REU 4.1 5.0 
Aging Analyses DAP 4.8 

Reactor Vessel	 DAP 4.2 IV 6.0 
RLS 

Containment	 TSK 4.6 II 6.0 
GBW 
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'. Attachment 3 

LICENSE RENEWAL 
GUIDANCE FOR ACRS REVIEW OF GENERIC DOCUMENT 

The proposed Standard Review Plan (SRP) for license renewal provides guidance on an 
acceptable method for applying the scoping and screening criteria to identify the long lived 
passive structures and components. The SRP provides guidance on how to reference the 
Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL II) report and to identify the aging effects and the 
acceptable aging management programs or activities. Items to consider during review of the 
license renewal generic documents and the proposed licenses renewal process include: 

1.	 Do the SRP, GALL II report, and associated regulatory gUide provide adequate technical 
bases to support license renewal decisions? 

2.	 Are the SRP, the GALL" report and the NEI implementation documents effectively 
integrated? Do they provide a consistent and understandable process? Does the SRP 
provide a user friendly map of how these documents come together? 

3.	 Is guidance adequate to support effective scoping/screening of older plants? Are the 
lessons learned from the review of the OCONEE and Calvert Cliff Nuclear Plant license 
renewal applications adequately conveyed to future reviewers? 

• 4. Does the SRP direct the staff to develop a comprehensive understanding of the technical 
issues and of the proposed technical solutions or direct the staff to verify the existence of 
aging management programs? 

5.	 Is review of plant specific operating experience adequately emphasized by the SRP? Is 
guidance adequate to evaluate the effectiveness of plant programs dealing with unique 
types of plant specific aging degradation? 

6.	 Have the SRP and supporting documents taken into proper consideration the issues and 
concerns raised by all stakeholders? 

7.	 Are the license renewal generic issue resolutions adequately reflected in the guidance 
documents? 
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 

AUGUST 30, 2000 

LICENSE RENEWAL GENERIC ACTIVITIES 

Sam Lee - Senior Material Engineer RLSB/NRR 

• 
1 

License Renewal Generic Activities -
Agenda 

• Background, Overview and Schedule 

• Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) 

• Standard Review Plan 

• Regulatory Guide and NEI 95-10 

• Solicitation of Comments 

• 2 



• Background 
, 

• Guidance provided by SRM for SECY 99-148 
~ Document basis for acceptance of existing programs 
~ Focus on areas where existing programs should be 

augmented 
~ Develop documents with stakeholder participation 
~ Brief Commission on public comments 
~ Commission approval 
~ Recommendation on rulemaking after additional 

review experience 

• 
3 

Overview 

• GALL report and SRP intended to work together 

• Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-11 04) proposes to endorse 
NE195-10 

• Invite stakeholders comments 
~ Workshop held on December 6,1999 
~ 12 public meetings held from March-July 2000 
~ Workshop scheduled for September 25, 2000 

• Documents have been integrated to the extent 
practicable 

• 4 



• Schedule 
a liNn 

•
 

Ac1u.al 

Issue draft GALL, SRP, and RG/NEI 95-10 for publiccomment 8/00 8/31100 

Public meeting and workshop to gather public comments 9100 9/25100 

NEI revise NEI 95-10 10100 

ACRS License Renewal Subcommittee Meeting 10/00 

ACRS Full Comm ittee Meeting 11/00 

Commission briefing on public comments on draft GALL, 11100 11/27/00 
SRP, and RG/NEI 95-10 

ACRS meeting on GALL, SRP, and RGINEI 95-10 2101 

Com mission approval of GALL and SRP 3/01 

NEI com m ent on need for rulem aking 4/01 

Public meeting to discuss need for rulem aking 5/01 

Staff recommendation to Commission on rulemaking 7/01 

5 

Generic Aging Lessons Learned Report 

• Build on previous GALL report (NUREG/CR-6490) 

• Review aging effects 

• Identify relevant existing programs 

• Evaluate program attributes to manage aging effects 

• 6 



• Generic Aging Lessons Learned Report 
~ III I· T [ W 

Table of Contents for Volume 1 (Summary) 

Introduction 

GALL Report Evaluation Process 

Application of GALL Re port 

Summary and Recommendations 

Appendices: 

Plant Systems Evaluated in the GALL Report (Volume 2) 

Table of Item Numbers in the GALL Report (Volume 2) 

• 
7 

Generic Aging Lessons Learned Report 

Table of Contents for Volume 2 (Tabulation of Results) 
Chapter Rlse Technical 

.Lud 

Application of ASME Code 

II Containment Structures Peter Kang 

III Structures and Component Supports Hai·Boh Wang 

IV Reactor Vessel, Internals, and Reactor Coolant Jerry Dozier 
System 

V Engineered Safety Features Rani Franovich 

VI Electrical Components Sikhindra Mitra 

VII Auxiliary Systems Tamara Bloomer 

VIII Steam and Power Conversion System Jim Strnisha 

IX Not Used 

X Time-Limited Aging Analyses 

• 
XI Aging Management Programs 

Appendix Quality Assurance for Aging Management Programs 

8 



• -	 Standard Review Plan 
j I 

•	 Reference GALL report for crediting existing programs 

•	 Incorporate lessons learned and resolution of license 
renewal issues 

•	 Compatible with standard format of license renewal 
application 

•	 
9 

Standard Review Plan 

Table of Contents 

OJapter .Ii1Ie 

1 Acministrative Information 

2 Scoping and Screening "ethodolomr for Identifying Structures and 
Components Slbject to Aging Mlnagernent Review, and mpJementation 
ResuJts 

3 Aging Management Review Results 

4 Tirne-UmitedAging Analyses 

App A Branch Technical Positions 

•	 10 



• Regulatory Guide for License Renewal 
un- £!I 

• DG-1047 issued 8/96 
~ endorsed Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 95-10, Rev ° 

• DG-11 04 to be issued 8/00 
~ proposes to endorse NEI 95-10 Revision 2 

• 
11 

NEI 95-10 Revision 2 

Table of Contents 

Chapter Ii1IJl. 

1 Introduction 

2 Overview of Part 54 

3 Identify the SCCs Within the Scope of License Renewal and Their 
Intended Function 

4 Integrated Plant Assessment 

5 Time-Limited Aging Analyses Including Exemptions 

6 License Renewal Application Format and Content 

AppendiX A 10 CFR Part 54 

Appendix B Typical Structure and Component Groupings and Active/Passive 
Determinations for the Integrated Plant Assessment 

• Appendix C References 

12 



• Solicitation of Comments .. 
• Does the draft GALL report provide sufficient credit for 

existing programs? 

• Does the draft GALL report provide too much credit 
without sufficient technical basis? 

• How should the GALL report reference editions of 
national codes and standards that are not subject to the 
Commission's approval process? 

• Should the applicant be required to justify the omission 
of any aging effects identified in the GALL report that 
the applicant determined not to be applicable? 

• 
13 
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•
 STANDARD REVIEW PLAN FOR LICENSE RENEWAL
 
TABLE OF CONTENTS
 

Page 

TABLE OF CONTENTS . 

INTRODUCTION 1 

CHAPTER 1. ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMA"nON 

1.1	 DOCKETING OF TIMELY AND SUFFICIENT RENEWAL APPLICATION 1.1-1 

CHAPTER 2. SCOPING AND SCREENING METHODOLOGY FOR IDENTIFYING 
STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUBJECT TO AGING MANAGEMENT REVIEW, 
AND IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS 

2.1	 SCOPING AND SCREENING METHODOLOGy............................................... 2.1-1
 

2.2	 PLANT LEVEL SCOPING RESULTS 2.2-1 

2.3	 SCOPING AND SCREENING RESULTS: MECHANICAL SySTEMS 2.3-1 

2.4	 SCOPING AND SCREENING RESULTS: STRUCTURES 2.4-1 

• 2.5 SCOPING AND SCREENING RESULTS: ELECTRICAL AND 
INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS SySTEMS 2.5-1 

CHAPTER 3. AGING MANAGEMENT REVIEW RESULTS 

3.1	 AGING MANAGEMENT OF REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 3.1-1 

3.2	 AGING MANAGEMENT OF ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 3.2-1 

3.3	 AGING MANAGEMENT OF AUXILIARY SYSTEMS 3.3-1 

3.4	 AGING MANAGEMENT OF STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SySTEM 3.4-1 

3.5	 AGING MANAGEMENT OF STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 3.5-1 

3.6	 AGING MANAGEMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTATION AND 
CONTROLS 3.6-1 

CHAPTER 4. TIME-LIMITED AGING ANALYSES 

4.1	 IDENTIFICATION OF TIME-LIMITED AGING ANALYSES 4.1-1 

4.2	 REACTOR VESSEL NEUTRON EMBRln-LEMENT 4.2-1 

• 4.3 METAL FATIGUE 4.3-1 



• STANDARD REVIEW PLAN FOR LICENSE RENEWAL 
TABLE OF CONTENTS (CONTINUED) 

Page 

4.4	 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION (EO) OF ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT 4.4-1 

4.5	 CONCRETE CONTAINMENT TENDON PRESTRESS.......................................... 4.5-1
 

4.6	 CONTAINMENT LINER PLATE, METAL CONTAINMENTS, AND 
PENETRATIONS FATIGUE ANALYSIS 4.6-1 

4.7	 OTHER PLANT-SPECIFIC TIME-LIMITED AGING ANALySES............................ 4.7-1
 

APPENDIX A: BRANCH TECHNICAL POSITIONS 

A.1	 AGING MANAGEMENT REVIEW - GENERIC (BRANCH TECHNICAL 
POSITION RLSB-1) ; A.1-1 

A.2	 QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR AGING MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS (BRANCH 
TECHNICAL POSITION IQMB-1) A.2-1 

• 
A.3 GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES RELATED TO AGING (BRANCH TECHNICAL 

POSITION RLSB-2) A.3-1 
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ACRS BRIEFING
 
AUGUST 30, 2000
 

INDIAN POINT 2 EVENTS
 

EVENT 1: REACTOR TRIP AND
 
PARTIAL LOSS OF VITAL POWER
 

AUGUST 31, 1999
 

EVENT 2: STEAM GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE
 
FEBRUARY 15, 2000
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INDIAN POINT 2 EVENTS 

".' . , .. ;..;.;r':4:Ji""'~t:':c,,~~fFh,,~·::';)':W;;!i!i~;~~IIUmlllllliilllfilllr  !? m !ii.iIll1ii~i£,",,(~·;.;w:J[~.i#""'fA.,,:,~··::.;' ':, . 

PRESENTERS
 

- Opening Remarks: Ledyard B. Marsh 
- Chief, Events Assessment, Generic Communications 

and Non-Power Reactors Branch, NRR 

-Introduction: Eric J. Benner, NRR 

• 8/31/1999 Event: Jimi T. Yerokun, Region I
 

• 2/15/2000 Event: Raymond K. Lorson, RI 

• Risk Insights: James M. Trapp, RI 

• Closing Remarks:	 Brian E. Holian 
- Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety, Region I 

2
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INDIAN POINT 2 EVENTS 

~~~>'  -,-/;-"-i;;/i:f-;%ltW¥\:iA'M7"'4m;~R<\g~;l~;%~W_~:a.t~'tf~"1!&Ni ..(·,;;tW;('$0J:'~;;\;

INTRODUCTION
 

• Reactor Trip and Partial Loss of Vital Power 
~ August 31, 1999 

• Steam Generator Tube Failure 
~ February 15, 2000 

• Aspects of Events to be Discussed: 
~ Sequence of events 
~  Licensee response 
~ Safety Significance 
~ Root cause areas 
~ Risk insights 

3
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Reactor Trip and Partial Loss of 

. 

Vital Power 
';;·;;·<-rM1;J\i;::"';;i;:/')§;-:A;i~~t}j[;i4t.~'?'Y4~1:&0!~l$}~;';$i~:i';{:m,'t;2,>::~L~i';:> c 

-Initiator 
~  Reactor Trip 

- Channel 3, OTDT in "Trip" for Maintenance 
- Spurious Actuation of Channel 4, OTDT 

- Complications 
~ (1) Offsite power lost to all vital 480 volts buses 
~ (2) Essential power (EDG) lost to 480 volt bus 6A 

• Result: Loss of one 125 VAC Instrument bus 
~	 Loss of >75% CR Annunciators
 

- Declaration of Unusual Event
 

4 
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

'-8,.KF~Mf;i~2~V9Z(U~1.ir:·; ,'(,%-{; d;~ ";;;*~,:!,-,;tZ%T,kltfl£~P?::~KN1iW;i,:~<t\',17-,>.Lr;fH:;:£;_ki;~_!fJ:$tf:m:§'fi~~n(4t1$f~~~~~~ffi;:f~:Eftitg,~4VibR<!@Wre?:]jH}ftii3;*b:rM,~W/?bif';'" 

• Reactor Trip- Aug 31, 1999, 2:31 P.M. 
~	 Four 6.9 kV Buses Transfer From Unit to Station 

Auxiliary Transformer - as designed 

• Offsite Power Lost to Vital 480 Volt Buses 
- (2A, 3A, 5A and 6A) 

~	 EDGs Started 

• EDG 23 Output Breaker to Bus 6A Opens 
~  Battery Charger 24 De-energized 

5
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Sequence of Events (continued)
 

'i'>%;#<tt;\~t:>/'>"LdV;~""::';i9~H';;jf~o;;~:::·,_,,:nh::::},,::''1/':_', -': i::--:_'-"-;~':-~:""';:.:,:' __ '<~)·',_~J;;,MtWjLii#1Ut tW~~~H,~~:'),.'r:~:~;j!'*):\:';".t;}'*i>:\#1itw!;~iMjHMJM";;Yi*·ffi'iWA'M:~'.:lWnn _~~~_~'Wi,:w-"-:nW:<Wk;:;,;t':1<://::::A";4i.M~fu:~4t~~:.MM#iW~';¥0?· :'D~~:'~;«J:t,,:,'<:;-7<:(\' ~,:>,:,::,tt_;r;}';"::::!:'" ',.:::-:-,'<:;' <:_:>---"',,:--:.::~':,,::: ';>( 

• Battery 24 Depleted (~  7.5 hours)
 
~ Loss of 125 VAC Instrument Bus 24
 
~ Loss of > 75% CR Annunciators
 

• Unusual Event Declared (8/31, 9:55 P.M.) 

• Emergency Power Restored To Bus 6A 

• Unusual Event Terminated (9/1, 3:30 A.M.) 

• Offsite Power Restored to Bus 6A 
6 
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ROOT CAUSE AREAS 

• Configuration Control 

• Management Oversight 

• Technical Support 

• Corrective Actions 

8
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CONFIGURATIONAL CONTROL
 

• Station Aux. Transformer Load Tap Changer
 
~ Control Room Switch Not Maintained in "AUTO"
 

• Vital Bus Degraded Voltage Relay Setting 
~ Reset Set Point Not Verified 

• EDG 23 Breaker Over-Current Trip Setting 
~ Not Properly Set (3200 Vs. 6000 amps) 

9
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MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT, 

. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND 
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

• Weak Response During The Event 
~ Focus on Shutdown Work Plans 
~ Coordination/Use of Resources 

• Weak Technical Support Before The Event 
~ Degraded Voltage Relay Setting 
~ Procedures - EP, 480 Volt Bus Recovery 

-Inadequate Correctiv~  Actions 
~ Prior RPS OTDT Anomalies 
~ Repair of Load Tap Changer 

10 
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RISK SIGNIFICANCE 

··CCDP - 2E-4 

• Dominant Sequence 
~	 Loss of one MDAFW Pump + Loss of TDAFW 

Pump + Failure to Recover Feedwater 

• Key Assumptions 
~  No Credit for 480 Volt Bus Recovery 
~ Bleed and Feed Success needs 2 of 2 PORVs 

11
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INDIAN POINT UNIT 2
 

Steam Generator Tube Failure
 
February 15, 2000
 

II Sequence of Events 

II Safety Significance 

II Root Cause Areas 

II Risk Significance 



• • •. , 

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

_	 Initiator: PWSCC of the R2C5 tube of the #24 SG; 
initial primary to secondary leak rate of 
approximately 150 gpm. 

II	 Complications: Several operator, procedural and 
equipment problems delayed establishing cold, 
shutdown conditions. 

_	 Results: 
•	 The plant remained in an "Alert" Status -24 hours 
•	 Minor radiological release. 

2
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

February 15, 200J) 

7:17 p.m. -
7:29 p.m. -
7:30 p.m. -
7:41 p.m. -
8:31 p.m. -
9:02 p.m. -
9:04 p.m. -
11 :38 p.m. -

Operators Identified Increased SGLeak 
Declared Alert 
Tripped Reactor 
State/County Officials Notified 
Isolated Affected SG 
Operators Initiated Plant Cooldown 
Manually Initiated Safety Injection 
Tube Leak Stopped 

February 16, 2000 
12:39 p.m. -- Shutdown Cooling System 
4:57 p.m. -- Achieved Cold Shutdown 
6:50 p.m. -- Terminated Alert 

3 
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SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE
 

.'
 

•	 Initial Operator Response Prompt/Appropriate 

•	 Licensee Successful in Achieving Cold Shutdown 

•	 Several Operator Performance/Procedural Issues, and 
Equipment Issues Identified Which Delayed Achieving Cold 
Shutdown Conditions 

•	 Several Emergency Response Problems 

•	 No Measurable Offsite Radi.ological Release Impact (consistent 
with calculated results) . 

•	 No Impact on Public Health and Safety 

4
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INDIAN POINT 2 
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ROOT CAUSE AREAS 

II Operator Performance 

II Procedural Adequacy 

II Equipment Performance 

II Emergency Response 

6 



• • • 
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 

II	 Initial Response Prompt and Appropriate; Procedure 
Adherence Good Overall 

II	 Some Deficiencies in the Plant Cooldown Phase 

•	 Initial Cooldown Excessive (led to 51) 
•	 Operator Recognition of Plant Configuration 

(CCW Valve Configuration, Auxiliary Spray) 

7
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PROCEDURE QUALITY 

- Procedures (AOPs/EOPs) to Guide Initial Response 
were Good 

II	 Several Procedural Deficiencies Challenged 
Operators During the Plant Cooldown Phase 

•	 Delayed Placing Shutdown Cooling In-Service
 
•	 System Configuration (CCW Valves, Aux Spray) 
•	 Shutdown Conditions (RCS Temperature) 

8 
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EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
 

• Event Mitigation Systems Worked Properly 

• Reactor Protection System 
• Auxiliary Feedwater System 
• Safety Injection System 

• Some Pre-existing Equipment Problems Challenged Operators 

• Automatic Condenser Vacuum Control Valve 
• Condenser Mechanical Vacuum Pump 
• Containment Valve Seal Water System Design Problem 
• Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve Design Problem 

9
 



• • 
EMERGENCY RESPONSE
 

.'
 

•	 Emergency Response Protected Health and Safety of Public 
•	 Event Classified Properly/Good Critique of Emergency 

Response 

•	 Emergency Plan/Implementing Procedure Problems 
•	 Augmented Emergency Response Facility Staffing Not 

Timely 
•	 Accountability Problems 
•	 Emergency Response Data System (EROS) not Operable for 

Several Hours (Pre-Existing Problem) 
•	 Problems in Implementation of the Media Response Plan 
•	 Emergency Response Facility Equipment Problems 
•	 Technical Support Timeliness and Quality Issues 

•	 Supplemental EP Inspection 

10
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RISK SIGNIFICANCE
 

Actual Event Risk: 
•	 Initial estimated CCDP for a SGTR - 1E-4 GEM/SPAR & -7.7E-5 based 

IPE 
•	 Revised CCDP based on actual leak rate was - 2.2E-6 

Key Assumptions: 
•	 Actual SGT failure leak rate - 100gpm - HRA revised accordingly 
•	 Charging pumps available for HP makeup 

SOP Conditional Rjsk Assessment: 
•	 Delta-CDF is used to determine risk significance of inspection findings 
•	 Deficiencies with the 1997 SGT inspection program have a high delta

CDF and are risk significant 

K16' Assumptions: 
•	 SGT failure IE frequency - 1/RY 
•	 1h tube failures result in ruptures 

11
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SUMMARY 
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Supplemental Inspections/Actions 
August 1999 Event 
Emergency Preparedness 
Steam Generator Tube Failure Root Cause 
Issuance of Information Notice 2000-09 

Agency Focus (5/23/00) 
Communication and Coordination 
Engineering Support 
Configuration Management /Control 
Equipment Reliability/Large Backlog 
Operator Knowledge, Station Training, Procedures 
Emergency Preparedness 

Public Meeting 12 

September 11 , 2000 - On Site 
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• 
FINAL DRAFT: 8124/00 

1'1. ITEMS REQUIRING COMMlrrEE ACTION 

1. 

• 2. 

Differing Professional Opinion on Steam Generator Tube Integrity (Open) 
(DAP/SD) ESTIMATED TIME: 3 hours 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

Review requested by the Executive Director for Operations [F. Miraglia, 
OEDO]. The Executive Director for Operations requested that the ACRS act as 
the panel to review a Differing Professional Opinion concerning steam generator 
tube integrity issues. 

An ad hoc Subcommittee consisting of D. Power (Chairman), M. Bonaca, T. 
Kress, M. Shack, and J. Sieber has been proposed to review this matter. A 
subcommittee meeting will be scheduled for the week of November 13-17,2000. 
SUbject to satisfactory completion of the subcommittee review, this matter will be 
scheduled for the December ACRS meeting. 

.The Planning and Procedures Subcommittee will recommend a course of 
action• 

Proposed Revision to the Revised Reactor Oversight Process (Open) 
(JDS/MWW) ESTIMATED TIME: 1 Y2 HRS. 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

Review requested by the Commission [M. Johnson, NRR]. In a Staff 
Requirements Memorandum dated April 5, 2000, the Commission requested the 
ACRS to review the use of performance indicators (PIs) in the revised reactor 
oversight process (RROP) to ensure that the Pis provide meaningful insights into 
aspects of plant operation that are important to safety. The Commission also 
requested the ACRS to review the initial implementation of the significance 
determination process (SDP) and assess the technical adequacy of the SDP to 
contribute to the RROP. . 

The staff is in the process of revising the performance indicators. They are 
developing metrics for the assessment of the of th~ RROP 

The Committee last reviewed the RROP in March 2000 and provided a report to 
the Commission dated March 15, 2000. In that report, the Committee supported 
the staff's proposed initial implementation of the RROP but offered comments 
and recommendations on the choices of Pis and associated thresholds, 
completeness of the SOP, and further development needed for full and effective 
implementation. In accordance with the Staff ReqUirements Memorandum dated 

• - 4
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FINAL DRAFT: 8/24/00
 

AprilS, 2000, the Committee plans to continue its review of the results of the use 
of performance indicators and the SOP subsequent to initial implementation of 
the RROP. The staff has suggested that an interim briefing during the 
November 2000 ACRS meeting might be appropriate. However, results of the 
assessment and the revision of the performance indicators will not be available 
for ACRS review until March-April 2001. 

The Committee needs to decide if it wishes an information briefing/discussion in 
November, rather than wait until the first of the year to hear the results of or 
efforts to respond to the SRM. As a result of information presented during the 
visits to Davis Besse and Region III, the Committee might want to consider an 
interim information briefing to the subcommittee before having a full Committee 
briefing. A subcommittee briefing would provide an opportunity to discuss some 
of the findings that resulted from the visits in more detail. 

The Subcommittee recommends that an information briefing by the staff be 
scheduled for the October ACRS briefing. 

3.	 Proposed Revision to 10 CFR Part 73. "Physical Protection of Plants and 
Materials" (Open) (TSKlNFD) ESTIMATED TIME: 1 Y2 hours 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

•	 Review requested by the NRC staff [Michael Jamgochian, NRR]. The staff 
briefed the Committee on its reevaluation of power reactor physical protection 
regulations and its position on a definition of radiological sabotage at the May 
2000 ACRS meeting. The staff is preparing a proposed revision to 10 CFR 
73.55, "Requirements for physical protection of licensed activities in nuclear 
power reactors against radiological sabotage." The staff plans to provide the 
ACRS with a copy of the proposed revision by August 31, 2000. 

Dr. Kress has agreed to recommend a course of action after receiving the 
document. 

4.	 RETRAN-3D Transient Analysis Code (Open) (GBW/PAB) ESTIMATED TIME: 
1 hour 

Purpose: Determine a Course of Action 

Review requested by the NRC staff [R. Caruso, NRR]. As part of its Thermal
Hydraulic (T/H) Code Review Action Plan, NRR initiated review of the EPRI 
RETRAN-3D thermal-hydraulic transient analysis code. The code is designed 
for analysis of FSAR Chapter 15 transients (excluding Appendix K LOCA 
analysis), and plant events. The T/H Phenomena Subcommittee began its 
review of this code during its December 16-17,1998 meeting. 

•	 - 5 



FINAL DRAFT: 8124/00

• NRR had developed a detailed schedule for reviewing the RETRAN-3D code. In 
accordance with this review schedule, the T/H Phenomena Subcommittee met 
on March 23, 1999. A Subcommittee report was provided to the Committee 
during its April 1999 meeting. 

Dr. Wallis conducted a detailed review of portions of the RETRAN code 
documentation. He has identified several issues of a significant nature with the 
models and correlations used in the "3D" version of the code. NRR has ~lIso 
identified a number of significant issues regarding the code modeling. In 
addition, EPRI was required to modify its "five equation" flow model to correct 
known errors. A meeting was held on June 29, 1999 between NRR and EPRI to 
address these matters. The outcome of the meeting gave indication that a 
significant amount of work remains before completing the review of this code. 

Dr. Wallis provided a report to the Committee during the July 1999 ACRS 
meeting regarding his concerns. The Committee considered a draft letter to the 
EDO on this matter, but the letter was tabled. During the September meeting, 
the Committee discussed the direction to be taken by the ACRS regarding future 
review of the RETRAN-3D code. It was agreed that the Committee would defer 

. further action on this matter, pending receipt of the staff's review document. 

• 
Representatives of NRR and EPRI discussed the status of the RETRAN review 
during the March 15, 2000 T/H Phenomena Subcommittee meeting. Dr. Wallis 
reported the results of the subcommittee meeting to the ACRS during its April 
meeting. He said that the subcommittee plans no future action on this matter, 
subject to further action from the NRR staff. NRR has recently provided the 
ACRS with a copy of the draft SEA. However, two issues need to be resolved 
prior to its final issuance: (1) EPRI must formally respond to the list of conditions 
specified by the staff in the SER for use of the code, and, (2) EPRI and NRC are 
in dispute relative to the need for EPRI to pay for the staff's review. 

·rhe Planning and Procedures Subcommittee recommends that Dr. Wallis 
propose a course of action after reviewing the draft SER. 

5.	 SECY-00-0145,"lntegrated Rulemaking Plan for Nuclear Power Plant 
Decommissioning" (Open) (TSKIMME) ESTIMATED TIME: 1 Y2 hours 

Purpose: Decide on a Course of Action 

Review requested by the ACRS. The subject SECY, "Integrated Rulemaking 
Plan for Nuclear Power Plant Decommissioning" issued on June 28, 2000, 
requests Commission approval to proceed with developing an integrated 
rulemaking for nuclear power plant decommissioning. The regulatory areas 
addressed by this rulemaking plan are emergency planning, insurance, 
safeguards, staffing and training, and backfit. 

•	 - 6



• 
FINAL DRAFT: 8/24/00 

The staff briefed the ACRS in April 2000 regarding the draft technical stUdy on 
spent fuel pool accident risk at decommissioning nuclear power plants. The 
ACRS issued its report on April 13, 2000 regarding this issue and the first 
recommendation was "The integrated rulemaking on decommissioning should be 
put on hold until the staff provides technical justification for the proposed 
acceptance criterion for fuel uncovery frequency " The staff, however, on 
page 3 of SECY-00-0145 (second paragraph) states that "The staff believes that 
the ACRS comments will not impact the overall conclusions of the staff's risk 
study." 

SECY-00-0145 describes sample regulatory languages for emergency planning, 
insurance, security, operator staffing and training, and applying the backfit rule. 
The staff also did not approve NEl's request for adapting 10 CFR Part 50 to 
decommissioning plants. The subject SECY provides two options on this issue, 
namely; 

- Option 1, approval of this rulemaking could be placed on hold until the staff 
has provided the Commission a more comprehensive assessment of 
decommissioning regulatory improvements, due to the Commission on 
September 15, 2000. 

- Option 2, approve the initiation of the integrated rulemaking plan. 

• The staff indicated its preference for Option 1. However, the staff's reason 
seems to be the absence of any anticipated nuclear power plant 
decommissionings in the near future, rather than the importance of the ACRS 
comments and the inadequacy of the technical study. 

Dr. Kress plans to provide his views on the need for the Committee to 
review this matter following the staff's presentation on the revised 
technical stUdy of spent fuel pool accident risk at decommissioning plants 
during the November 2000 ACRS meeting. 

• - 7
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• G:PlanPro:pp.475 

MINUTES OF THE 
PLANNING AND PROCEDURES SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING 

MONDAY, AUGUST 28,2000 

The ACRS Subcommittee on Planning and Procedures held a meeting on August 28, 2000, in 
Room 2 B1, Two White Flint North Building, Rockville, Maryland. The purpose of the meeting 
was to discuss matters related to the conduct of ACRS business. The meeting was convened 
at 1:00 p.m. and adjourned at 3:45 p.m. 

ATTENDEES 

D. A. Powers, Chairman 
G. Apostolakis 
M. Bonaca
 

ACRS STAFF
 

J. T. Larkins M. El-Zeftawy 
H. Larson U. Shoop 
R. P. Savio 
S. Duraiswamy 

• 
C. Harris 
S. Meador
 

EDO STAFF
 

G. Millman 

DISCUSSION 

1) Review of the Member Assignments and Priorities for ACRS Reports and Letters for the 
September ACRS Meeting 

Member assignments and priorities for ACRS reports and letters for the September 
ACRS meeting are included in a separate handout. Reports and letters that would 
benefit from additional consideration at a future ACRS meeting were discussed. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the assignments and priorities for the September 
2000 ACRS meeting be as shown in the handout. 

2) Anticipated Workload for ACRS Members 

The anticipated workload of the ACRS members through November 2000 is included in 
a separate handout. The objectives are to: 

•
 



•	 Review the reasons for the scheduling of each activity and the expected work 
product and to make changes, as appropriate •	 

2 

•	 Manage the members' workload for these meetings 
•	 Plan and schedule items for ACRS discussion of topical and emerging issues 

During this session, the Subcommittee discussed and developed recommendations on 
the items that require Committee decision, which are included in Section II of the Future 
Activities list. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the members provide comments on the 
anticipated workload. Changes will be made, as appropriate. The Committee needs to 
consider the Subcommittee's recommendations on items listed in Section II of the 
Future Activities. 

3)	 Differing Professional Opinion (OPOl Issues Associated with Steam Generator Tube 
Integrity 

• 
In a memorandum dated July 20, 2000, to the ACRS Executive Director (p. 1), Dr. 
Travers, Executive Director for Operations (EDO), requested that the ACRS assist in the 
process to review a DPO on steam generator tube integrity issues. Specifically, the 
EDO requested that the ACRS function as the equivalent of an ad hoc panel, under the 
NRC Management Directive 10.159 to review the DPO. 

Subsequent to the EDO memorandum, the DPO author requested a meeting with the 
ACRS Executive Director. On July 24, 2000, Dr. Larkins and Mr. Duraiswamy met with 
the DPO author to discuss the EDO's request to the AGRS, previous ACRS comments 
on Generic Letter 95-05, "Voltage-Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam 
Generator Tubes," and other related matters. During that meeting, the DPO author 
stated that he did not have any objection to the ACRS reviewing the DPO issues as 
requested by the EDO, but has some concerns that he would like to bring to the 
attention of the EDO. In a memorandum dated July 28, 2000, the DPO author provided 
his concerns to the EDO (pp. 2-3). The EDO responded to the DPO author on August 
4,2000 (p. 4) stating that: "In selecting the ACRS as the ad hoc panel, I considered its 
previous involvement in and knowledge of the technical issues." Dr. Larkins also sent a 
memorandum to the DPO author on August 14, 2000 (pp. 5-6) documenting the items 
discussed with the DPO author on July 24, 2000. The EDO plans to provide consultants 
(Dr. Catton, Thermal-Hydraulic Issues; Dr. Richer, NIST, IGSCC; and Mr. Higgins, BNL, 
Human Performance) to the ACRS to provide technical support in reviewing the DPO 
issues. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the Committee: 

• 
• Review the technical merits of the DPO issues and authorize the ACRS 

Chairman to send the attached response to the EDO (pp. 7-11) 



•	 Establish an ad hoc subcommittee (Chairman D. Powers, Members: M. Bonaca, 
T. Kress, W. Shack, and J. Sieber)•	 
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•	 Review and report on the DPO issues at the November/December 2000 
meeting, subject to satisfactory completion of the ad hoc Subcommittee's review 
during October 2000. A meeting of the ad hoc Subcommittee is tentatively 
scheduled for October 10-13, 2000. 

Dr. Powers will discuss the review process and specific assignments to the members. 
Dr. Apostolakis suggests that the Committee consider using Dr. Ballinger, MIT, as a 

.consultant to provide technical support to the Committee in reviewing metallurgical 
issues associated with the DPO. 

4).	 ASLB Decision on Shearon Harris 

The ACRS reports on spent fuel pool fires at decommissioning plants and the report on 
generic safety issue for spent fuel pools for operating plants have been referenced in 
the ASLB petition on Shearon Harris' amendment to its operating license to modify its 
spent fuel pool (pp. 12-32). As a result of interveners referencing the ACRS reports in 
their case to support the need for NRC staff to prepare an environmental impact 
statement, the ACRS members, staff, or consultants could be subject to discovery in 
these proceedings, which may require ACRS members, staff, or consultants to prOVide 
testimony or written material for these hearings. 

• The Board of Commissioners of Orange County (BCOC), North Carolina, is seeking 
admission of four late-filed environmental contentions (ECs) in the matter of Carolina 
Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant). The Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board (ASLB) on August 7,2000, ordered that one contention (EC-6) to be . 
admitted for litigation; and rejected three contentions (EC-7, EC-8, EC-9) as 
inadmissible for litigation. 

The ASLB in its ruling ordered the parties to conduct discovery beginning on August 21, 
2000, and ending on October 20,2000. The ASLB also notes (note #4) that any 
attempt to obtain discovery materials from the ACRS is subject to the exceptional 
circumstances of 10 CFR 2.720 (h). 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that if the members receive any requests for testimony 
or material related to this ASLB hearing on Shearon Harris, they should notify the ACRS 
Chairman and Executive Director. The ASLB will decide on what material should be 
included in the discovery process. 

5)	 Power Uprate Issues 

Mr. Boehnert has summarized the list of issues associated with power uprates along 
with an anticipated schedule for ACRS review of power uprate applications (pp. 33-68) 

•
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• Also, as instructed by the Committee, Dr. Cronenberg, ACRS Senior Fellow, has 
developed a list of central issues associated with power uprates. This list was 
distributed to the members during the July 2000 ACRS meeting for review and 
comment. 50 far, no comments have been received. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the members review the proposed list of issues 
and provide comments during the September ACRS meeting. The Committee needs to 
decide how it wants to disposition Dr. Cronenberg's issues and what strategy should be 
pursued in reviewing the uprate applications. 

6) Technical Exchange Meeting with RSK 

• 

During the July 2000 ACRS meeting, the Committee has selected November 6-10, 
2000, for a technical exchange meeting with RSK. The RSK has agreed to these dates 
for this meeting. ACRS members Apostolakis, Bonaca, Kress, Sieber, and Wallis plan 
to attend this meeting. Current plans would include travel on Sunday, November 5 to 
Germany and travel to Erlangen for a visit and discussion with Siemens and GRS 
consultants on digitall&C systems. Subsequently, we would travel to Munich, Garching, 
for a meeting with members of the RSK and GRS and BMU to discuss I&C issues, use 
of PRA in the regulatory process, future research needs for reactor safety, and other 
generic safety issues of interest to either Committee. Subsequently, we can return 
home on Thursday, November 9. Additionally, the RSK members have suggested a 
visit to the nuclear power plant at Neckarwesthein, near 5tudgard. However, the 
Committee members indicated in the past that they were not particularly interested in 
visiting a reactor site in Germany. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that Dr. Uhrig propose an agenda for this meeting and 
that the Committee discuss and finalize the agenda during the September meeting 

7) American Nuclear Society 2000 Utility Working Conference 

Mr. Noel Dudley, ACRS staff, attended the ANS 2000 Utility Working Conference held at 
the Amelia Island Plantation, Florida, on August 6·10, 2000. The primary focus of the 
conference was on managing the business of nuclear power. A summary report 
prepared by Mr. Dudley is attached (pp. 69-76). 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that the ACRS staff brief the Committee members with 
regard to what they should and should not do in filling out the Compensation Report 
Form and that the Mr. Dudley provide a brief presentation to the full Committee during 
the September meeting. Also, the Chairman or Vice Chairman of the Committee should 
attend this meeting in the future 

•
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• 8) New ACRS/ACNW Compensation Report Form 

The ACRS/ACNW Member Compensation Report (blue sheet) has been revised to 
capture data on how much time members spend on the review oftechnical topics (e.g., 
license renewal, AP 1000, etc.). Members will be provided with copies of the revised 
report and are requested to begin using them for all compensation claims submitted 
after this meeting. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Subcommittee recommends that members address any questions or comments 
they have concerning the revised Compensation Report to Carol Harris. 

9) Member Issues 

10.1) License Renewal White Paper 

The Subcommittee discussed a paper prepared by Dr. Bonaca (pp. n-79) on 
Potential Synergistic Effects of Il:ldustry Initiatives to Extend Plant Life, Increase 
Production, and Reduce Regulatory Burden. 

RECOMMENDATION 

• 
The Subcommittee recommends that the issues raised by Dr. Bonaca be included in the 
Research report to the Commission. 

•
 



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D.c. 2OISWOO1 

.July 20. 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO: John Larkins
 
Executive Director
 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
 

FROM:	 William D. Travers ~~:?i,..... - b 

Executive Director for Operations . 

SUBJECT:	 DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION ON STEAM GENERATOR 
TUBE INTEGRITY ISSUES 

The purpose of this memorandum Is to request that the Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards (ACRS) assist In the process to review a Differing Professional Opinion (DPO) on 
Steam Generator Tube Integrity Issues. Specifically, I am requesting that the ACRS function as 
the equivalent of an ad hoc panel, under Management Directive (MO) 10.159, to review the 
DPO. 

• 
The issues raised In the OPO are reflected in the Staff Consideration Document dated 
November 1. 1999. and the DPO Reply Document dated December 16. 1999 (and 
attachments).· Consideration of this differing professional opinion (DPO) has been proceeding 
according to a memorandum dated December 29, 1998, included as an attachment, which 
established a three-step approach. Step (1) pUblication of specific documents for public 
comment, and Step (2) preparation of a final staff position, have been completed. The author 
of the OPO, has completed his part of Step (3) by reviewing the staff's final p~sition and 
providing a response in which he identifies areas which he believes are still unresolved. The 
appointment of an ad hoc panel to address the remaining (ssues completes Step (3). We have 
attempted·to establish an ad hoc panel comprised of members of the NRC staff who are 
suitable for the task and acceptable to the DPO author. However. these attempts have ~een 

unsuccessful. In light of the broad expertise and independence of the ACRS, I am requesting 
that for this particular OPO, the ACRS function as the equivalent of an ad hoc panel described 
In MO 10.159. 

This OPO deals with complex technical issues. After completing the review, I request thai the 
ACRS provide me a summary report that documents its conclusions and any recommendations 
·relative to the pertinent technical issues.	 .• 

Since 1991. an extensive record of documentation has been developed on the underlying 
technical issues. These documents would be provided to the ACRS to assist In the review. To 
facilitate transferring the collected documentation and information regarding the DPO. please 
contact my staff to establish a mutually agreeable.time to meet. . 

Thank you for your assistance in reviewing this important matt.er• 

• ... 

.--_...
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. UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.c.IOSIWOOI 

July 28, 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO:	 William D. Travers
 
Executive Director for ~perations
 

FROM:	 Dr. Joram Hopenfelef A, ~ 
Engineering Researc~~~~k B 
Division of Engineering Technology 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 

SUBJECT:	 DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION ON STEAM 
GENERATOR TUBE INTEGRllY ISSUES 

Your Jury 20, 2000, memorandum informed me that you have requested the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) to function as the DPO ad- hoc panel. The 
following are my concerns about your request: 

• 1. Since ACRS members can not devote more than 50% of their time to NRC relateef 
business they may not be able to pack into their already busy schedule the amount of time 
that the OPO review requires. Over the past 10 years, both the industry and the NRC 
have generated numerous documents to promote the practice of leaving defective steam 
generators in service. These documents, which deal with highly complex technical 
subjects, contain Inaccurate, Inconsistent and misleading information, as well as Imp0r1ant 

.assumptions which are poorly stated. Additionally, certain subjects have implied 
assumptions which are not stated. I estimated that It would take about two months for 
each panel member to properly and adequately review the necessary documents to make 
a valid technical determination of the facts. 

. 
2. The ACRS has participated in the agency positions which are at Issue. In 1994 
(Attachment 1), the ACRS agreed to the implementation of GL·95·0S -Voltage Based 
Repair Criteria For Westinghouse Steam Generator Tubes· and disagreed with the DPO 
claim that the GL represents a serious safety risk to the public. In 1997, in • 
disagreement with the OPO position, the ACRS concluded that GL-98·XX ·Steam 
Generator Tube lntegrit( may be released for public comments (Altachment2)• 

• 
The OPO position has always been that the Voltage Based Criteria ~s prescribed In GL· 
95·05 should not be accepted by the NRC as a substitute for the 40% plugging rule. The . 
ACRS has previously rejected the position of the OPO. There were adequate technical 
information and uncertainties at the lime of the ACRS's decision concerning voltage 
based repair criteria to have rejected that, but the ACRS did not do so• 

•
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It should be noted, however, that ACRS approval of GL 95-05 was conditioned on that 
GL-95-05 was an interim measure and the understanding that the tube support plate 

.•	 provided structural constraints.. Both of .these stipulations have been shown to be 
Incorrect. The ACRS also expressed reservations rf~garding how radiological releases 
were calcUlated, the lack of adequate data base for leakage calculations, and the lack of 
adequate techniques for detection and characterization of degradation. There has been 
no significant progress in t!'ese fields since GL·9S-OS was released. 

cc: Chairman Meserve
 
John Larkins
 

Accession Number: MLOO3735901 

•
 

• 

• 

•
 



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

August 4. 20000 

MEMORANDUM TO: . Joram Hopenfeld
 
Engineering Research Applications Branch
 
DMsion of Engineering Technology
 
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
 

FROM:	 William D. Travers ~ ~-::S:::-~-.-1-,AwO-'-"'-~~ 
Executive Director for Operations . 

SUBJECT:	 DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION (OPO) ON 
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INTEGRITY ISSUES 

Your letter dated July 28, 2000, expresses two concems with selection of the Advisory 
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) as the ad hoc panel for your OPO. The concerns 
refer to the timeliness of the ACRS review and previous involvement of the ACRS in issues 
related to the DPO. 

I considered timeliness and objectivity before requesting that the ACRS function as the 
equivalent of an ad hoc OPO panel. On timeliness, the ACRS will develop a schedule that 

• 
integrates its review of the OPO with those of its other priorities. This will provide for review by 
the ACRS of the OPO consistent with Its other duties. In selecting the ACRS as the ad hoc 
panel, I considered its previous involvement in and knowledge of the technical issues that 
concern the OPO. 00 balance, I believe the ACRS will provide an informed and objective 
evaluation of the technical issues. 

cc: \/J. Larkins. ACRS 

• 

•
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SEPARA IE HANDOU I - IIt~ fCJ 

UNITED STATES
 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

ADVISORY CdMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

. ~gust 14, 2000 

MEMORANDUM FOR:	 Joram Hopenfeld 
Divisio of Engineering Technology 
Office 0	 search 

\A -...,-/. ' 
FROM:	 John T. Larkins';" Exec e Director 

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

SUBJECT:	 MEETING ON JULY 24, 2000, TO DISCUSS THE JULY 20, 2000 
MEMORANDUM FROM THE EOO ON THE PROCESS FOR 
REVIEWING THE OPO ISSUES 

On July 20, 2000, the Executive Director for Operations (EDO) sent a memorandum to me 
requesting that the ACRS function as the equivalent of an ad hoc panel, under Management 
Directive (MO) 10.159, to review the differing professional opinion (OPO) on steam generator 
tube integrity issues and prOVide a summary report documenting its conclusions and any 
recommendations. Subsequent to the issuance of this memorandum, at your request, Mr. Sam 
Duraiswamy of my staff and I met with you in my office on July 24, 2000 and discussed the 
EOO's request to the ACRS, previous ACRS position on Generic Letter 95-05, expertise 
needed on the Committee to review the technical merits of the DPO issues, and other related 
matters.	 • . 

During that meeting, you stated explicitly that you did not have any objection to the ACRS 
reviewing the DPO issues as requested by the EOO, but you have some concerns you would 
like to bring to the attention of the EOO. Also, you agreed to prOVide a list of subissues along 
with a clear definition of each of the issues and identify the expertise needed to review each 
DPO issue. On July 25, 2000, you provided a list of expertise needed to review.the main OPO 
Issues, and instead of prOViding a list of subissues, you provided a list of questions under each 
Issue without explaining the rationale behind preparing these questions. 

In your memorandum of July 28, 2000, to the EOO, you outlined your concerns about the 
EOO's request that the ACRS function as the equivalent of an ad hoc panel, under MO 10.159, 
to review the OPO issues. Your memorandum did not mention the fact that you already 
informed Mr. Duraiswamy and me that you had no objection to the ACRS reviewing the DPO 
issues and proyiding its con·clusions ar:ad recommendations to the EOO. 

To alleviate your concerns about previous ACRS positions on the DPO issues and related 
matters, the Committee will revisit its previous comments and recommendations and will 
attempt to minimize the influence of previous decisions in formulating its conclusions and 
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•
 
recommendations to the EDO. The Committee's recommendations will be unbiased,
 
Independent, and will be based on its review of the technical merits of the OPO issues.
 

cc: .oEDO 
D. Powers, ACRS Chairman 
G. A. Apostolakls, ACRS Member 
M. V. Bonaca, ACRS Member 
s. Duraiswamy, AC~S 

•
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DRAFT 4:818100
 

• 
Duraiswamy/car 
Rowe:DPO 

MEMORANDUM FOR: William D. Travers 
exeCutive Director for Operations 

FROM: D. A. Powers, Chainnan, ACRS 

SUBJECT: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION ON STEAM 
GENERATOR TUBE INTEGRITY ISSUES 

In a memorandum dated July 20, 2000, to the ACRSlACNW Executive Director, you requested 

ACRS assistance in the technical resolution of a Differing Professional Opinion associated with 

steam generator tube rupture events. Specifically, you requested that the ACRS function as 

the equivalent of an ad hoc panel, under Management Directive 10.159, to review the differing 

professional opinion (DPO) on steam generator tube integrity issues, and provide you with a 

summary report documenting the conclusions and any recommendations relative to the 

pertinent technical issues. The ACRS has agreed to your request and will in the next few 

weeks establish a schedule forreviewing the technical issues associated with the DPO. 

SCOPE OF ACRS REVIEW 

In addition to accepting your request, this mem~randum attempts to clarify the scope of the 

ACRS review. We understand that the scope of the ACRS review is to assess the technical 

merits of the DPO issues and provide its recommendati~ns for y~ur use in resolving the DPO. 

We assume that the main DPO issues, noted below, are accurately defined in the ·Differing 

Professional Opinion Consideration Document: which is attached to your memorandum, dated 

November 1, 1999 to Dr. Hopenfeld• 

• 1 



• NOElssue 

•	 MSLBlssue 

FUsklncreaselssue•• ". 
•	 Iodine Spiking Issue 

•	 Severe Accident Issues 

Although ACRS will focus ~ the issues in the OPOConsideration Docum"ent. dated November 

1.1999. and the OPO Authors Response to the EOO. dated January 5.2000. there may be 

ancillary issues that the Committee may need to consider as part of its review. In performing 

this task, the Committee plans to review the referenced documents GAles. i".tru=te~ Ithe.. 
CL. we." Q.o "I.~"'" "1"& /.."-.,,,1;- ",Lt:> CAL ,"","~.£. 

During a meeting between the ACRS Executive Director and a member of his staff on July 24. 
I 

• 
2000. Mr. Hopenfeld agreed to have the ACRS serve as an ad hoc panel for reviewing the 

technical issues of his OPO except he expressed some concerns about previous ACRS 

decisions as noted in his recent memorandum to you on July 28,2000. We understand Dr. 

Hopenfeld's concerns about previous ACRS positions on these issues and we will attempt to 

minimize the influence of previous decisions in our review. To the extent practicable, the 

Committee will revisit its previous comments and recommendations on this matter included In 

the reports and letters listed below. 

•	 ACRS report dated September 12. 1994. from T. S. Kress, ACRS Chairman. to 

Ivan Selin, NRC Chairman. Subject: Proposed Generic Letter 94-xx. -Voltage

Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam Generator Tubes.- . 

•
 



• A9RS letter dated May 15, 1995, from T. S. Kress, ACRS Chairman, to James 

• M. Taylor, EDO, Subject: Proposed Final Generic Letter 95-xx. -Voltage-Based 

Repair Criteria 'for Westinghouse Steam 'Generator TUbes.

•	 ACRS letter dated November 20,1996. from T~S. Kress.'ACRS Chairman. to 

James M•.Taylor, EOO, Subject: Proposed Rule on Steam Generator Integrity. 

•	 ACRS letter dated October 10.1997, from R. L. Seale. ACRS Chairman. to L. 

Joseph Callan. EDO. Subject: Resolution of the Differing Professional Opinion 

Related to Steam Generator Tube Integrity. 

PROPOSED REVIEW PROCESS 

Currently. the Committee plans to establish an Ad Hoc Subcommittee to review the technical 

merits of the DPO issues. The Subcommittee will function under the provisions of the Federal 

.' Advisory Committee Act (FACA). The Subcommittee and the full Committee will use the 

consultants, you have agreed to provide, to obtain technical support in reviewing certain OPO 

issues. After an initial meeting, the Subcommittee will decide on the scope and need for 

additional meetings. At the conclusion of the subcommittee's review. the full Committee will 

discuss this matter and pr?vide you with a letter. documenting its independent views on the 

OPO issues. 

References: 

1.	 Memorandum dated November 1,1999. from William O. Travers, EDO. to Joram 

Hopenfeld, RES. Subject: Differing Professional Opinion on Steam Generator Tube 

IntegritY Issues. with attachments: 

'.
 



a.	 Differing Professional Opinion Consideration Document 

b.	 Public comments on Draft Regulatory Guide. DG-1074.-Steam 

Generator Tube Integrity...... 
"2.	 Memorandum dated D.cembe~ 16. 1999, from Joram HoPenfeld. RES, to William D. 

Travers, EDO, Subject: Differing Professional Opinion on Steam Generator Tube 

Integrity Issues (Response to the November 1, 1999 memorandum from the EDO) with 

attachments: 

a.	 Letter dated September 12, 1994,.from T. S. Kress, Chairman. ACRS. to 

I. Selin. Chairman, NRC, -Proposed Generic Letter 94-xx, -Voltage

Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse Steam Generator Tubes.

b.	 Letter dated October 21,1997, from R. L Seale. Chairman. ACRS. to S. 

A. Jackson, Chairman. NRC, "Summary Report - Four Hundred Fortieth 

Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.· 

c. J. Hopenfeld Comments on the Thermal Hydraulic Analysis in NUREG

• 1570. ACRS Materials and Metallurgy Subcommittee & Severe Accidents 

Subcommittee. March 5.1997. 

d.	 Memoranda dated December 23.1991 and March 27,1992. regarding 

Differing Professional View 

e.	 Memorandum dated September 11, 1992. from J. Hopenfeld to E. 

Beckjord, "Addendum to March 27, 1992. Memo Regarding Degraded 

Steam Generator Tubes.- Sept~mber 11, 1992. 

f.	 Memorandum dated September 28, 1999. from J. Hopenfeld "to W. D. 

Travers, "OPO Panel Review of Steam Generator Integrity.

g.	 J. Hopenfeld, "Differing Professional Opinion Regarding NRC Approach 

to Steam Generator Aging,· September 25, 1998• 

•	 • 
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h. ~emorandum dat~ May 20. 1998 from J. Hopenfeld to J. T. Larkins. 

~ew Information Relative to Steam Generator Behavior During severe 

e	 Accidents.- May 20.·1998. 

L·	 Memo~':Jm dated July·13. 1994. from J. Hopenfeld to J. M. Taytor. 

"Differing Professional Opinion Regarding Voltage-Based Interim Repair 

Criteria for Steam Generator Tubes.

3.	 Memorandum dated April 5. 2000. from Joram Hopenfeld to William Travers, EDO. 

Subject: Supplement to My DPO Regarding Multiple Steam Generator Leakage 

(Originally filed asa DPV in December 1991 and filed as a DPO in July 1994). 

4.	 Memorandum dated May 17. 2000. from Jack R. Strosnider, to James T. Wiggins. 

Subject: Issues Presented in Supplement to Differing Professional Opinion Regarding 

Steam Generator Tube Integrity. 

e. 
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•• UNITED STATES OF AMERICA LBP-OO-19 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION . . '.. 

• ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

Before Admioistrative Judges: 

G. Paul Bollw8rk. III. Chairman" 
Frederick J. Shon 
Dr. Peter S. Lam 

In the Matter of Docket No. 50-4~ 

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ASLBP No. 89-762.Q2-LA 

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant) August 7. 2000 

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 
(Ruling on Late-Filed Environmental Contentions) 

• 
Pending before the Licensing Board is the motion of in~ervenor Board of Commissioners 

of Orange County. North Carolina, (BCOC) seeking admission of four late-filed contentions. 

Each of these issue statements concerns the purported need for the NRC staff to prepare an 

environmental impact statement (EIS) regarding the pending request of applicant Carolina 

Power & Light Company (CP&L) for an amendment to its operating license for its Shearon 

Harris Nuclear Power Plant (Harris) to permit the addition of rack modules to spent fuel pools 

(SFPs) C and D and to place those pools in service. Although both CP&L and the staff declare 

that a balancing of the five late-filing elements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a) weighs in favor of 

admitting the contentions. they nonetheless assert that the contentions should be reje~ed as 

lacking adequate basis and specificity as required by section 2.714(b). (d). 

For the reasons set forth below. we find that (1) the section 2.714(a) balancing process 

supports admission of the contentions notwithstanding their ·'ateness·; and (2) one of the 

environmental Contenti~ns. which we redesignate as Environmental Contention (EC)-6. should 

• /~
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be admitted, subject to the limitations described herein. Additionally, we establish a schedule
 

e for the further litigation of contention EC06. 

I. BACKGROUND 

The question of the admission for litigation of the general lubject matter of the four 

late-filed contentions now before the Board first arose in the conteXt of eeoc's initial. 

timely-filed contentions. In Its April S. 1999 supplement to Its February 1999 hearing petition. 

ecoc proffered five issue Itatements, which were designated EC-1 through EC-5. challenging 

CP&L and Itaff compliance with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 

1969 (NEPA) relative to the applicant's SFP expansion amendment. Among other things, those 

contentions asserted that the proposed license amendment was not exempt from NEPA's 

requirements under 10 C.F.R. I 51.22; that an EIS was required that addressed amendment 

effects on Harris accident probability and consequences and alternative costs and benefits, 

including severe accident mitigation design altematives (SAMOAs) and dry cask storage; that e the EIS needed to address storage of spent fuel from CP&L's Brunswick and Robinson plants; 

that an environmental assessment must be conducted; and that a discretionary EIS is required 

under 10 C.F.R. I§ 51.20(b)(14), 51.22(b). As we described in our July 1999 memorandum 

and orde~ ruling on the admissibility of those five contentions, as a result of a superseding Itaff 

determination to prepare an environmental assessment (EA) relating to the proposed CP&L 

.license amendment, we concluded ecoc's concems were premature and dismissed those 

'contentions, albeit without prejudice to their being raised at a later Juncture, as appropriate. 

Stt lBP-99-25, 50 NRC 25, 38-39 (1999). 

In that same issuance. we admitted two of BCOC's technical contentions that thereafter 

were subject to litigation in accordance with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. Part 2. Subpart K. 

While the parties were preparing for 10 C.F.R. § 2.1113 oral presentations to the Board on the 

e. 13
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·...ue of whether there were disputed material facts that warranted further eXploration in an e evidentiary hearing relative to the admitted ecoc technical contentions, the staff provided the 
'. . . 

Board and the other parties with a Board Notification indiCating that on December 15. 1989,It 
.' .. 

had issued an EA ~garding the CP&L amendmenhequest. au Letter from Richard J. Laufer, 

Project Manager, NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation to Ucensing Board and Parties. . 

(Jan. 10,2000). In Its EA. which was published in the Federal Register on December 21. 1988, 

the staff concluded that an EIS was unnecessary relative to the CP&L spent fuel pool. 

e·
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• 
{BCOC] Request for Admission of Late-File~ Environmental Contentions (Jan. 31. 2000) 

at 23-27:[hereinafter BCOC Contenti~ns Request]. 
. . 

On March 3~ 2000. CP&L .nd the staff filed responses to the BCOC late-filed request. 

.: Both assert that leCUon 2.714(a) late-filing factors three and five - developing a 10und record 
. . 

.nd broadening or del~ying the proceeding - do not IUpport late-filed admission. In particular. 

• 

. . 
both luggest relative to factor three that BCOC lupporting affiant Dr. Gordon Thompson lacks 

the requisite ecJucation~ qualifications, and experience to assist the Board in developing a lound 

record. Neither, however, contests that BCOC has established that the paramount -good 

cause- factor, along with factors two and four - availability of other means or parties to protect 

BCOC's interests - all weigh In favor of admitting the contentions, thereby tipping the overall 

balance in favor of a finding that late-filing does not bar admission of the contentions. 1= 

[CP&L] Response to BCOC's Late-Filed Environmental Contentions (Mar. 3, 2000) at 1-2 

[hereinafter CP&L-Contentions Response]; NRC Staff Response to [eCOC] Request for 

- Admission of Late-Filed Environmental Contentions (Mar. 3, 2000) at 1... [hereinafter Staff 

Contentions Response]. 

What CP&L and the staff do dispute is ecoc's claim that the contentions fulfill the 

pleading requirements of section 2.714, asserting for various reasons that each of the 

contentions lacks the requisite specificity and basis. ~ CP&L Contention Response at 7-29; 

Staff Contention Response at 7-29. In a March 13.2000 reply to the CP&L and starr 

responses, ecoc challenges their ciaims regarding the adequacy of Dr. Thompsqn'l 

qualifications relative to late-filing factor three as well as their assertions concerning the 

• adequacy of the four contentions. ~ [eCOC] Reply to [CP&L's] and Staff's Oppositions to 

Request for Admission of Late-Filed Environmental Contentions (Mar. 13,2000) at 1-22 

[hereinafter eeoc Contentions Reply]~ 

• 15 
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Subsequently, It came to the Board's attention that there was outstanding on the public 

•	 record a recent draft staff technical study concemingspent fuel pool accident risks.1U 65 Fed. 
. . 

Reg. 8752. (2000) (sonciting public comment on"draft report). which was one of the matters ~ 
. .' . . . . 

was of concem to eeoc In the context of Its contention denominated as ee-1. EnvironmentaJ 

Impact Statement Required. Although recognizing that ihis Itaff report dealt with lpent fueJ 

pool accident risks associated with facility decommissioning activities. the Board provided the 

parties with an oppo~unity to provide their views. and respond to the views of the other parties. 

on the relevance. If any, of this Itudy to the issues before the Board. illMemorandum and 

Order (Requesting Additional Information) (Mar. 21. 2000) at 1-2 (unpublished). Thereafter, all 

three of the parties filed comments regarding the draft staff report. BCOC asserted that 

although the study's limited scope - i.e., decommissioning - restricted its relevance, the staff's 

technical analysis still was pertinent in that it (1) further illustrates how the staff has 

underestimated the risks of SFP accidents because that study does not Include an assessment 

• of th' phenomena associated with partial exposure of fuel assemblies, a SUbject that is at the 

center of Dr. Thompson's'concems about the SFP accident risks; (2) fails to consider the effect 

of fuel age on potential for propagation of exothermic reactions; (3) does not discuss criticality 

accident risk from the placement of low-bumup fuel in a pool in which there is reHance on 

bumup credit to prevent criticality; and (4) lacks sufficient information regarding zirconium fire 

propagation. .sn [BCOC] Response to Board'slnfonnation Request (Mar. 29, 2000) at 2-10; 

see also [8COC] Reply to [CP&l's] and Staff's Responses to ~oard's Information Request 
. . 

(Apr. 5. 2000) at 2·7. Both CP&l and the staff. on the 0t"!er hand. found the draft report 

basicany irrelevant to the. admission of the contention because It concerns a decommissioned 

reactor rather than an operating reactor like Harris. although each found points in the draft . 

report. sU~h as "the av~itability and timing of pool water makeup. that supported its position that 

BCOC contention EC·1 was not admissible. See [CP&lJ Response to Board's Request 

•	 /~
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• 
Regarding ~elev~nce of Staff's Draft Final Technical Study of Spent Fuel Pool Accident Risk at 

Decommissioning Plants (Mar. 29, 2000) at 2-6; NRC Staff Response to the Atomic Safety and 

licensing Board'i Request for Additional Information (Mar. 29.' 2000) at 2-5; IU J.IJ.2 CP&L 

Reply to Parties' Responses Regarding Relevance of Staff's Draft Decommissioning Study 

(Apr. 5. 2000) at 2-3; ~RC Staff's Reply to [BCOC) Response to the Board's Request for 

Additional Information (Apr. 5. 2000) al2~5. 

Thereafter. by order dated May 5. 2000, the Board again requested information from the 

parties in connection with the draft staff report. prompted by an Apn113. 2000 public record 

letter from Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) ·Chairman Dana A. Powers to 

NRC Chairman Richard A. Meserve providing ACRS views on the draft staff report. including 

concerns about the potential for exothermic reactions in the event a pool is drained and the 

resulting release of rutheMum. as I source term element. §.u Licensing Board Memorandum 

and Order (Requesting Additional Information) (May 5.2000) at 1-2 (unpublished). In Its 

•	 May 15. 2000 response, BCOC found this letter reinforced its contention Ee-1 claim that spent 

fuel pool accident risks are greater than the staff assumes because the staff ~oes not 

understand the potential for SFP exothermic reactions. ~ [BCOC] Response to May 5, 

2000, Memorandum and Order (Requesting Additional Information) (May 15, 2000) It 1-i. In 

their May 1'5 responses, CP&L and the staff maintained that, like the staff draft report. the 

ACRS letter is irrelevant because It deals With a decommissioned facility. not an operating 

reactor Uke Harris. §.u [CP&Ll Response to Board', Request Regarding Relevance of ACRS 

Letter Addressing NRC Staff Draft Decommissioning Study (May 15. 2000) at 1-3; NRC Staff 

Response to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's Second Request for Additional 

Information (May 15, 2000) at 2-3; see also [CP&Ll Reply to Parties' Responses Regarding 

Reievance of ACRS Letter Addressing NRC Staff Draft Decommissioning Report (May 22• 

• 
. --~-'-----:."" .. _.- 
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• 
2000) at 2-5; NRC Staff Reply to [BCOC) Response to May 5, 2000, Memorandum and Order 

~equesting Additional Information) (May 22, 2000) at 1-2. 
. . 

. . . 

Fanally, In response ~ a July 12, 2000 eeoc r:nolion, onJuty 13. 2000, the Board 

Granted leave for the parties to comment on a June 20. 2000 letter from ACRS Chairman 

Powers to NRC Chairman Meserve conceming the proposed resolution of outstanding Generic 

Safety Issue (GSI)-173A, regarding an action plan fo~ resolving issues relating to operating 

...actor SFPs. III Ucensing Board Memorandum and Order (Granting Motion for Leave to 

Comment) (July 13, 2000) at 1·2 (unpublished). ecoc took the position that, as with the . 

ACRS comments on the staff decommissJoning study. this letter was relevant to Its accident risk 

contention, particularly as It concems SFP radiological inventories and release characteristics. 

II. ANALVSIS 

All the parties recognize that the five late-filing factors set forth in 10 C.F.R. 

§ 2.714(a)(1) are applicable to ecoc's four pending enviro~menta~ contentions. And, relative
 
. .
 

to such late-filed contentions, it is wet1;established that the burden rests with the petitioner, here
 

ecoc, to address affirmatively all five factors and demonstrate that, on balance, they warrant 

• ;9
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excusing the lateness of the filing. Moreover. even If a late-filed contention fulfills the 

.ction ~.714(a)(1)requirements. It must ltilliatisfy the admissibility standards set forth in 
.". '. .. . . .. 

..Ctio~ 2.714(b)(2)(i)-(iii). (d)(2). In Order to receive merits ~n~ideration. IU, IJL., Private 

Fuel Storage, L.l.C. (Indepen~nt Spent Fuel Storage Instatlation). LBP-99-t3. 50 NRC 306. 

312 (1999) (citing cases), petnion for Inter1ocutorv "view denied, CL1-OO-2. S1 NRC 77 (2000). 

A. Application of 10 C.F.R § 2.714(a)(1) Late-FBing Criteria 

It ii, of course, .Iso wetl-established that the first factor - whether there is -good cause

for the failure to file on time -Is1he most important component in the late-filed balancing 

equation. The ecoc environmental contentions now at issue were not filed until lome nine 

months after contentions were due in this proceeding. Nonetheless, lection 2.714(b)(2)(iii) 

recognizes that a petitioner can file amended or new contentions eif there are data or 

conclusions in the NRC draft or final environmental impact statement, environmental 

• 
assessment, or any supplements related thereto, that differ significantly from the data or 

conclusions in the applicant's [environmental report].- Here, the crux of ecoc's concems, as 

expressed in ns January 2000 contentions, is that the staff erred in its December 1999 EA in 

concluding tha~ no EIS is needed. As both CP&L and the staff acknowledge, there is good 

cause for such a elate-filed- challenge, assuming the contentions involved are filed within a 

reasonable time after ecoc became, or should have become, aware of the staff EA. 

In this instance, ecoc's late-filed contentions pleading was submitted some forty-five 

days after the EA was first provided ~o ecoc counsel by fax from the staff. ecoc declares 

that this period for filing was reasonable given that ecoc counsel (1) until January 4.2000. 

was involved in preparing its 10 C.F.R. § 2.1113 written presentation regarding the two 

admitted technical contentions; (2) between January B and Jan~ary 17, was on previously 
. . 

scheduled, ten-day overseas non-vacation trip; (3) between January 17 and January 21, was 
. . . 

involved in preparing for and participating in the oral argument regarding that filing, which was 

• 
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held during an an-day session on January 21.2000; and (4) between January 24 and 

•� JIonuary 31, was working on two other cas..: and was out of her Washington, D.C. oIIice on 

·one cs.y and was unable to reach her client on two days because of inclement weather. III 

eeoc Contentions Request at 23-25. Neither CP&L nor the staff dispute that. under the 

circumstances. the -good cause- element of the section 2.714(a)(1) test has been fulfilled such 

that this factor favors admitting the contentions. We agree, and thus place this central factor on 

·the -acceptance- side of the balance. 

• 

Relative to the other four factors, we also agree with the parties that factors two and 

four - availabUity of other means to protect petitioner's interests and extent of representation of 

petitioner', interests by other parties - weigh in ecoc's favor. As to factors three and fIVe, 

which among the four non-good cause elements are given more weight in the balancing 

process, W Commonwealth Edison Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), 

CLI-86-8, 23 NRC 241. 244-45 (1986), both are problematic in terms of their impact on the 

balance. Given our May 2000 ruling in favor of CP&L on the two technical issues we admitted . 

for merits consideration,ltt LBP-Oo-12, 51 NRC 247, petitiOn for review denied IS 

jnterlocutorx, CLI-oo-11. 51 NRC _ (June 20, 2000), the admission of any of these 

environmental contentions undoubtedly will broaden the Issues and delay the proceeding. 

Moreover, relative to element three - assistance in developing I sound record - our 

observation in our May 2000 decision that Dr. Thompson's expertise on reactor technical issues 

appeared to be -largely policy-o~ented rather than operationar does not render this a 

compelling element on 8COC's side of the balance: Nonetheless, In the circumstances here.� 

· these two negative elements are not sufficient to overcome the combined weight of factors one,� 

two. and four as supporting a finding that the late-filing of these contentions does no~ bar their� 

admission. 

•� 
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Application of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b), (d) Admissibility Criteria 

In determining whether the fOI;Jf eeoc environmental contentions Ire admissible in 

accordance with the standards let 'forth in aeetion 2.714(b) and (d), we note Initially that we 
. . . 

. .:' previously dismissed contentions denominated 8S Ee-1 through Ee-S in our July 1899 Nling on 

ecoc', ,tanding and ~he admissibUity of its timely filed contentions. Three of the four Beoc 
. . 

lite-filed contentions essentially track these issues, albelt with different numbers in two 

Instances.' For the lake of clarity,ln considering these four late-filed contentions we have 

renumbered them to continue the numbering sequence begun with the already-rejected 

environmental contentions. And below. we discuss the Idmisslbility of each, beginning with 

renumbered contention Ee-e. 

1. CONTENTION EC.[6]: Environmentallmpaet Statement Required 

In the Environmental Assessment (-EA-) for CP&L's 
December 23, 1998, license amendment application, the NRC 
Staff concludes that the proposed expansion of spent fuel storage 
capacity at the Shearon Harris nuclear power plant will not have a 
significant effect on the quality of the human environment 
Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact 
Related to Expanding the Spent Fuel Pool Stage Capacity at the 
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant (TAC No. MA4432) It 10 
(December 15, 2000). Therefore, the Staff has decided not to 
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS-) for the 
proposed license amendment. The Staffs decision not to prepare 
an EIS violates the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA-) 
and NRC's implementing regurations. because the Finding of No 
Significant Impact ("FONSr") is erroneous and arbitrary and 
capricious. In fact, the proposed expansion of spent fuel pool 

.storage capacity at Harris would create accident risks that are 
significantly in excess of the risks identified in the EA, and 
significantly in excess of accident risks previously evaluated by 
the NRC Staff in the EIS for the Harris operating license. These 
accident risks would significantly affect the quality of the human 
environment, and therefore must be addressed in an EIS. 

'Originally-filed contention EC-2 corresponds to late-filed cont~ntion EC-1'and the 

• 
previously submitted contention EC-S corresponds to late-filed contention Ec-4. 

cJ-1 
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• 
There are two respects in which the proposed license 

amendment would significantly increase the risk of an accident at 
Harris: 

, , 

(1). CP&L proposes severat substantial changes In the 
physical'charaeteristi~and mode of operation of the Harris plant. 
The effects of theSe changes on the accident risk posed by the 
Hams plant have not been accounted for In the Staff's EA. The 
changes would significantly increase, above present levels, the 
probability and consequences of potential accidents at the Harris.nt. . , 

. (2) During the period since the publication in,1879 of 
NUREG-0575, the NRC's Generic Environmental Impact 
Statement (aGEIS-) on spent fuel storage'. new information has 
become available regarding the risks of storing spent fuel in pools. 
Thii information shows that the proposed license amendment 
would significantly increase the probability and consequences of 
potential accidents at the Hams plant, above the levels indicated 
in the GElS, the 1983 EIS for the Hams operating license, and the 
EA. The new information is not addressed in the EA or the 1983 
EIS for the Harris operating license. 

• 
Accordingly, the Staff must prepare an EIS that fully 

considers the environmental impads of the proposed license 
amendment, including its effects on the probability and 
consequences of accidents at the Harris plant. As required by 
NEPA and Commission policy, the EIS should also examine the 
costs and benefits of the proposed action in comparison to 
various alternatives, including Severe Accident Mitigation Design 
Alternatives (-SAMDAs-land the alternative of dry storage. 

t NUREG-0575, Generic Environmentallmpaet Statement 
on Handling and Storage of Spent light Water Power Reactor 
Fuel (August 1979) (hereinafter aGEIS,. 

ecoc Contentions Request at 1-2. 
-

DISCUSSION: ld. at 1-16; CP&L Contentions Response at 7-20; Staff Contentiona 

Response at 7-26; BCOC Contentions Reply at 8-18. 

RULING: With this contention, eeoc Chanenges the staffs EA conclusion that the . .' . 

proposed CP&L liCense amendment to use spent fuel pools C and 0 does not require a 

~mptete EIS. In assessing the basis for this contention, we note that all three parties agree 

•� 
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that the standard for requiring that an EIS be prepared is whether the action at issue, In this 

• .. .case.theCP&L license amendment, Is • major federal action havi~g a significant impact on the 

human environm,nt. IuBCOC Contentions Request at 3; CP&L Contentions Response 

. at 3 n.3; Staff Contentions Response at 8. Further, an the parties agree that the ag·ency is not 

required to address In an EIS consequences of an action that are -remote and speculative.

IIICP&L Contentions Response at 9-10; Staff Contentions Response at 16; Beoc 

Contentions Reply at 8. What the parties disagree about is ~ther a possible cons,quence of 

the action identified by ecoc - a severe accident in spent fuel pools C and 0 - is remote and 

speculative. 

ecoc discusses a number of different elements that it asserts provide the basis for this 

contention, jnclu~ing the fact that the number of stored spent fuel assemblies at the Harris 

facility ultimately may double as a result of the proposed amendment; the purported impact of 

• lolely on Wphysical measures· such as fuel assembly separation and the presence of lolid 

neutron absorbers to avoid criticality; and new information regarding sabotage risk. In the 

the use of wadministrative measures· such as controlling fuel bumup levels rather than relying 

Board's view, however, the crux of the contention, and the focus of our consideration as to 

whether it meets the specificity and basis requirements of section 2.714, is whether the 

accident proposed by BCOC in basis F.1 of the contention has a probability sufficient to provide 
.. 

the beyond-remote-and-speculative -trigger" that is needed to compel preparation of an EIS 

relative to this proposed licensing action. 

To examine whether the contention provides an adequate basis to support further Board 

consideration of this question, we examine the ·accident scenario In question, which was first 

summarized by CP&L. see CP&L Contentions Response at 9·~O, with an appropriate 

modification by BCOC. see BCOC Contentions Reply at 8. In this regard. BCOC postUlates the 

following chain of eventl: 
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• 
(1) I degraded core accident; 
(2) containment failure or bypass;� . 
(3) loss of all spent fuel cooling and makeup Iystems; 
(4) extreme radiation doses precluding personnel lcoeSS; . 
.(5) inability to ·restart Iny pool cooling or makeup'lyslems due to extreme radiation 
~;	 . 

(6) loss of most or all pool water through evaporation; and 
(7) inJ.liation of an exothennlc oxidation reaction In pools eand D. 

Relative to this I~cient lequence, what ecoc asserts, and what the CP&L and the staff 

contest, is that eeoc has established ~n Idequate basis to anow merits litigation on whether 

. this lequence is not ·,emote and speculative- 10 that • further environmental analysis of the 

CP&L pool expansion amendment request is required. 

In considering this question, we note that the Commission has provided some guidance 

regarding such an issue statement in its decision in Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. 

(Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station). CLI·90-4, 31 NRC 333 (1;90). In that case. which 

also involved the expansion of. spent fuel pool, likewise at. issue was the admission of a 

•� .contention that asserted the license amendment involved required the preparation of an 

environmental impact statement because the action raised the potential for a substantial 

release of radioactive material following the occurrence of a specific accident sequence. More 

specifically, the question in dispute was whether the accident sequence specified was of I 

sufficiently high probability to put it beyond the -remote and speculative- threshold for the 

purpose of admitting the contention. 

Prior to coming ~fore the Commission, however. that contention was considered by 

both the Licensing Board and the Appeal Board, with the matter coming before the Appell 

Board on referral from the Licensing Board's admission of the contention. .soVermonj 

Yankee Nuclear POwer Corp, (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-919, 30 NRC 29 
.,� . 

(1989). Th.e Appeal Board determined that 

The essence of Environmental Contention 1 ••• is that an 

•� 
environmental impact statement is required for the proposed 

- ... -~ -_. ---_. ~ ._--_..•_.. -_._ .. - --- _. 
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• 
lcense amendment to assess the risks of the following 
hypothetical accident scenario: (1) • severe reactor accident 
.occurs by some unidentified mechanism and involves substantial 
fuel damage. hydrogen generation, Mark I containment failure, 
and sub$equent detonation in the reactor building where the 
Vermont Yankee fuel pool is'located; (2) the reactor building and 
the spent fuel pool are assuredly not likely to withstand the 
pressure and temperature loads generated by such an accident. 
thereby threatening the pool cooling systems or the pool structure 
Itself, ••• and (3) pool heatup occurs. resulting In a self-sustaining 
zircaloy cladding fire with increased long-term health effects for . 
the ~blic from the increased fuel pool inventory. 

Jd. at 43 (citations omitted). The Appea' Board then went on to .ay that the scenario on which 

the contention is premised -is obviously not a 'normat' operating event; indeed it can be 

characterized IS a double 'worst case' accident.- .1st Consequently, after what it considered to 

be • careful examination of the bases presented for the accident scenario, the Appeat Board 

rejected the contention and referred its ruling to the Commission. ~ jg. at 52. 

The Commission responded by remanding the issue to the Appeal Board for further 

• consideration, .aying: 

The Commission believes that on remand more information on the 
plausibility or probability of the reactor accidenVhydrogen 
combustion/spent fuel pool cooling failure/cladding fire at issue 
here ••• is needed before a judgment should be made whether 
the accident ••• is remote and speculative. As part of our remand 
we therefore direct the Appeal Board to develop such information 
further. We leave it to the Appeal Board to decide the procedural 
means to obtain this information. whether by inviting something 
akin to summary disposition motions or otherwise. If the Appeat 
Board finds that an accident probability on the order of 1O~ per . 
ye.ar is appropriate for the entire accident sequence postulated in 
this contention, the case should be returned to the Commission 
for'further review. Otherwise, the Appeal Board should modify or 
confirm its judgment as to the remote and speculative nature of 
the accident on the basis of the accident probability derived on 
remanet 

CLI·9D-04, 31 NRC at 335-36 (cit~tions omilte~. 

There followed an Appeal Board request for clarification of the Commission's decision. 

§n ALAB·938. 32 NRC 154 (1990). But befo~e the Commission could respond, the 

• 
. . 

~5 
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• 
intervenors Isked to withdraw from the proceeding Ind the Deensee moved to dismiss the 

. . 

~ing. The ~ommission. granted the motion to dismi~s, but opined that It was 
. . 

.concemed that the probability that the Appeal Board found to be 
ao low IS to be remote and speculative pertained not to the whole 
scenario in the contention but to pieces of the scenario In the 
contention or related scenarios set out In the technical 
documents, lome with probabilities as high IS on the oreler of 1~ 
per reactor year. In ALAB-S19. the Appeal Board bridged the gap 
between the technical documents and the scenario in the 
contention by Issuming, conservatively. that the probability of that 

. scenario could be no greater than certain scenarios actually 
analyzed in the documents. If the scenarios In the documents 
were remote a.nd speculative. then•• fortiori, the scenario In the 
contention must be remote and speculative IS well. Our opinion 
makes clear that future decisions that accident scenarios Ire 
remote and speCUlative must be more specific and more soundly 
based on the actual probabilities and accident scenarios being 
analyzed. 

CLI-So-7, 32 NRC 12S, 132 (footnote omitted). 

. Certainly, in the intervening decade the Commission has come to rely on probabilistic 

•� analysis ever more heavily in the process of making decisions. Indeed, the entire trend in� 

licensing, enforcement, inspection and the granting of amendments has swung gradually� 

toward decision-making by probabilistic risk assessment. We therefore think that the 

Commission's intent is at present even more firmly directed to deciding what is -remote Ind 

speculative- by examining the probabilities inherent in a proposed accident scenario. 

In this instance. based on the information now presented by BCOC, including the 1993 

Harris facility individual plant evalu~tion (IPE) of core damage frequency, the accident scenario 

It has postulated may have a probability in the range of 1 x 10"' per reactor year, W BeOC 

Contentions Reply at 11~12, a figure that under the Commission', guidance seemin~Iy should 

not be dismissed automatically as per se ·remote and speculative.- To be sure. CP&L and the 

staff dispute various aspects of the eeoc probability analysis and Its under1ying accident 

scencirio, including whether cooling water restoration would be precluded by onsite radiation 

•� 
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• levels; the availability of water makeup systems; bounding decay heat levels for pools C and 0; 

. the age oof the spent fuel that will be stored.In pools C and D; whether the probability of a . . .. . . 

aubstantial SFP release Isooon a p.r with the probability of a substanti°al reactor release; the 

effect of the use of bumup credit; and an Increase in sabotage-related risk. And we agree with 

CP&L and the staff th~t BCOC's assertions regarding sabotage risk do not provide I litigable 

basis for this contention. luPhiladelphia Electric Co, (Umerick Generating Station, Units 1 

oand 2), ALAB-819, 22 NRC 681, 701 (1985), review declined. CLI-86-5, 23 NRC 125 (1986), 

J![lI. IJmerick Ecology Action v. NBC, 869 F.2d 719, 744 (3d elr. 1989). We find, however, 

that the information provided by BCOC otherwise is sufficient to establish· I genuine material 

dispute of fact or law adequate to warrant further inquiry relative to the other aspects of the 

BCOC scenario and the associated probability Inalysis.2 AcCordingly, we admit contention 

Ee-6 as It relates to this accident sequence.' 

• 
Finally. in connection with further litigation on this contention. we offer the following 

additional observations, In its Vermont Yankee decision. the Commission directed the Appeal 

Board to select a ·procedural means· to obtain the risk-informed information and suggested 

-something akin· to inviting summary disposition motions. CLI-90-D4, 31 NRC at 336. In this 

instance. pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1109. CP&L has invoked the process set forth in Subpart K 

21n this regard. we note that in our decision in LBP-oo-12, 51 NRC at 259-60, in ruling 
on the two admitted ecoc technical contentions, we found CP&L's planned use of so-called 
-administrative processes,- such as use of enrichmenVburnup level controls and soluble boron 
as SFP criticality control measures. is permitted under General Design Criteria (GPC) 62. AI I 
consequence. contrary to ecoc's assertion, the use of such measures does not. in and of 
itself, trigger the need for an EIS. Whether, and to what extent, the use of these control 
measures has any relevance to the probability calculation at issue here is a matter for 
resolution as part of further litigation regarding contention EC-6. The same is true for the 
question of the heat load for pools C and 0, which seemingly includes an associated legal issue 
concerning appropriate project segmentation relative to NEPA 

'In its final sentence, the contention includes a statement about what should be 
analyzed in an EIS. For the reasons stated below relative to contentions EC-7 and EC-8. we 

• 
consider this aspect of the contention premature and do not admit It. 0 

~1 
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to Part 2 that includes the written summaries and oral argument specified. in sections 2.1109 

.• and 2.111~. Certainly. these procedures ~re sufficiently -akin- to ,u~mary disposition to satisfy 
. ..' :� ... .. . . ; 

the Commission's previously stated preference. 

Additionatly, 10 that we will be able properly to assess the significance of the materials 

aubmltted in the detailed written summaries required by section 2.1113(a), we ask that the 

parties address the following points: 

1.� What is the submitting party's best estimate of the overall probability of the 
sequence set forth In the chain of seven events in the CP&L and BCOC', filings, 
.et forth on page 131.Yml? The estimates should utilize plant-specific data 
where Ivallable and should utilize the best available generic data where generic 
data is relied upon. 

• 

2. The parties should take careful note of any recent developments in the 
estimation of the probabilities of the individual events in the sequence at issue. 
In particular, have new data or models suggested any modification of the 
estimate of 2 x 10" per year set forth in the executive summary of NUREG-1353. 
Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution of Generic Issue 82. Beyond Design 
Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools (1989)? Further, do any of the concems 
expressed in the ACRS's April 13, 2000 letter suggest that the probabilities of 
individual elements of the sequence are greater than those previously analyzed 
(e.g., is the chance of occurrence of sequence element seven,"an exothermic 
reaction, greater.than was assumed in the decade-old NUREG-1353)? 

3.� Assuming the Board should decide that the probabi1ity involved is of sufficient 
moment so as not to permit the postulated accident sequence to be classified 8S 
-remote and speculative,- what would be the overall scope of the environmental 
impact analysis the staff would be required to prepare (i.e, limited to the impacts 
of that accid~nt sequence or a fiJII blown EIS regarding the amendment 
request)? 

2.� Contention EC-[7]: EIS Should Consider Cumulative Impacts In� 
Light of New I~rormation
 

The EA is deficient because It fails to acknowledge or 
evaluate the significant cumulative environmental risk posed by 
the operation of pools A, B, C, and D. 

ecoc Contentions Request at 16. 

OISCUSStON: ]g. at 17.-18; CP&L Contentions Response at 20-25; Staff Contentions 

Response at 26-27; ecoc Contentions Reply at 20-21• 

•� 
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•� RULING: We lind this contention premature. given that there Is alIll.n _ndlng 

.' .·~uestion whether the staff correctly concluded in Its EA that no envi~onmen~1 impact statement 

.. II ~quired. IuLBP-99-25,·50 NRC at 39. If, In Nling on the merits of contention EC08, we . 

. ahould determine that an EIS is necessary, then the proper scope of that EIS would become a 

matter in controversy based on·the CP&L environmental report (assuming the staff requires that 

one be prepareef) and the EIS the staff prepares. 
.' 

3.� Contention EC-[8]:· Scope of EIS Should Include Brunswick and 
Robinson Storage 

, 
The EIS for the proposed license amendment should include 
within its scope the storage of spent fuel from the Brunswick and 
Robinson nuclear power plants. 

BCOC Contentions Request at 18. 

DISCUSSION:~. at 18-19; CP&L Contentions Response at 25-28; Staff Contentions 

Response at 27-28; BCOC Contentions Reply at 21. 

.RULlNG: A£ with contention EC.7, we decline to admit this contention as premature.• 4. Contention EC-[9l: Discretionary EIS Warranted 

Even if the Licensing Board determines that an EIS is not required 
under NEPA and 10 C.F.R. § 51.20(a), the Board should 
nevertheless require an EIS as an exercise of its discretion, as 
permitted by 10 C.F.R. §§ 51.20(b)(14) and 51.22(b). 

BCOC Contentions Request at 20. 

DISCUSSION: ]g. at 20-23; CP&L Contentions Response at 28-30; Staff Contentions 

Response at 28-29; BCOC Contentions Reply at 21-22

RULING: We have careful.ly considered whether such a discretionary EIS is warranted 

and we see no reason to require an EIS if one is not required by the rules. We recognize that 

CP&L and the staff assert that such a requirement is ultra vire~ for this Board. §.u CP&L 

.Contentions Response at 28; Staff Contentions Response at 28. We, however, need not rule 

•� 
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• on that point. Suffice It to say that we find no -special circumstances· pursuant to 

sections 51.20{b){14} and 51.22{b) ~t would warrant a discretionary EIS. 

III: ~MINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

As We previously noted, under 10 C.F.R.12.1109, CP&L has invoked'the procedural 

provisions of Part 2, Subpart Ie. relative to the litigation of this 'proceeding. AcCordingly, the 

schedule for utilizing the SUbpart KprOcedures In connection with contention ec-s is as follows: 

Discovery Begins Monday, August 21, 2000 

Discovery Ends Frid.y,~ober20,2000 

Written Summaries Filed Monday, November 20, 2000 

The discovery limitations and guidelines set forth in our July 29, 1999 issuance shall apply,

.iU Licensing Board Memorandum and Order (Granting Request to Invoke 10 C.F.R. Part 2. 

Subpart K Procedures and Establishing Schedule) (July 29, 2000) at 3-4. Moreover, the Board 

•� ,will establish a date and location for conducting oral argument regarding the parties' written 

lummaries in a subsequent order. 

• As with the admitted technical contentions, the Board is not requiring that informal 
discovery must be used during the discovery period. Nonetheless, the Board notes that the 
parties need not await the beginning of the discovery period to initiate discussions regarding the 
nature and scope of the information each will be seeking in discovery and try to reach some 
agreement on documentary or other materials that can be provided without a formal discovery 
request. 

Also, In connection with discovery in this proceeding, the Board notes that any attempt 
to obtain discovery materials or testimony from ACRS members, staff, or consultants is subject 
to the exceptional circumstances showing of 10 C.F.R. § 2.720(h). See Pacific Gas & Electric 
~ (Dabble Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), Al.AB-519, 9 NRC 42, 43 n.2 (1979). 
Moreover, the Board directs that any discovery ,requests regarding ACRS information or 

•� 
personnel must be filed within the first fen days of the discovery period established above.� 

~()I 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

e .With these new proposed environmental contentions being filed within forty-five diys of 
'" . . . . .. . . . 

the challenged staff EA.·the five-factor balancing test let forth .. 10 C.F.R.12.714(a)(1) favors . 

the admission of eeoc renumbered late-filed contentions Ee-6 through Ee-e. Additionally, we 

find that ecoc has establis~ed relative to contention Ec-6 regarding -remote and speculative

SFP accident sequences that there exists a genuine material dispute of fact or law adequate to 

Wlrrant further Inquiry. We thus admit contention Ee-e and establish a schedule for Its further 

litigation under 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart K. On the other hand, we dismiss contentions EC-7 

and Ee-8, which concem the scope of any staff EIS that may be needed, as premature, and 

di~miss contention E.C-9. which concems the need .for a discretionary EIS. as lacking adequate 

support to show there exists a genuine material dispute of fact.or law adequate to warrant 

further inquiry. 

e 
For the foregoing reasons. It is this seventh day of August 2000, ORDERED that: 

1. The following ecoc contention is Idmitted for litigation in this proceeding: Ec-6. 

2. The following ecoc contentions are rejected as inadmissible for litigation in this 

proceeding: EC-7, EC-e, and EC-9. 

e· j/ 
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• 3. The parties ... to conduct discovery 8nd aubmft seelion 2.1113 wriIlen prnenI8lionI 

In accordance ~ the Iched~1e established In lection III ~bove. 

FOR THE ATOMIC SAF!!l 
AND LICENSING BOARD 

Original Sianed By 
G. Paul Bollwerk. III 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Original Signed By 
Frederick J. Shon 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

• 
Original Signed By 

Dr. Peter S. Lam 
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE 

Rockville. Maryland 

August 7. 2000 

. • Copies of this memorandum and order were sent this date by Internet e-maIl 

• 
transmission t~ counsel for (1) applicant CP&L; (2) Intervenor BCOC; and (3) the staff. 



I·~J"\	 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

\~)
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 

WASHINGTON, D. C.105A .......� August 21 t 2000 

e.� 
MEMORANDUM TO: . ACRS Members 

FROM:� P. Boehnert, senior Stair EngineerP 
SUBJECT:� STATUS OF NRC CORE POWER UPRATE REVIEWS 

The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the status of nuclear power plant 
licensee applications for core power uprates in excess of 5% of nominal. At the time of its 
review of the GE Nuclear Energy (GENE)/Fermi Unit 2 (lead-plant) request for a 5% core 
power uprate (September 1992), pursuant to the GENE generic power uprate program, the 
Committee stated that it did not wish to review any further BWR power uprate requests 
unless they exceed 5% of nominal power. 

e GENE has subsequently initiated a so-called Extended Power Uprate Program which 
encompasses core power uprates of up to 20% of nominal. Several licensees have 
indicated strong interest in this Program, and, as noted below, application requests for 
significant power uprates are to be tendered. 

power Uprate Reguests 

The following core power uprate requests are of interest to the ACRS: 

.•� Duane Arnold - The Duane Arnold plant (BWR/3, 1658 MVtJt) licensee (Alliant 
Energy. AE) has proposed a power uprate program under the GENE Extended 
Power Uprate Program. AE will be making a submittal for a 15.3% increase in core 
power. The prant arso obtained a 4.7% power uprate. soon after obtaining its 
operating license. so the overall result is an increase of nearly 20% for the original 
licensed power level. 

NRR and AE met on May 16,2000 to discuss this uprate program. A copy of my 
summary of the meeting is attached. AE plans fo make its application submittal in 
October of this year and is requesting staff approval by May 2001. The staff 
indicated that this schedule was quite aggressive and approval by May appeared 

·e� J)� 
~ ••__ 0- _._ ...... _~__ ._~~ __ __. •• _ •• _ • _. 
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in doubt. During the May 16 meeting, I indicated that the ACRS will want to review 
this submittal as well; AE gave indication that it had not planned on Committee· 

.review of this matter. . 

•� ·Commonwealth Edison Plants :. Comm~nwealtb Edison plans ·to submit an 
application for core power uprates for the Dresden Units 2 & 3 (BWR/3 2527 MWT 
, each) and Quad ·Cities 1 & 2 (BWR/3 2511 MWt, each) plants. Commonwealth 
Edison is seeking a power uprate of 17% for each of the four units. The licensee 
plans to submit its application at the end of this year, and is requesting approval for 
the lead unit (Dresden, Unit 2) by November 2001. 

ACRS Fellow G. Chronenberg and I attended a NRRlCommonwealth Edison -kick 
off" meeting held to discuss the uprate application. A copy ofmy meeting summary 
is attached. Aside from the uprate, the licensee plans to transition all four units to 
a new fuel design - GE14. Key items discussed at the meeting included: concem 
with adopting the GE critical power ratio methodology to calculation of mixed fuel 

,� types. including Siemens f~el; the fact that all four units had been uprated in power 
by 5% shortly after initial licensing which equates to a 22% power uprate, 2% more 
than the 20% "limit" specified in the GENE Extended Uprate Program; and. the need 
forACRS review of this uprate application. 

• 
• • Beaver Valley Plants - Recently, representatives of the First Energy Nuclear 

Operating Company (Beaver Valley plant licensee) met with NRR to discuss its so
called "Full Potential Program" for the Beaver VaHey plants rN -3 loop. 2652 MWt. 
each). The Program includes a totaf power uprate of 6.4%.' Other elements ofthe 
Full Potential Program include replacement of Unit 1 steam generators. conversion 
from a sub-atmospheric to atmospheric containment, use of revised source term, . 
and license renewal (2q04 application). It was also noted that FENOC intends to 
make use of the EPRI MAAP code in conjunction with their source term submittal. 

ACRS Fellow G. Chronenberg attended an August 8. 2000 FENOC/NRR meeting. 
A copy of his report on this matter is attached for your perusal..� . 

•� Other Uprate Applications - Aside from the above plants. significant interest has 
been expressed by the Grand Gulf and Brunswick plant licensees. During the 
meeting discussions with the Commonwealth Edison representatives. it was stated 
that the cost of the uprated power was - $175IKWe. If this cost is typical for BWR 

'The uprate will proceed in two installments: a 1;4% uprate application to be submitted 
this year pursuant to ~he recent revision to Appendix K to allow use of more accurate flow 
instrumentation. and a separate 5% power uprate to be submitted in late-2002. 

~_. -..... _..----- --= ~-_ .. _- .. _-_.. _~- -_._.- - . 
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e. units, one can expect a flood of uprate applications under the GENE Extended 
Uprate Program. 

ACRS Concern$ Related to Uprate Reviews· G. Chronenberg has raised some issu·es 
regarding the staff's reviews of power uprate applications. He presented a paper on this 
matter at the ANS meeting of June 4-8, 2000 held in San Diego, entitled: ·Potential 
Synergistic Safety Issues Related to Reaetor Power Uprate Reviews·. A copy of Gus's 
travel report on the San Diego Meeting which includes a recounting of the -Q & A· 
associated with his presentation and a reprint of his Paper is attached. Gus has also 
Issued a June 20, 2000 memorandum that was provided to the Committee during the July 
Meeting that details his concerns. These concerns include the potential for erosion of 
safety margins/emergency measures, ~e lack of a Standard Review Plan Section 
addressing power uprates, and, an apparent lack of adequate staff audits of licensee 
uprate submittal informationJIess than rigorous review of same. 

ACRS Members were requested to provide comment on Gus's June 20 Memorandum, 
pursuantto Committee action on this matter. The Planning and Procedures Subcommittee 
is scheduled to discuss the issue of core power uprate applications during its August 28, 
2000 meeting arid report to the Committee during the September Meeting. 

• Attachments: As Stated 

cc: Balance of ACRS Members 
R. Savio ~ 

cc w/o attach (via E-mail): 
J. Larkins 
H. Larson 
S. Duraiswamy� 
ACRS Technical Staff & Fellows� 

•� 
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UNITED STATES� 
.NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION� 

ADVISORY COMMlnEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS� 
WASHINCTON. D. c,1CII5&� 

June 23, 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO: ACRS Members and Staff 

MEMORANDUM .: AWC-106.2000 

FROM: A W. Cronenberg 

SUBJECT: Central Issues Related to Power Uprate Reviews 

This memo outlines key issues that I believe should be addressed In anticipated ACRS 
meetings with the staff, related to the conducVcontent of agency reviews of License Amendment 
Requests for power uprates. Recommendations stem from my prior review of operational 
events noted for uprated plants, and indications of potential synergistic safety implications for 
agedluprated plants which involve an extended fuel cycle.. . 

1) Ade~Uaey Of Agency Uprate Review Procedures; The agency's Maine Yankee Lessons 
• Learned effort (Report of the Maine Yankee Lessons Leamed Task Group, internal NRC 

document, 1996) indicated the need for a more comprehensive/consistent review of power 
uprate applications. with a primary recommendation for development of a Uprate Standard 
Review Plan. A similar recommendation was made by an independent review of power uprates 
by Scientech Inc, (J. S. Miller, Power Uprafe Review,' Scienteeh. Inc, SCIE-NRC-249-95, Oct. 
1996). My observations lead to a similar recommendation of the need for a more formalized 
approach to review of power uprate requests. My examination of agency uprate Safety 

.Evaluation Reports (SERs) does not reveal consistency in the scope and level of detail of the 
subject matter reviewed. The SERs do not generally specify how the review was accomplished, 
the acceptance ~teria for the conclusions reached. or include staff analysis to audit the 
accuracy of information provided by the licensee. This type of information would normally be 
expected under stipulations of a Standard Review Pian. .. 

Agency in-action for a more comprehensive uprste review process is being justified by risk 
arguments of minor changes in CDF for power uprates. This indeed may be the case, 
nevertheless operational events have been noted for uprated ptants, as well as violations of 
Tech. Specs. In light of these considerations, I recommend that ACRS encourage a more 
formalized approach to review of power uprates, specifically the development of a Uprate 
Standard Review Plan. . 

• ·1· 



2) NRC Audit Anllysls of Licensee SubmlttaJ Infonnltlon: A large part of a licensee's 
aubmittal for a power uprate centers on a re-analysis of information similar to that found in the 
Original FSAR but at the higher power level; examples being a re-evaluation of design basis 
accidents (DBA) and off-normal transients at the elevated power, operational core cooling and 

•� core the~al-hydraulic conditions, ONB (departure from nucleate boiling) margins, analysis of� 
. the thermal ~pacity of the residual heat removal and emergency core cooling systems.� 

.. ' Balance-of-plant thermal-hydraulic analysis must also be provided by the licensee, such as� 
predictions of secondary-side feedwater· ftowltemperature conditions at the increased thennal� 

.load. This information generally takes the form of code predictions which are reviewed by the 
NRC staff and findings reported in the upl1lte Safety Evaluation Report (SER). 

A review of a number of uprate SERs (i.e. Brunswick, Umerick, Maine Yankee, North Anna, 
Surry, Callaway, and Wolf Creek plants) reveats little in the way of staff audit analysis of 
licensee submittal predictions. The question then is how can the staff validate the accuraCy of 
submittal analysis without aid of It's ownlindependent audit calculations. If this had been done 
for Maine Yankee, the faulty LOCA analysis might have been reveled by the staff rather than 
from whistle-blower accusations. I strongly urge the ACRS to press the staff for lome lort of 
audit analysis of Licensee submittal thermal-hydraulic predictions. I would also urge additional 
Itaff audit analysis of core neutronics predictions by the licensee, specifically when an upl1lte 
request involves use of extended fuel duty times andlor for cores involving new fuel 
configurations, e.g new fuel designs'or reload configurations with a mixture of multi-vendor fuel 
types (see INPO report on problems noted for restart with multi-vendor fuel; Design and 
Operating Considerations for Reactor Cores, SEOR-96-2, 1996). 

3) Potential Synergistic Safety Issue,; Several recent operational events for uprated plants 
point to circumstantial evidence of compounding degradation due aging/uprate and 
high-bumuplhigh-power effects, which have not been addressed in prior uprate reviews.• 

AgingfUprate Effects: A significant number of major pipe ruptures have been noted for uprated 
plants, where synergistic effects on pipe corrosion appear largely responsible for such ruptures. 
A recent example is the Aug. 11/99 event at Callaway-1(PWR), where a double-ended guillotine 
break occurred in an B" diameter steam line leading to a feedwater heater. It is noted that power 
uprates often involve increased feedwater flowltemperature conditions to accommodate the 
thermal load; where pipe corrosion is exacerbated at increased flowltemperature conditions. 
Another example is the more recent Susquehanna-2 (BWR) event in 1999, where weld failure in 
the BWR re-circulation line has been attributed to weld fatigue related to increased vibrations at 
the higher speed of the re-circulation pumps needed to accommodate the uprated power begun 
in 1995 (see N~cleonics Week, Vol. 401N0. 51. Dec. 23, 1999). A compilation of reactor pipe 
ruptures has been recently documented in an EPRI report lEPRl, Nuc!ear Reactor Piping 
Failures at US Commercial LWRs: 1961-1997, TR-1 10102, Dec. 1998], indicating in excess of 
170 dramatic pipe rupture events in lWRs, ranging from singfe-ended pipe breaks to full double
ended guillotine ruptures of the Calfaway type. The cause of such ruptures is generafly due to 
flow/erosion or flow-assisted corrosion effects. Flow-assisted ruptures would be expected to be 
exacerbated at the higher flow rate~ that generaUy accompany a ~ower upr~t~ (primary and 
secondary SIde for BWRs, secondary side for PWRs); thus potential synergistic concerns exist 
and deserVe additional 'attention in uprate reviews by the staff. 

• 
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High-bumupfElevated-power Effects: Control rod insertion problems have also been noted for 
extended-life fuel.assemblies (bumup effect) exacerbated at high-power core locations (uprate 
effect). At Wolf Cref!k PWR plant 5 control rods failed to properly Insert during a plant trip on 

e� 

e� 
-

January 30, 1996. All of the affected control rods Involved Westinghouse VANTAGE-SH fuel 
assemblies with bumups greater than 47,6000 MWDIt-U. As Indicated. the Wolf Creek plant 
received agency ~pproval in 1993 for a 4.5-% power uprate from 3411MWl to 3565MYJl Root 
cause an.alysis revealed that the control rod.Insertion problems were caused by fuel assembly 
guide thimble tube distortion resulting from excessive compressive loading. The compressive 
loading was caused by excessive irradiation induced growth of the Zircaloy thimble tubes at high 
powerJhigh-bumup core locations, indicative of potential synergistic elevated-power/extended
fuel life effects.. ., . . 

At the recent ANS..San Diego meeting. utilities were talking ofboth power uprates and extended 
fuel duty times (higher bumup levels) in terms of nuclear plant economics In a deregulated 
environment. It is noted that Commonwealth Edison plans for both the Quad Cities and 
Dresden uprates involve not only power increase of 17-%, but in combination for with the use of 
the new GE..14 extended life fuel. The ACRS Ihould question the staff on issues of potential 
Iynergistic high-bumuphdgh-power effects. 

4) Content of Uprate Safety Evaluation Reports (SER,); The uprate SERs reviewed in my 
study were those for the Brunswick, Limerick. Maine Yankee. North Anna. Surry. Callaway and 
Wolf Creek plants. In general these SERs did not reveal any par1icular in-depth probe of 
potential issues or evidence of independent audit predictions by the staff. Indeed. I reading of 
these SERs gives one the distinct impression that information contained in the licensee 
lubmittal is simply paraphrased in the SERs. The following are excerpts of staff review findings 
found in a typical uprate-SERs, in this case the Wolf Cr~ek Uprate SER: 

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS): "From the licensee's study, no adverse impact to 
ECCS operability or vulnerability to single failure due to the re-rated conditions was identified. 
The licensee submitted revised ECCS performance analyses in support of Amendment 61, 
which justified various changes associated with Cycle 7 operation. The'licensee performed 
large and small break analyses at the limiting re-rate conditions and determined that all 
acceptance criteria continued to be satisfied. The NRC staff has reviewed the licensee'. 
analyses and concludes that the ECCS analyses referenced in support of the re-rate conditions 
continues to be in compliance with 10CFR50.46 and App. K. The Wolf Creek ECCS II, 
therefore. acceptable for operation at the re-rated condition••

Main Steam System: "The main steam system dissipates energy generated by the reactor core 
.to the turbine generator and auxiliary steam 'oads. the main condenser via the steam dump 
varves. or to the atmosphere via atmospheric relief varves or main steam safety valve•• 
Isolation of the main steam system is achieved by the main steam isolation varves and main 
steam bypass isolation valves. The licensee evaluated the capability of the main steam system 
components to perform their design functio.ns under the proposed re-rate conditions. The 
licensee determined that the existing set-points and capacity of the main steam safety valves 
are adequate to prevent exceeding 11().% of design pressu~e of the main steam system under 
the most limiting transient. The set-point and capacity of the atmospheric relief valves were 
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found to remain adequate to control the design load shed of 10-% rated thermal poWer•. In 
addition. the atmospheric relief valves were found to have adequate capacity to achieve a 50 
Flhr cool-down If the main condenser was unava'ilable. The main steam isolation valves were 

• ~valuated to ensure the valves will continue to perform their isolation function under the 
.'� maximum differential pressure conditions and within the time limits assumed In the safety 

analysis. The staff conclude~ that the existing main steam system components are adequate to 
perform their safety functions under the re-rated plant conditions.

Main Feedwster. -rhe main feedwater system delivers feedwater. at the required pressure and 
temperature. to the four steam generators. The safety-related portions of the system ensure 
isolation capability end provide a path to permit the addition of auxIliary feedwater for reactor 
cool-down following design basis transients. The licensee's evaluation shows that the existing 
design basis for the main feedwater Isolation valves and main feedwater bypass isolation valves 
Is not significantly affected by operation at the re-rate conditions. The piping configurations 
associated with the feedwater and auxiliary feedwater systems do not change as a result of the 
re-rate conditions. The ability of the auxiliary feedwater system to perform its heat removal 
function was addressed by the licensee. The staff finds that the safety functions of the feedwater 
system will continue to be satisfied during operation at the re-rate conditions.

In each of the above examples, no independent NRC analysis are cited to support the staff 
conclusions reached in the SER. The SERs did not specify the scope of the subject matter 
reviewed, how the review was accomplished, or acceptance criteria for the conclusions reached. 
Such information is required in the review of the original plant FSAR. as specified in the 
Standard Review Pjan. or particular note are standardization of acceptance criteria. In the 

o FSAR-SRP the technical bases for the acceptance criteria are specified, including the solutions 
and approaches that are acceptable, which are codified in a form so that staff can rely on 
uniform and well-understood positions for its review. Standardization of• 
requirements/acceptance criteria is desirable to assure consistency/adequacy of the uprate 
review process and documentation of staff findings and conclusions in the SER. 

o 5) Safety MarglnsfRisk Measures: The uprate applications and associated SERs reviewed in 
my study did not reveal significant efforts related to an assessment of the risk. or change-In-risk.- associated with the uprated power. This may be due to the fact that these submittals were 
reviewed prior to agency efforts at risk-informed regUlation. However. future uprate approvals 
should require some sort of assessment of the change-In-risk or safety margins associated with 
the uprate. For exampfe. one might estimate the change in failure probability and impact on risk 
for a piece of equipment. say for a feedwater pump or piping, operated at the higher flow 
rates/temperatures for uprated conditions. versus the failure probability of the same pump or 
pipe if it remained at the ·priornower power level. Another example relates to the 0 

Susquehanna-BWR experience. where one might estimate the failure probability of a 
recirculation pump due to increased vibrational fatigue at the higher flow rates of the uprated 
plant. versus the pump failure probability (and impact on overall risk) at t~e lower/slower 
pumping conditions at the prior power level; where delta-risk. would be of an~erest. Some 
indication of the change-In-risk. or change-In-safety margin. should be reqUired for power uprate 
applications. . 
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UNITED-STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
WASHINGTON. D. c... 

Jun. 20. 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO:· . ACRS Membera and Staff 

MEMORANDUM .:� Awc.105.2000 

FROM:� A. W. Cronenberg 

.SUBJECT:� Travel Report: Power Uprate Paper It American Nucle.r Society 
San Diego Meeting of Ju"ne 4-8. 2000 

Summary: This memo constitutes I travel report related to participation It the San Diego-ANS 
summer meeting, where I presented I summary paper related to my review of operational 
events noted for power uprates and potential synergistic safety issues. The meeting Ilso 
included two embedded topical meetings, one DOE Spent Fuel & Fissile Material Management. 
the other o~ Nuclear Installation Safety. Here I briefly comment on my presentation. IS wettls 
impressions of several sessions I Ittended.� .� 

PRESENTATION: The paper I gave was based on wori( completed last fallind entitled:� 
Potential Synergistic Safety Issues Related to Reactor Power Uprates (summary Ittached).� 
The paper was included in a session devoted to Performance Monitoringl1'rending in Support of� 
the Maintenance Rule, with approximately 20-25 in attendance. The session was held on� 
Thursday m~ming, the last day of the meeting, It. time when more than half the attendees had _� 
departed; thus a good tumout, all things considered. I used the same overheads .s previously� 
presented to the ACRS in. February, which need not be repeated here. The presentation� 
generated significant questions/discussions. which are paraphrased, IS best I can recaR:� 

I) Why has not the agency developed a formal mechanism for review of power uprates in view� 
of the Maine Yankee experience and expected requests for powerincreases? .� 

b) Can you comm~nt more on the extent of NRC's audit of the safety analysis for design balis 
accidents. particularly LOCAs, which are submitted by I.utility when requesting a power uprate? 

c) Does the ACRS review applications for increases on the order of 1-2%. related to better 
system meas.urements. which the Commission has stated will be left for staff approval only? 

d) How do you anticipate that your recommendation for inclusion of risk indicators for uprate 
applications be accomplished and incorporated into a utility ,ub~i~al? . 

•� 
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.) You included QHOs as one of the risk Indieatol'l that might be Included in an uprate request 
How do you envision this? • 

My response to these comments/questions are as foDows: . .. 

• . comment..a:";'y has not the Igency developed I formal mechani~m for ReView of Power� 
Uprates In view of the Maine Yankee experience Ind expected IpplicatiOhS for power� 
~~? .� . . 

Beo'v: The Commission has put Ucen,e Renewal on the fast trick. 10 the staff hiS not been 
able to devote the time needed for development of I more formal approach for power uprate 
revieWs. I noted that with the expected 15-17% power uprate requests for DUlne Arnold and 
the Commonwealth Edison Dresden and QUId Cities pla"!ts, this may change. 

COmment..b); Can you comment more on the extent of NRC', ludit of the safety analysis for 
Design Basis Accidents, particular1y LOCAl, which are sUbJ]litted by a utility when requesting a 
power uprate? 

Beolv: I reiterated my presentation comment, that I have not leen Iny documentation in the 
uprate..SERs (Safety ,Evaluation ,Beport) issued by the staff, of thermal..hydraulic or neutronlc 
audit calculations to benchmark licensee predictions. I stated that the only audit calculations I've 
leen are those done after the Maine Yankee uprate approval, which were done not as part of 

. the uprate review process but rather in response to, and after the fact, related to Whistle Blower 
allegations of faulty submittal analysis. I mentioned that the allegations were submitted to the 
Maine State authority, where the alligator indicated nil confidence or willingness by NRC to 
challenge or uncover fautly arialysis. I stated that It was my personal opinion that some sort of 
au.dit of I utility's thermal..hydraulic and neutronic predictions should be required of the NRC 

•� staff. as an integral part of its review of each power uprate. I stated that maybe the Maine� 
Yankee story might be different if this had been done. I closed with the comment that the Maine� 
Yankee uprate story was I faHure not onl)' for the licensee, but more importantly the NRC uprate� 
review process. .•� 

-
c) Does the ACRS review applications for increases on the order of 1..2%, related to better 
system measurements, which the Commission has stated will be left for staff review only? 

Reply: I first asked for clarification.of the comment; then responded that ACRS has a memo of 
understanding with the EDO that it will only review requests for 5-% or more. 
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Comment-dl: How do you anticipate that your recommendation for Inclusion of risk Indicators 
for uprate applications be iccomplished and incorporated Into a utility lubmlttal? . 

•� 

. • 

.� 

.Repfy: I replied that I Was really thi~Jdng of a-change in ris~ or -delta-ris~. I stated that one 
mig~t estimate the change in failure proba.bi~ity (and Impact on overan ris~) for a piece of 
equipment, lay for a feedwater pump or piping', operated at the higher flow ratesltemperatures 

, for uprated conditio~s, versus the failure probability of the same pump or' pIpe If It remained at 
the priornower power level conditions. Another example cited was from the Susquehanna-BWR 
~xperience, where one might estimate the risk related to failure of the recirculation pump which 

,was thought to be due to the increased vibrational fatigue at the higher flow rates for the uprated 
plant, versus the ri.k 8ss~ated with the pump failure probability at the lower/slower pumping 
conditions at the prior pow~r level; again where on the delta risk would be of interest. 

Comment..: You included qHOs IS one of the risk indicators that might be included In an� 
uprate request How do you envision this?� 

. 
Reply: I said that I did not have in mind any partieular,9uantitativelieafth..Qbjeetive (QHO), but 
rather some risk indicator; where COF seemed those most. amenable for power uprates. I laid I 
just mentioned QHOs, because some in Industry believe that QHOs should be the primary 
measure for assessing the real risk to the public. I alSo mentioned Rick Sheny's thoughts that 
LERF Gaarge ,Early Belease fractions) might be • better measure for public risk than CDF. 

There were no more comments. I closed with the remalt that I believed ACRS would, in the 
near Mure, be reviewing with the staff the adequacy or agency uprate review procedures In light 
of expected uprate requests in the range of 1Sa% or more. 

~er paper at the session ~ere entitled: 

1) Performance Monitoringltrending in Support ofthe Maintenance Rule at the San Onofre .� 
Plant: R. Allen of San Onofre. • asked a,question on the proposed ·On-line risk monitor- for� 
shutdown operations.....l.e. was it solely an in-house effort, did they feel they had enough risk� 
-information for shutdown conditions. and the time frame for the on-line shutdown monitor? The� 
author replied that they were just starting to think out the basics of the shutdown monitor, but� 
replied that he thought it would be as robust as the risk monitor for at-power conditions.� 

2)AuxOiary Condenser Circulating Water Flow Optimization Using an Integrated Optimization 
Procedure: Z. Huang of Penn State. I made the comment that this optimization tool might be of 
particular use in power uprate applications, where condenser thermal-hydraulic conditions would 
be expected to change to accommodate the higher power conditions, and that the condenser 
conditions at the uprated power might be best optimized with this tool. The author commented 
that he had not thought of his analysis In terms of uprate conditions, but that yes.•••••1t would 
seem appropriate. . 

3) My paper followed. 

.3-
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4) Curricular Developments In Maintenance and ReliabIlity Engineering at the University of 

Tennessee: Prof. K,rfin I had no questions/comments on this paper. Others were _king • 

mo~einfOrmatiOn .on ~ details for certification versus an actual university degree In 
.
.� 

maintenance englneenng. The aession closed with this paper.� 

• 

Tues.June 6!Moming. I attended the s~ssion enmled Overview of
.
Space Nuclear Powtr. due toOTHER PAPERSISESSIONS; 

personal interest In the SUbject and prior consulting involvement with Los Alamos Labs durinQ 

the earty 19801. I came away with the general feeting that the program has been significantly 

scaled back from what is was in the 1980's, although their seems to be the accepted belief that 

nuclear power is still a viable option for space station support power. Ukewise, nuclear 

propulsion seems to be the only viable option for deep-probe missions. Nevertheless, I Clot the 

. distinct feeling that thi~ session was more of a pep talk to the choir. with very little In the way of� 

new technical informatior-..� 

Tues-June 61Aftemoon: My aftemoon was divided between two sessions, one on Economics of 

Nuclear Power in • Deregulated Environment (panel discussion); the other on DOE Melter� 

Technology for Nuclear Wast.. Treatment. The first session was primarily a panel discussion of� 

. how nuclear power fits into a deregulated electric utility environment, although there were� 

tev.erat formal presentations. One was given by NEI (I forget the name of the presenter) •� 

indicating the generat view that NEI expected that about 70 of the approximate 100 N-planls 

currently operating will survive into the next decade. Most of the surviving plant, If not att, witt 

be owned by several (5-10) large N-plant operators, rather than current situation of numerous 

utility operators. He presented slides on fuel duty/cycle trends. operation/downtime trends, and 

indicated that both higher bum-ups and higher-power levels will be important factors in the 

viability of a plant in a deregulated environment. I asked the question: -We have an idea that 

B'NRs may requests power uprates on the order of 10-20% over the next few years, noting
•� 

Duane Arnotd, and the Dresden and Quad Cities BWR plant; my question is do you have an� 

idea of what can be expected for P'NRs·. He did not answer my question directly, saying that� 

he did not have any specific numbers on what coutd be power upr·ate.s for PWRs, but that he� 

would expect some increase over current power levels. No one on the panel offered any� 

additional information per my question fro PWRs.�
• 

During the latter part of ~e afternoon, I attended I session devoted to melter technology for 

nuclear waste remediation, primarily due to my prior work and interest in this area. A significant 

portion of the session dealt with explosive hazards and off-gassing during the vitrification 

process, largely centering on the use of vitrification at the Hanford and Savannah River DOE 

sites. The session moderator also asked a BFNL manager at the session to fill in the audience 

on details of the recent DOE decision to terminate the BFNL.Ha~fordcontract. 

Wed..:.June 7/Moming. I attended the session on Cost Performance for Decommissioned Plants. 

which largely centered on presentations by both utilities and DOE contractors on the cosll 

related to plant decommissioning. Each individual prese~te~ g~ve sTides which basically. 

outlined the costs for various elements for plant decommissIOning. One of the presentations 

was by engineers from \he Portland General Electric Company for the decommiss!oned Trojan 

planl The most surprising part of the presentation to me was that most of the maJor COlt 
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over-runs were for non-nuclear related Items, such as the costs of housing personal 81 the site. 
Indeed, the cost of actual removal and shipping of the reactor vessel and embedded piping was "at or under the original budget estimate. This was .Iso in line with Duke Engineering 

mplny's experience. the contract managers for decommissioning of the Yankee-Rowe plant. .e;
" Most major over-NJ:lS for that plant were likewise non-nuclear costs..The total decommissioning 

costs for ~se. plants were .Iso quite similar,.8t about 4~500 million each• 
. 

W'd..June 7/Aflemoon: Attended part of the session on PubNc Confidence In NuciearEnergy 
(Panel discussion). Generat consensus Is that nuclear power is gaining in acceptance by 
Qeneral public. 

Thurs-June 8/Mommg: Session where my paper was glven (discussed above).. 

. End of conference• 

• 
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204 ,.rforrnance Monitoring .nd Trending In Support of the Maintenance Rule Activttia. 

a. JIotantia' Synarglstic Safaty ".ua. Related� .-raJ. aUy Iibwise prodlace deJradazioo _ is .,... ....� 

•
to Reactor Pow8r Uprata., "",lISt IV, CIOMW1J Ibc am or tbe iDdividllll etrects. It.eseard2 bas IbowD IbIl pipe •

ClClnVIioo CI.1l be cuccrilated II iDcrasecS Duid vtlocilia. tDdic·(NRC) 
~VI or a S)'Dertistic corrosiOil CqiD,)/crosioD (flow) ~.

DiNIIbe put IIYa'I1 dec:ades, ..V.I. HulCl_ltepJa. aoot-eallseaul)'lis lias allO poiDted 10 corrosiOD (apDlll 
.., CommissiOD (mC) bas ftviewed IIld approved IDOrI dwI .u:ntion-fatirue (tIo"')-iJIduced pipe f&iJ1IftS. VJn!ed p1aDll1bll
JO 1iecsee ftq\lCSts for power 1IJn1eS. Each ftqueslilas ... "VI experimced ncnt pipe failura aaribllt.ed 10 Cf/IItfOIkJIAI 

. ~.~ 10 ftSlIl'I that pWlIlI!et)' aDd ftrula1or>' nqllil'lmcDlI erosioD IDlf eorrosioll/vibratiOlla1 efreeu iDelude me C&Uaway 
. . .. uusfiec1 bca1l'VC1lts. Iaowcver, poiDt 10 p*Dtiall)'DCr (PWJl) Inak orul-ilL I&WD IiDe 1cadiA,1D. f ......de CODCenII cha1ID1Y DOC ban betD adeq1wcly covered iA Ibe . ad a well! leak iD. 1·ia.1iDe i111be ncimlJaZioo .,... ...� 

IIp'8&Ilppliwioo·&Dd.ftvlcw process. Speci.6ca11y. biJher powIr SuqvebaDDa (8ft) pIaDL�
Icvcb ..taCIl combiDcd ';dlJystem/compoDeDt depdatioD .. Weft also DOted iD dleMaiDeYube.....�~
,wllilini... weD IS biJh power im combiDazioD wi1Il fgd.1ifc wkk uprm rem..... wbm defic:ieDtliccuee IlIbmiual illforma�
eal&DSiOlll 10 eJcYa1ed bw'Dvp levels, IDI)' affect sarel)' IIlIlJi& 1ioo."'U DOll*OVered dwiD, dlc irUtial review bflbe NRC..s!L� 
EvidcDCt or Ibe.. ctreeu Il&m from neeDt operadoDaJIVCDII, 'Ihese incideDts poiDtlO • Deed for iDdcpndcDt qeneylbenDll�
1Dc1udin, faiJlIl'I 10 fIilly insc:n CODcro! rods 1D biab-power talp. .)'cnulic IDlf DeuCI"OIlic audit 1Da1)'1is 10 verify Iil:eDSee IIlbalit·� 
~IIP ~I assemblies and pipm, failura. Tbis paper u,mi.. tal iDformatiOD. mc m.bouse eomputatiODa1 etrona would JO •� 
Ibc powntial for .)'nCIJ'istic etreeu (1)'MIJinie-cbe cooperative IDa, way iD pn>vidiD,1D iDdepeDdeDt check IIld yerificaZioD 01� 
lI:tioo or discrete qeDCies ncb that Ibe 1Ot&l etrect iI Jl"I'IIIf what is DOW esseDtia1Jy a licensee ctrert. b view fJllbIIC .....� 
~ Ibe aIIIII or Ibe iDdivic!ual e!'eeu) ad Ibe IIdeqD.q of.. fttiCllll, cbe foUowiq ~mnd'Qoos .. ..-:� mc apralC micw pI"ClCeIL •� 

A lltilil)' seekiDl a power IIprate ...m IAIbmit • 1ic:euiDI 1. MltC abciIaJd inuc • SWIC!ard acvicw PIa (SJ.P) ICIr 
ameD4meat nquest (LAR). wbi~h coal&iDs iDformatioo Iimi1ar feWer upra1e awlicatiODS, ..hieh should _lude acccptazICI ai- . 
lID tba1 fOW)d iD Ihc oripa! F"uW SafeI)' AzWysis R.epon lIut It Ieria dw consider the iDtIueDct of poteDtial .Y1lUJistic .trlCll, -Ibc vpraw! power level. 1be LAR entm Of) • reevaluadOD or tpeeifica1J)' hiJll·fIlcl-knl1lp levels &Dd componer&t/lyl1&m IIiDI� 
*sip·basis a=ilSeDts IDd otr'DOn:naIlI"IZlJieDts II dle tal.. .freets c.ombiDed .;t!l upl'I1e4 power eollditiCllll. 'I1Ie NRC is iD� 
power leve!, Ibe adequacy or safeI)' lystelZl$ 10 pcrlonlllbeir iD Ibc proeaI or clcvelopiDa , po...... u:prste UP.� 
eeDded fluactiOD. and a ~sipificanl.!w.ard assessmC12L ~
 
10 plant equipmeDt. Opel'ltiDI coneSitiollS, IDd techDical speeifi 2. NRC IIprate ftview procedura should _tude reqgire�
catiODS 10 achieve the iDtended power iDmue must also be spec.� IDeDts for independeDt ~"IlC ltaIr lZIa1)'sis (i.e.• Cbermal·b)'druJic 

and DelltroDic code pre4i~tions) 10 vcrif)' Ilpl'l1& predictiCllll'"ified. Wormation p~sented ill the LAA is reviewed by &be NRC 
mined by the ti~cnsee. The results or mc audit ealeuJaDOIIIsutr. IDd its fineSin.s are reponed iD an IIPl'lte SafeI)' Evalu.atioo 
shollld be pan or Che SEJl for each 1lprale ftvicw IIld iDellldeRcpon (SER). The ~'RC ft\iew is condueted ill ac~ordalK'C widl 
COmpaNoDS wilb licensee IlIbmiual uaI)'Iis.10 Cf'R·Pan 50.$9 aDd encompuscs eonsideratioD or ID)' ...� 

or IWtviewed weI)' eODcenu. The IIprate applicatiOD is ap� J. AeomparisoD orprobabilisti~ safeI)' IDeaSW"II (c....anproved if me cue has bnD made lIwlbm is DO lipiflWlt de,· 

•� 
damale freq\leDC)'. QHO, aDd 1.E.R1) IlIbe UPl'lted IIld priarnd.atiOD iD p!ut safeI)' marpas aDd thai all awlab1c ftruWiou power levels is recom.mcDlSed for futlll'l uprate applicaUOIII• .. sadlfild. 

ne Upl'lle applicwOIII reviewed iD this mady iDc1ude ....� 
for the BNASwiek., Call......y. MIlDe Yankee. Nn Arma. Sllft7.� 
SIl~uebLNl&, and Woll Creek plUilS. A review or Ibe LARs� •• Reliability Anatysis of Aging Effeeta Consld
and SERs for these plants revuled linle ~mcntatiOD widl aring Imperf.ct Testing and Maint.nancI, KtuI,"lard 10 cODsideratioD or pot.eotial syner,;stie etreets of bip.� 
core-power densities wheD "mbined with COl'DpoDcDt a,iJla ar M. PQrlc, YOllrz, lv. Yo", CMrz, H. CIum, (SIoll1 NQll� 
biJll-b\lnl\lp ctreets. A review or operational cveDts for upl'l1ed Vnlv-KorlG)�
plIDts. however. poiDts 10 poteotiIl eOl'DpowllSiD, etreell. Ea·�- amples iDcluCSe &he control rod msenion problelZl$ DOted II .. AJina efrects are duJt with iD tbe .va.1u.atioa of periodic 
Wolf Creek and North Ann. plants, beth havina received power lest IDd Il'lllnteDlDee. replacement. IDd life CltensioD. Bee_ 
"prale approvals iD &he ranle of' 10 5~. At &he Wot! Creek Ibc mtel'l·a1.averaled IID'\'ailabilil)' for • compoDeat and • ~ 

plIDI, five eootrol rods railed 10 fuDy Wcn dwiDl scram from lem is used iD &he eJ.istilll ftli.bilil)' analyses. eon~uous rime 
fuD power. 'The all'ected "lltrol rods iDvolved Wes~~ 1reD4 ofeach compoDCDt's \I1lIvail.bilil)' CaDDO! be 1Da1yze4. TIle 
VIDt.a&e-5H fIlel as~mb1ics iD cbe IlU or 47 600 MWd/t U.~· 1lSC of belh Cltnmes. as.,oo<5.u.ac", and as·bad-u-old, ill .. 
cause IDaI)'sel indic.te distortiOD of che ZircIloy CODtrol rod quantitative evaluatioD of teStlD1! maiDleDlDCe lIu ditfiC'Al1)' ill 
l\Iide rubel (thil'Dbles) due 10 irndiatioD·Wduced JTOwth. Be ftf1C(tiDI the acrull rnaiDlcnance Klivitiel. 111 this paper. time

depeDdeDt unlvl11.bilil)' is derived UDder periodie test and maiDcause Zirtaloy itndi.tiOD lTowth is iDtIueDCe4 by DelltroD D
an lpectNm IDd nta (powcr-Ievel efl'eets). as weD as IOla1� ICD~ with dle discrete renewal process.lDd 1CC1lIZl1ll.ted IIiDI 

etrecu arc eva1\1ated "'ith &he iIltrodllCtiOD ora Dew flCtOf b_Ilp0511l'1 (b\lnlUP efl'ect). poteolial s)'ller,isms IMy elist. CoD
CIO! rod ,tiekin, problems bave a1SoO bnn Doled 11 North A=i-l. elli impctf'ect test &Ill! maillteD~' IDd ia ..wavil)' IZIa17SiL� 
AZ!. eu,minatioll of &he V.'olf Cretk IDd Nol1h Anna uprm ...� 
amentatioD (I.AJtJ ud SERJ) for conirol rod behavior did DOC METBODOLOCif� 
revuI consideratioD or the efl'eeu of hiJiler po....er level ....� 
combined with eleva~ bwnup cODditions. Other iDdlScDII . ne IWvaiJ.bilil)' ell! be derived wilb dle discrete reDeWl1� 
clllde po,.,er otrset lDollU1ies ror Jon.<)'c1e/hi.b.powu cera . Jl'fOCULM The ftslllt is as follows:�• 
tied 10 eNd bllildllp on hi,b.bwnup fuel rods. ~e eNd appears� 
10 ,ather boreD., nusin, a distortioD of the axial po"'er proftJI. Q(') • .(IIT)CF.(,)�
particularly iD bilb-power assemblies. indicative of poteDtial� 
Ilev.ted po....er/bW1lUp l)'llertism&.· _� 

A,ed ~.etor cOl'Dponents anI! systems. combiDed widl'" • :I• Q(lT)(Q(I:T)(1-I.) + .«11 - I:')T)CF.(.» 
hi,her no,., ntcs that.otlen accompan)' uprales [primal)' aDd.. ... 
ODdai)' now i!lc~ues for beilin, wiler reaelor (B'ilr'R) upnter. •

•T<,«_+I)T. - •seeoDdat)'lidc now inmues for prenuriz.ed water Rae'« (PWI) 

. - . ... -- - .. -"'--_.-.~":' ~-



,....""~ UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONI "1ZJ.!L'\

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTO" SAFEGUARDS 
W.-.ttNOTON. D. c. 20551\.~) 

May 18.2000 .•••••* . 

MEMORANDUM TO: (a. Wallis. Chairman. Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena 
Subcommittee 

... 

FROM: P. Boehn~rt. ~nlor StairEngln-:! . 

SUBJECT:� NRR MEETINGWITH DUANE ARNOLD PLANTLICENSEEON 
DUANE ARNOLD ENERGY CENTER POWER UPRATE. MAY 
16,2000. ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

Representatives of AlIiant Energy (AE • Duane Arnold Energy Center Licensee) and NRR 
met on May 16.2000 to discuss the proposed power uprate program. Key points noted 
dUring the discussion included the following: 

The proposed power increase is 15.3% above the current license value of 1658 MWl 
to a level of 1912 M'Nt. The original power level was 1593 M'Nt; a previously granted 
power increase of 4.7% was made. The overall result is. a total increase of 20.0% 
from the original licensed power level. 

"•.
• 

In addition to the power increase. AE is proposing to implement the altemative source 
term (AST). The proposal is to use full implementation pursuant to Draft Regulatory 
Guide DG-1081\ The chemical and physical form ofthe radionuctides ~ssumed as. 
well as timing will be based on the DG-1081 guidance. AE prefers to provide a stand

. alone AST submittal to support the ~prate request with subsequent amendments to - . request AST relaxations. Details ,re provided in the attached handouts. The 
cognizant NRR representative present (S. LaVie) indicated lhatAE·s approach for the 
AST submittal appeared reasonable. . 

• The analysis conditions will be for an uprate of 120% rated core thermal power. use 
of a new fuel design (GE 14) and extension to a 24-monlh operating cycle. For the 
equilibrium uprate cycles, batch average fuel burnup will be -SO GWDIMTU. with a 
58.8 GWD/MTUpeak rod burnup for the equilibrium uprate cycle•• 

• For the next fuel cycle (Cy~le 18), the licensee Is proposing use ofa -transttion core-, 
consisting ofa mix of three GE fuel types (GE 10. 12, and 14 design fuel assemblies) 

. • DG-1081: -Alternative Radiological SourceTerms for Evaluating Design-Basis Accidents 
at Nuclear Power Plants·. The Committee will review the proposed final version of this regulatory 

• 
guide and associated Standard Review Plan Section during its June Meeting. 

iff; 
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•� 
-

Dulne Arnord Uprate Mtg. ..ge 2� 
UIY 16,2000 .. .� 

as wen as an intermediate power levet (between the current level of 1658M'Nland the 
'Ultimate 1912 M'Nlvatue). This approach gave the staffsome pause, particularlywfth 
regard to the s~pe and structure of~e Cycle 18 Core Operating Umits Report. In the 
end, however, NRR opined ttlat this approach' should be workable. 

•� AE·. proposed schedule for submittal 'and staffapproval appeari extremely optimistic. 
The submittal Is to be made In October and approval was requested by the end of 
May, 2001. The following points are of note however: 

o AE has not completed .n of Its analyses pertaining to the uprate. Including the 
evaluations for ATWS and the containment All analyses are to be complete by July. 
As a result. ~ does not yet have a comprehensive list of an the hardware change
outs'modifi~tions that will be required (items mentioned included installation ofanew 
high-pressure tUrbine and the separator/dryer assembly located In the vesset). 

o I informed AE that the ACRS intends to review this uprate and that AE and the staff 
needed to factor Committee review into the schedule. While AE gave indication that 
they were cognizant of prior Committee uprate reviews ,(they were aware that the 
ACRS will want to discuss the risk aspects of the uprate). they appeared to have not 
planned on Committee review of this matter. . . 

P AE was requesting approval to use the TRACG code to support Ispects of the 
uprate. NRR indicated that their review ofTRACG would not be complete In time to 
support the licensee's advertised schedule. . 

Near the conclusion of the meeting, AE began exploring -fall-back- positions centering on 
what aspects ().f the uprate review could be accomplished consistent with the above-noted 
schedule. ' 

NRR proposed holding Its next meeting with AE sometime In July, subsequent to the 
licensee's Completion of its uprate analyses. 

Attachment: As Stated 

cc:� Balance of ACRS Members 
R.Savio 

ec wlo attach (via E-matl): 
J. Larkin. . 
H. Larson� 
S.,Ouraiswamy·� 
ACRS Technical Staff & Fellows� 

•� • 
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DAEC Alternate Source Term 
, ' Implementation ' 

Chuck Nelson 
Principal Engineer 

Power Uprate Team 
)1...51·7T1I 
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.Conditions· for Analysis 

• Analyzed Conditions .
_

. .
120% Original Rated Thermal Power

..'... • (1593 MWt Original, 1658 MWt Current. 1912 MWt Upratel

~ GE14 Fuel t~fd)
 

-Z24 Month Operating Cycle� 
~fJ . 

'. 

.. 

~ 

~ 

• , •• • 



•• .' .~'.'� 
•Scope of Submittal� 

• 'Full Implementation per DG-I081 .1.2.1··" .� 
• 

- Composition - NUREG 1465 . . 
. -Magnitude- ORIGEN2Iill~~~t;J1)  

'·-..Chemical and Physical Form - DG-l081'· .' ... 

~.Timing . ,. 

• DO-IOSI '. I 

. • BWROG Report ~'Prediction ofFission Gas Release 
.from Fuel in Generic BWR,t 

. '. 

~ 

•� 
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" 
Scope of Submittal .. · 

-Analyzed Design Basis Accide~ts  . 
, ' 

. -.'Loss·ofCoolant Accident LOCA -:App A " . 
~ Fuel Handling Accident FHA - App' B ' 

.. -:- Control Rod Drop Accident CRDA - App C . 
-

, 

'Main ,Steam Line Break MSLB - App 
' 

D . . '.. . 
., , 

. -Output;. Doses and Acceptance Criteria in 
. . 

TEDE' 

" 

~ 

~ 
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.' '. Equipment Qualification' '. 

• 

. Impact of Cesium '. .'. ".. 
. . . o. 

• .DAEC is performing EQ Evaluations in .f'A~' 

Power Uprate Analysis using TID-14844~ . 
.. ' 'Source'Term in'accordance with interim·' . . 

. NRC staffguidance in SECY-99-240.~ .~ .� 
, . 

• 
I 

DAEC 
• 

will address the Cesium Impact in 
accordance with the resolution ofthe . . 

.pending GSI or DG-l081 when issued. 
I. 

~. 

~ • 
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•RADTRAD Default 60 Isotope List�
.' . 

I . 

'. DAEC Reviewed RADTRAD Default NIF� 
fi'les . I. '..� 

~  PWR and BWR 60 Isotope Inventories use the same 
..isotopes. . . 

,- It is our understan~ing that these are the same isotopes 
used in NRC evaluations. 

.. - DAEC is using the same list 

." 

~ 

• . . 
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RADTRAD Default 60 Isotope List .. · 

•� Cobalt Isotopes 
-' Co-58, Co-60 are corrosion and activation products, not 

.fission products. ORIGEN cutoffat IE-8 => no Co' 

. 
,fission, products . I 

, 

. .~. ORIGEN cutoff IE-I0 => only Co-74 and above " . 

I ....'·DAEC is using the RADTRAD BWR Default NIF " .. 
I 
J� . .values for Co-58 and Co-60 - significantly higher th~n 

. actual coolantbome concentrntions . . 

• 'EQ Isotopes - 60 isotopes using TIO fractions '� 
to 

• 

~. 

•� 
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..� . Submittal Options • 

.•� Option 1 Standalone Submittal ofASTto 
'support Separate Power Uprate Submittal 
with Future Amendments to ·Request AST . 
·Relaxations (DAEC Prefel!ed), ,. ,,", .. :; 

. .� . ~. .... l . ''-oc • 

•� Option-2 Co'inbined AST and RelaXations� 
Sl11>IIlittal . . '� 

.� . ~  

. .• Option 3 Combined AST, Po~r U»n\to~utd . 
,� . . . .,' ' .. ' ';". ' . i ' 

~_Relaxatioas S\l. ,,:.~: ....~ ':,' , ' I� • 
\J....� \ ~ " • 
~ .� , . 



. •. ~•.'� 
Considerations • 

The Recommended ~ptio~:  

, ' 

• Minimize changes so focus is on effects of, power uprate.�
..' • Minimizes schedule impact on power ~prate review.' 

. 

• Minimizes complexity ofAST review. . I 

'. , 

. Since the resolution ofcurrent industry issues (e.g., EQ OSI, . 
~ CR Habitability) may impact costlbenefi~ fOf some . . . 

relaxations (e.g., timing, leakage), DAEC will take 
~ . additional time to detennine the mix ofeXFptions lobe 
. p~ued. '. . I 

I 

. '. j'
I 
I 

~  

•� 
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•Submittal Schedule .. 

•. • 

• 'Analysis jnProgress .. 
. . • .Shell for Submittal being developed from 

.GGNSand Perry Submittals I . 
• .~ast  Engineering Task Report due ~uly 00 

• I. 

• AST Submittal to NRC 3rd Qu~er 2000tB--'� 
. . I ' 

, .. 

I 

t 
I 

" I.,
~ 
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. UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ADVISORY COMMlnEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
• WASHINGTON, D. Co.. 

June 8.2000 

MEMORANDUM TO:� Graham Wallis, Chairman, Thermal-Hydraulic Phenomena 
Subcommittee 

FROM:� P. Boeh"nert, Senior Sw.fJ 'Engl""l ... 

SUBJECT: .� NRR MEETING WITH COMMON'NEAlTH EDISON COMPANY 
(COMED) - CORE POWER UPRATE PROGRAM FOR 
DRESDEN AND QUAD CITIES PLANTS. MAY 31, 2000, 
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 

Representatives of NRR and ComEd met on May 31, 2000 to hold a -kick-off" meeting to 
discuss ComEd's licensing plan to support extended power uprates for Dresden Units 2 & 3 ' 
and Quad Cities Units 1 & 2. as well as transition to use of GE14 fuel. Key points noted 
during the meeting include: 

• 
'. ComEd will transition to use of the new GE14 fuel design in .n its BWR units. 

Currently ComEd's B'NRs are using a mix of GE and Siemens ATRIUM-9B fuel. 
Discussion ensued over GE's plans to apply its GEXl critica'l-powet ratio calculation' 
methodology to the Siemens fuel' type. absent knowledge of its designltest 
parameters. which are held proprietary. GE explained that they would need to perform 
a series of interpolative calculations which ComEd would, in turn. need to evaluate. - since they have aeeess to the Siemens proprietary information. NRR raised concems 
regarding GEts lack of knowledge of the applicability of the Siemens design 
parameters to uprale power conditions, the bounding of uncertainties. as well as the 
overall approach being employed. The st.aff advised GE of the need to submit a 
comprehensive.report on this melh~ology for its review, as soon as practicable~ 

•
.� . 

The Dresden and Quad Cities Units are to be upraled by 17% ofthe current licensed 
power level. CornEd maintains that the Impact for an uprate or this magnitude II 
minimal. as substantial design margin exists In both the NSSS and barance-of-plant 
equipment for units of this vintage (BWR/3).ln resp·onse to my qI:Jestion. CornEd said 
that both plants received 5% power uprates shortly after injtialli~nsing pursuant toI 

AEC practice at that time (early 1970s). Technicalfy. this power increas~ repres~nts 
anovera" uprate of 22%, above the initial licensed level. Given this. the staff 

• 
requested that CornEd address the applicability ofthe GE generic analyses supporting 
the Extended Uprate Program, as this Program was limited to uprates ofno more than 
20% of nominal power. ~_g 



NRRIComEd Mig.eMaY3f
,2000 

A list of .ignmeant plant modifications was -provided (Figure 1). Regarding the need 
for additional cooli!"'; .towers at the Ore_den sfte, NRR cited aconcern with the impact 
of the site'. heat rejection capabilities during high temperature conditions on such 
plant parameters as suppression pool temperature limits (e.g., elevated spray pond 
temperatures). The licensee has not yet perfonned the safety analyses supporting the 
uprate; therefore, additional modifications may be necessary. 

••� ComEd discussed Its approach for the safety analysis supporting the uprates forth• 
four units. De~Jgnated ·Unft S".1t will consist ofa set ofbounding inputs for the safety 
analyses and use ofthe MELLL(maximum extended load line Iimft- Figure 2) forplant 
operation at the Increased power level. Figure 3 provides some additional details on 
the Unit S approach. 

•• The licensee intends to submit its uprate license amendment request by the end ofthis 
year. NRC review would need to be completed within - eight to nine month's time to 
support the proposed restart schedule for the first uprated unit, Dresden Unit 2, In 
November 2001. I made note of the ACRS', Intention to review this uprate 
application, and the need to include time for Committee review in the above schedule. 
ACRS Fet/ow G. Cronenberg indicated that the Committee is concemed with the lack 
of a NRC review plan (Standard Review Plan Section) for power uprates\ ComEd 
indicated that they will be in a position to uprate the plants in mid-eycle, If necessary,e given any review schedule delays. . . 

• During discussion, ComEd noted that the cost of the uprate power is -S175/kW(e). 

Attachments: As Stated 

- cc: Balance of ACRS Members 
R.Silvio 

cc w/oattach (via E-mail):� 
.J. Laritina� 
H.larson .� 
S. Ouraiswamy� 
ACRS Technical Staff & Fellows� 

. \ 

, Subsequent to the meeting. Or. Cronenberg and I discussed this matter with Mr. 
Duraiswamy. I sent you.an E-Mail message recommending that the Committee engage the staff 
In a diaTogue on the need for development of a Standard Review Plan.for r!view or power . 
uprates. You indicated support of this approach. The P&P Subcommittee IS scheduled to diSCUSS 

• this matter du.ring Its June 6, 2~OO Meetin;.� . 



• • •• 
Significant Modifications ~ 

• Replace H~ tur~ines 

• Add new condensate demineralizers 
• Recirculation pump ronback on FW or CD puinp 

trip .. 

• O:ffgas tempe~ature conditioning 
• Heater drain valve replacements

. . . 

• Auxiliary power system changes 
. . 

• Instrum~nt.setpoint changes 
. . . 

. • A~ditional cooling towers at Dres~ .. . 

CoInEd.. . ~ IJr?f k :+·16 
~  a............ · .� 
~ 

• ~
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Dresden and Quad Cities MELLL PowerlFlow Map 
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••� • .•� 
Unit 5 Analytical Approach for� B .� . 

..� ..~DRlQC� 
~. 

'- ,What is Unit 51 
•� A bounding set ofanalysis inputs for the four Dresden and QuId Citlel ...its Cor· . 

EPUIMELLL SAR (e.g. LOCA. containment analysis) . 
•� Safety analysis resullSlimpacas due to EPUIMELLL will be Draented in the PUSAR for 

review and approval 
•.� Unit/cycle specifIC models will be used for reload .fely..lyseslCCGldina to the NRC

•
",� approved methods 

- Why Unit 51� . , 
•� Only. f~  c1itr~  ~!hefaur unils (typiclII B~ 

•� More efficaent analysIS and review . 

'. C~design bases for consistene)' and maintenance 
••: Uprated core thennal power will be the sallie for all four .,..ill 

- How? .. ::� . . .. 
• Cun'enlJ!fety analysis inputs,ofthe .rour units were compiledlleViewed 
• Unit Smodel joindy developed by ComEdlGE by Selecting the limid. parametel(s) 

".� ., • Justification for choice oflimiting parameter compiled '. 
. .' • Parameter choice is dependent on analysis 

12•
I 

ComEd"� , " 
~ a............� ,i \'. 
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UNrTED STATES 
. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEQUARDS 
WASHIHCJTON. D.c.1CI511oOD01 

.Augultl.200D 

MEMORANDUM TO: ': P. Boehnert. S. Duraiswamy. J. Lartdna. H. Laraon. 
D. Powera. G. Apostoillda 

MEMORANDUM t: Awe.,1D.2DOO 

FROII: A. W. Cronenberg 

SUBJECT: . Beaver Vaney Power Uprate & Ucense Renewat Plans 

Attached is I copy of an overview presentation by First Energy Nuclear Operating Company 
(FENOC) made on Aug. 8, 2000 to NRC, concerning management plans for upgrading the Belver 
Valley Units' & 2 (W-PWRs), which primarily relate to plans for I Request for Ucense Renewal. 
Request for Power Uprate, and anticipated plant equipment upgrades (Le. replacement of the Unlt-' 
Iteam generator). It should be noted that the Beaver Valley units were purchased by FENQC from 
Duquesne Power about a year 8g0, and that the attached represents the FENOC long-term 

anagement ptan for the units. The presentation was made for information purposes only. where It 
noted thatM License Request submittals have been made to date, except for the '.4-% power• 

uprate related to Appendix-K considerations for measurement or set point parameters (a staff 
review item only). The key items of interest to ACRS. I believe, are the anticipated plana for: 

<a> a Ucense Amendment Request for I total Power Uprate of Ibout &-%('.4-% in 2000 
related to App.-K set points. and a fuTl-scope 5-% increase in late 2002). 
(b) • License Renewal Request In 2004 for 20 year ex,tenslon. 

The schedule for these Items is given In the second slide on page 4 of the attached handout. It II 
noted that the fun-scope 5-% power uprate (late-2002) wnl incrude a request to allow for changeover 
from a sub-atmospheric containment t.o atmospheric conditions, ~o facilitate future in-eontainment 
maintenance activities during at-power operations. In this regard the licensee wnl submit new 
source term retention and containment structural response calculations for Cesign Basis Accidenta. 
I suspect that the containment analysis will require ACRS review (prior unreviewed safety . 
concems). in addition to that associated with the power upra'e Itself. The liceonsee stated that they 
will base their source term submittal on best estimate snafysrs. using the MAAP code (analysis 
under contract to Fauske & AssociatesM'estinghouse-SNFL). This may require prior review of the 
f.IAMJ code by AeRS. 

·The NRCINRR contact for the eeaverVaney units Is Dan ~mns (415-1427). 

• . ·1· 



• NRC"/fENOC MEETING 
SEA VER VALLEYRILL· 
POTENTlAL PRO(;RAM 

AlJGIJST4~Df!O 

aiI-!"'~~"'''' 

DESIRED OI./TCOME 

•� Understanding of foeus, scope, Ind 
strJtegy 0' Seaver Valley's Full Potential 
Program 

•� Understanding 0' relatiOnship or readDr 

• 
vessel Issues tI:l Full PotenUlI Program 

FENOC 

AGENDA 

• Fun Potential Prc91fft 
- WiUiam ~ lOne 

•� ftue:tor vessel ISSUS . 
- DenniS Weald. 

•� CondlJding renwtcl 
- W1Diam ~ lOiM 

'FENO• 

•� 



.' Ga4lS 
• ~ pin safety, reduce oprltlng CZIItS 

1hrough risk nformed tech IOIogies , . 

• ~ capIdty fIctor·.1ust 1~ 
'. rnauseJ:!we ~ '-1eIst!I. 
• CorMrt tD 1tmosphet1c CDIUInmert 
• Ccmert tD ~ Standard TCI1ICII 

Speclbtions 

• Elctend opnting license pertod 20 YMr'I 
• Reliablestum~~ 
• ReplICl UnIt 1aeam gwe IIIXI 

, • ,:EN 

INDMDUAL. PROJECTS 

• Stum genemor rnlnIQIITlId 
• UprIteS/Atmosphlrt coruinnwt 
• ImprOVed StAndard Technical Spedf\e:atlons 
• Clpadty fadDr/outige impro...ernents 

• $tum ~ replac:emerl

• • ucense fW'eWII 
• Asset rnll'\Igems't 

• FueltnI~ 
FENOC• 

FJJLL POTENTIAL PROGRAM� 
STRATEGY� 

• PNsed lIJl)IetTJelltItSOn 
- Etftdenc:y 
- Revenue generlUOn 

• LDng term f'oQa 
-lmprove/prl!:SeNe ISSetI� 
-Extend 1ft� 

FENO• 
• 

• h5� 



•• PTSSCREENINGUM1T 
. .• I'iS SaeerIng IImt chMge 

~Mel:hodoIo;y a.net1l2y In FIIglJItiOns 
. • SOCFRSO.61 defines meIhDd 
. • 5creering ImIt being reewlUItId I¥ 

NRC Aesefth . 
• ~ltions IIso being reewI'*-d I¥ 

NRCReslifth 
-nnn; or regJlItory chInQe \l'altllh 

-Irnpect or mrrelation change n 1a.1Ing 
Irrit &ID1iIin . • F£ 

MASTER aJRVE 
• Master Ca.Ne Methodology 

-� Metnodology his been CoetifIeCI 
~ASTM £1121-17 
• Code CIse N-629 (Unlrrldilted) 
• Code case N-631 on-~jlted) 

• 
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Managing the Business of Nuclear Power 

.. Amelia Jsland, Florida 
Augu~t 6-10,2000 

. by 

Noel DUdley 

I attended the first two days of the 2000 Utility Working Conference sponsored by the American 
Nuclear Society. The Conference, as its name implies, focused on operating nuclear power 
plants as businesses with regulatory oversight as one of the activities that needs to be 
managed. After the Plenary Session on Monday morning; the Conference offered seven 
different parallel tacks of break out sessions. I followed the Regulatory Relations track and 
attended sessions on reactor oversight, risk-informed regulations, and license renewal. The 
fourth day of the Conference consisted of an ANS Professional Development Workshop 
concerning the maintenance rule and condition monitoring. The agenda for the Conference and 
the Workshop is attached [Pp 9-23]. 

ApprOXimately 250 people attended the Conference. The 15 NRC staff members who attended 
also participated as panel members during selected sessions. Vendors. consultants, industry 
executives. and licensee regulatory and maintenance managers were well represented. A list of 
the atteridees is available upon request. 

• OBSERVATIONS 

The scenario of a resurgence of nuclear power presented at the Conference was predicated on 
the following assumptions. With the increasing demand for reliable power being driven by the 
communications industry, power generators will be motivated to puild more base-load electric 
power plants. Due to deregulation, the price volatility of fossil fuels, and environmental . 
concerns, nuclear power will be competitive with other fuel sources. Since deregulation will 
allow a better return on capital. investors will be more likely to accept the risk associated with 
financing construction of new nuclear power plants. 

Based on the content of the different sessions at the Conference, issues that nuclear power 
executives need to consider under the assumed scenario are operating nuclear power plants as 
businesses, increasing present generating capacity, maintaining aging eqUipment, retaining a 
skilled work force, and effectively managing the regulatory environment. 

Some speakers noted the importance of protecting public health and safety. Other speakers 
explained that operating a nuclear plant as a low cost power producer will ensure safety. 
However, speakers did not talk about how safety will be maintained or how the regulatory 
structure will ensure public health and safety. 

•
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PLENARY SE~SIQN 

The speakers during the plenary session were upbeat about the future of nuclear power. Most 
speakers focused on the business aspect of operation a nuclear power plant and expressed ae belief that nuclear power is competitive with any other source of electric power. Only two of the 
speakers stressed the need for continuin~ ,to operate the plants safely. 

Commissioner Merrifield made the case that the outlook for nuclear power is the brightest it 
has been since the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident. He presented lessons.leamed from a 
book entitled "Containing the Atom" by J. Samuel Walker, the NRC Historian. One lesson 
learned from the 1950's is the need to prevent licensing bottlenecks caused by lack of NRC 
resources. Commissioner Merrifield noted that the NRC should establish an infrastructure to 
support the review of license renewal application as a priority over reviewing the applications. 
Another lesson from the 1960's concerned the loss of pUblic confidence resulting from the fear 
of radiation from nuclear weapons' fallout. Similarty, the fear created by the plant events at TMI 
and Chernobyl in the 1970's and 1980's adversely effected nuclear power. He noted that public 
confidence must be earned and that it is fragile. He warned against advocating further cuts in 
the NRC that may adversely effect public confidence. A copy of Commissioner Merrifield's 
remarks are attached [pp 24-31].. 

In response to questions Commissioner Merrifield made the following statements: 

•� The Commission will wait until the consolidation of the electric power industry is 
completed before deciding on changes to the boundaries of NRC Regional Offices. 

Fewer licensees would not necessarily make it easier to regulate the 103 operating• 
plants. 

The NRC will review new plant design applications. such as the pebbl~ bed design,e • 
when they are received. 

•� Based on his discussions with resident inspections. the inspectors are changing their 
negative views towards the Revised Regulatory Oversight Process. 

•� The federal government should rescind its prohibition against foreign ownership of 
nuclear power plants. since nuclear proliferation is no longer an issue. 

•� Performance indicators enhance public confidence. 

•� Maintaining adequate electric power is not the NRC's responsibility. The NRC should 
ensure plants can withstand voltage dips on the power grids. 

•� The NRCshould improve the timeliness of its review of spent fuel storage issues 
including high burnup fuel and damaged fuel elements in spent fuel pools. 
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•� The NRC has provided the infrastructure necessary to license a new plant within one 
year. An application for construction of a new nuclear power plant may be submitted 
within 7 to 10 years. 

Mr. Jerry V:elverton, President and CEO of Entergy Nuclear, Inc., presented statistics 
demonstrating how safely and efficiently nuclear power plants are being operated. He stated 
that the consolidation of the nuclear power generation industry would continue partly because It 
reduces a company's risk and provides the least expensive source of base-load electricity. Mr. 
Yelverton stated that the larger companies would hire the skilled craftsmen they need and would 
be less reliant on operating service providers. He explained that the costs of electricity from 
present nuclear power plants is less that the cost of electricity from operating gas plants due to 
the present high cost of gas. Mr. Yelverton was en~uraged by license renewal, which would 
allow present plants to continue to operate until new plants are built. He concluded that nuclear 
power is competitive with other sources of electricity because of increased capacity (power 
uprates), .Iower staffing and operating costs, and stable fuel cost. Selected slides used during 
this presentation are attached [pp 32-37]. 

Dr. Lucian Conway, President, Conway Consulting. prOVides financial decision making training 
to industry executives. He explained how the transition from a regUlated monopoly business 
model to a deregulated model will result in reducing expenses and working capital. He stated 
that the return on the regulated portions of an electric company is 12 percent and that the retum 
on the unregulated portions of a company is about 20 percent. As a result, more funds will flow 
into nuclear power plants as deregUlation progresses. Dr. Conway concluded that if nuclear 
power plants are run as businesses they will be competitive with other types of electricity 
generators. 

Mr. David A. Christian,Senior Vice President-Nuclear, Dominion Generation, explained that 
North Anna and Surry nuclear power plants were low cost producers because the organizational 
vision of safe operations had been adopted by the employees. He stated that increased 
capacity factors resulted in increased revenues. He noted that increased regulation of fossil fuel 
emissions would make nuclear power even more competitive. Concerning mergers and 
takeovers, Mr. Christian observed that quality was added by increased safety and not increased 
size. He concluded that licensees should be less concerned with safety risk and concentrate on 
managerial factors. His remarks are attached [pp 38-50]. 

Mr. Edward Tirello, Jr., Managing Director, Deutche Bane Alex Brown, is a Wallstreet electric 
power company analyst. He disagreed with the decision to separate power generation, 
transmission, and distribution into different companies. He stated that as the electric power 
industry consolidates the nuclear power producers must think like a business since they will be 
the largest profit centers. He speculated that there eventually will be eight to ten transmission 
companies that will need to invest billions of dollars in upgrading the national infrastructure. He 
noted the present regulatory environment discourages investment in transmission lines. Mr. 
Tirello explained that the reserved margin for operating grids has dropped to 8 percent and peak 
electricity usage has extended into the evening hours due to the internet. He stated that the 
demand for electricity by high tech companies presently represents 13 percent of the demand 
and will increase to 25 percent. 
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Mr. Tirello projected that five to eight major electric generating companies would compete on 
each transmission grid and that 30-40 distribution companies would sell different grades of 
power nation wide. He expected high tech companies would purchase reliable nuclear power 
and that consumers and warehouse facilities would purchase less reliable power generated by 
electric. peaking stations. Mr: Ti~1I0 stated that el~ctric power generating companies must be 
.managed as businesses similar to the vicious campe.tition that occu~ in the food industry. He 
speculated that oil companies would soon become involved in the electric power generation 
mduR~. . 

In response to questions,Mr. Tirello provided the following answers: 
. 

•� In the present rapidly changing business environment, the NRC needs to approve new 
plant applications within months and not years. 

•� Distributive power generation equipment, such as fuel cells, loon will be used at major 
buildings, farms, and telecommunication towers. 

•� The govemment has collected money, which is earning interest, and is doing nothing to 
build a high level waste reposito~. A law suit is needed to make progress. 

•� RegUlators can adapt to the new business environment, but change will be slow and 
training will be needed. 

•� Craft workers are not drawn to nuclear facilities because the industry is viewed as dying. 
The industry needs to sell job security and better manage overtime work. 

Competition has not decreased the sharing of information since the industry is 
interdependent with regards to maintaining a safety focus. . 

•� Since utilities have been purchasing vendor organizations and developing buying 
groups, the demand for vendor services will decrease. 

•� Training, which provides an understanding of economic competition, information on how 
well the company is doing, and what the employee can do to help, should be used to 
motivate employees to be more productive and efficient. 

REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROGRAM 

My conclusion from this session is that the Revised Regulatory Oversight Program (RROP) is 
supported by both the NRC and the industry and will be revised to improve its effectiveness. 
The differences and issues between the NRC and the industry were clearly identified, the need 
to revise t.he present RROP was repeatedly noted, and the quality of the working relationship 
between the NRC and industry was continually highlighted. The NRC staff stated that the cross
cutting issues will be reflected in the 'J,)erformance indicators and that additional leading 
indicators are unnecessary. One staff member stated that performance indicator thresholds 
would be exceeded before a risk significant event occUrs. 

•�
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The RROP is predicated on the effectiveness of each licensee's corrective action program. In a 

•
private discussion, a consultant who reviews licensee corrective action programs slated that 
most licensees have weak corrective action programs. The primary weaknesses of the 

• programs were the inability to correct identified problems and the inability to identify latent 
. . errors, which could eventually result in self-identifying problems.. 

Mr. William Dean, NRC, descnbed the regulatory framework and the initial implementation of 
the RROP. He explained that the NRC staff was developing tools to improve the objectivity and 
consistency of the performance indicators and the Significance Determination Processes 
(SOPs). Others issues discussed were fault exposure time in relationship to reliability and the 
need to more Closely inspect the cross-eutting issues. Mr. Dean described future NRC initiatives 
·such as establishing an initial implementation evaluation panel, considering the use of risk
based performance indicators, evaluating resources, and holding pUblic workshops. Selected 
alides used during this presentation are attached [pp 51-53]. 

Mr. Peter Wilson, NRC, provided an overview of the SOPs and explained that the SPOs for the 
cornerstones are works in progress. He concluded that due to the SOPs, objectivity has 
improved and the NRC is better focused on safety significant issues. Selected slides used 
.during this presentation are attached [pp 54-61]. 

• 

Ms. Donna Alexander, Manager, RegUlatory Affairs, Carolina Power and Light Company, 
presented insights gained during the pilot program for the RROP. She stated that no major 
process changes were necessary to implement the oversight program. She noted that intemal 
thresholds were lower than the NRC thresholds and that program results were reviewed by a 
panel before being sent to the NRC. Ms. Alexander stated that the number of inspection hours 
appeared to increase and that the inspection reports were pretty bland. She suggested that 
resident inspector observations, similar to those contained in the old style inspection reports, 
should be conveyed.to the licensee. She questioned the appropriateness of the NRC issuing 
three violations for one event. Ms. Alexander concluded that communications with the NRC had 
been good and that the RROP was still dynamic as indicated by the continued use of draft 
documents for program guidance. 

... 

Mr. Greg Gibson, Nuclear Oversight and Regulatory Affairs Division, Southem Califomia 
Edison Company, presented insights from the Shadow Plant Program, which involved licensees 
not in the pilot program applying the RROP to their plants. He reported that the licensees who 
participated in the Shadow Plant Program were pleased with the oversight process. Mr. Gibson 
identified problems with the thresholds used for the health physics and security performance 
Indicators. He stated that there should be a disciplined process for adding new performance 
indicators. Mr. Gibson indicated that including the re$ponses to frequently asked questions on 
the NRC web site provided instantaneous up-tCKfate information to all licensees. 

Mr. Stephen Floyd, Nuclear Energy Institute, summarized the latest performance indicator 
results and identified issues related to the RROP. The slides used to summarize the 
performance indicator results are attached [pp 62-63 ]. 
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Mr. Floyd discussed the-following issues related to the performance indicators: 

•� potential adverse effects of counting manual scrams on operator decisions, 
better definition of unplanned power changes, 
safety system availability criteria are more restrictive than maintenance rule criteria, and 

• - 0- • Inconsiste~t use of compo~e·nts, systems, or trains to determine availability• 

Mr. Floyd noted that the RROP had significantly reduced the number of enforcement actions. 
For example, severity lever IV violations have dropped from 1037 to about 8 per year. Slides 
showing the reduction in enforcement actions are attached [pp 64-65). He indicated that the 
SOPs still need work to establish consistency and standardization. 

RISK-INFORMED REGULATION 

During this session it was difficult to determine the level of interest of the industry in risk
informing the regulations either thought Option 2 and/or Option 3. The NEI and South Texas 
Project representatives were very vocal in their support of both Option 2 and Option 3. In a 
private discussion, one licensee representative stated that there is no benefit to his facility in 
maintaining a probabilistic risk assessment or developing risk-informed license amendments 
partly because the Q List is small. 

Mr. Timothy Reed, NRC, presented an overview of the staffs approach to risk-informing 10 
CFR Part 50 special treatment requirements. He described the development of 10 CFR 50.69, 
Appendix T, the associated regulatory guide, and the Nuclear Energy Institute's implementation 
guidance document. He identified the following technical.issues that are still under discussion. 

quality of probabilistic risk assessments (PRA),� 
peer certification and expert panels,�e·:• monitoring and prOViding feedback on RiSe !II components,� 
comparison of commercial practices and 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B requirements, and�•

•� change controls to ensure PRA assumptio~s remain valid. 

Mr. Eugene Hughes, President, Erin Engineering, presented the role ofthe regulator in a risk
informed environment. Using dam safety, coal mining safety, and the WASH 1400 report as 
examples, he explained that as knowledge about a safety hazard increases the need for 
regulation decreases. Mr. Hughes stated that proposed regulations should address the risk 
perceived by the public in an effective way. He suggested that risk-informed requirements could 
be one of the. following types: 

•� prescriptive that would require direct oversight, 
•� performance-based that would require periodic inspections, and 
•� incentive-based that would require self-oversight . 

Mr. Hughes asserted that ru.Jes should be imposed only when a result is expected, such as a 
defined level of performance, availability, or reliability and when it is necessary to ensure safety. 
He used the example of components on licensees' a Lists, and asked the question what is 
achieved when a component is on the List. Mr. Hughes noted that NASA required highly 
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reliable components since there is no redundancy built into many space craft systems. He 

• 
questioned whether the same level of quality assurance is necessary at nuclear plants where a 
single component failure is assumed as part of the general design criteria. He recommended 
further discussion of commercial grade components. 

Mr. Jan:'es Chapman,"Director, PSA and' Safety Analyses, SCIENTECH, defined risk-informed 
and presented a case that the insights derived from PRAs ove"r the last two decades have 
proven to be robust. Mr. Chapman highlighted important risk-informed initiatives that have been 
completed. He predicted that South Texas Project will be successful in implementing graded 
quality assurance. He concluded that the regulations do not need to be revised to improve 
regulatory activities. Selected slides used during the presentation are attached [pp 66-70]. 

Mr. Mark Reinhart, NRC, described the use of probabilistic safety assessments in the 
regulatory framework, such as in reviewing deterministic license amendments, quality assurance 
programs, and technical specification configur~tion management. 

LICENSE RENEWAL 

Mr. Stephen Hoffman, NRC. provided an overview of the license renewal activities and 10 CFR 
Part 54, "Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants.- He 
outlined the process for license renewal including the license renewal application, the 
environmental review, and the opportunity for a hearing. He noted that license renewal is a 
business decision. Mr. Hoffman summarized the schedule for reviewing generic license renewal 
guidance documents and expected license renewal applications. 

• 
Mr. Barth Doroshuk, President and Chief Operating Officer, Constellation Nuclear Services• 
provided an overview of the preparation of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant license 
renewal application. He stated that life cycle management required a good understanding of 
plant historical behavior. resources, mitigation measures, discovery techniques, and corrective 
action and follow-up. He noted that the license renewal application is not only a regUlatory 
document but also provides an extended planning horizon for the engineering department Mr. 
Doroshuck stated that license renewal lessons learned can be viewed from the perspectives of 
assessment and planning, management decision support, project implementation, application 
preparation, and implementation of a plant lifetime program. 

Mr. Greg Robison. Project Manager, License Renewal, Duke power Company, provided an 
overview of the preparation of the Oconee license renewal application. He explained that" 

•� license renewal was a business decision that required the assessment of plant and equipment 
mortality. He noted that reconstruction of 30 year old decisions was difficult and some "re
engineering of past decisions was necessary. Mr. Robison made the following observations: 

• clear definition of terms is important, 
• do not assume preparers and reviewers are on the same page, 
• the licensee is the application integrator - the NRC staff is the application reviewer, 
• the license renewal process must be ~tandardized. and " 
• a t~chnically sound process for reviewing emerging issues should be developed. 

•� 
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Mr. Tony Pietrangelo,·NEI, provided an overview of the license renewal process. He stated 

e that scoping the plant is a labor intensive effort and that licensees need to know their current 
licensing basis. He recommended that license renewal personnel speak the same language as 
plant personnel and not attempt to teach license renewal to plant operators. Mr. Pietrangelo 
explained that NE195-10 will be the source document for preparing applications while the 
Standard Review Plant for license renewal and the Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) 
report will stabilize the application review process. . 

The following information was exchanged during the meeting session discussions: 

. • system ehgineers do the scoping, 
•� design engineers identify the aging management programs, and 
•� due to process requirements 24 months is the minimum possible \ime to review a~ 

application. 

Attachments: As Stated 
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::DR. SCNlle" , B / a '/2DCO . 

.Potential synergistic: effects of industry initiatives to extend plant life, increase production 
and reduce regulatory burden .

•• The License Renewal (LR) Rule rests on the' basic regulatory pnnciple that a nuclear power plant 
(NPP) can continue to operate for as long as it complies with its current licensing basis (CLB), 
because compliance with its CLB provides assurance ofadequate protection. . 

The LR implementation documents provide details on how an NPP demonstrates that aging 
degradation will be adequately managed so that plant structures, systems and components (SSCs) 
Will continue to comply with their CLa requirements for as long as the plant continues to 
operate. Active components are excluded from LR consideration because existing regulation 
already imposes requirements on timing and level ofcorrective action required when they fail. 

Passive components fall into two different categories. 

One category includes passive components subject to periodic replacement under their CLB. 
These components are identified for the purpose ofreviewing existing CLB commitments 
dealing with age degradation and to assess their adequacy for the extended period of operation. 

• 
The other category includes long-lived passive components that are not subject to periodic 
replacement WIder their current CLB. This category includes major reactor coolant system 
components such as reactor coolant system piping, reactor vessel and internals, pressurizer and 
steam generators in pressurized water reactors (PWR), reactor coolant pump casings, emergency 
systems piping, secondary side major components such as steam lines, and contaimnent. For 
these components aging degradation is monitored to assure that it will not exceed aging 
degradation limits required to support the CLB. In those cases where component operation is 
supported by a time limited aging analysis that does not extend beyond 40 years, the time limited 
aging analysis must be modified to qualify the component for the extended period ofoperation. 

In most instances long-lived passive components are expected to operate for the extended period 
ofoperation without being replaced. This is possible because these components are designed . 
.with excess margin over the regulatory limits that support the CLB. Part ofthis excess margin is 
in fact intended to, and used for operating the plants to their currently licensed 40 years life. 
Extending the life of the plants beyond 40 years involves the recognition that excess margin is 
still available in most components after 40 years ofoperation and the acceptance of its use to 
compensate for aging degradation for the purpose ofextending the life ofthe facility. Since 
regulatory limits are not exceeded, the plant continues to comply with its CLB, and this provides 
assurance ofadequate protection. 

Although regulatory limits are not exceeded, sses actual margins to aging degradation limits are 
being reduced. At the end 0{"60 years .life, mechanical components will be closer to their fatigue 
limits than at the end of 40 years, the reactor vessel will be more brittle and closer to the prs 
limit than at 40 years of life, and so on, and even replacement steam generators, which should be 
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\ capable ofreaching the end of60 years plant life, will exhibit aging degradation from 20 
additional years of service. 

• Ifa complete PRA ofthe plant that would appropriately describe aging effects were performed at 
40.years of life, and then ag~ at ~O y~, one wo~d expect to o~serve an increase in risk 
,measur~s such asCDF and LERF, due to an expected.higher failure p~obability.oflong lived 
components subjected to 20 more years ofservice. Higher failure rates would tend to affect PRA 
results in several ways: 

By increasing 'initiator frequency ofaccidents caused by rupture ofpassive 
components, 

By increasing the possibility ofcascading failures from physical interaction ofruptured 
components with adjacent age-degraded components, 

By increasing the probability of failure ofengineered safeguards, and 
By reducing the structural capability ofthe RCS and containment barriers during severe 

accidents. 

This increase in risk measures may not be insignificant and may exceed the guidelines of� 
Regulatory Guide 1.174 at least for,plants characterized by relatively high CDF and LERF.� 

As stated above, the regulatory logic behind the decision to implement the LR rule without 
further risk consideration seems to be based on the basic concept that a plant complying with the 
current deterministic regulation meets the requirements for adequate protection even ifits risk to 

• 
the public increases with age. This concept is accepted for the first 40 years of life. The LR rule 
extends its acceptance beyond the first 40 years. Since the LR rule does not establish a life 
extension limit, there is an implication that the LR rule will allow as maximum acceptable risk 
from aging the one associated with a condition where aliiong-lived components have aged to 
their reguJatory limit without exceeding it. This approach would not be in conflict with the 
guidelines ofRG 1.174 if current PRAs ofoperating plants already assumed aging ofall , 
components to their regulatory limits and met the subsidiary safety goals. But current PRAs 
have not explicitly and systematically addressed aging effects, and many plants do not meet the 
subsidiary safety goals ofCDF and LERF. Th'erefore, granting a renewed license without 
consideration ofaging risk may in some cases conflict with the guidelines ofRO 1.174. 

Even ifwe accept license renewal without consideration ofassociated risk, as an extension ofthe 
licensing philosophy supporting the first 40 years ofoperation, concerns remain about the risk 
implications ofconcurrent licensing actions proposed by licensees that compete for the same 
SSC margins used to support life extension and that are likely to be evaluated without explicit 
consideration ofaging. The exclusion ofaging risk considerations from the LR rule does not 
mean that the aging effects due to LR don't need to be considered in risk assessments ofother 
licensing actions that may be affected by the aging ofcomponents. 

For example, several plants are planning pOwer up-rates'. In his June 23 report to the ACRS on 
this subject, Dr. Cronenberg noted that "several recent operational events foruprated plants point 
to circumstantial evidence ofcompounding degradation due to agingluprate and high
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burnuplhigb-power effects, which have not been addressed in prior uprate reviews." The report 
provides several examples ofpipe failures that have occurred in uprated plants. The report also 
states "Agency inaction for a more comprehensive uprate review process is being justified by 

• risk arguments ofminor changes in CDF for power uprates." . 

These power uprate requests will come in for review and aPproval through licenSing actions 
under the provisions ofexisting deterministic rules. A study performed by Energy Research, Inc. 
(BRI) for the Swiss Nuclear Inspectorate in 1997 (Ref. ) assessed the risk associated with a 
14.7% power increase ofthe Leibstadt NPP in Switzerland. Leibstadt is aB\VR6with a Marlill! 
containment. The study showed that the power upgrade would result in minor increases in CDF 
and LERF, but in a 30% increase in risk as measured by the risk metric of frequency ofa release 
times the activity ofthe release. The study also showed that the metrics ofRO 1.174 are not the 
most appropriate to assess such risk increase. Even ifthe NRC were to perform a risk assessment 
ofsuch uprates using the insight of the ERI study, approval or denial ofthe licensing request is 
likely to be based on the merits of the uprate request alone, without consideration ofthe 
additional risks associated with other licensing actions such as license renewal and ofthe
potential synergistic effects resulting from the combined licensing actions. 

• 

Since many NPPs are planning to extend their life, and many are planning power upgrades, we 
may face a situation where a plant characterized by high risk (maybe not apparent because its 
PRA is incomplete or inadequate) could be allowed to raise its power level, and as a separate 
action go for life extension. Another concurrent separate action could include justifying. 
continued operation for some time with degraded steam generators. The current licensing process 
does not allow for risk considerations to effectively enter into the decision ofwhether these plant 
actions can be supported simultaneously or even individually. PRA is the only tool having the 
capability ofcomprehensively exploring the synergies of such proposed plant changes. But its 
benefits are effectively excluded by 

Current lack of information (from incomplete or inadequate PRAs) on the actual risk 
associated with operating plants, 

Explicit exclusion of PRA considerations from LR rule, 
Weak understanding of impact of aging on plant risk (no systematic PRA study has been 

performed. methodology has only partially been developed) . 
Lack ofcomplete PRA models to seriously evaluate the synergistic effects of industry 

initiatives to increase production, extend life and reduce regulatory burden. 

The staffneeds to be prepared to address the global issue being raised by the Industry's move to 
aggressively utilize existing plant margin above minimum regulatory limits. Piecemeal review 
and approval of industry requests may fail to identify importantsynergies that may result from 
the separate licensing actions. We need to understand what the NRC in general. and RES in 
particular are doing about this issue; Depending on the staff's initiatives in this area we may need 
to recommend a focused effort in our research report. Also, the metrics ofRO 1.174.may need to 
be augmented ifCDF and LERF are not sufficient to identify plant risk associated with licensing 
actions, as the ERJ report seems to suggest. 
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•� Industry, Financial, and Academic Speakers� 
~  Manage Nuclear Power Plants as a Business� 

~  Low Cost Producers ~ Organizational Vision of Safety� 

~  Regulated Companies 12% Return; Deregulated 20%� 

~  License New Plants Within Months of Application� 



• • • REVISED REACTOR OVERSIGHT 
PROCESS� 
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• RROP Supported by NRC and Industry 

• Cross-cutting Issues Reflected in Performance Indicators� 

• Leading Indicators are Unnecessary 

• Implications to Enforcement Activities 

• Need Process to Retain Inspectors' Observations 

• Weakness in Corrective Action Programs� 
~ Inability to Correct Problems� 

~ Inability to Identify Latent Errors� 
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RISK-INFORMED REGULATION� 
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• Technical Issues Still Under Discussion� 
~ Quality of PRAs� 
~ Peer Certification and Expert Panels� 
~ Commercial Grade vs. Appendix B Requirements� 

• Impose Rule Only When a Result is Expected� 
~ Prescriptive => Direct Inspection� 
~  Performance-Based ~ Periodic Inspections� 
~ Incentive-Based => Self-Oversight� 

• Insights From PRAs Have Been Robust 

• Level of Industry Interest in Option 2 or 3 
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LICENSE RENEWAL� 
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• Applications Reflect Life Cycle Management 

• Business Decision Based on Plant Mortality 

• Scoping/Screening Process is Labor Intensive 

• Reconstruction of 30 Year Old Decisions is 
Difficult 

• License Renewal Engineers Should Speak 
Language of Plant Operators 

• 24 Months is Minimum Time to Review an 
Application 
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•� OPO•PLAN •� 
• SUBCOMMITTEE VETS 

• FULL ACRSDECIDES 

SUBCOMMITTEE TOPIC� REVIEWER 

D. Powers Chair, Seale� 
Iodine Spiking� 

Bonaca� Risk, Apostolakis� 
Human Factors� 

Kress� Severe Accidents, Wallis� 
Thermal-hydraulic� 

Shack� Metallurgy Consultant 

Sieber� NDE Uhrig 

Staff Support:� Undine Shoop/Sam Duraiswamy 
Available Consultants: Ivan Catton, Jim Higgins, Richard Ricker ~  



•� Ground Rules 

o� If we omit an area of research, the omission will be 
interpreted as an indication the area is unimportant 

o� ACNW will prepare its own report dealing with 
research for waste repositories and research done by 
NMSS 

o� We will not examine organizational structure 

o� OUf focus will be on the long term research needed 
to facilitate the execution of NRC's mission in the 

• future 

o� We should, however, help the Commission to 
understand when a research effort has yielded enough 
information for regulatory decisionniaking 
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\ . ,

PLAN FOR RESEARCH REPORT 

•� Develop essays in each of 12 areas on NRC's long-term 
research needs October . 

•� Subcommittee meeting ( November 1) for Q&A sessions with 
staff 

•� Review essays • November 

Unified document for ACRS approval. December 

•� 



RESEARCH REPORT RESPONSIBILITIES� 

Topic 
Civil/Structural Engineering 

Criticality 

Fire Protection 

Fuel 

.. 

• 
Human Performance 

Digitall&C 

Materials, NDE, Steam Generator 

Mechanical Engineering 

PRA 

Radiation Dosimetry 

Severe Accidents 

Thermal Hydraulics 

Member 
Bonaca 

Seale 

Sieber 

Cronenberg 

Sorensen 

Uhrig 

Shack 

Sieber 

? 

Seale 

Kress 

Wallis 

Reviewer� 
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Some Thoughts on the Needs for 

Regulatory Research 

• 
D.A. Powers� 

Chairman� 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards� 
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'.� 
·0� ACRS regularly reviews the NRC 

Research Program 

o� The most recent of these reviews are 
in a series NUREG - 1635 Volumes 1-3 

o� We have only started the review for 
this year 

• o Today, I can only present my own 
views which have not had the benefit 
of deliberation within the entire 
ACRS 
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'.� World View 

o� Contrary to view of many, neither the 
nuclear industry nor the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission is a mature 
static institution 

- Industry: 

• power uprates cutting into margin 
• extended burnup fuel 

•� • license extension & PTS 
• best estintate accident analysis 
• shortened outages 

-NRC 

• risk informed regulation 
• Reg. Guide 1.174 
• revised source term 
• performance-based monitoring and 
inspection 
• risk-informed enforcement 
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'.� The Paradigm for Research 

o� In the past, research at NRC has been focused 
on finding and mitigating the residual risks 
posed by the commercial use of nuclear power 

NRC interest in a topical area was often 
a source of consternation to the industry 
though often the research saved the 
industry money and tin1e 

• o Now research needs to be used to develop the 
processes and procedures to carry out the 
NRC function to assure adequate protection 
of public health and safety 

NRC can carry out its regulatory 
mandate without research 

But, without research, it may not do this 
efficiently and it certainly will be quite 
conservative 

•� -4
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A Question 

To identify NRC research needs, a question that must 
be addressed is: 

"When will the NRC do independent 
assessments rather than simply 
reviewing licensee submittals? " 

• ACRS does not now have a satisfactory answer to this 
question. 
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.•� Do line organizations at NRC now have 
ready access to risk information to support a 
risk-informed regulatory process? 

line organizations cannot not readily carry 
out risk assessments and uncertainty 
analyses for license amendments for specific 
plants. 

• 

inspectors cannot not independently 
evaluate risks associated with licensee 
plans for shutdown operations, yet 
scoping assessments by NRC and others 
suggest risk during shutdown is 
comparable to risk during normal 
operations. 

line organizations cannot do fire risk 
assessn1ents to resolve debates with 
licensees on topics such as the ongoing 
discussion of hot shorts during fires, yet 
the IPEEEs suggest risk from fire is 
comparable to risk during normal 
operations. 
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'. Does NRC have the technical capability to assure that 
the combination of power uprates, extended burnup 
fuel, and best estimate accident analyses do not erode 
safety margins unacceptably? 

- NRC's thermal hydraulics research program 
seems to be well founded and well pursued, 
though it may be underfunded and thus may 
not have goals that will meet all the agency 
needs in this area. 

• 
- There is not a well-researched Standard 

Review Plan for power uprates that 
considers the synergisms of all the 
changes taking place in the ways plants 
are run. 

- Fuel research, which had atrophied, has 
been revived in a limited way. NRC is 
conceding that it will rely on licensee 
submittals for fuel bumups beyond 
current limits. 
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Digital Electronic� 
Reactor Control Systems� 

There is a consensus among the infomled technical 
community that software-based digital electronic systems 
for reactor control and reactor safety functions offer 
tremendous improvements over the existing analog 
systems. Yet, the nuclear industry has been slow to join 
the digital revolution underway in nearly all other 
industries. 

o� Digital systems are susceptible to� 
common mode failures.� 

o� Regulatory review is hostage to 
standards more appropriate for far more 
complicated digital systems. 

o� NRC has lacked the research resources to 
develop more appropriate regulatory 
requirements for digital safety systems. 
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• 

Revised Reactor Source Term� 

NRC has used the results of its past research 
on accident source terms to provide a more 
realistic accident source term for safety 
analyses. 

NRC lacks the research resources to 
fully participate in an international 
collaborative experimental project that 
will allow experimental verification of 
many of the models that lead to the 
revised source term. 

NRC is losing the technical capa'city to 
independently assess licensee 
subn1ittals dealing with source term 
behavior in the reactor containment and 
the efficacy of engineered safety 
systems. The problem is especially 
acute in dealing with the chemistry of 
radioactive iodine. 
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•• Analysis versus Experiment 

o� NRC lacks the resources to support extensive 
or routine experimental verification of its 
analyses. 

• 

A case in point is the analysis of spent 
fuel pool fires that will establish the risk 
basis for revised safety rules for 
decommissioning plants. 

Another example of where analysis may 
be used without adequate experimental 
support may be arising in connection 
with the issue of hot shorts. 
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Conclusions 

o� NRC needs research to develop the risk 
analysis tools that can be used by line 
organizations in the agency to support a risk
informed regulatory process. 

o� NRC needs research to develop an 
appreciation of the synergisms of 
developments in the industry dealing with 
power upgrades, higher fuel burnups and 
extended licensing periods. 

• o NRC needs research to develop more 
workable regulatory requirements for digital 
electronic systems for reactor instrumentation 
and safety functions. 

·0 NRC needs research to provide tools to 
support the use of the revised accident source 
term. 

o NRC needs resources to more fully 
participate in international collaborative 
research into reactor safety issues. 
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UNITED STATES� 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION� 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

August 30, 2000 

Dr. Dana A. Powers 
Chairman 
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission� 
Washington, DC 20555� 

SUBJECT:� ACRS LETTER DATED JULY 20,2000, "NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE 
LETTER DATED JANUARY 19, 2000, ADDRESSING NRC PLANS FOR RISK
INFORMING THE TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS IN 10 CFR PART 50" 

Dear Dr. Powers: 

The subject letter to Chairman Meserve discussed the Nuclear Energy Institute's (NEI's) 
January 19, 2000, letter, as well as the NRC staffs work to risk-inform the technical 
requirements contained in 10 CFR Part 50. More specifically, your letter provided two 
recommendations with respect to this work. These recommendations, and our responses, are: 

• ACRS Recommendation 1: The staff should proceed with finalizing the framework for 
risk-informing the technical requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, including the prioritization 
criteria, and use the information in the NEI letter, as appropriate. 

Staff Response: We agree. We are continuing to use the framework, to revise it to 
reflect your comments as well as the comments of others, and to apply it in the 
evaluation of 10 CFR 50.44 ("Standards for combustible gas control system in Iight
water-cooled power reactors"), 10 CFR 50.46 ("Acceptance criteria for emergency core 
cooling systems for light-water nuclear power reactors"), and other sections of 10 CFR 
Part 50. We intend to provide a revised version of the framework to the Commission for 
their information, and as background for recommendations on modifying 10 CFR 50.44, 
at the end of August 2000. 

ACRS Recommendation 2: The staff will want to interact further with the industry to 
determine the benefits and burden reduction that could result from changes in rules in 
light of risk information. 

Staff Response: We agree. We are planning to have additional public meetings and 
workshops to discuss our work, including obtaining input on the benefits of possible 
changes to various sections of 10 CFR Part 50. 

•� J 
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D.Powers� 2 

• Your letter also discussed alternative approaches to risk-informing 10 CFR 50.46, including 
potential changes to ECCS success criteria and the definition of challenges to the ECCS. As 
you know, we are now considering possible changes to Section 50.46; your ideas on this are 
thus particularly timely and will be considered as we proceed. 

Sincerely, 

~~'S:{~.: ~ 
William D. Travers 
Executive Director 
for Operations 

cc:� Chairman Meserve� 
Commissioner Dicus� 
Commissioner Diaz� 
Commissioner McGaffigan� 
Commfssioner Merrifield� 
SECY� 

• 
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UNITED STATES� 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION� 
ADVISORY COMMIn'EE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS� 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

III'0rs 
July 20, 2000� 

•� 

The Honorable Richard A. Meserve 
Chairman 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission� 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001� 

Dear Chairman Meserve: 

SUBJECT:� NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE LETTER DATED JANUARY 19, 2000, 
ADDRESSING NRC PLANS FOR RISK-INFORMING THE TECHNICAL 
REQUIREMENTS IN 10 CFR PART 50 

During the 47411 meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, July 12-14, 2000, 
we discussed the subject letter to NRC Chairman Meserve. In addition, we discussed with 
representatives of the staff and the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) the NRC plans for risk

• 
informing the technical requirements in 10 CFR Part 50. During our discussions, we had the 
benefit of the documents referenced. 

This report responds to the Commission's request in the AprilS, 2000 Staff Requirements 
Memorandum (SRM) that the ACRS review the subject letter. . 

Recommendations 

1.� The staff should proceed with finalizing the framework for risk-informing the technical 
requirements of 10 CFR 50, including the prioritization criteria, and use the information 
in the NElletter, as appropriate. 

2.� The staff will want to interact further with the Industry to determine the benefits and 
burden reduction that could result from changes in rules in light of risk information. 

Background 

The Commission directed the staff to develop a plan for risk-informing technical requirements in 
10 CFR Part 50. In response to staff activities in this area, NEI conducted an industry survey to 
identify regulations that are prime candidates for assessment and change or possible 
candidates for improvement. This was the subject of an NEI letter dated January 19, 2000, to 
Chairman Meserve. In an SRM dated April 5, 2000, the Commission requested that: 

•� 
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The ACRS review the January 19, 2000, letter from the Nuclear Energy Institute 
(NEI) to Chairman Meserve, that addresses NRC plans for risk-informing the 
technical requirements in 10 CFR Part 50. In particular, the ACRS, in coordin
_tion with the NRC staff, should evaluate the priority listing of regulatory re

• quirements that might be modified based on consideration of risk. This includes 
review of interim staff reports on the activities described in SECY·99-256 and 
SECY-99-264. 

In SECY-98-300, -Options for Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50 - Domestic Ucensing 
of Production and Utilization Facilities,· the staff proposed three options for modifying 
regulations in 10 CFR Part 50 to make them risk informed. These options were: 

1.� Continue with ongoing rulemaking, but make no additional changes to Part 50. 

2.� Make changes to the overall scope of systems, structures, and components (SSCs) 
covered by those sections of Part 50 requiring special treatment (such as quality 
assurance, technical specifications, environmental qualification, and 10 CFR 50.59 by 
formulating new definitions of safety-related and important-ta-safety SSCs). 

3.� Make changes to specific requirements in the body of regulations, including general 
design"criteria. 

• 
In the SRM of June 8, 1999, the Commission approved proceeding with the current rulemaking 
in Option 1, implementing Option 2, and proceeding with a study of Option 3. For Option 3, the 
Commission requested that the staff determine how best to proceed and provide a detailed plan 
outlining its recommendations regarding specific regulatory changes that should be pursued. 
SECY-99-256 provides the staff's plans for implementing Option 2. SECY-99-264 provides the 
staff's plans with respect to the Commission request to proceed with a study of Option 3. 

The letter of January 19, 2000, which is the primary subject of this report, provided the 
industry's initial response to SECY-99-264. In this letter, NEI stated that there is general 
industry support for the overall approach. NEI also reported the results of a survey to which 61 
units responded. This survey identified what the industry considers as prime candidate 
regulations for assessment and change and provided estimates of the financial benefits 
expected from risk-informing each identified regulation. 

Piscussion 

It is appropriate that the staff consider the industry's priorities and seek information from the 
industry on the expected benefits. The industry priority list appears to be primarily driven by 
burden reduction and the associated cost savings. This is an important input in the prioritization 
process. The industry presumably is the best judge of the burden associated with a regulation, 
and this input will be valuable to the staff in developing its own priority listing. Many of the NEI 
priority items seem to relate to the scope of SSCs important to safety, quality assurance, and 
in-service inspection. These items are already incorporated under Option 1 and Option 2 and, 
thus, are already being given priority. The staff has also accelerated its preparation of a risk
informed revision to 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for combustible gas control system in light
water-cooled power reactors.· 
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In SECY-OO-OOS6, ·Status"Report on Risk-Informing the Technical Requirements of 10 CFR 
Part 50 (Option 3),· the staff proposed a framework for prioritization, consideration of defense in . 
depth, safety margins, and uncertainties. Because this framework is still under development, it 
Is premature for us to comment. We believe, "however, that this framework is appropriate and 

-its development should continue. 

If the staff is to have reliable estimates of the benefits of risk-informing selected parts of 10 
CFR Part 50. there must be some sort of determination of the possible plant changes that will 
result. This determination appears to require first developing the risk-informed version of the 
rule and then iaentifying the possible changes on a plant-by-plant basis. After the staff has 
decided on the risk-informed version of a particular rule. it may want to further interact with the 
industry to determine the ranges of benefits - including uncertainties. For risklbenefit 
decisions. uncertainties in benefits are just as important as uncertainties in risk. 

The highest priority candidate in the NEI letter is 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K related to 
emergency core cooling system (ECCS). The NElletter provided information on the potential 
benefit (of up to $3 million per unit per year) as one of the bases for this selection. In our view, 
10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K can be considered as a deterministic specification on how good 
the ECCS cooling capability must be after it is activated. Its risk implications relate primarily to 
success criteria ~ will the ECCS be good enough to provide assurance that the accident will be 
terminated and" long-term shutdown cooling prOVided. Probabilistic risk assessment insights, 
however, also suggest that the proposed challenge to the ECCS, an instantaneous double 
ended guillotine break (DEGB), is an extremely unlikely event. 

• It is not clear that substantial changes can be made in terms of the success criteria. Successful 
continued cooling involves evaluation of the effects of potential local hot spots, possible 
geometry changes as a result of rod bowing and clad swelling, local dry out, steam-zirconium 
chemical reactions, and possible propagation of loss of coolant from local to substantial 
involvement of the core. Such phenomena are highly uncertain and, therefore, must have 
proper criteria to provide the required confidence to be attached to the success criteria that the 
accident will be terminated and the core damage frequency acceptance value will be achieved. 
In our view, then, this is an area with a strong defense-in-depth component related to the 
proper balance between prevention and mitigation in a highly uncertain phenomenological area. 

There appear to be greater benefits from reconsidering changes in the definition of the 
challenges to the ECCS, i.e., replacement of the DEGB, with an alternative large-break loss-of
coolant accident. It has long been recognized that the DEGB has led to undesirable 
consequences in the structural design of piping systems. It may also have negative 
consequences when used as the design basis for ECCS. It could, for example, result in a 
greater likelihood of pressurized thermal shock and lead to unrealistic startup times for 
emergency equipment that can reduce reliability. 

On the other hand, the use of the DEGB can be considered as a sort of margin on the 
acceptable performance of ECCS. A systematic assessment, therefore, of the consequences 
of this change must be considered. Although the staff's framework is still under development, it 
does include a proposed process to appropriately consider the impacts of changes to the 
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• 
regulations. We look forward to interacting with the staff in Its development of the final 
framework• 

Sincerely, 
_.. 

~-~~~Wt 
Dana A. Powers 
Chairman 

References: 
1.� Letter dated January 19, 2000, from Joe F. CoMn, President and Chief Executive 

Officer, NEI, to Richard A. Meserve, Chairman, NRC, regarding Proposed Staff Plan for 
Risk-Informing Technical Requirements In 10 CFR Part 50. 

2.� Memorandum dated AprilS, 2000, from Annette L Vietti-Cook, Secretary, NRC, to John· 
T. Larkins, ACRS/ACNW, SUbject: Staff Requirements - Meeting with ACRS on Risk 
Informing 10 CFR Part 50, March 2, 2000. 

3.� Memorandum dated June 8, 1999, from Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary, NRC, to 
William D. Travers, Executive Director for Operations, NRC, Subject: Staff 
Requirements· SECY·98·300· Options for Risk-Informed Revisions to 10 CFR Part 50, 
-oomestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facllities.

4.� Memorandum dated April 12, 2000, from William D. Travers, Executive Director for 
Operations, NRC, for the Commissioners, SECY-OO-OO86, Subject: Status Report on 
Risk·lnforming the Technical Requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 (Option 3). 

5.� Memorandum dated October 29, 1999, from William D. Travers, Executive Director for 
Operations, NRC, for the Commissioners, SECY-99·256, Subject: Rulemaking Plan for 
Risk·lnforming Special Treatment Requirements. 

6.� Memorandum dated November 8, 1999, from William D. Travers, Executive Director for 
Operations, NRC, for the Commissioners, SECY·99·264, Subject: Proposed Staff Plan 
for Risk-Informing Technical Requirements in 10 CFR Part 50. 
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UNITED STATES 

'.� 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION� 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS� 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001� 

September 1. 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO: 't::lB~"iJbrn~~~ 
FROM:� Noel DU~ior Staff Engineer 

SUBJECT:� ANALYSIS OF THE EDO'S RESPONSE TO THE ACRS REPORT 
ON THE NEI LEITER ADDRESSING NRC PLANS FOR RISK
INFORMING 10 CFR PART 50 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide an analysis of the August 30. 2000 
memorandum from the Executive Director for Operations (EDO) that responded to the 
Committee's report dated July 20, 2000. The Committee's report concerned a letter from the 
Nuclear Energy Institute that addressed NRC plans for risk-informing the technical requirements 
in 10 CFR Part 50. 

The Committee recommended that the staff finalize the risk-informed framework and continue to 
interact with the industry. 

• The staff stated that it was continuing to revise the framework to reflect the Committee's 
comments and to apply the framework in the evaluation of specific 10 CFR Part 50 
requirements. The staff plans to have additional public meetings and workshop on this matter. 
In addition, the staff is considering possible changes to 10 CFR 50.46. "Acceptance criteria for 
emergency core cooling systems for light-water nuclear power reactors," as suggested by the 
Committee. 

Analysis 

The staff has initiated activities that are responsive to the Committee's recommendations and 
plans to keep the Committee informed of its progress in developing the regulatory framework. 

cc via e-mail: 
J. Larkins 
H. Larson 
S. Duraiswamy� 
ACRS Fellows and Staff� 
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